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FAMILIES IN HARD TIDIES -A
LEGACY

Principal investigator Glen H: Elder, PhD-.

Author. Bette Bunch, Nlit4H

Depression. Hard times. The words evoke images of apple-
carts and breadlines, soup kitchens and ragbags, hobo jungles
and duststorms. Much of what we know about economic depres-
sion we know from the Great Depression of the thirties. The
Depression was a national emergency as devastating as war, as
packed with human drama as a_murder trial. It tested individu;
al ingenuity and endurance. Some grew when they met its
challenge; others were broken when they could not. It exagger-
ated social inequities by _ enriching_ some, impoverishing most.
No one was untouched by it. A few barely noticed it until
higher taxes were= levied to pay for new social programs; others
felt demeaned by having to_take "handoutS."

The Depression was one_ of those universal events which
French scholar_ Annie Kriegel recently characterized as "likely
to unify the memory of the whole of humanity."It etched scars
that still ache whenever financial winds blow cold. Memories of
hard times, once tapped, seem to be inexhaustible. The Great
Depression inspired some of the greatest literature we have on
the American experienceJohn Steinbeck's Grapes of Wrath,
for example, or_James Agee and Walker Evans' Let US Now
Praise FamouS Meh. The Depression is still remembered, still
read about, still discussed in everyday conversationall signs
of its continuing influence. It is part of our shared experience,
a chapter in our history.

29
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_

Simply because the Depression haS been enshrouded by mythand enshrined by time,,its legacy is unclear._ For many reasonsit cannot be -taken as a prototype, of economic depression orcyclical change in tOdaY's world. Yet, talk of another depressionmakes us anxious. 'What would happen to our families, ourhomes -,_ our children's future; our = jobseverything we'veworked for and counted on? It is at this personal level that theGreat Depression might hold lessons for the future:

Elder is trying, to understand what theGreat pepression meant to Antericanshow it changed their lives, their fami-lies, and the lives of their descendants-.

Glen Elder; a Cornell University sociologist, has been study-ing the effect of-the Depression on the lives of individuals andfamilies for the better part of two decades now He is trying tosort out the myths and to come to some understanding-of whatit meant to Americans, hoW it changed their lives and the livesof their descendants. He puts great store in memories of theDepression, but he doesn't altogether trust them. In his words.:The _past is often reconstructed to fit the present.While the "good old days" are an enjoyable topic ofconversation_ and improve with the telling, there islittle reward in remembering: the _"bad days," unleSsthey reflect favorably on one s present Situation andSuccessful ascent, In either case,_ memories yield aninaccurate picture of life eicperience in the Depression:[Elder 1974; p: 41]

Elder thinks the Great Depression is too impOrtant to leaveto memory alone. Yet, like other large historical events, includ-ing two world wars, has been all but ignored by psychologiStsand Sociologists studying human development, intergenera-tional relationships, and changes in family life. Rarely havesocial scientists considered the influence of Specific historicalevents on individuals and groups. What Elder and other scholars(especially the new breed of social historians) are now trying todo is to correct an imbalanceto give history its due in psycho-logical and SOtiological explanations of human behavior.



GLEN ELDER

Working as a visiting the. Boys Town Center for_the_
Study of Youth Development on the Outskirts of Omaha,- Nebr.,^"
Elder isstudying the period surrounding the Great Depression
to_learn how it changed the -lives of 'those who experienced
The problem under study; \however, "is not simply whether
economic_ change produced_family and generational change,_ or
the_nature of the change; it includes questions concerning tte
process by which' such Change occurred." By proms; Elder
means,_ first; the actions families took to accommodate them
selvesao_financial hardShip and also the consequences of these
actionffor the family itself and for its individual 9§fembers.,,;To
illustrate; consider this typical situation:

)didso in order to sup_plementfamily income, but their
Mothers who sought jobs in theDepression presumably

actions may have had a host =of other consequences for
the _upbringing of their, daughters. For example,_ the
Working mother would establish a behavioral _model for
her :daughter and was likely to gain influence in 1 _

fatally affairs, while the daughter was 'drawn more
fully into household operations. _Each of these condi- ,

lions has implications for the_learning or reinforce-
ment of values. [Elder 1974, p. 71]

Elder is able to examine complicated chains of events Only
because he is able to draw upon a remarkable set of archival
records from the University of California'sInstitute of Human
Development 'on several generatians of California families WhoJ
lived through the Depression. Some 400 Oakland and Berkele
families took part in studies which, as luck would have it we e
started just as the banks closed and the stock market came
crashing down.

nearly 50 years. The Berkeley ie ords include exceptionally

re-
ports on the families, some of w ich have been studied ,fOr

The archives include both objectve facts and subjective re-

detailed information up to the_end of World War_II. Jobs were
found, promotions came through; father was fired, a new baby
came along, a mother -in -lase- moved inall were noted. What
gives life, to these documents is the subjective record. Family
members told the invesgators how they felt about their loss of
jobs and income; theihiklren's development, their marriages,
their satisfactions;and their disappointments. The original re-
search workers themselves, as well as the children's teachers,
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guidance counselors, and classmates, gave their interpretliticiins
of the families' experiences.

Elder is using these archives to trace the course of_individnal
and family life over generations. He and his principal associate,
Richard C: Rockwell, are trying to learn why ttome families
could accommodate themselves to hard times, while Others
could not What were the sources of adaptive strength? HOW,
did_that _strength show itself; day by day? The investigtOrs are
also studying the_ influence of the Depressiorl'experi nce on
children o different-ages. They are learning that not only
children; hut their parents; too; fared math better if they en-
countered the - Depression qt one point in their lives 'r4ther
than another. Fate does play a part- in one's chances in life. It
is possible to be born too early or too late. :V

Elder's researcIlt_ will not give us any final answers about the
power of a. historic I eventeven one as dramatic as the Greatt

Depressionto c nge the course of our lives. The California
familiqg do got represent the Nation as a whole. The panel of
sub' ts, although large for a long -rangy study, is too small and

i,to representative to make- it possible to generalize far from
the r sults. Since the data `were collected for other4furposesto
learn about thocphysical and mental growth of individualsat
a time' when research methods were less rigorous than they are
today, they_ are incomplete and sometimes colored by biases of
the times. But the Berkeley and Oakland studies together pro-
vide one of the best available records of life during the Depres-
Sion. They began at the beginning and documented .events and
feelings as they took place, not as they were remembered.

Elder is making the most out 'Of this existingdata. He is
sharpening_ questions about the influence of history ort, human
behavior. 'Becau the topic itself_ has rarely been addressed by
social scienti , he and his colleagues are also developing
methods for oing such research and articulating a theory tOit
can explain the process of change between then and now.

)The story Elder is piercing togethera drama of reidiamtlies
li ing through major, historical events of the 20th cent n

.

elp us to understand our own lives, much as it did one 'Iiii
who read Elder's first book on' this research. In a ;let to
Elder; Frances Judd described her Depression girlhood" a he
daughter of Swedish immigrant parents. She remenibers her
anguishanguish over "cardboard soles, rag hankies, holes in at. ing

.;
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feet and underwear; _and jam sandwiches for EVERY school
lunch." She was ashamed of alwys having to borrow school
equipment:

!tit caused me to die a_little bit ev'e'ry. was as the
' nowledge that I, as a irl, wasn't worth the money it
took' to get me through:school: (There were no boys.)
To ask for crayons (or whatever was- required) at home
was to be rejected; to show up in s without crayons
was to relive- the rejectionpublfdr.t;t . . Over the

411- years I have come to believe that the Depression was
used by someand is still used by manyas an excuse
for certain behavior. is not to say that there
wasn't -cause for concern that the suffering wasn't
genuine: But I knew many families during the Depresi-
sionlarger and more troubled than my own but
somehow happier; and more secure than we were.'
(They di ometimes share pieces of crayons with me!)
[Judd 19 7]

Judd, who ew up _in _Canada; is now a resident of New
Zealand; where many families continue to be "blighted" by the
Depression; still living in the same "ultra-careful penny-saving
way of thp_30s."_She sees such behavior as a defense4against
another °treat Depression. "If they but knewanother Depres-
sion_ of_the same magnitude as the, last would haVe no effect at
all on their present way of life because it hasn't really altered
since the last one. They are actually still living in a Depres-
sion!"

33

CHILDREN OF THE GREALDEPRESSION

Elder almost chanced upon the topic that has come to occupy
so large a part of his professional life: Born in .1934; he was a
Child of the Great Depression himself and had heard his par-
ents' stories about its hardships. But when he joined the staff
of the University of California's Institute of Human Develop7
ment in 1962; he was interested in studying adolescents and
their families:

There are few better places to pursue that interest The
Institute, which celebrated its 50th anniversary_last year was
the home of three studies_whick in the words of one observer,
"probably off!r the richest collection of data ever assembled on
human beings over a long period" (Yahraes 1969). Two of the
studies involved Berkeley infants born in 1928 or 1929; one was

ti
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a guidance _Study, directed at learning about personality devel- ';

opment and -the _possible mental health benefits of offering
psychological guidance to parents; the other Berkeley study
was directed at learning_ about physical and mental growth.
The third project involved Oakland adolescents who had been
born in 20 and 1921; these youngsters and their families were
being st died itri an attempt to understand ihow the physical
and psychological changes of puberty. and thd adolescent's atti-
tudes and behavior affect later life.

Elder went to the Institute to work with its Director, sociolo-
gist John Clausen, on research into the family relations and
career development of the Oakland ,subjects. After preparing

. several articles on the topic, Elder got the idea. of rearranging
the data; viewing them in historical perspective, and "explicitly
examining the ways in which the Great Depression modified
the lives of the families and influenced the development .of the
children" (Clausen 1974).

Elder's book on the Oakland subjects, Children of the Great
Repression, was published in 1974 and was met with enthusi-
asm by his academic colleagues.: Social historian John Modell,'
for example, commended Elder for his imaginative use of the
Oakland data. In Modell's -Words, Elder showed "extraordinary
ingenuity. and respect for detail and significance." Modell fotind
that the book shed light on historical realities other than the
Depression"on the smooth acceptance after World War II Of
the military- industrial economy, its attendant prosperity and
politics," as well as the continuation of class stratification,
male: dominance, and the preeminence of the family as an
institution hi American culture (Modell 1975).

Adolescent boys from middle-class fami-
lies who were deprived .duringlthe De-
pression seemed to benefit from their ex-
perience:

Such appreciation for the book's fanreaching significance
provides a measure of the intelligence of Elder's analysis
rather than the strength of the statistical data There were

I
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only 167 subjects in the original Oakland sample, although the
data on most covered some 30 years. Elder- had no comparison
groupsjp tease out the effects of deprivation and class status,
he divid the study. sample into four subgroups: Those whose
families suffered relative deprivation, during the Depression
(defined_as having lost a third or more of:their income between
19:29 arid 193,3) and those who were not deprived; _these groups
were further divided into middle- and working-class families.
Using quantitative techniques, Elder' linked experiences and
feelings daring the thirties with the subjects' outcomes in the
fifties and sixties: By the time the sample was divided into

bgroups, however; statistical tests became problematic.
The value of Children of the Great Repression lay in Elder's

interpretations (which are discussed in a later section of this
report). The findings themselves are of interest primarily for
their heuristic valuethat is, they suggest_ relationships that
call for closer scrutiny. But the results do add up to a coherent
picture' of life during the Depression, and they are intriguing:

Boys from deprived middle-class families seemed to be
better off because of their experience during the Depression.
As .adultS they were healthier, especially psychologically,
than men who had come from nondeprived middle-class
families. Despite their families' hardships, which- forced
them to go to work, the deprived boys attained educational
levels equal to those of their nondeprived classmates: 'their
occupational status was acijually higher by the time tof the
followup at age 38 to 40.
Boys from the deprived working class fared less well. than
the nondeprived. They showed evidence or having more
drive; but they were more often kept froin higher education
because of the family's need for their financial support.
Adolescent girls from deprived middle -class families were
not as fortunate as the boys from such families. Like the
working-class girls, however, they were called upon to help,
around the house. They came to favor domestic activities,
adult company; and grownup status. The Cmiddle -class girls
in deprived families married earlier -than their riondepr.
classmates, were less likely tdachieve a college edu tion,
and generally valued family life, parenthood, and.homemak:
ing. Like the men, the deprived middle-class women were
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psychologically healthier as adults; when compared with the
nondeprived women.

Elder attributes the life success of the deprived middle class
to a happy accident_ of timing and circumstance. The middle-
class adolescents had more resources for coping with crisis than
their working-class counterptarts. Further, they felt needed, and
they were at an age when they could make a real contribution
to the family's welfare: As Elder wrote in Children:

The labor-intensive economyof _deprived households in
the 30s -often brbught older-children-into the -world of
adults; if we are to judge from childhood experiences
in the Oakland--cohort. -These c-hildren-had productive
roles to perform. But in a more general_ sense_ they
were needed, and, in being needed,- they had- -the
chance and responsibility _to_ make _a real contribution
to the welfare' of- others. -Mng -needed- gives- rise to -a
sense =of belonging and place; _of :being committed to
something larger than -the-self- HoWever onerous-the
task may be, .there is gratification and even personal
growth to be gained in being challenged by a- real
undertaking if it is not excessive or exploitative. [Elder
1974, p. 291]

FINDING A MOTHER LODE

Despite the enthusiastic reception that met _Children of the
Great Depression; by the time it was published in _1974; Elder
had come to see it as something of a warmup exercise. He was;
by then, deeply engrossed in studying another set of archival
records from the Institute of Human Developmentthis time
those from the Berkeley Guidance Study. He had been dissatis-
fied_ with his inability to compare the experience of the Oak-
land subjects, who were adolescents during the Depression,
With anothei- group of children who were younger and presum-
ably more vulnerable to ,t it parents' crises. A toddler, totally
dependent emotionally aliif mate/Ian? on his or her parents,-is
in a very d'ifferent position in a family that has been hit by
drastic economic.prisis__than is a teenager who can go out and
get a job to help out The' Berkeley_ subjects were born in 1928
and 1929 and thus were infants when the Depression struck.
Elder wanted to know how they had fared.

In 1071, he had joined. the Department of Sociology at the
University of North Carolina in Chapel Hill: By September
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1972_ he was back studying the Great_ Depression. He had
begun what was to have been a 2-year, National Science Foun-
dation-sponsored study to compare the Oakland and Berkeley
subjects.

Elder believes that it is the family that
mediates an individual's encounter with
society.

During the first year of that work; however, while he was
digging-through the archives at the Institute of Human _Devel:
Opmerit, Elder discovered "data_ resources on the family and
generations ... . that far exceeded our_exiaectations." Informa-
tiOn on the subjects' parents was far more detailed and long7
ranged than for the Oakland_ group.; which did not extend
beyond 1934 and did not include_a followuji. What's more, there
was information on the Berkeley subjects' grandparents. The
discovery led Elder to rethink the project on a larger more
ambitious scale one that would do justice to the bank Of_data,
and one that would allow him to_traceLthe .effects of both the
Depression and World War H across generations. As.Elder haS
acknowledged, this opportunity stems from the pioneering 0=
forts of Jean Macfarlane; Marjorie Honzik, and other members
of the early project staff: They wisely recognized that data
should he" recorded as fully as possible; so that no one theoreti-
cal orientation would subsequently preclude looking at the data
with an unjaundiced eye,. (For a bibliography of the many
publications based on the Institute's studies, see Jdnes et al.

1972.)
The Berkeley Study

With this extraordinary body of family data," Elder says; "I
saw the poSSibility of answering important questions that could
not be. explored the Oakland project:" Information on the
grandparents and th fuller accounts on the Berkeley parents
would make possible clearer understanding of the hiStarical
context for both:the Berkeley and Oakland families.

The additional records would also help to clarify just how a
family'S response to drastic social and economic events influ-
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ences an individual's life course. Elder thinks that the family
mediates an individual's encounter with changes in society: -

Family change, he argues, is a "primary link between socioeco-
nomic change in the Depression and War years and the life
course!: Using archival data on fOur Berkeley generations
whose birthdateS Span a period from- the Civil War- to after
World War II, Elder is now examining traditions and experi-
ences the parehtS brought to the Depression, how well they
adapted to it, how it 'affected their relationships with their
children, and what ,life held in store for them, their children,
and their grandchildren in the years that followed hard times.

Elder thinks personalities develop over
the course of a lifetime Families are
extensions of this lifetime adventure.

A Life-Course Approach

When Elder first discovered- the richness of the Berkeley
Guidance Study archives, he also discoverecKrecords that had
been gathering dust for decades. The data had been collected,
recorded; then stored away in binders, ledgers, case assemblies,
and file drawers: Some had never been coded for 'analysis. So,
the first task facing Elder and his associates was to put the
data into usable form:

That form_ was- largely dictated by Elder's approach to study-
ing family change._ His IS a "life-course" perspective, a long
view of human experience:. _Research evidence has convinced
Elder that individual personalities develop over the course of a
lifetime, not (as was once commonly believed) that they are set
for once and for all at a young age. Elder _sees' families as
extensions of this lifetime adventure. The individual experi-
ence is inextricably entwined with the family, which softens or
accentuates encounters with the outside world. Elder's perspec-
tivehis view of indiVidual and family life. as ever-changing
and interdependentmay seem obvious to the layman.
Common sense and our own experience tell us that people and
families, like all Organic structures; live and change. For social
scientists, however, such a perspective represents a departure
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from long-tithe practice. In studies of indivWual development,
for examplei'.the changes that come with middle and old age
have only recently been_ considered by more than a few investi-
gators. Studies of families have emphasized structure rather
than development. Again, it has been only recently that social
scientists have become interested in how families change
thrwgh history, just as individuals changg- over a lifetime.
Mogf studies represent cross- sectional snapshots of aspects of
family lifethe marital pattern of one age group, for example;
compared to that of adjacent groups.

Elder; by contrast, follows the same individuals and their
families over decades. His method combines the usual social
scientist's approachanalyzing quantitative data on large
groupswith the old case-history approach. In the Berkeley
study, Elder and his colleagues studied 214 subjectS up through
adolescence, 182 of them to age 40a large enough "N" to
allow for statistical'comparisons. :Elder believes that both case
histories and quantitative analysis are necessary to, study the
"complexities of social _processes in change." He and his asso-
ciates "move back and forth between holistic case studies- of
families and individuals over time and quantitative compari-
sons." They are comparing the Berkeley families' to each other.
and to those in the Oakland study to learn_ how the Great
Depression differed in its

in
on individuals who encoun-

tered it at different points n their lives:
To make the Berkeley archives manageable, Elder's group

prepared seven sets of data:- One set includes information on
the parents' originstheir religion, nationality, place of_ birth;
and information, on the grandparent Ssuch as their education-
al, occupational, and economic status). Two sets of data concern
the parents and the life they offered their children: One con-
sists of detailed accounts of ongoing life in the subjects' homes
between 1929 and 1945, including, for example;- yearly family
income; the other focuses on family 'relationships up to 1970
the quality of the parents' marriage; their interactions with
their children, the family's social activiti health, and hard-
ships, and its residential changes betweei71929 and 1945. The

theother four sets of data focas subjectstheir occupational
,

preferencesand choices in a olescence, the. timing and other
features of the important events in their adult lives (marriage,
children; work; formal education, military service), and ratings
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Of their adult psychological functioning.
Not all of the information is complete for all subjects: When

the Berkeley Guidance Study" was started; it included 248 _in-
faritS and their families. Half were studied intensively; the
Other half served as a comparison group. Some kinds of data
(for example, details on kin relationships, intrafamilial dynam-
ics, and some income data) were obtained from only the inten-'
SiVely studied "core" group. AS in all long -term studies, some
subjects dropped out along the way. By the end of World War
II, when the children were allout .15, 214 were still in the study;
182 were still active participants in 1969-71, the most recent
followup.

The Life Histories

Once the records were organized; Elder's group 'set to work
constructing life histories for each subject and familyactual-
ly, histories on nine aspects_ of each_ family's experience: eco-
nomics, worklives of mother and father;- ousehold composition,
marriage, fertility, parent-child relations; subjective interprets-
tiOns of life experiences (all from 1929-1945); and an adult life
record for the subjects. Constructing the life histories proved -to
be as intellectually provocative as it was physically tedious.
Elder _says that during the process he and his coworkers were
sensitized_ to conceptual and methodological issues concerning
their study. And time and again they were forced to question
the records they were going over. On emotionally sensitive
questions, such as whether public assistance was received
during the 19'30s, Elder's group tried to verify self-reports. They
found, however, that welfare files froin that era had been de-
stroyed, and other records, such as those on 'property owner=
ship; were too incomplete to warrant transcription, Instead of
these external- sources, then, Elder was forced to judge the self:
reports by e3camining statements in the archives from social
workers; teachers; and others: Fortutlately, their reports proved
to be internally consistent and wide in scope:

The Berkeley Families

By national standards, the Berkeley, families were fortunate.
Two out of three were middle class. Most fathers were em-
ployed when the study began in 1929. Three-out of four families
were headed by native-born parents, and most had the addi-
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- -:
tional_ sociad advantage of being whitewhite and Protestant. Among
alL families; income averagik14-$2i3(4. in -1929;, 3 years later, in
the 'trough of the breat,LVekeion," it had declined by a
third; and the nuMji# of,,tarnili,E.:whose income had fallen to
below, $1,500 (the loifiest.rurig tri'the income ladder) had more
than tripled.
__ As lie had with thirk O4klarid group; Elder separated deprived
from nondeprived lin-lilies on thAbaiti of whether they had
lost more than a thirq:Of total income between 1929 and 1933:
(Comparison of thetlivo sairsples required similar measures of
deprivation; for a 'c 4cal discussion of thisrriterion of- depriva-
tion; see Model/ 19 5.) Again, it was relative deprivation that
he Wished to examine. "Unlike chronic poverty," Elder and
Rockwell (1979)_ observe, "this type of change offered_ children
and families a broad range Of adaptive options and resources
during the 1930s, particularly among those_ who were posi-
tioned in the middle class as of 1929:_' The llaie between nonde-
prived and deprived roughly corresponded to-the point at which
the quality of life- declined. Among all Berkeley families, 44
percent were "deprived " by Elder's _criterion. (Many more of
the Oakland families, 61 percent_ lost more than a third:of
their income. The largest difference between the two samples
waswra8 in the middle class-36_ percent of the Berkeley families
were deprived compared with 56'percent of those in Oakland.)
Because the cost of living declined by almost a fourth between
1929 and 1933; rhany of the middle-class families were actually
betterc off _during ithe Depression, "By any standard," SayS
Elder; '_'_the economic contrast between nondeprived and de-
prived families its striking and suggests profound implications
for family life; child rearing, and the life course."

Among deprived families, extreme economic loss usually con-
tinued for 2_or 3 years. Most at least partially recovered during
the mobilization for war that helped bring the country out of
the Depression.

Analysis ,

Elder divided the task of analyzing records on the Berkeley
families into four phases. The first three follow the families
chronologically and have been done in sequence:

The social; economic, and cultural origins of the parents and
the effect's of these origins up to 1930.

/',11 n - -
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Family change from 1929 through 1945, its relation to pre-
Depression factors and economic change (especially during
the Depression); and the impact of economic change on the
health of parents,and children up to 1945.

a The effect of socioeconomic and family change during the
Depression and war years on the parents' and subjects' life
course, health, and relationships (with emphasis an the'par-
ents' old age).

In the fourth "phase" of the research, which haS actually
been going on throtighoutithe analysis, Elder and RockWell are
comparing the Depression's effect on the Berkeley SubjeCtS
against its effect on the Oakland subjects. Insights gained frOm
the Berkeley research have compelled Elder and Rockwell to
reanalyze some of the Oakland data to make these compari:
sons.- Two modes of -analysis deserve special mention: cohort
analysis and linkage.

0
Cohort Analysis

The most fundamental of their techniques is cohort analysis:
A "cohort" (the word originally referred to division of soldiers
in ancient Rome) is a group_of persons whO share one demo-
graphic_ characteristic, usually year or period of birth. The
Oakland_subjects, born in 1920 and 1921, constitute one cohort; ^

the Berkeley Guidance Study subjects, born ,in 1928 and 1929,
make up another cohort: Sociologist John Clausen, in hiS fOre-
word to Children of -the Great Depression, noted that while
cohort analysis has been _au "honored technique" among de:
mographers, it has rarely been used by sociologists and psychOl:
ogists. This is no small technical point: As Clausen wrote, an
investigator using cohort analysis "explicitlywecognizes that
human behavior must be viewed in its historical context."
Given what Elder calls the "long- standing ahistorical biaS"_ of
most sociological and psychological research, it is not surprising
that cohort analysis has been little used. But for understanding
the effects of social change; argues Elder, cohort compariSOnS
are essential. "There is every reason to expect economic cbridi:
tions in the Depression to differ in their effect on the life
Course among members of successive birth cOhOrtS."- Each
cohort, says Elder; is distinguished by the historical logic and
shared experience of growing up in a different time period, and
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by the correlated activities; resources; and obligations of their
life stage:" Particalarly_during periods of rapid change, _such as
during economic depression_ and war; individuals probably "ac7
quire a distinct outlook and_ philosophy from the historical
world defined by their birthday,. an- outlook that reflects lives
lived-interdependently in a particular historical context."

"Cohort" refers to a group's place in his-
's:. torn, "generation"\to a place in the net -.

work of kin.
Ea.

In their analysis of the Berkeley archives, Elder and Rock-
well are using several kinds of cohort comparisons. They are, of
course, mparing the Berkeley _cohort of subjects to the Oak-
land co ort. They are also comparing subgroups within the
Berkeley cohortthose that were deprived against those. who
were not, those in the middle class 'against those in the work-
ing class. They are also looking at cross-generational changes.
Elder is careful to point out the important- conceptual distinc-
tions between "cohort" and "generation.'.' Each has its use, he
says. "Cohort" refers to a group's place in, history, "generation"
has "precise meaning within the domain of kinship and
family." Members of the same generation are not necessarily in
the same cohort. Among the Berkeley families, for example,

' some parents were much older than others. They were more
established financially and sociallythe men had higher status
jobs (commensurate with Their age), the women had given birth
to more children, and the families more often owned their own
homes. Because these factors influenced the family's potential
adaptability during economic hardship, Elder and Rockwell di-
vided the two groups of parents roughly into those who were
born before the turn of the century and those who were born
after. These subgroups were frequently compared in the course
of the analysis.

1

Linkages
I,

Another analytic tool that Elder uses is a method that re-
sults in what he calls "linkages." At a theoretical level, he

.0.--



.or" (Elder 1974). In other words, by using this technique, Elder
s trying to come to some understanding of the process of
thange , the intermediate steps between cause and presumed
3ffect.

Elder and Rockwell are part of a new
grout of social scientists who are explor-
ing ways to study the. historical experi-
ence of common men and women.

_To illustrate, he uses the hypothetical example of the rela-
ionship between economic deprivation and the marital orienta-
ion of daughters. Suppose that the data show a correlation
between deprivation _and early marriage in adolescent girls,
'rum examining case _histories one might surmise that girls
narry early because, first, family finances force them to stay at
Lome to= help out (mother having taken a job), and second,
trains= develpp in the family's relationships. Two questions
rise about these assertions: Does &privation have an effect on
narital orientation? And,' if so, is it mediated by the proposed
bnkages (that is, the intervening _variables of domestic social-
ration and interpersonal strain)? If these variables can be
hown to play some part in early marriage, what is the relative
- nportance of each? Does deprivation affect marital interest
iostly because it produces strains in interpersonal relation-
hips or because of domestic influences in the household (or
,ecause of some unknown factor)? To judge the relative impor-
ance of the proposed linkages, Elder converts each to "InEte
pecific and concrete manifestations." Family strain t Us
token down into its components: marital conflict between the
arents, on the one hand, and the girl's emotional estrange-

,

lent from her father, on the other. Domestic socialization is
)und in the mother's central importance in the family, the
aughter's role in running the household, and the lack of pa-
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rental support for her higher education.
Elder sees linkages as "conceptual bridges!' between anteced7

ent variables and their consequences, He argues that it is all
too easy to ignore the post-Depression adult experiences in
accounting for the enduring legacy of the 1930s. One example,
he notes, is the belief that economic hardship and unemploy-
ment increased the value of work and job security in the minds
of young boys whose parents and communities were deprived.
Even if their values as adults do turn out to be different from
those of men who were not deprived, one cannot forget what- ---
happened to the men after the Depression. "If some boys in a
deprived group enter white-collar careers and others end up in
manual jobs, is it likely that these differences in worklife will
make no difference in the relation between family background
and adult values?"

One Cohbrt's Perspective

Analytical tools are not, of course, limited to cohort compari-
sons and the explicating of linkages. The study uses many of
the more conventional techniques of sociolocal analysis. The
perspective Elder brings to analyzing the Berkeley data is= as
impo nt as the toolg of analysis, however. It is a point of view
born of his experience with the Oakland study and the theoreti-
cal and methodological search he, Rockwell, and other investi-
gators have been pursuing in the last few years.

Elder and Rockwell are part of a new group of social scien-
tists, including social historians, who have been "exploring the
ways in which the historical experience of the common man
and woman can hest be studied. Difficult as it is to comprehend
at times, this exploration has the quality of an adventure. The
theoretical and_ methodological advances made over the last.
decade, which are discussed later, are reflected in the results
now coming from the Berkeley study.

THE DEPRESSION'S LEGACY

Broadly speaking, Elder's research is directed at learning if
the unequal portions of hardship himded out by the Depression
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affected_ personality and family relationships_ in some regular
way: He is particularly interested in learning how change came
about: At a theoretical level, he is trying to account for the
multiple strands of experience that join together into a life; the
multiple lives that together Make up- a family, the interaction
of individual and family, and the importance of the _occurrence
and timing of events for both individuals_ nd families: In other
words, using the voluniiribilkdata on the Berkeley and Oakland
families, Elder _is: trying to find patterns of experience that
characterike real life over time.

It will take Elder another 2 years to complete hiS analysis of
the Berkeley data Once he examines the experience of the
parents into old age, he will have eXhatiSted_ the potential of
both the Oakland and Berkeley archiVeS to shed light on the
effect of the Depression on theSe families. As might be expect-
ed; so far Elder has found both -Siinilarities and differences
between the Oakland and Berkeley Subjects.

The- Berkeley Children

Comrrionly, in deprived households, as the men lost jobs,
income, and sometimes their sense of purpose; wives took over
where the husbands left Off. The woman might assume all
responsibility_ for the children and household. In some cases she
became the breadwinner as well She gained in power and
provided ever greater emotional support to the children as the
father became increasingly estranged and peripheral. Although
observed in both the Berkeley and Oakland cohorts, Elder says,
"this family pattern only made a subsrahtial difference in the
fanply security and development of the y ung Berkeley
drep." These children, Elder observes, de nde4 on adults who
were often "unpredictable; sullen, and p rhAps even hoStile."

A Bad Time for Boys
. _

In annual interviews with the children as grade Schoolers,
one of the original study's investigators judged. the children's
sense of family security and feelings of warmth toward their
families. When they were 8;_9 and 10 years old, both boys and
girls from deprived families, in contr st to nondeprived chil-
dren, had much better feelings abo eir mothers than their.

set
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fathers. "However" Elder notes, "boys in deprived families lost
mbre in affection for father and gained less in warmth toward
mother when compared to girls." Thus, the principal result of
etconomic .deprivation for parent-child relationships was a
weaker tie between fathers and sons and much stronger ties
between mothers and daughters. This female bond stands out
as the strongest int4igenerational tie among families in the
Great Depression," Elder reports. It represents a general pat-
tern in situations Where male support ,is precarious or absent
(Elder, in press, b).

In a _doctoral dissertation based on Elder's Depression data, ,
H.L._ Sacks (1975) found that the Berkeley- mothers from de- :.

prived ;homes molt often reported ObrifliOt.:ridden relationships
between their sons and the boys' fatheit,_ who were frequently
erratic and punitive in their. discipline. The boys' hostile feel-
lugs toward father in childhOdd _reflect such conditions and
anticipate their adolescent rejection of father as a behavior

_ model an respected person," Elder observes. He also points _ant
57 that mot ers in these families tende&to be less supportive and

protectiv of their_ sons than in nondeptived homes, thereby
increasing the boys' disadvantage._

The deprived fathers were tough on their daughters, too, but
to a_lesser extent. The effect of thiS behavior, Elder says, "was
countered.-large. part by the iiiirtiitarit response of mother
and her prominence in household affairs, socialization; and
econernic support."

Adolescence

The advantage of girls in deprived homes was eviden in
Elder's analysis_ of the adoleScent personalities of the Berk ley
subjects. "'Whether dvie to mother's example or emotional sup,-
port, the Berkeley girls faiiat well in deprived families and
appear more goal:driented, self-adequate; and assertive in ado-
lescence than the daLghteES of nOndeprived parents:" NOt sur-
pilisingly, Elder says; thi/advantage was greatest in tte middle
class, "a stratum in Which Depression Josses were novel and
short-term."

Compared with nondeprived boys, boys from deprived back-.
grbunds were less often judged as ambitious and productive,

a
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goal-oriented; self-confident, and- reSourceful, While they were
more responsive to/the needs of otherS, they were also more
vulnerable to the judgments of otherS and were 'socially inept.
"Their world view is distinguished by a Sense of victimization
and meaninglessness," Elder notes. They, tended to meet life.;
with indecision and withdrawal. Impairment in the, boys
showed up more often in the middle claSS, despite the fact that
their absolute privation was not as great as in working:class
families.

Elder 'finds three reasons for_ the class differences; FirSt,
among working-class families, the disparity between deprived
and norideprived was net pronounced. Second, b,ecause these
families had experien*ced economic hardship.m the past, adap-
tations to scarcity were common. And th:ird, middle-class fami-
lies that had lost: heavily in the Depression recovered more
quickly during the wartime prosperity that followed; fathers
sometimes worked day and night and continued ta.,tie unavail-
able to their sons; and mothers also found jobs plentiful caring'
the war.- .

3 .

Compared with the dramatic contrast between the boys and
girls, Elder found only modest differences in the personalities ,

of the deprived and nondeprived middle- class-boys. -War mobili-
zation helps to ekplain why. "Perhaps even more than /the
Depression era," he says, "civilian mobilization reduced the
effective 'hoine' presence of mother and father." Even during
the. Depression, fatherS in nondeprived middle-class families
tended to be overly, involved with their Work. Sons of th, e nip
ranked higher on' 'Measures of self:inadequacy, lower on social----
competence arid goal orientation,, and eicpreSsed more dissatis-
faction with themselves than boys whose fathers were more
involved with them. 'Tveri thOugh related to hard times, inad-
equate fathering and its developmental consequences for boys
were not restricted to such conditions," 'Elder observes.

Elder attributes most of the difference between girls and boys
frOm deprived homes to the empathy between mother and
daughterBut the girls may also have been influenced by their
mothers' example in a period when women's options increased.
The Berkeley girls were adolescents during World War II, a
period when their mothers easily found work, and "thus estab-

,
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fished a plausible Model for, daughters to`follow in relation to
expanding job opportunities for women.':- The mothers were
alSo youngi and taken together with the fact that lErlteley is
heavily influenced' by the Univers' located there, they May
have"broadened their' ideas _about men's options,' ideas that
they .pasSed along to their daughters.: dding credence to this
fir a of reasoning is the fact 'that the strongest link between
deprivation and compe,ience was foilnd in the girls from better,
educated, 'middle-class families.7.I ..

, ..

, Good: and Hcid Marriages

Elder 'Observes that',a,son's attitudes toward his father are
greatly influenced by his motber's: Given:the pressures of the
I:pression, such. as heavy income losses, tk opinion of her
spouse *as "leaSt likely to be charitable in a divisiire, mar; !

Perkeleyiiarents'-marital relationship;relatiOnsh, they found that Close:-
liege."' When Elder;and his,,,Co lleagues examined ratings of the,

nesS: and :compatibility, counterE,icted..sOrne of the ill effects Of . '
economic deprivation for sons bupnot for daughters. Financial
losses 'diminished the filthily se&itity of boys' only. when the.

parents did not have a good relationship before the Depression.
On the, other hand, a bal marital relationship Cbuld actually

, .
enhance a girl's feelings of securityi

If parents were .relagvely' close to each other before
income loss, economic deprivation enhanced warm feel-
ings toward mother 'and father amon& boys and girlS
(ages 8-101. . Instead of producing generational
terisionk financial hardship- brought the generations
together when varenth were mutually _supportive
before hard times. Neither: _parent stands out as more
preferred in these deprived families; when compared to
the nondeprived . . .n.boys and girls experienced a bene-
volent side of the Depression when parents faced eco-
nomic Misfortune as ogle unit, bound together by affec-
tion, mutual understanding, and consensus on things
that matter. [Elder, in press, b.]

The Cohorts Compared

Since the Oakland subjects were not studied as children,

.9
)
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adolescence was tht first life stage at which they could be
compared to the Berkeley subjects.

The effect of economic hardship on the Berkeley adolescents
was, in = some respects, a = mirror image of the effect on the
Oakland adolescents. On three personality scales, the Berkeley
boys and the Oakland girls showed evidenc f feeling inad-
equate when compared with their friondeprive ge and sex
mates. The, deprived Oakland girls inadequate elings and
submissiveness "corresponds with their domestic obligations
and social disadvantages in adolescence," Elder notes. They
"encountered the social limitations of economic loss during
their adolescence inthe 1930s, whereas such constraints were
largely a matter of history when the Berkeley girls entered
adolescence during World War II." The picture for the deprived
adolescent males was very different. In contrast to the Berke-
ley males, the Oakland adolescent boys were "characterized
more by a sense of hope and buoyant optimism than by the self
pity of a victim of circumstance."

Elder points out that these differences between the Oakland
and Berkeley cohorts "underscore the risk of generalizing from
a single cohort." But there are problems of method that con-'
found the results of his study, too. As Elder observes, the
Berkeley data allow a comparative framework for the Oakland
data, but the samples of subjects are not what Elder would
have 'chosen had he designkl the study for his;-purpose, rather
than having to rely on data collected for other purposes. Also,
Elder repea',,clly reminds his 'readers that the Berkeley and
Oakland samples are not representative of the country. The
samples, he says, are not "remotely typical of the broader
membership of their respective cohorts, 1920-21 and 1928-29."

Adult Life

Many of the deprived Berkeley boys, who seemed so unprom-
ising as adolescents, grew up into adulthood as accomplished as
their nondeprived age mates. "A poor start in life," as Elder
says, may anticipate a continuing pattern of disadvantage
through cycles of failure, or prompt adaptations that revise the
future in more hopeful terms." The Berkeley males from de-
prived families, like those from Oakfad, were less likely to
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finish college -than their nondeprived classmates. (There were
no systematic differences in intelligence.) They were more
likely to drop_ out of school because of financial or personal
problems: Deprived girls followed a similar pattern, but in their
case only the middle class was affected; few working-class_girls
from either the Berkeley or Oakland cohorts attended college.
By middle age; however, many of -both the male and female
Berkeley subjects had Overcome their initial disadvantage.-

Among the Berkeley men; higher educationeven if it lasted
for_only a year--was the critical factor affecting later achieve-
ments in life (Elder and Rockwell .1978). Men who had some
college experience "managed to advance well beyond worklife
expectations based on their education, rising to the occupation-
al level of men frOin more affluent homes by mid-life." Only
the small group of depriVed Berkeley males who did not attend
college continued a life of disadvantage.

_.

Among the women; where adult status depended largely on
the huSband's occupation, there Were clear class :differences.
Women from deprived Middle-class families achieved lower
status through marriage when compared with the nondeprived
women. In the working class that pattern was reversed, largely
because the deprived women more often postponed marriage
and childbearing in favor of going to work at an early agea
situation that favored their meeting college-educated men.
Among all the women, more than 90 percent worked full time
some time before middle ago. Two-thirds entered institutions of
higher learning; and two-thirds of those completed a 4-year
course (Bennett and Elder, in press):

.

Jean Macfarlane, who dire d the Berkeley Guidance Study
for many years, has noted t she and her staff had predicted
a gloomy life course for in by of the subjects in their study.
Elder cites a 1963 article by Macfarlane:

According to Macfarlane, alarge number of the Berke-
ley boys and girls did not achieve a sense of ego identi-
tv -and strength until adult situations "forced them or
presented an opportunity to them to fulfill a role that
gave them a sense of worth ...." Developmental gains
were frequently associated with departure from -home
and community, a life change which _provided an op-
portunity to "work through early confusions and inhi-
bitions." [Elder, in press, b.]
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Elder and Rockwell argue that the dramatic turnaround of
many of tho deprived Berkeley males came with early military
service. Sixty percent of the deprived men, had entered the
service before they were 21, compared with 17 percent of the
nondeprived. Elder explains:

For deprived youth who lacked self direction and -4
sense of adequacy; military service offered developmen-
tal alternatives to the course charted by their fami-
liesseparation from maternal control through in-
volvement in a masculine culture, a legitimate "time
out" :from work and educational pressures in a struc-
tured environment, and the Opportunity to sort things
out in activities that bolstered self confidence; resolve;
and goal setting. Some of these themes appear in the
Life reviews of veterans from deprived households, es-
pecially the "break" from a confused and painful
family situation. [Elder, in press, b.]

In middle age, the Berkeley men themselves saw _military
service as a great dividing line between their unhappy youth
and their happy adulthood. When they looked back over their
lives in their middle-age years, the men who were deprived as
children saw their adolescence as the worst period of their
lives. Elder quotes one of them: "My entire adolescence was a
period of painful and frustrating disorientation . . . . I don't
know for sure if the Depression or the general emotional
makeup of my family is responsible, [but] I feel that with loving
guidance r might have evolved into a far more useful personal-
ity." The majority of deprived women also saw their adult
years as being the best period of their lives, but their memories
of adolescence were more positive.

These findings hint at the kind of understanding that Elder
and his associates are gaining from their analysis of the Berke-
ley and Oakland data Until adulthood, the Berkeley children
and the Oakland adolescent§ from deprived families fared very
differently. Their families encountered economic hardship at
different stages of their lives and with different capacities to
cope with the crises. Whether they were male or female,
middle or working class, and from homes where the parents
were close or quarreling also affected the effect of the Depres-
sion on_them. Just as important, however, their experiences as
adults could help them to overcome the legacy of their families
of origin.
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In addition to these comparisons on the subjects themselves,
Elder has completed his documentation of the pre-Deprerion
experiences of the ECerkeley parentS, and he is well along/ with
his analysis of the aftermath of the Depression into the par-
ents' old age.

HISTORY AND THE FAMILY
It may be a coincidence that Glen Elder began his study of

the Great Depression during the sixties. Certainly the research
bears on the many events observed then. The upheavals of that
decadeparticularly the struggle between generationscried
out for explanation. Why were the children of privilege so
dissatisfied? Why were they at odds with social institutions
that made the OA life possible? What made this new genera-
tion so feisty? What was happening to the American family?

History Ignored

Sociologists were caught napping. Questions raised by racial
and youth unrest, such as the different historical childhoods of
young and old, "underscored the impoverished state of knowl-
edge on social change in life experience." Sociology had little to
offer to an understanding of how two world wars, the Great
Depression; postwar affluence, and ilte baby boom affected the
family and intergenerational relati3nships. Yet, Elder points
out; social change is the major intellectual problem in sociolo-
gy. Sociologists knew littfe about what caused such observed
trends as earlier marriages; rising divorce and illegitimacy
rates, declines in parental authority; and the growing number
of female-headed households. Nor had they given much theo-
retical attention to the process by which families change across
generations. After World War IL Elder says; social research
"largely ignored the historical facts that are so vital in under-
standing-family patterns."

During this post-war period; the study of the family; in
Elder's opinion;

;_ managed to severfamilies from their historical set-
tings and from the specific social contexts in which
they are embedded; The times were indeed conducive
to fallacious interpretations of the family in the course
of history ; ; .. Major historical studies in. this era dealt
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less with families or domestic groups than with family
systems in a highly abstract domain of generalization
(Elder 19784

Most research on family change was concerned with large-
scale evolutionary change"the emerging types of family life
and their relation to structural changes in society," according
to_Elder:_One phenomenon that received attention for example,
was the apparent trend_toward greater mutuality and compan-
ionship in marriage: _Related to this trend was the change in
status and social roles_of women; women were marrying at a
younger age and spending fewer years of their _lives bearing
and rearing children; while giving more time to education and
jobs.

It was only in the 1960s that sociologists
again began to give serious attention to
the effects of history on the family.

Economic fluctUations have also heen largely neglected in
favor of studying the effect of evolutionarytrends in the econo-
my on the family. Some research, for example, examined the
interaction between urban-industrial groWth, culture, and
family systems. Elder notes that business cycles have been
related to such aspects of social life as migration, timing of
marriage, fertility, and divorce, but scholars have largely ig-
nored the way in which economic fluctuations impinge upon
family life; especially on intergenerational change and continu-
ity.

New Interest in Family History

In his concern for historical context, Elder follows the lead of
two eminent sociologists of this century: One is C Wright Mills:
In a 1977 article; Elder cites one example of Mills' concern for
historical _context; this one taken from Mills' best-known trea-
tise, The Sociological Imagination:

. . . the biographies of -men and women, the kinds of
individuals- they have become, cannot be understood
without reference to the historical structures in ,_which
the milieux of their everyday life are organized. Hia-
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torical- transformations carry meanings not only for
individual ways of life, but for the very characterthe
limits and possibilities of the human being. [Mills 1959,
p. 175, quoted in Elder 1977, p. 288]

The other sociologist is William I. Thomas; whose theoretical
arguments are evident in Elder's approach to studying social
changIFThomas is best known fo a study done with Florian
Zrianieeki on the Polish peasant- in Europe and America. Pub-
lished in five volumes between 1918 and 1920; this classic study
set an example that was much cited but little followed by later
generations of sociologistS. According to Elder, the study)
"opened up new vistas in relation to the study of individuals
and groups in situations of drastic change."

It was not until the sixties, however, that those vistas were
explored. It was only then that sociologists began to give seri-
ous attention to the effects of history on the family.\Concern
over social problems of the times was partly responsible for thiS
shift. Elder singles out three other developmentS that began to
change the way sociologists study the family.

Challenges to Presumed Knowledge and Beliefs
In the early 1960s several sociologists seriously criticized the

methods and theories guiding past research on the family.
However, not until the 1970s; _according to Elder, have these
critiques been given due weight: "Idealized images of past and
present in family life represent on of the more deserving
casualties of this critical reorientation;" Elder notes in his 1978
article, "Approaches to Social Change and the Family."

The theoretical insights of such investigators -as Neil Smelser
(1959 and 1968); Marion Levy (1966); and William Goode (1963)
"brbught to mind a more differentiated, and complex portrait of
So-dal chringe" than had previously been possible. As a result;
the "glaring deficiencies" of some popular interpretations of
family change became apparetit, One 'example is the notion
that families have gone into a lifeline as _a result of serving
fewer and fewer traditional functkons in urban; industrial soci-
etyan interpretation that has survived since the late 1920s,
according to Elder. Simply because, in the course of moderniza-
tion, the family became increasingly less involved in such activ-
Wei as educating children does not mean that families are not
&ticistl for society. Levy (1966) argues that only if families exist;

71,
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solely to perform those activities can it be said that they IIIrre
now- Smelser also criticized the decline concept of
the family and conclusions drawn from uncritical acceptance of
it. One such conclusion, Elder points out, is that parental au-
thority has been increasingly undermined over the years. Elder
continues:

The insights of structural analysis, as Smelser demon-
strates,- yield a more complex picture or relative de
cline in some areas (such as economic training and
control), a relative increase in the early years -towing
to_a reduction in family size), an increase in the disper-
sal of authority across agents of socialization (school;
family, youth groups); and an upgrading -of demands on
the child, with its- implications for qualitative change
in authority relations: [Elder 1978]

Elder is particularly impressed by the work of William
Goode, whose World Revolution and Family Patterns "warrants
consideration as the major event in sensitizing sociologists_ of
the early 1960s to the conceptual and empirical tasks in -au=
thentic historical research on the family." Goode argued that
families were not simply: passive recipients of historical trends;
the labor force and work_ process in factories we're two condi-
tions that were influenced by familiesfamilies which; in this
instance, stuck _together_ and _recruited relatives and assigned
them to particular jobs. In addition to demonstrating the limits
of then-accepted interpretations of families and modernization,
Goode also specified the questions* that sociologists should be
asking and the kind of research methods they require. Elder
says that Goode left no doubt that he thought it imperative
that sociological propositions be tested with historical archival
data:

The work of sociologists such as Goode "marked a turning
point toward genuine historical inquiry among sociologists,"
but Elder believes that its full impact was not felt at the time.
Social Theory and History

The second turning point toward historical research came
about as a result of a debate over traditions in studying social
change and the family. On one side of this debate were_argu-
ments for attending to broad structural changes in the family
that evolved over long periods; on the other was the need to
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study families in concrete settingsthat is; to study real fami-
lies; the behaxiar of individual members; and relationships and
changes across generation§ Elder and others argue that both
should be incorporated into a middle-level approach; one which
examines institutional trends as expressed in particular set-
tings and explicates the process by which families change
(which; in turn; has implications for social development as a
whole).

In studies Of evolving family structures, there is a tendency
to inter-Pi-et the behavior of actual families on the basis of
Structural patterns or `trends, Elder, observes. An example is
research kiiiShip and the concept of the_"isolated nuclear
family." Talcott _Parsons (1954) first used this concept to ana=
l_Yie the conjugal family_ in the kinship_ systems in the United
States. Elder notes that Parsons himself has since insisted that
he used the ,term "isolation" in a formal anthropolcigieal
senseeach family living_under a separate 'roo -f =mot in refer=
ence to aarattern 'of social interaction. Nevertheless, empirical ,

studies of the isolated nuclear family have focused on the social
behavior of actual families Jiving in urban areas. The trouble
with these studies is that the investigators confused two leVelS
of analysisstructural and behavioral. When their behavioral
studies documented_ the "wealth of-kin ties and exchanges that
are part of- contemporary family life in urban areas;" the find-
ings, were often taken as a refutation of Parsons' (sti'uctural)
concept: Elder argues that this is not necessarily so.

The other approachto study family change on the basis of
events, circumstances, and behavior in concrete settingsis
just as prObleniatici if it fails to account for the structural
changes- in go-ciett that "determine options and distinguish a
setting from other times" (such as the Depression of the 1930s).

Elder notes that several recent investigations_have paid at
ntion to both structural trends and specific ifamilies Hiring
ithin the constraints of those trends. This middle position was

also recommended by W.I. ThomasThomas' chief contribu-
tion, in Elder's opinion. Thomas studied the process_of groups
and-individuals experiencing changing and historically specific
'times: But he did not lose sight of the larger context and the
impact of change on group structure and the lives of member-S.

302-750 0 - 79 - 3
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Elder's debt to Thomas is evident, He notes that while past
studies of families in the Great Depression and World War II-
'had much to gain from_ the concepts and analytic structure_ of
Thomas' approach to social change," they were carried out with

very different view of historical events." Economic depriva-
tion and the absence of fathers during World War II were
represented as temporary crisescrises from which the family
would fully "recover not as potential sources of enduring
family change.

Social values_ such as the appropriate-«
ness of women working outside the home
can be passed on from one generation to
the next

Thomas, by contrast, believ that to understand the processthrough which an event finds expreSSionin family patterns,
life experience; and social character=one needed to examine
life histories. Thomas saw crisis_ AS a _disturbance of habit, adisruption in a family's or en individual's usual means of main-
taining control over a situation. Confronted with a crisis, both
families and individuals work out Adaptations that are consist-
ent with customary values and behavior, evenif these adapta-
tions don't involve a plan of action. But a crisis may call for
responses or changes in the familysuch as the need for thewife to take a jobthat conflict with customary values and
attitudes; eventually the values may be modified as a result.
Thus, Elder argues, Thomas has alloWed for a '_'situational con-straint" (such as that imposed by economic depreRsion) to influ-
ence the expression of values in behaVior. His model also helps
to explain how these constraining Situations have,consequences
for social transinfision across generations. In other words,
Social values; such as the appropriateneE3s of women workingoutside the home; can be passed on from one generation tothe next. They are most likely to endure wheneverthey help aperSon, a family; or a succeeding generation adapt -to new
situations. Depression-reared men with a troubled and unstable
worklife, for example; might continue to Seek economic security
and -job protection above challenge and the opportunity to move
into more satisfying and suitable careers.
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The Sociology of Age

In addition to the reorientations in theory and methods of
studying historical changes in the family, clarification of the
"bond between age and time has influenced contemporary re-
search on family history. Elder's own approach derives from all
three developments, as well as the theoretical writings of W.I.
Thomas oh crisis and adaptation. Together, these formulations
"offer a fruitful approach to family and kinship in historical
time; setting, and circumstance," he notes. The approach
"takes a middle course between highly generalized assessments
of social development and the morass of detail in historical
particularism:"

Of the developmentS in the 1960s that redirected attention to
the study of family history, none, was more important than the ir
rediscovery of the importance Or age in sociological analyses, wr

according to Elder Age, he points out stratifies people in his-
torical time and it also stratifies their social roles (for example,
the age when, according to the norms of society, it is appropri-
ate to marry or become a parent).

Social timing is now part of a "cohort historical approach"
which has its primary origins in Karl Mannheim's essay, "The
Problem of Generations," according to Elder. Mannheim; a
German theorist, alerted sociologists to the way in which histo-
ry shapes the outlooks of birth cohorts. The historical experi-
ence of one cohort is most unlike that or;the next during times
of rapid change. Elder notes that Mannheim believed that "di-
vergent and even contrasting mentalities" can emerge from
such different historical experiences.: For decades, however,
Mannheim's argument was lost on sociologists studying family
change.

Elder dates the rediscovery of the importance of age to an
essay by Norman Ryder, "The Cohort in the Study of Social
Change" (1965), which "proved to be exceedingly influential."
The major statement on age and the life course; according to
Elder, =was made by Matilda White_RiIity and her associates in
a 1972 bciok, Aging and Society. Riley's group linked Mann-
heim's insights to contemporary sociological concepts of norma-
tive social roles. "From birth to death," says Elder, "successive
cohorts move through an age structure of social roles." As each
cohort meets age-appropriate rolesgoing to school or taking a
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job, for exampleit confronts a social structure that may be
outmoded. The baby-boom cohort, for example, was so large
that school facilities and teachers were inadequate. By the time
buildings were erected and teachers prepared, the size of the
birth cohorts dropped rapidly. Now there are too many schools
and to few jobs for teachers.

"The study of age and its manifold im-
plications is helping to bring the histori-
cal realmof peopte and ptaces, dates
and eventsback into the sociological
analysis of families."

Sociologists have begun to use the new perspective on age
articilated by Ryder; Riley, and others to study social change
in the family. One type of study has compared life patterns
across successive birth cohorts. For instance, investigators have
found evidence that in the last century the span of time in
which women bear childrenthat is, the time b7tween the
birth of a woman's first and last childhas grown shorter,
while the time between the marriage of the last child and the
death o1 one spouse has grown longer (Glick _1977). Elder thinks
that to. understand these changes adequately calls for an em-
pirically based method of analysisspesifically, analyzing vari-
ations within one or more cohortS. Families must, first; be
placed in historical time (e.g., whether t ey encountered eco-
nomic swings, war, technological change hen, subgroups of
each cohort must be identified on the basis of factors (such as
social clad and religious and ethnic affiliations) that might
influence -how historical events are experienced and interpret-
ed. Wherever possible, actual family encounters with the his
torical conditions under study (e.g., economic depre-ssion) should
be examined. "In combination," says Elder, "these strategies
permit explication of the process by which historical change is
registered in family structure and emotional life." Indeed, he
acknowledges that this approach, together with Thomas' theory
of family adaptation to change; "proired to be a major influence
in the development" of his Oakland study:
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_Increasingly; Elder observes; analysts are finding they must
'_'delve into other archival records in order to obtain satisfying
answers to the- questions their work has posed:" His study of
the Berkeley families is just such a case:

However rudimentary the contributions of sociological study
of age and the life course to date, Elder believes that it has
highlighted considerations on social change and the family that
had been neglectedthe historical setting in which a family
finds itself, a process view of family change, and the interplay
between- demographic processes and social structure. As he has
Said: "The study of age and its manifold implications is helping
to bring the historical realmof people and places, dates and
eventsback into the sociological analysis of families."

Measuring ChangeAlternative Designs

One type of investigation that has been lumdicap d_by con-
fusion-over the meaning _of_age is the study of intergenerational
change and continuity using- cross - sectional surveys _of two or
more generations: In this type of research; an investigator may
find differences from one generation to another on such varia-
bles as the breadwinner's response to being unemployed: These
differences can reflect at least three realities:

*Aging itself. A 30-yearold will ind one meaning in an_expe,
rience; a 50-year-old anotheni esponses to a cross-sectional -
survey__may reflect changin timesa _trend;' say; toward
less_ commitment to workor it may simply reflect values
characteristic of different points in the life course.
Cohort diArences. Survey subjects who share a birthdate
are exposed to a particular slice of history. Differences from
one age group to another may reflect the, unique perspective
of one age group as oppoSed to anotherthose who remem-
ber World War L or those who have always Jived with the
threat of nuclear war. Successive cohorts encounter the
same event at different times in the life course and different
events at the same time
Variations in historical experience: Not everyone is exposed
to historical events to the same extent: Some families never
sent a -son to war: In the Depression; some suffered little or
no deprivation:
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While investigators typically try to account for such possible
differences; the cross-sectional design makes it impossible to
determine the influence of each variable.

In a review essay published in 1975, sociologist Frank Fur-
stenberg noted another problem with cross-sectional studies.
Many of the recent studies of family history have used thiS
design and have contrasted features of family life in the past
with_ those in the presenta "then and now" strategy of re-
search:. "Much -as -one might be able to detect alterations in
dress and _demeanor by flipping through the pages of a family
picture album;" Furstenberg observe.s, "this cross-sectional ap-
'proach reveals; often in striking detail; what has changed, but
fails to diSclose how and why change has occurred!'
_ In_ChildrRn of the Great Depression, Furstenberg says, Glen
Elder "rehabilitates_ neglected strategy for studying the dy-
namics of family change"the longitudinal study of life histor7
ies. In Furstenberg's opinion; _this research method advocated
in the 1900s by WA. Thomas _"did not survive in sociology
partly because it was unable to _compete with More rigorotls
methods of data collection." Not only wen. life records un-
wieldy and unsystematic, "biographical insight was frequently
based on personal hindsight." Elder overcame these problems
in Children by using more sophisticated techniques of handling
life histories and by shifting to a prospective design.

Prospective; longitudinal studies avoid rnbst of the problems
of cross-sectional and retrospective designs; but present others.
They are extraordinarily costly. Other problems -have only re-
cently been fully appreciated. The most common is the _one
facing the investigator selecting variables that are likely to be
relevant to the outcorte. Social scientists are not prophets.
What seems important tciday, may turn out. to be inconsequen-
tial, while other characteristics that seem trivial now may turn
out to be vastly influential or have broad consequences in years
to come. The problem being addressed may become obsolete.
Funds may dry up. Administration of the project may become
unwieldysubjects drop out, records are lost, the data become
sufficiently voluminous to defy analysis. These problems are
multiplied when the effects of large historical events are under
consideration: The trend_now is to study an event, such as a
first child leaving home, at two or three points surrounding the
event and once some years later.
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Family -History Today

Elder finds cause for hope in the decade's trend toward soci-
, alogists_ doing equine historical research on _fapi.y and kin -

ship- Slowly:. Elder obServes, he and hi are losing
their ahistOrical bias. More and more io ogists are doing
archival studies of family, kinship; and the life:course.

Traditional models of long-range social -fievelopment depicted
the _family as a generalized structural form." Elder, by con-
trast, believes the family should be seen as "a domestic group
that undergoes developmental change in specific historical set-
tings." He advocates the construction of theories that "expli-
cate the process by which families change within and across
generations;, that specify, the antecedents and consequents of
change, -as well as conditions that alter the causal process." His

down work is a step-in that direction.
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LA FAMILIA CHICANA

Principal lrivestigator: Jaime Sena-Rivera, PhD

Author: Chartotte Dickinson Moore, NiMbi

Que seamos siempre juntos y undos.

.;--,

"Jimmy;" _asked Mrs. Miller. a teacher new to the sChool and
new to teaching Mexican children, "How many are there in
your family?"
_Little Jaime answered proudly. He was proud of his do ble

identity: Jaime among lila familia, and Jimmy on this si of
the tracks where Spanish names were discouraged on the
school grounda. He was proud, too, of his familia and his place
in it but young in cautious, protective sophistication. Sensing
that this school would provide a better education for her son
than the "Mexican" one near his home, his mother had ar-
ranged his 'attendance there. He was placed in _first grade
rather than kindergarten because his older sister had already
taught him to read, but no one had yet taught him much about
"Anglo" mores.

"There's my Papa_ Eugenio and my Mama Luz; and my Papa
Anastasio and my Mama Rivera 'grandparents], then there's
my Tio Lucas-and my Tia Mercedes; my Tio Roberto and my
Tia Crucita [paternal aunts and uncles]. . . ."

Incredulously; the teacher interrupted, "You mean all these
people live at your house?"

The eager little boy laughed. "Oh, no, but my Tio AntOnio
and my Tia Maria_and my cousins live next door to my Papa
Eugenio and my Mama Luz, and my Tio Carlos who isn't
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married yet lives with my Papa Eugenio and_rny Mama Luz,
and my Prima Teresa and her huSband and my cousins from
them live down the street from my Tio Antonio and my Tia
Maria, and .."

"They do? All together? So close?"
"Sure, all the land the used to belong to my Papa Eu-

genio."
"Oh," said Mrs; Miller, then, "I mean, hoW many brothers

and Sisters do you have?"
The number startled her, and the Anglo children in the

classroom giggled. Jaime. privately thought teachers don't seem
to know much; but respect for one's elders had been instilled at
an early age, and he would not have dreathed of uttering such
a rude and disrespectful remark. He continued trying to ex-plain.

"My Prima Beatriz is living with us now, too, My Mama is
big again with another 4hild and my Tia Bernicita will be
coming to live with us fdr awhile. We love my Cousin Beatriz
and my Aunt Bernicita. We hope the new baby will be a girl.
It's better for the youngest child to be a girlyou don't want to
spoil -a boy."

As the storyteller recalls (Sena-Rivera 1978); "I think Mrs.
Miller switched us to memorizing the alphabet; which of course
I already knew, in English and Spanish."

,
FAMILtA AND THEORIES OF FAMILY

This was familia. Here small Jaime could find loving people
who spoke his language, figuratively as well as literally._ Now
Jaime Sena-Rivera, Ph.D., presently at Yale University in the
Center for Health __Studies, Institution , for Social and Policy
Studies, still sees familia as _"a source of something familiar
and comforting in a very unfamiliar and uncomforting world,
really:- :Expectations and values are shared; and its a way of
dealing with people that's not exPlOitative, usually a way of
dealing with impersonality in a larger World."

As a sociologist and as a MexiCan American; Dr. Sena-Rivera,
while Assistant Professcir in the Department of Sociology and
Anthropology at Notre Dame University in Indiana, deter-
mined to investigate the traditibiiiii Chicano composite lineal or
extended family social unit. His immediate objective was to
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.sexplore his-hypothesis that the Chicano extended kin grouping
haS been effective in aiding hoth family groups and their in-di=

members to achieve and maintain social and
psychOlOgical well- being -and to cope with stress through their
own interaction. This work is part of a growing body of
research inVeStigapng the way informal support networks
Strengthen individual and family mental health and provide a
preirenthre buffer against ill health. Dr. Sena-Riveta's long-
term hope is to generate research,:hoth qualitative and quanti-
tatiire, On the Chicano and other Hispanic groups.

As a family sociologist; Sena-Rivera is in a good: position to
study and explicate the Mexican-American family phenom-
enon; la famIlla chicana.: In 1970, while at -the Mekican Airieri
can Studies Center of the Claremont C011egeS in Claremiint,
Calif., he conducted a survey of a nearby Chi-cand community.
His 1973 diktoral dissertation, "The Survival of the Mekicah
Extended Family in the Unit&d States: Evidence frokh a Sciiith:
ern California TOW-n," is an analysis of the data ftoni that
survey. It proved also to be a testing of the validity Of hypoth=
esesiand assumptions about the "claSSit" extended family in
the Unit-6d StateS, Particularly the Mexican American, and of
thictrineS of Tamilism. In the course of his research studies,

i'ia:RiVera has evolved his own sociological perSgective of
family. He has found pointS of agreement and disagreement
with both the general literature on the American kinship
system and the historical and sociological literature on the
Mexican in the United States.

)

In a paper g=iven before the Ainerican go-di:A-decal ASSiki:
ation in 1976, Sena-Rivera outlined a few current family__ the
OrieS and preSented the background of his hypothesis of the
fUnCtionalitY of the Chicano extended family system in the
United States in the seventies. He :pointed out that according
to Talcott Parsons, one of the most influential American family
theorists within the last quarter-century; the American kinship
system has evolved from the relatively isolated composite lineal
or extended family and is now characterized by the nuclear
family household consisting of parents and dependent children:
Sena- Rivera does not share this view nor does he agree-com-
pletely with definitions of the classic extended family that in-
clude not only residential proximity and occupational depen-
dence and nepotism but also a belief in the primacy of ex-
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tended family relations and hierarchy based on the authority'of
the eldest male_

Sena-Rivera agrees more nearly with two other family soci-
ologists, Eugene Litwak and Marvin Sussman; that the classic
extended family as it exists in America today ism modification
or conversion from the former model. According to Sussman's
hypothesis, there is now a "nealocal" nuclear family system;
with nuclear families living by themselves and independent of
the families from which they came. These nuclear farnilies;
however, are viewed not as isolated but as connected in a
network of mutual assistance and activity. They are in an
interdependent relationship with the two parental families if
they so choose; they are not hound .culturally or forced by law
or custom to maintain this connectedness.

In proposing that the modified extended family is more func-
tional than the nuclear family in urban-industrial America,
Eugene Litwak's theories are sympathetic to Sussman's_ view.
Litwak does not view geographical or occupational mobility_ as
inconsistent with maintaining extended family relations. Ex-
tended family Bonds are seen as an end value in themselves,
and the provision of aid across class lines permitS the nuclear
family to retain its extended family contactb. Since this aid is
isolated from the occupation system, it does not impede merited
mobility (Sena - Rivera 1976).

Familia in the Kin System

Most family sociologists agree that the practice of mutual aid
is-basic to the functioning of the kin system. Jaime Sena-Rivera
oliserved this practice as a young child. In a chapter he wrote
for the_ new edition of La Roza; to be published soon as a
textbook for use in courses on Latin American culture in the
United State§i he describes this family interaction as he re-
members it from his childhood: .

It seemed that my father's. brothers, and my father in
turn; would go first to one another for loans of varying
sizes (not always rapid) at various times instead of to
banks or savings and: loan associations . . _("Why go
to strangers?" my father said. "And be-Sides the Ameri-
cans charge too: much interest and they treat you like
dirt when you don't know English so well. If you can't
pay your brother back; there's no hard feelings There
are ways to make it up, always.") Also, each brother
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(and uncles and cousins) would see each other, esi*-
cially if the other was older; as legitimate resources for
finding work . . . . ("What is more decent," my father
said, "than helping your brother or your- friend to be
independent; be a man, be a good husband or father cir
son?_IEWSideS, they put Mexicans off at The Unemploy-
ment")

71

When still quite young, Sena-Rivera observed that many of
the prattices which he took for granted as a part of living were
*tong in Anglo_ eyes. They might now be called famillsm, an
impediment to individual mobility and the adoption of more
Varied role MOdelS. In a word, they were dysfunctional, accord-
ing to his explanation in the same La Raza chapter, which
says, in summary: "Family" is supposed to mean the nuclear
family, not the extended network; residential proximity is con=
sidered extreme if many nuclear families, related by blobd, liVe
in the same unit or contiguous ones or even in the same
neighborhood; nuclear families should be controlled in Si* the
practice of borrowing from one's kin creates an unnecessary
burden rather than solidarity; economic and occupational inter-
dependency impedes or prevents upward mobility; authority
bawd on the eldest male criteria is arbitrary; paternalistic; and
an impediment to individual mobility, and it keeps women
overly repressed and submissive (in press).

Concerning the functions of the primary group structures of
kin, neighbors, and friends in a technological society, LitWak
points out the lack of human resources of the nuclear family
group. Such a group, with only two adult_ members, often
cannot handle acute emergencies alone and finds difficulty in
managing tension arising from disputes among theinSelveg.
They are unable to diagnose incipient emotional troubles or be
aware; by themselves, of better ways of handling cfrildrearing,
for instance. It- appears that socialization learned through ev-
eryday activities;_the value of neighborhood peer -group help in
emergencies, the permanence and long-term ties of the kin, and
the good feeling of friendship groups are complementary
sources of strength to the _nuclear family structure, The kin,
neighbor, and friendship primary groups; then; provide re-
sources which complement-those of the isolated nuclear family
(1969).
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It might be assumed that within the extended family,_wheth-
er "classic" or "modified," the functions of these primary
groups are largely "built-in" as valuable components of such a
system. This seems to be true for the Chicanos. Indeed, the
friendship group structure, which Litwak views as the weakest
of the three co'mponents, seems quite strong in la familia
chicana. First cousins, los prinios hermanos, are commonly
raised almost like brothers and sisters, and a particularly
strong bond is forged among same-sex and same-age siblings
and cousins. Even aunts and uncles are included, since many
parents are ending their families at the same time the older
children are beginning theirs. From his own experience, Sena-
Rivera knows that this bond continues throughout the adult
years, regardless of the divergent educational, social, or eco-
nomic paths, even the attainments or failures, of the individual
familia members.

Building the Hypothesis of La Familia Chicana

Sena-Rivera has_reviewed the literature on Mexican- descent
population in the United. States and has concluded that_many
of those_ hypotheses concerning the Chicano extended family
are misleading. He says (1976, p. 6): "The tri-generational
household has never been_ the norm for Mexico or for Mexicans
in the United States or for other Chicanos, _except at times of
individual extended family or conjugal family stress, or periods
of general societal disorganization."

In short, the traditional Chicano extended family, as a group-
ing of independent nuclear households, forms a social organiza-
tional unit that might be called "kM-integrated." To prove_ the
validity of this view; Sena-Rivera determined to seek out four
extended families which had heads-of-households still living in
the three older generations. Each family would be represented
by one or more great-grandparents, a son or daughter, and-
grandson or _granddaughter with one or more children. His
reasoning was that the carriers_ of_ the _"old ways" are the
immigrants of the 1910-1930 period and their descendants:
From his previous research; he had concluded that proximity in
time to the source of the Mexican extended family's traditions
explained a more traditional behavior; his objective; therefore;
was to determine the extent to which each generation tested
the traditional culture in a largely alien setting sand found it
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workable; for themselves as individuals, or for the family
group: As members of the crowds of immigrants fleeing the
Mexican Revolution of 1910_ and -the- poverty and unrest of the
two succeeding decades, the great-grandparents received their
primary socialization- in _Mexico 'where they were born; the
second and third generations of each extended kin group
(except for a few in-laws of the families finally interviewed)
were born in _the United States and received their primary
socialization here:

As Sena-Rivera puts it This particular social organization
transcends many different historical periods." He decided to
study this age group specifically because he "wanted a sense of
history and some accountability, historically, as to why they
came and how people coming at a certain period made it in the
United States. Until recently, persons in that age group and
their descendanta were the largest segment of the Mexican
population. That's changed now. We have no-Ideal type' any-
more.

This observation was made in another way in_a paper, "The
Mexican American Family," presented at the Mexican Amen-
can Seminars held in California at Stanford_University in April
1970. Nathan Murillo contended: "The reality is that there is
no Mexican-American family 'type."' To support this claim, he
pointed out that, like all other Americans, the thousands of
Mexican-American families vary in: regional and socioeconomic
factors, degree of assimilation and acculturation, historical and
political differences, and in patterns of coping with each other
and with their different environments. In some families, only
Spanish is spoken; in others, Spanish is all but forgotten. Many
trace their lineage to the Spanish, others to one or the other of
the once-powerful Indian cultures. Chicano, a colloquial adapta-
tion of the Spanish for Mexican, is a relatively recent term,
used with increasing frequency and with growing pride." Al-
ternate labels throughout the years have been Latino, Hispano,
Spanish American, or American of Spanish descent (1971, pp.
97:99).

THE IMMIGRANTS

Why did they come? Sena-Rivera recounted their story in a
historical chapter in his dissertation (Sena 1973). During the

,ip
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second half of the past century, following the Mexican-Ameri,
can War of 1846-1848, when the United States gaine4d most of
what we now refer to as the Southwest; immigration from
Mexico_ was chiefly along the bor er to satisfy a modest
demand for domestic and agricul ral workers. Similar de-
mands in California and neighbor- g states were met principal-
ly by Chinese and, later, Japanes workers.

After the turn of the century; however; a boom in the rail-
roads and in other industries and; very importantly; The indu&
trialization of agriculture, especially in Texas; California; and
Arizona, meant _a sudden, enormous demand cfor low-skilled
labor, a demand that could not be met by European immi-
grants, the traditional source_ for similar labor. Concurrently;
the overthrow in 1910 of the Diaz regime in Mexico by revolu-
tionaries meant the breakup of huge landholdings and the
subsequent freeing of millions of peons from their bondage on
the great hacienda§ and ranchos. Many gravitated to the cities
Of Mexico and to El Norte, the Norththe U.S.A.where both
rumors and recruiters reached them with news of jobs and
pe ce in place of their present unemployment and governmen-
tal unrest. \

the flow across the border began. By the hundreds of
thi usands came peons and campesinos (other rural workers);
young men wishing to_ avoid military conscription, displaced
and persecuted former large landowners and businessmen, city
dwellers fceling the sudden pinch of the numbers of new arri,
vals from- the countryside, and out-offavor revolutionaries and
other political refugees. With these, came wives and children
and new dependents. Often there were whole _groups of ex-
tended family households as well, either_ together or over time.

For most, the border states became the first stopping place
and the site for many colonias and tiarrios. By about 1920, a
fresh demand occurred not only for agricultural_ workers in the
Northwest and in Florida but also for workers in the railroad,
steel, automotive, and other rapidly developing industries in
the Midwest. Sequential and direct immigration of Mexicans
followed into these industries and into growing cities such as
Detroit, Kansas City, Chicago, and Gary, Ind. Indeed, the colon-
jos and barrios begun then in those places are as old as many
found nearer the Mexican-American border. Increases in the
tide of Mexican immigration; especially just before World War
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II and during the sixties and seventies; havV established n4v
can neighborhoods and sections of cities and towns
°reed, both culturally and numerically; older

of Mexican Americans throughout the United States; mostly in
the Southwest and Midwest.

This immigrant flow to and from Mexico has been deter-
mined chiefly by economic conditions: the periodic depressions
of the 191ffs and 1920s, the Great tkpresSion of the 1930s, the
boom time of two World Weis, and the events of Korea and
Vietnam, Plus the State 'of the _Mexican economy during these
periods. The welcome mat fOr Mexicans has been put out and
pulled in according to these fluctuations.

The early 1930s witnessed the forced "repatriation" to
Mexico of hundreds of thousands of Mexican families; U.S
citizens or not, situ* they were viewed as an excessive burden
to public and private social and charitable_ services and to
American taxpayers. (Many of them were taxpayers; too.) Pea-

Since that time, this repatriation has continued:
The familias of Sena-Rivera's study are very much a part

the comprehensive immigration and labor history Of this
tury._ Each familia in its own way has contributed a bit to
mosaic of the growth of the United States. Happily, no
these_farnilias has suffered as badly as many of their coin
men nor experienced deportation back to Mexico. But for
majority of these families and their individual membera,Suc:,
ceeding_in this country over the generations has been far &OM
easy. For several; in material and other terms; their, hibtorieS
could hardly be counted as successful at all. Like other ithini=
grant_ groups and like the _pioneers in the West; many Of them
Mexican; these familia.s; especially_ the founders, have =shown
the fortitude and determination required to make a viable life
for themselves and their family members and to forecast a
dream of the future for their offspring.

Maintaining family solidarity and loving relationshipsis_dif-
fictilt _under/such conditions. But doing so is extremely impor-
tant for tnclay's otherwise highly impersonal; complex society.
&ria=ltiVera believes that the story and lessons of theseifami-
lloS are worthy_of our general attention, that they are applica-
ble across retial and ethnic lines and especially across working-
class groups.
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PREPARING FOR THE STUDY

During the summer of 1976, four Chicano composite or lineal
extended families in the "Michiana"_areaMichigan, Illinois,
Indianawere selected for the study. It was necessary to locate
and obtain the cooperation of families with the three senior
generations still living, all of whom were heads of households,
who lived in the area and would be available during the inter-
view period, and who generally filled the economic and occupa-
tional criteria deemed' desirable for studying families from a
varietV,social strata.

It impossible to find a primarily agricultural migrant,
labor extended _kin group. Second-generation members were on
extended familia visits during the interview period; or the
oldest generation of such migrants had remained in Texas;
whence most of them. had, come. In many cases, there were no
members of the oldest generation still living or in good enough
health to be interviewed; so :difficult is the life. of these mi-
grants._ Neither did- the investigator locate a family group with
a firmly upper-middle socioeconomic class and status. Appar-
ently the rise of the few Mexican-descent families to that stra-
tum has occurred among those who have not yet become great-
grandparentS.

The study; therefore; does not cover, as wide a spread of class
an status as Sena-Rivera had ho_ped: None of the -families
represents a single Lsociastratum either; because -each of the
extended kin groups within the study had_at least two separate
and distinct strata of class and status among the three genera-
tions of heads-of-household. The investigator believes_ that this
mobility in class, and status in his four familial is analogous to
that of most Mexican-descent population in this country and in
this century and writes (1979) that "familia is always or soon
becomes a source and an impetus foi success in the new coun-
try."

Sena-Rivera _attributes much of the s ss of his investiga-
tion to the excellent; devoted work of his research assistants,
three of whom were graduate_ students in Mexican-American
studies at Notre Dame University Daniel- Valdez in fat4ily
sociology; Victor Rios in political sociology; and Julie Leininger
in history. The fourth; Delores "Lola" Villa; who was waiting
for her registered nurse examination; was especially attuned to
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the needs of _the_ respondents she interviewed; since much of
her nursing experience and service-oriented family background
had been with Spanish-speaking clients. Needless to say, the
familia memjpers appreciated being able to talk with the inter-
viewers in either Spanishtor English.

Sena-Rivera believes that matching tie personal histories -of
the interviewers with those of the people interviewed makes for
empathic listening. This approach is relatively new in sociologi-
cal and anthropological studies; as Sena-Rivera admitted, "ICS
kind of frowned upon. I had trouble with even this study,
which was= described as not sociological." However, his own
background =and that of his helpers alloWed sensitivity to the
subtleties Wnterdependency and dependency" in the extended
kin Pattern7rhe training of the interviewers assured objectiv-
ity and skilled research.

The investigator hopes = that others will folloW with more
"typicality" studies, learning what is average for a particular
group in a given area, and that he can do similar work in other
regions: "It isn't so difficult to do. It's just time-consuming."
This modest statement belies the years of preliminary research
on family studies in general, and on Mexicans in particular, as
well as Sena-Rivera's personal and technical experience. There
was the planning of the investigation, as well.

What Do You Say?

To begin with the researcher determined that vocabulary
Was of prime inoortance for conceptualizing family and, as a
concomitant; br interviewing family members successfully.
Using the right word for family was-necessary:not only for
communication but °making ahead-count. To the traditional
Chicano, how .does one express "composite:lineal or extended
family" in Spanish? Fa- milia. What does that really. mean? In
greeting a Ohicano friend, what answer might one expect when
one has inquired about the familia? About the grandparents
health; which tia is expecting a baby, and possibly the where-
abouts of various primos hermanos.

And, what Spanish word would one use for "nuclear family,"
for one's own household? If young Jalme's teacher had inquired
about his casa, Jaime's reply would have included only his
father, mother, and siblings; plus anyone currently living
under the same roof For instance; a cousin; 1,3eatriz; was living
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with Jamie's_farriily terriporanly, and his Aunt Rernicita would
be joining them to help with the new baby, thus becoming part
of to casa.

Throughout the interviews, care was taken to use these
words as those being questioned used them and to understand
their responses in that light. The term familia' proved to be
used according to the investigator's hypothesis---a social organi-
zational gathering of nuclear or conjugal households which are
basically_ independent. The term casa was understood but less
often expressed; so that it was more of a convenience in report-
ing the research than in actual interchanges during the inter-
views.

Ho* Do You Find Out What You Want to Know?
Sera-Rivera trained his interviewers in an intensive, open-

ended technique and instructed them to employ direct obServa-
ticiii. They were to notice the_surroundings of the homes where
their subjects lived; the condition of the homes and grounds;
degreeS of affluence apparent in the furnishings and intateritil
pcieeegibile; and; especially; evidences of caring and affection
Stich as gifts and family photographs or home repairs made by
kin.

Some of his assistants_ had trouble with Sena-Rivera'S ap-
proach at first; and he pointed out to thein that the questions
are just a stimulus to get people talki shout their lives. As

idea of the 'family
their cut=and-dried

and so forth;

he said, "It's hard; so I came up with'I
tree. -This way the interviewers could as
questions about _where the respondent was
and a get the historical sequence I wanted. d them ask
specifi lly about the interactions of every single pe on on this
family ree, questions like 'When was the last time you saw
her?' at did you do ?' How often does she come?' 'Do you
visit ause you like te?'obvious questions., That's_ fairly
structured; but it's open:ended. The interviewer picks up a cue
and pursues it."

_Charting the familY tree proved an excellent basis for inter-
action between subjects and interviewers. Each subject was
interviewed separately whenever feasible; and each individual
was traced in relation to the others, children; grandchildren,
and great-grandchildren. Collateral relatives were included
when they Seemed to belong in the story. Occasionally the
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subject also included as rasa or familia inembera persons not
related by blob-d. Memory and the person's own determi tion
of these relationships furnished the histories. Since each
grandparent was asked to recall p_ arents and grandparents of
his or her own family tree, there was a charting of what they
recalled of their own familia hrefore they migrated. Amazingly,
their memories of those times and twople seemed fresh and
fal4rrnplete, a real legacy.

What Do You Want to Know?

As far as possible; depending on the memory of the _subjects
and the ability of the interviewers; each individual charted was
identified with i first and last names; including maiden sur-
names for_females who had been married; age at time of inter-
view or of _death;: town; state, and country of birth; and resi-
dence or _place where individual died, with, for both of theSe
entries, the nearest_ city or town if that place was a village in
Mexico; the subject's own designation of nationality or _ethni-_
city; occupation, when employed or prior to retirement; date_ of
subject's arrival in the United States on the most permanent
basis; circumstances -of kmmtAintion to and of mignition_within
this country, subject's generatjon in this country, with the first
arrival as the first, the first born here as the second, and so on

Additionallv, there were queries about such general items as,
home ownership andfacilities available in the home. The inter-
viewers listed as well any occupants of the dwelling who might
not be entered on the family trees and, finally, determined the
compositiop of each subject's household._

Most importantly, the interviewers obtained as much subjec-
tive and objective information as they could from each person
on the kind and the extent of that person's interaction with
each other person. Kind of interaction meant regular, deliber-
ate visits, chance meetings at church or the market, and meet-
ings in socia contextsweddings, funerals, and confirmations,rmations,
or family parties and holiday celebrations. Occasions for
mutual aid ere included, because house-repair projects, baby-
sitting, and escorting someone to a clinic or the welfare office
are_a_part of the whole- scheme of living in a familia: Extent
meaning frequency; was_ answered with _'claily," "weekly,"
"monthly;_"_ or .on,-, .L year.'!_ Extent referred also to length of
timeminute:s. days, weeks; and so on.
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Most important. to the study were replies to such questions
as:

Do you enjoy these enpounters? In what way?
Do you do the-se things bk.-C./Ririe you Willa to or because you ;
feel obligated? Why?
Are interactions with friends markedly different from those
with kin?
Are you content with your own and your spouse's interac-
tions with in-laws?

Other queries dealt with significant changes in interaction
which might have occurred-in thepast or which the subject
thought might occur in the future. There was an effort, too, to
determine the subject's feelings about change or lack of change.
Of particular interest were inquiries concerning what the par-_
ents try to teach their young about the kind and extent_ of
interaction with other family members, and how they do this
teaching. As a sidelight, when it was discovered that someone
had been excluded from the familia, there was an attempt,
usually unsuccessful, to make discreet inquiries about that indi-
vidual without insistent, insensitive probing.

It was "as if for each coup10 it was a
single rather than a dual existence that
had occurred."

In every case; there_ was an _effort Ao _make_ these interviews
as comfortable and relaxed as possibie-sfor instance; babysitting
by one interviewer so that 'another could interview the parent
In the case of a few of the older subjects, it involved attending
to phyotCaY needs and above all; being watchful for signs of
vertirin
The interviewers were impressed with the interaction of the
eat-grandparents in the two families which had both spouses

still living. The fond joking and exchange of views and informs-
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tion were not a part of the plan for individual interviews; but
they were not discouraged and probably could not have been
stepped. As the interviewers observed later; it was "as if for
each couple it was a single rather than a dual existence that
had occurred."

Some bits of information in these stories were altered or
omitted if They were not essential to the Study, in order to
maintain the anonymity of these familial who. gave so gra-
ciously of their time and their history. In his final report to the
NIMH Sena-Rivera dediCated his study to the members of these
four familias =and to members of other /amulets who gave indi-
vidual interviews Preliminary to the main investigation. He
wrote:_ "We are especially indebted to the great - grandparents
interviewed, fOr Whom the interviews sometimes were taxing
phySiCally and at times taxing emotionally as well_ We hope
they find some return for their discomfort in this accounting of
their inestimable contribution to American sociocultural histo-
ry t_he establishment in their lifetime of four generations of
familia in the United States:"

LAS FAM I LIAS

The characterizations by economic achievement and social
standing of the four families_ selected do not describe the_tith
complexity and the individual struggles portrayed in their biog-
raphies. Interviewed in each familia were the great-
grandparenns); a son and a daughter and their spouses; if
available; and one or more grandchildren and their spouses _if
they were Parente. Figure I shows the "family tree" of each
fctiitilice and indicates which members of each generation were
interviewed.

Only Familia A is described in fairly complete detail here.
With the exception of the first generation founders of the other
three familial,_ the sketches giw. emphasis mainly to the re-
SP-oh-dent/3' feelings about familial interaction, concepts of duty
or _volition, or generational changes in these attitudes or in
socioeconomic StattiS. Each fanziliaA typical and individual ex-
pression of moires is distinguished, along with their view of the
world through Mexican-American eyeS.
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Figure 1.
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Ftimia A, 141 pentons, 29 households, of rural origin% mixed
agricultural and blue-collar occupations, and principally small-
town residence.

ThE Mat Generation: -ThaGreat-Granzlmother
Senora A and her late- husband were- bOrn-in 1898 in
Nuevo Leon; Mexico. At age 19,_ after- s year of mar-
riage; they received permission-from Senor -A's father
to come to the-States for 3 months; but :remained in
San Antonioi Tex.; for 24 years, where-Sr. A -was-a
railroad- worker and where their children were born;
Eventually, Sra. A's mother; two brothers, and -two
sisters joined them, though they lived in separate
households

Sra. A recalls that :while they were in_ San Antonio
they were all very -close; having been- rallied according
to "the custom -in IMexico." The children_ of the A Fa-
milia remember visiting with _these relatives, especial-
ly the -grandmother,--and getting together *ith the
entire group every:Sunday. They still remember, too,
learning love, obedience; and -respect- for them. Sra. A
recounts another aspect of the :familia :relationship:
These brothers-and- sisters- helped -each other- in times
of sickness and the brother -or sister who: sometimes
"had more than others helped those whodidn't."
San Antonio was -hit especially hard by the flepression.
In the late -1930s, the--A Familia- joined the great
exodus of Mexicans from : Texas_ to the: "Michiana"
area. The A's-came directly -to -the small semiurban,
semirural _central Michigan town; outside- _a predomi-
nantly industrial- city; --where they still live. In the
beginning; both parents _and children mostly _picked
vegetables in the nearby fields. --Now, several male
housilioldi heads work:in the automotive industry, in
the city. In general,:- their. -various- -occupations are a
mixture of agricultural and automotive jobs; with
upper-lower to middle-middle class and status.

Many__ familias in this area,: despite their poverty;
manage -to-make the grueling trips back to the- South-
west or even_ to:Mexico_fairly frequently. The A's, how-
ever, returned to San-Antonio only once, 5 years after
their trek North; After this; they saw only one brother,
who -died -of pneumonia when he came for-Sr. A's fu-
neral; They were unable to maintain satisfactory con-
tact because of the illiteracy of that generation.
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Sra. A was interviewed in Spanish in the comfortably
furnished- kitchen of her Victorian -era; two-bedroom
home; located in an apparently upper-lower-tkfcioeco-
nomic_neighborhbod. When her husband died 6 years
ago; her sons sold the familla home situated on several
acres farther from town and= with the proceeds bought
this smaller, neatly- maintained home. She is therez
fore, able to live independently and to be nearer her
sons and --daughters, who all visit her about once a
week, some more often: She enjoys their telephone

although she has not mastered dialing so that
she can call them;

She is- pleased that her grandchildren visit;_ most of
them at least once a month ;: and some take turns
staying with her when she is ill. In fact, one grandson;
a 20-year-old college student who visits her almost
daily, helped during the interview with names and
ages of her grandchildren and- great- grandchildren.
The visits of the little ones; she says; "lift her spiritfiC
'even though- they speak -only English and she only
Mexican. Her affectionate term -for them isbolli-itft.
the-name Of a popular Mexican dinner roll made with
bleached flour;'and an expression often applied to non -
Mexicans.

The interviewers noticed in the parlor at least four
dozen framed photographs of various kin, outward
symbols of attention that include extra V-isitS When the
grandmother is ill and taking her to visit other familia
members when they are sick. Sra. A is grateful for-her
children's :practical =gifts and their collective help in
paying utility bills, insurance,: or taxes. Although sad-
dened when she remembers the old_ days when they
were all one cases, Sra. A hopes that things will contin-
ue as they are; She believes that her offsprings' visits
are made beituse they love her and want to visit her.
It is especially important to Sra. A that "within each
house there be no discord between them."

(The opportunity to reminisce; tbitalk about her loving
fa-rnilia,-was-a_grgat pleasure to Sra. A. Her mind was
clear and active and the experience was so exciting-to
her-:that she gave the appearance of much better
health than =was =the actual case. When a- bit of-tape
was replayed for her and _she_heard her_voice recorded
for the first time in her life, she was truly exhilarates.)
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The Seeond Generation: The Eldest Son
Sta. A's- eldest son, age 52 lives leis than a mile from
his mother in a neat; clean house ,which he owns in a

mmunity of lower-middle socioeconomic class. He -is
inspector in a motor-wheel manufacturing plant_in

he nearby city and, except for a 4-year-old car and a
color television set, appears to- have few material
tweets. Among _the framed photographs =of all his chil-
dren- and grandchildren,i the son pointed out especially
the children's high_schoal pictures and his son's athlet-
ic trojahy. The -comfortable furniture is shabby outside,
the house needs _a coat of paint Ai* a _ former field
hand, the eldest on has apparently seen little point in
fixing up the yard, which has had no effort wasted on
it other than keeping it cleaned up.
Although -this son would, 11_ custom, be expected -to
replace his father in the role of dominance in the
fonalia, he does not appear to have assumed that posi-
tion. Perhaps heading his own family is enough. He
visits his mother at least once a week and telephones
every other day and usually sees his brothers and sis,
Vera every day, either at work or visiting back and
forth. Bab sitting is a common exchange among them,
and they - help each other with small loans and assist-
ance in- -large household jobs. The son expects these
enjoyable activities -to continue and wishes an even
closer familial relationship. He and his wife- see their
children daily; even the married ones_ with their chil-
dren. He ho_pes to continue these close ties, which
make him proud and happy. Their visits_ are a token
that -he is still important to them. The children's fman-
cial assistance when he is ill for an extended period, or
his to them, is an indication- of love among them; he
feels. Like his father before him, he has always tried to
teach his children to respect and help each other;

The Son's Wife

The daughter,in-law was interviewed in Spanish by
necessity,_ unlike her husband, for whom it was the
choice; Born in Alonteri ey, she and her
mother,- a brother; and two-sisters =came permanently
to the States about 1945. She could condibute little
about her branches of the family treealmost nothing
ahout her father, that her- mother and aunts and
uncles were =born- in North-Central Texas, and that the
relatives still living are scattered throughout Mexico,
Indiana; and; mainly; Texas; Every few months she
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enjoys seeing her Indiana cousins, usually at family
parties when- they-ca-n all arrange to -be together, since
holiday: times are-spent with each_ one's closest compos-
ite or lineal-familyAfter-a painful 15 -year break, the
daughter-in-law is reunited with her own_ mother, with
whom she exchanges frequent and enjoyable visits.

The- Wife is happily -and-completely a homemaker or,
air she terms it, la alma de la cacti translated literally;
"the soul of the house."-DUringjhe intemiew,chjldren,
grandchildren; and nieces came in constantly; and
other -relatives- called-frequently on the telephone. She
is intensely interested in and involved_ with her in
laws,_ especially Sra. A. She hopes that the family will
always_ remain unidos;: but seems Ito feel thit they may
not in the future and is sad about it.

The Daughter

Sra. A's- second oldest -daughter and-her litiSband -live
in th6 same town in a rundown; _two-story frame house
surrounded- 1W-- a -large, neglected- yard.. This rental
property appears scheduled for razing :soon, to be :re-
placed by -a business- area similar _to that across the
busy street. The dilapidated furnishings, and this cou-
ple's whole way of life, may well be explained by the
extended illness and unemployment of the daughter's
husband. j .

Diming- the interview, the= couple revealed that this
was not the daughter's first marriage :and that of all
of their Children were-by this hiiSbandThe- in- -
ers had _noticed during the .great,grandmother'
soonses that she -nor-the jgrandson who hel
her __with_ names :and ages had mentioned all of this
daughter's -offorin_g-and that the old lady had seemed
confused about the ones she did enumerate. Since the
earlier -marriage had)een an unhappy one and "i
War," it was convenient to - forget it when- the f-
tree -was i*ing branched out _The _surviving son -of the
daughter's former marriage lives in San -Ante/lip with
his wife-and-two children; The-two craiighters hive in
the-nearby Michigan City, with four and eight children
respectively.

This Foresent couple's youngest daughter, a student,
still: lives at home; but the other four, three auto,
motive-worker sons and a -daughter who works in :a
nursing home in the ci ty, all live in separate homes in
that city. These four and two unmarried male cousins
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are the only-unmarried-children living apart from
their parents in all of Familia A.
The daueiter recalls-her youth fondly, especially visit-
ing with her mother's_ relatives while still in San Anto-
nio and working in the fields and playing with her
siblings.: Ac©o to her account, Sr. -A-Ice pt thefami-
lia together and "harmonious," insisting that his chil-
dren come home :on_ weekends,.. whether- or not _they
were married and whether, they lived away from the
:hometown or nearby.

In spite of their troubled pasts, this couple seems rea-
sonably-contented- and The --daughter -visits
her: mother: =nearly every _day :because of that lady's
ffkilin.---health,-and she uses-this time also to call- her
own :children since she has no 'phone. She_visits these
children regularly, often uninvited and receives visits
from them *hen:they come to see A. She sees her
brothers and sisters- oftenat chureh; - at their :moth-
er's home; and at picnics.- These-occasioas,--combining
present good times and recollections of happy times = in
the past are a treat-to-her. Apparently, this daWthter
is kept busy babysitting for her ewn_children and for
lier brothers-and- sisters -andtheir -children-- In all, she
is happy with -her familia and _their relationship and
hopes they Will all continue as .they are now.

The DaughMr's Ilik&oid

For this man, born in -1931, 5_years- after -MS Wife:L-and
disabled from a number of stomach operations during
the-lailt -4 3rearsi-Familia- A- is -his -"real"- family.- From
them; :he feels that he has the acceptance} love; and
reTsPect he-- never -had -before,--either in his . native
Puerto -Rico or in the _ United States prior to his mar-
riage.- A --source---ofgreat -pride are visits from -the chil-
dren -who live in the area whether they are -hiS own or
not. -He-is -especially happy that these -Seem to be made
from enjoyment: not obligation, and he -feels that -hib
attempts to teach the yo g 'people not to "lose" their
fatally have been_ effectiVe.-- Like Sra. Ai: whom he loves
deeply; he- is especially happy when the grandchildren
visit- and he is delighted- to be-Called "Grandpa."--This
household; like the other relatives; has many - framed
pliototraphii of children and grandchildren, and of Sra.
A as well-.

When he-was 10, the son-in-law was placed in an or-
phanage by hii widowed mother; a cleaning woman,
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and there he-remained until he was 19. He lived with
his = mother= for =a short time; then-he came to = the
United States at age 25 and: did field work until he
could save enough money to-join a brother in 1",troit.
Finally; he gtot _a job using the automotive body-work
training-learned back home.-He even sent money me
and;and; when -the Detroit brother died; he helped with the
funeral expenses, as a_p_parently no one else Aid. H6
still corresponds occasionally with his sisters in Puerto
Rico and calls them when he is ill and hospitalized. He
feels that they will continue to care about his well-
being but is embittered about the treatment from his
college-professor brother in Puerto Rico. Apparently
his 2-week visit there 12 y- ears a- go was shortened be-
cause his mother made him feel unwanted and his
brother's reception was equivocal,- at times welcoming
but often scornful. The warmth of Familia A; then; is
particularly meaningful:

The Thind Generatson: The Grandson..;
- .

This -29- year -old man; his Anglo:wife and their young
daughters a- new -house-with- swimming pool, on
a 2 1/2-acre_ plbt in: a middle-middle 'level area:: Their
home is on the outskirts of-town,:nearOpen fieldt,, and
only :a few miles away from most of the _A: Faniilia
members, who come often to the grandson's home for
cookouts and swimming and to enjoy the larger area
than they:possess.

A_ welder -in--the-main autiaThedy -plant in the 'nearby
city;:the grandson is a: pivotal part of =his extended
family and = appears to be a loved and loving father.
Except: for .a younger brother who lives, alone; he sees
most of his siblings and his parents three or four times
a_ .week. These visits are made from enjoyment, not
obligation; -he says.; adding that le-also_ likes to have
his mother's Mexican cooking; which-his wife can't do
very well: He and -his wife often.call _on his parents for
babysitting;-iind he and-his father-help- each other with
heavy household jobs and with loans occasionally; too:

proud, to be -theoldest- brother, to = whom his
siblings come.- for help.- This- help has included- his si
nature to get loans or small amounts of moneY:_ f He
has; in turn, -borrowed- occasionally from t hem; and he
and his wife obtained help_from.heriparents when they
were first_ married.- Theigran&ori misses these -rectueetS
as his brothers and sisters w_ older; but is :proud
that they have done well and that he has been instru-
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mental in their- achievements.- Actually,- he is afraid
that he has been too free with, advice and acolding;
although sometimes not severe-enough. He has -been
happy: to help -them but does not want them to "take
advantage" of him.

He visits his = grandmother about -twice a month --and
sometimes helps her move bulky objects. His. memories
of WS grandfather --are particularly warm,- perhaps -be-
cause he = recalls their working= in the f elds together
during -hie -teenyears.- -He- and- his --father, with the
aunts =and uncles; bought= property in the coun so
that they- can huntnd -fish -together, and the have
built a cottage there.= The "club" they have ormed;
with-monthly- dues- and regular meetings_ about= e= use
and maintenance_ of this .propertyi- is apparently-more
important -to the grandson than to the son; -who did not
mention this connection with other-familia- members.
The- young mail feels that his relationship with his
aunts and uncles; whom: he sees- about twice a month,
is good and will remain unchanged;

The Grandson k Wife
ddaughter-in-law, 29- like her husband; was

e their third child within= a-few days-after--the
OW- She is a= fourth-gener_atiort "Anglo-Ameri-

" of German = and English stock with alanre family
nnection- which has moved =into= the middle-middle

class. The interviewers_ noted that -there was never any
reference -to this difference in "class"' or "race'', but
only to differences in language and cuisine.

The young ample see her relatives on a few holidart
which_ the -A's -understand and accept and keep m
touch_ with her fainily's .activities-durW. ymonthly visits
with her parents. The grandson's wife enjoyed the fre-

ent ,vontacts with- extended_ family -members when
she- was _younger and _misses them; bat feels that now
they allhave -much- less in -common.- Of future, she
thinks that perhaps their friends may be as important
to her and her husband as their relatives.
This young woman is busy with her -children- Anil
teaching ,geography and history to seventh and eighth -
graders. She sees neither her-mother,in-law nor Sra. A
as often as her husband does but is more comfortable
with her mother-in-law -in- any case, since they can
converse in English; __The relatives who belong to the ,

hunting club are frequent companions, especially

302-750
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during the hunting season, when, according to her,
"The husbands and boys hunt, and the women and
girls cook." The couple cooperate in the usual babysit-
ting and report that their children look forward to
being with their cousins on both sides of the family.
The granddaughter-in-law thinks she should learn to
speak Spanish better, and she- appreciates her in-laws'
patience and understanding with her present inability.

The Granddaughter

This 32-year-old mother of eight; the eldest child of
Sra. A's second oldest daughter and her first husband,
is's:school-bus_ driver and_lives in a home she and her
husband- are bpy-ing- in the city in a lower-middle- .

income ihonsin_gdevelopment. Her husband's 20-year-
old_ nephew, who has just begun working in the city; is
at present a memlier -of their casa._ The granddaughter
was raised by Sr. and Sra. A and feels like a sister to
her aunts and -uncles --who were growing up in the
same _home,i although she is not as close -to her- own
brothers -and- sisters as she otherwise would have-been
She_is 'especially close to a cousin who was also raised
by their grandparents- and writes often to her -now -that
the cousin is living in Indiana: -The granddaughter is
confider* that-the families -will--be- even-closer -and
frequently includes_some -of her many cousins; nieces;
and nephews in outings with her own children.

Her love for her _grandmother is very special. The
granddaughter visits her every weekend, when she also
sees many other relatives, I especially_ her_ mother. Her
vacation visits- to her own father -in San Antonio are a
mixture of pleasure and homesickness._ Since lWr hus,
band's family does -not celebrate holidaysbecause_ of
their religious practices, these occasions are spent with
her extended familia

The 'Granddaughter's Husband

The grandson-in-laW, the _onlAOn-Catholic reported _in
all of Familia A, has, a large and complicated family
tree tf -his own.-Most are step- and- half - brothers and
sisters from his father's three and all, -ap-
parently; are on the best= of iterms; they turn to: this
young man for advice -with their_problems since -he is
the oldest He adds;- though; that he and his wife try to
solve their own problems without going to members of
either familiar
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Is 1965,- when-- he -w 28, he came directly_ from Mexico
on a permanent basis to work in the field* around the
town. Now- a -maintenance sweeper for a large auto-
motive plant, he has somehow managed-to-save-enough
money to- assist his own ,famillii Members when they
are in need and has even sent-hiS aged grandmother in
Mexico enough-- money to rebuild her house when it
burned down. This is one of the laminas which travels
back to Mexico frequently; and visits the any !cousins
and especially -the uncles who raiiied- the motherless
boy with warmth and kindness. These visits are impor-

t° the grandson -in -law and his- children, -as are the
ueht visits with= the Michigan brothers and sisters

an their father. Thy couple -regret that they -do-not
see-the granddaughter's older relatives as often as they
did when they still lived in the. smaller town and
before the children were so busy in sports and other
events with their peers.

Prototype FaMitia

_L In many ways, this large, 141-member clan is highly typical

91

of that-aspect of M -American culture known as fami/ia
at its_ most traditional, possibly use of its semirural, ex-.
traurban ambience. Close-knit and devotedunithiscousins,
and aunts and uncles of the stuhe age group, for that matter,
interact like brothers and sisters. In-laws_, especially females,
are drawn = into the intense relationship of the network. There
is reflected here an emotional interdependence which, especial=
ly for 'the _older members, satisfies -most of the individuals'
recreational and sociaLneedi, visits and larger gatherings being

'on important part of daily arid,weekly life. The sense of obliga-
don eachApther, to_ help in times of economic = trouble or
illnes d;it**Mall loans, hotiaehold services, or child care, ap-

m_hot only from the sense of duty instilled in early
No.rn voluntary and strong emotional at-

ilt. In general, most familia members hope to continue
thiS volvement along with entry into the economic arA social
maiystream of their locality.

Their Filth

With the eiception of one third-generation in-law, the fami-
lia members are Catholic. Their faith and their church are an
integral and accepted part of daily and weekly life, although
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only routine ritual_ participation for some._ Family bonds are
strengthened further_ when godparents are chosen for christen-
ing; First Communion;- and -confirmation: Dr_: Sena-Rivera says;
though; that this_ custom Js not as strong as it is_nearer the
border or in Mexico itself; where the "fictive" kinship; -the
practice of "claiming" relations through godparenting; is alsp
still strong.

Marriage and Divorce

Familia A reflects; also; changes in patterns of marriage and
divorce: A_ shift_ toward intermarriage- with other groups is
rather noticeable_ among Them: From the one "out-marriage"
out_of_eight marriages in the_second generation; the daughter's
second marriage to a -Puerto Rican; _to nine out of sixteen
marriages_in_ the °third generation; _eight to- Anglos and one to a
Cuban; the trend is striking: Striking; too; is the assimilation of
most of these spouses into the warm interaction of the familiiz

According to Sena-Rivera, familias in his study were in one
respect not typical of many that he knows about: There were
no common-law marriages amongthem. Only Sra. A's daughter
had what was apparently a less than "formal" marriage. Serial
marriage is quite acceptable, and divorce is no longer frowned
on. As Sena-Rivera sees it, usually divorce "has meant that
they haven't lost anything. In most cases, the children stay
within the familias. It's an in-law, usually a male, who leaves.
The divorce is not with the son, the blood line, so the daughter
keep's. the children. And apparently, when there is intermar-
riage or marriage with a divorced person, a man brings his own
-clilltiren; who are gladly accepted into the extended family."

Language and Assimilation

The grandson articulated a concern about a trend he has
observed in Familia A and among his friends in the Michiana
area when he expressed his regret that so many younger gen-
eration members know so little Spanish. In fact, the interview-
ers observed that given names in the fourth generation have
been Anglicized when they are not actually non-Spanish.

,..%na-Rivera has noticed change in his own group in northern
New, Mexico and southern Colorado. He adds, however, when
aperhoth customs and language, that at present, with
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the huge numbers of Mexicans and other Latins coming iin;
there is still a good deal of language retention- Referring p

to the Los Angeles area he remarks: "They come
across in LA now and work in small_ industries directly for
Mexicans TilifTeast-for Mexican _foremen; and shop in Mexican
grocery 'stores. Even big super markets have Spanish clerkS
Now ..the burden is on shops and restaurants who serve these
people rather4than_ on_the minority struggling to make their
wishes known_ in_English. This change has taken place in less
than * generation: Now social services in LA have Spanish-
spealcing_persohnel and signs on buses and in public buildings
are_irr_Spanish; there are TV stations which are Mexican and
there-'are other bilingual programs. Particularly_ the churches
now have the masses and other services in Spanish, so there's
not _really a great deal of need to de-Mexicanize yourself"
_ _As-Sena- Rivera reflected_on this; he mentioned that some of
the- bilingual programs work but that many of them are simply
devices for assimpation in a_ b*gu_al, bicultural civilization.
Certainly it half? been found 4mong other groups who are
m ng their wsii, into the mainstream of American lifer that
sat action is *rester and alienation less among those who

_hate achieved,ia bicultural balance, by retaining_ much of the
old while assimilating much of the new Sra. A's grandson sees
this as a goal for his generation and his children's:

Grandabn A sees other changes which should take place.
While cherishing memories of the older generation and_loying
relationships with them, he feels that the younger_genei*rtions
-)f.Mexican Americans should be _more _"independent" and leba

aditional. Friendship with Miklos should be fostered, he be-
lieves, and younger Chicanos _should make an effort to partici=
pate in and enjoy things whic h their parents did not (or could
not), such as travel and datingalone. Chief among the interests
to be promoted is sports; the grandson's own personal delight.

The "Nonpe-sons"
. 4 .

A strange custom appeared during interviews. Usually; sever-
al interviews were necessary to fill out the branches on each
family tree, and occasionally a 9few branCh#: were not leafed
out completely. "Somebody would- crop up*re and somebody
there, and we'd try to straighten them out "What's a_ child
doing over there in that household? He was born over here."
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And in the Mite of a4061e of families, "all of, a sudden you
realize there's sorrel 4 *ha:isn't even being talked about; and
the person is declared almasta nonperson."

There was never any attempt: to intrude or to probe more
deeply than the family members wished to go. The interviewers
were struck by the firm, quiet refusal to reveal information
about a recent or imminent rupture in any couple. In the_cases
where someone had seemingly, "disappeared;" clues came only
from comparing conversations and interviews among the var-
ious persons interviewed in the same familia. Females and
their children involved in divorce had apparently rejoined their
own extended families.

This kind, of MYSterY first showed up in Familia_A when Sra.
A neglected to mention some of the daughter's children; and
only later did the interviewers learn that the A grandparents
had actually legally adopted this granddaughter. It was this
same granddaughter who mentioned one uncle who did not
visit with anyone beCause he has "set himself _apart." Later; the
interviewers realized that this was the individual- who had
refused to see them. The mystery remained closed.

Seiiii:RiVera said "I didn't probe to find out exactly what
the pi.-ople had -clone that was so wrong that they were kicked
out of the family. Since it was sensitive; the only way we found

_out was from a word here and a word there; then from _differ,
-`11t interviews we put the mystery together." He has observed
that mental health rittittitiOners who are not of or very close to
this ethnic group are not likely to appreciate what being cut off
in- this way means, nor to understand how this diminishing cif
identity can destroy an individual and his sense of self.

B: 71 persons; 26 households, of urban-industrial, mostly
bit.k.;collar orientation.

The First Generation: The Great-Grandfather
Senor B, deacrihed by his interviewers as "an intro-
spective, uncomplaining; philosophical man of striking
calm and=personal dignity," was reading a Spanish,
language Bible_when the interviewers arrived-He andhis wife are Baptist converts, the only ones in the
family. Although literate in his own language; he has
mastered little English and was interviewed in Span-
ish in the upstairs flat of their two-unit house.
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In 1921, after several bitterly hard early married _years
in Texas; the Bs migrated to- this-small steel-industry
city in Indiana, across the State line from Chicago. Sr.
B worked _3 years past retirement at 65 to finish
paying for the- modest but well-maintained house,.situ-
ated 20 yards from one end of a railroad yard overpass
and to a- small ironworks- plant: This _neighbor-
hood once had many young:Mexican families in it,
since they _considered it a good place to raise their
children. Now it appears to be mixed black and
"Latino;" the local term for mixed Spanish-origin
people.

The great-grandfather was_born in Mexico City in 1893
to a maid'and-a textile-factory worker, orphaned when
he w_as:10; and placed:in a government orphanage with
his-4isiblings, since the few relatives still living'were
unable_ or unwilling to take them in as was the custom-.
The orphanage was a-good one, according to Sr. B:; and
he and his: brother learned linotyping, the -brother's
lifelong profession and Sr: Ws source for odd-jobs since
he retired from hiS job as a-foundry-worker, Soon-after
the two brothers' age forced them to leave the orphan-
age; they :feared conscription- dueto- the Revolution.
Since Sr:. B was unable to find a: secure job he decided
to try his. luck in the-United States and,--in 1911, when
less,-,than 19 years old; he paid a small fee, shoWed his
receipt,- and walked acros& the bridge from Ciudad.
Juarez to El Paso; Tex:

Sr._ -B has maintained contact with his brothersilind_
sisters in Mexico, writing and sending :91-Wlimoney
they said they needed it" and once receiving:mo
from a brother so that he:could visit Mexic-o--Cily.--
misses the-vacation trips -there or to Baja California
visit Sra. B's _sister. Si. B regrets that-his descendaqtt
and their relatives in Mexico _have no contact_ with
each other and -blames his- offspring's lack of interest
on the_ fact that -not all7of his 44 grandchildren and
none of his great-grandchildren can speak Spanish._

He _is grateful for- his progeny's frequent -visits,- which
he feels are voluntary '-)roud that he has never needed
to ask for -their has -sometimes _held them.
although there were _times they_ did not want him to.
Occasionally; he has paid small debt for them without
informing them: In his_view, _respect and obedience are
the -bas-is of "-harmony" in the..family, and he has in-
sisted _ on this far his wife and, "if they wish," for
himself as well. A key to this man in his familia is his
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wife's repeated.comment-to the interviewers that Sr. B
was--"a 4'ood Mani" which meant to them that he was
kind -an gentle; not a drinker, and provided as best he
could.

The Great-Grandmother

Iii 1912,_ when she was 15, this lady married Sr B, who
"treated her right"- and began with hitt their strugl
for 'survival.- Even though they lipt three of their-
dren before the age of 3,,and Sr. _S was able to earn no
more= than -10 .cents an hour in his various jobs in
Texas, Sra:B was happier than she had been for many
years-. -Motherless- shortly-after her birth, Sra. B and
her siblings spent 4 happy years. with her paternal
grandmother, then -went with her father and his 157
year-old bride to Texas; where 'ohs were difficult and

y -small. When- he- was-killed -a train a few years
ater; the young stepmother isigned : away claimant.t

rights and returned,-to Mexico, her -bay da h-
ter andiSra. B's brother and older_ sister% She placed 6-
year -old Sra. B and the ,9ther sister in a Catholic or
phanage in San Antonio.

In the orphanage; Sra: B received only a year of- kin=
dergarten, the :extent of her schooling. Her fondest
memories: were of several yearly events in the month
of May when-the- children were allowed to go into the
deserted street in front of the orphanage at 4 -in- the
mornin_g to run and _pla- a- freedom- -Sra. B loved. They
all looked _forward to that one month; when they were
also treated to a trip- to the circus -and to an early
morning walk to the old San Antonio Mission where
they had breakfast.

After ahout 2 years, when sheiwas barely -9, Sra B was
"adopted" by =an_ Anglo family who had assured the
nuns--she would be treated like a daughter. Actually;
her many duties included =- feeding; dressing, and hath-
ing- the invalid -father. -She hadl to -sleep on a mat
rather_ than: in one of the extra bedrooms and_ was
severely beaten when-the guardians -were -not -satisfied
with her work. On the second occasion thatthe coach-
man's kindly wife reported the the orphan=
age; an interpreter came so that the little girl's story
could be told to -the English-speaking nuns, and she
wail returned to the orphanage.

When the stepmother and her new husband regained
custody of the children, the younger girls were put to
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work for 'America-hi"- ati hOurshold helpers; From this
experience, Sra.® B learned English well, a lickin ever
after forlotrseLf and her families. Because of her miser,
able Cluldriood, she and Sr; B adopted and
raised two grandehildien whose parents were divorced.

At the time of the interview, Sra. _B was =Ming to
recover froth- the- amputation of one- leg below _the
knee. Although uncomfortable, a bit deaf,_arid suffer-
ing from some in memory, she viewed her pres-
ent -life- with contentment because of her__ husband's
devotion; her ChildreiVi freijuent visits, and her reli-
gious- convictions: She wishes only that She_ were nit so
dependent on .her husband_ and oldest daughter, who
cares fdt her daily. Sra; B states that she has_ tried "td
teach all of them to do what's right and not to bear
any grudges."

The second Getwration: The Daaghter
ThiS woman--, widow of a Mexican-born steel worker-
mechanic, still has her unmarried -eldest -daughter, a
clerical Worker, her tiur school-age children, and an
18-year-old niece in her cash. Her days are filled with
babysittiirig for a -i*lat::grandson and taking care of
Sra. B, but she ime to enjoy her children's and
grandchildren t visits and the twice-weekly
visits of most thers and sisters to their par-
ents.
The daughter feels that her fciiniha is-harmonious and
always *ill be. Indeed, she is canfid t that her chil-
dren will remember her teacliiii_u- for their
elders in j_isitiiia and socie large She re-
members "th pleasure the huge- -1118(es of her
younger ayS, at-a:park or a hal the
sion; and arranges holiday gath her
house," Her_ daughter-in-law; whil see? ritither-
law every Sunday because that lady lik
Offs ring. .tOtether as often as Irossibl , xnmented:

she usually goes out of er wayshe makes
flautas, iitek-eitchitados, nrenado; Then she calls ev-
erybody u , and:everyone goes er. -If someone can't
make it, e feett real:-bed. She es to get everyone
together every So often; ou Mow. For Christmas, all
the sistetikh4d* and aughters help her make a
whole lot of tamales._We exc angeigifts, all of us. It's a
close= filthily. Real azat.Tlittr Grandma and Grandpa
are there; too' ThanksgiVieg...a.nd Christmas at her
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house . . . She doeS a lot of the cooking, but we all
bring Something ...."

--.-

The Son-in-Laiu

The 136'± Seri-in-law; husband of their third youngest
child; was interviewed in Spanish -in- the-couple's well-
kept duplex, -in a neatly maintained neighborhood of

_ solid lower- middle or middle-middle- -economic- level,
over -t-he viaduct--arid about_ a mile from the Bs. Five
children_ live at home and four elsewhere. A 2.-year-
old_ daughter, -an elementary school teacher - -in this
-city,' was especially interested in the studySheTand.
her father -tried tOpertilade her very shy mother to be
interviewed. The, mother's older sister,- to *horn-she is
very close, was instead the -other respondent for her
generation; a fortunate circumstance: for the study in
view of that daughter's pivotal position in Familia II
The son-in;law?s- example -of family interaction has
been :consistent._ ani strong: He- maintains -close --ties
with his _relatiVet,- and goes to Mexico sev al times a
Year to visit his siblings; :whom he has 0 n- helped
with medical expenses- -and -in othet-ways. e and the
brother :Who lives _nearby:see each Other nearly every
day, and _their children's- friendship -for each_other is a
source of ipleasure to these imen.., His children's and
grandchildren's visits, even -the-ba*sitting he and his
Wife --dO,ihring this man satisfaction -and joy- He gives
the impression -that these interactions and the fre7
quent visits- with his wife's family are voluntary and
enjoyable and will continue.

The Third Generation: The Grandson

This 23-year-old than is a maintenance worker at the
city's- largest steel Mill where many of the men of
Famjlza _13 work. He lives with his wife and small son
in _a one-bedroom apartment in a nice-looking, four,
unit building among_ several good ones on its side of
the street; along with several Commercial buildings
and a 'bar. AerOss the noisy street are a number of
small industrial plants.
The grandson sees his Mother once every week or two
He gixes her:a rthiall portion of hispaycheck and, with
his siblimp3; contributes-Au larget_gifte such as a wash-
ing_ machine or other labot-eaving appliance; at Christ-
mas. He visits the grandparents ahout ohte a month,
with phone calk; in between; and takes them places
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when they need rides, a service he frequently provides
for his mother-in-law when she delivers her Von prcid-
iicti. BalVsitting, as well as occasional lortni`of money;
usuallycomes from his in-laws. He- seems ta make
little :effort to -tee his relatives except while at his
mother's but wishes that they were closer arid=plans to
make more effort in the future; -He also wisher3, he
says; that he and _his brothers and sisterS "would talk
seriously about what is going on with them" and not
be content with "just having fun together."

The Grandson `s Wife

Fleeing from an "overly strict; __jealous" husband; -this
young wornan's mother brought her to the United
States_ from their native Guadalajara and- raised- her-in
thib TWgranddaughter-in-law sees her mother
often; stays with her when her husband is on the night

tind-talkivoften on the phone. Her relationship
With her mother-inrlaw is frequent and loving and ea-

iallyiwarm- with her husband's younger siblings.
This young:woman: revels in the closeness' Of her hus-
band'e=family, and her dream; when they can afford it;
is to go with her husband and son to visit her mother's
relatives in Mexico, which she enjoyed when she was
younger.
Of her xon'a future relationship with his families, she
says, "I think just how we visit all the time; as he gets
older, it's going to blend into his heart that he's_going
to want to. Arid theygive him a lot of love. ',don't see
how he wouldn't want to; you know . ."

The Granddaughter
This young woman, a 27-year-old bank clerk, livea with
her husband and_son jri the carefully furnished down-
stairs unit of a converted two-story house on a Well:
kept_ street occupied by people of apparently lower-
middle income; The adopted married grantikm of Sr.
and Sra. B livea:upstairs. Blisy aid striving to be inde-
pendent; the granddaughter doea not see her relatives
often Or talk on the telephone with them,_ unlike many
of the others who spend a great deal -Of time -this- way.
Her son_ is -taken to his grandmothaV's and picked up
by his father; so that this former intertintiOri- between
the two generations of women is curtailed: Both par-
ents are pleased that their son_has this opportunity to
get to know his grandmother and the great-grandpar-

5
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ants; it seems not to occur- to -them to pay for this
service, however, in spite of that lady's need.

The granddaughter gives the impression of needing the
families- continuity and emotional ties; she says that
she enjoys being with her relatives:and has no outside
friend* She is especially concerned that she visit her _

_grandparents at least once a month; even though she f
ocannot really communicate with her grandfather. Of

Sra. B _she says; "My_ grandmother s a wonderful
person. There's no one like- m "grandmother. She's the
best person I've ever known; arid I'm glad that my son
is over there every day."

The Grairctdaughter's Husband

Thilipolice detective is a third-generation Mexican,
American whose parents_ _were born in Iowa. The
father,a railroad worker like hiS own father; brought
his family to this city where some ohe other men of
the family Still *ork in the steel (mills. The young
man's mother; who visits them about-once a mont , is
a home-demonstration agent for the Indiana Univ
ty extension service; He visits her occasion and
sees his younger brother, a welder; who lives in a
nearby city; about twice a month._ Jarsees his younger
sister, who _is =a high school friend OT his wife, and her
husband more frequently, since they get together often
to la basketball.-Otherwise, he is mainly concerned
with his immediate family and, like his wife, he indi-
cates that, as a couple,_ they prefer to be independent
And that their chief interaction is at large gatherings
of the familia.

Las Chicanes

The remarkable women of Familia B epitomize; for Dr. Sena-
Rivera at leafit, the strength of the countless women, Mexican
and Mexican-Atherican, who have borne children, prepared -ta-
males, enchiladas, and all the rest for countless familia mem-
bers, and worked side by side in the fieldi3 with their husbands
and children. This kind of life has been the hiStorical lot of
these women on the estates of the padrones in Mexico and on
the lands of Texas, New Mexico, California, or Midwest farm,
ers. At the same time, apparently, most of them have managed
to buttress within their familias, as an integral cornerstone of
their culture, the image of male dominance, in spite of the low

(
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social and economic stature of their men. Quotations given
below, from comments made by some of the B women to the
interviewers, well illustrate their lives and their forceful per=
sonalitiet.

Sra. B, herself, exerted great influence on her family because
of her strong _maternal control and her fluency in English
Which, despite her illiteracy in both Spanish and English, aided
her in dealing with an Anglo-dominated_world. The help to her
family in this one area alone was immeasurable and, further,
she had no language barrier to separate her from _ third_ and
fourth generation members. Her will was indomitable_and her
devotion tenaciously directed at _saving her progeny from the
poverty and unhappiness she knew in her childhOed and from
th deprivation of her early married years in Texas.

er ambition for her farnily is reflected in her granddaugh-
r, who said during her interview:

I k I'm be off than my brothers and-sisters ;
fice--in awhile I hear someone say, "Well,YoU'ire

ot money to do something.' "_ I do, but they forget that
k hard and save; I've been working_since I was _a

an in high Scheel. After high school; I went
back to my counselor and he said, "Now,' you don%
want to go tir collOte=yotere just going to get mar-
ried." You_know But I decided to go. First I got a job
there (Indiana Uttitreitity, Bloomington); then I en-
rolled; Sometimes it was really- hardI didn't have
any money. BUt I would never call my mother. I don't
know if it was a sense cif Pride oribccciuse I didn't want
to impose on hershe didn't have anything.

Loneliness brought together the six "Latinos''_ Who were at
the University at that tithe. This girl helped establish a Mexi-
can- American program and is very proud of how well some of
the members, including some women; have done. As she added,
Seine of the women "even became lawyers."

She married at age 20, 3 years after her father died; and says
of the early years of hei marriage: "We started out with zero
nothing._ We paid for Out own wedding. We saved up for him to
go to school because I Wanted him to get a degree real bad
that meant a lot to the. We lived in furnished apartments and
whatever . . . . He finished his degree in night scbool . . . ."

Now she is not certain about finishing the 2 1/2 years she
needs to get her own degree because of her commitment to her

_ Pi-.4
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husband and child. But she wants it very much; "just to haVe
it:'

The granddaughter-in-law, too, shows the kind of support for
her husband that has helped _these Chicanos to "Make it in

, alien culture and an unfriendly work environment.
I:tell:him to be, wforeman, you know, Ot--a big shot at
th.ill_not,ust to stay down. Like before; he was an
iron worker; and when it snowed, he wag laid off . . . .

Now he's in-the Mill. ICsiless money than before when
he was at the foundry; but there's always work whetli=
et there's rain or-a stet r-not and the benefits . . . .
But he had to start at the ttom; in the labor. Two
months ago, he took his b- sit to get into mechanics at

i the Mill. So, like; I would always build him up--you
can do this, just try, _you're not dumb. You've got to do
that_toyour husband.: If not; they don't think much-of
themselves =just -so they're making - money, they're
happy. They should try to make more; and get up high;
I think : . . .

Discrimination I .

Sta. B'S poignant memories of her Thlhand's _work experi-
ences are sadly typical of the experiences of all too many
Mexican Americans and; for that matter; of most socioeconomi-
cally depresSei newcomers to the:United States work force._ She
described his struggles while working for the railroad i Texas:

All the Mexicans-were:assigned the hardest jobs; 'Ice
dig *rig; even if you could read and write --as he can
ard able to handleibettpr-weik. Why? Because we
were. Mexican. They wouldn't give us -a chance at noth-
ing. There were many allSeS . . .- . Some of the fore-
men were very mean. Ti'My would see that you were ..

marked down at the store for more than what you
beiight; and you always owed more than you made.'
That's not fair : .. .

__ In _tile- memories of the great-giand_parentS of Faiiiilici B,
disFrirnatiOn extended beyond the work place. As Sta. B re=
membered it:

Life for:the' Mexican as pretty hard . . . . It was
almost like for the col red.: Thete was a lot (of) dis-
crimination. They woul n't allow you to -eat at a table
with a whitethey wo ld separate you. Once I went to
meet my husband in another city: In the morning I
wept to a restaurant by the station to have breakfast.

78
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Now; 1:am pretty light and I can pass. They served me.
When I returned -to San Antonio -with my husband; we
sto.. . at the same restaurant. They saw ,husband
is exican. They wouldn't serve us up ront. They
wanted to serve us in the kitchen.e. ..'.

Sra. B added that things had not been too different for Mexi-
cans where they now live. She said that her husband 'had-,
always_had to work at the hardest jobs in the steel mills, under
unhealthy conditions; and that he_was never steadily employed
or for many days a week. Sra. B then added, lest she make the
one "white' interviewer feel uncomfortable, "I owe no grudges
. . I take things as they come as God sends them."

Employment

In regard to the employment problems of the Mexican
Americans, as with a study of illegal_ which he
hoPes to= do, Sena-Rivera is afraid that his study, while good
and valid, may be used against these people. 'You can manipu-
late familY associations, partitularly emotive telddies; to get
at the various menibers and manipulate them'. ''' . to hold
down the work force," he explained. "Even these individual
latkikeit say that This persori will stick with the job- because he
has_ greater responsibilities to a wide range of people._ They can
make greater demands on him than on ktnother Worker. I've
seen that I've heard 'white' employers speak in those terms,*
'I'd rather have a Mexican worker because I know he'll be
steady and work for less; because thatmoney has to go to a lot
of people."'

While agreeing that many immigrant groups have met with
similar difficulties, he added, "Our had luck is that we came at
the end of the Industrial Revolution; sb that as a group, we are
locked into that stage of history that we can't get out of . . . .

And even if we were able to move up; its in categories that
don't make that much difference. Likeqn academia .. . its high
prestige, but it's still a middle-class occupation in our society
.. Each grouprhas had to work its way in our country; that's

true; but here, now, the average person has to work much,
much harder."

Faknilta B in the third generation has a number of excep-
tions to the blue-coil caste of the older members. In addition
to the police detecti,, ;randson-in-law and his clerical-worker
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wife, that generation includes a computer programmer; a musi-
cian, a telephone operator, a bilingual teacher, a secretary
bank employee, a salesperson. Among the other young;
adult grandchildren, there are several college and university
students. It is hard to say whether they are feeling at their age
the constraints of their time and their ethnic_group,:of being
"locked in," as Sena-Rivera describes it. Whether_ fuller entry
into a bicultural world and emergence of more of the women
out of the casa and into the working world will make a differ-
ence in familia life is a matter for further study.

Of this familia, the interviewers noted that they "did not
receive any sense of being -at- the- bottom or depression from any
member for living in this or similar neighhorhohds and espe-
cially not from Sr. and Sra. B. At the same time, we do not
wish to convey the impression that various members_ of Familia
B are not desirous of; or not working toward raising, their
present,socioeconomic status:"

Changes

The grandion's perceptions are interesting In _his_ interview;
conducted in English with much Anglicization of Spanish sur-
names, he made distinctions among his relatives; calling
anyone lobni and raised in iMexico "Mexican." To him; "Chica,
no' stands for those horn in the States but who "thin like
Mexican," and "Mexican American" means those of i
descent who "think like Americans."

The propinquity of most of these pOor_ slum houses to their
neighbors and the enforced propinquity of their numerous occu-
pants to each other certainly do not epitomize the American
Dream. They_ are not the Dream pictured in glossy magazines
or_ on the ubiquitous television, whose aerials project from
every_ tenement But the always-room-for-one-more hospitality
for other members of familia has been an assurance of the
enduring qualities of the Chicano kin network. Will these qua-
lities endure unchanged?

The Third Generation members of the B Familia who were
interviewed indicate a possible-drift There is an embarrass-
ment about inadequate space and enforced_closeness which may
interfere with the old tiospitality-despite,inadequacies The
granddaughter, who wants to continue the large gatherings at
Christmas, at least, like the all-familia party she went "all

8 0
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out'_'_ for the previous year is looking for a larger house because
1_don't_htve_the room " _to entertain adequately. The grandSon
indicates, that _he_does not visit his siblings formally; or they
him; except for calling on his next-older brother who has just
bought a house where; the grandson feels; visits now will not be
an imposition:

(-Transmission of Values

.B, throughout its.generations; demonstrates well the
transmission of values. The fathers in all of the familicrs in this
study_ haves been instrumental, in both precept and example; in
teaching- respect and obedience to one's elders and love and
volition in helping all familia members. In addition to reinforc
ing these_ principles, the mothers havebeen largely responsible
for teaching moral strictures and proper behavior to the young
women of the familias. The B's granddaughter-in-law reported
the lessons from her Mexican relatives, especially her own
grandmother:

Not to take,the pill! Take when God gives_me a child;
not to abort it, and to have as many children as he
wants me to, you lithow . . . Respectrespect for your
elders; respect for your Mom.

I always had to respect my, Morn-and' I did! She
brought us up real strict, like the Mexican custom.
Like my husband couldn't come into the house for the
longest time while we were: dating! She just didn't
want him in the house "unless he wants to marry
Youis going to ask for your hand." I'd say; _"Well,
Ma, we're not living_ like that any more," and she'd
say; "While- you'-re under this roof you are!" But then
he proved himself, like there was no hanky-panky, and
he didn't get me pregnant or anything so after 3 years;
she let him come into the front (enclosed) porc-h! We
had a little color TV there =to -watch together. We Went
together for about 5 years befo we were married and
he was finally allowed inside the house:

She said her h o tbkLher later' that he wouldn't
have married her.,-,;":771",:'_as, been "easy" and that he was glad
her mother had stri with her, would be strict like that

;With his own daughters. His viewpoint does not entirety reflect
the trend reported for some third-generation members, who are
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trying to adapt to different dating patterns, among other more
"American" ways.

(Since the 'in rviews, Senora B has died. The interviewers
were of -the inion, when talking with the familia, that the
group ap red to be at a crucial point iii their cultural con-
tinuity. Senor B did not give the impression, of stimulating
enough emotional -reaction alone or of having the material
resources which might compensate for that lack. They f
though, that the daughter who has been with her mothe
the center of visits during the older lady's cillness and
granddaughter who appears to want to, continue the Ifirger
family gatherings may be able to carry on the role as the
familia focal point.)

Familia a 23 persons, seven households of metropolitan central
city; mixed blue-collar and other occupations.

o

The First Generation: The Great-Grandfather

In 1917, when he was 22, the- now-8-1-year-old head of
this familia came to the metropolitan center- in- Michi-
gan- where- the familia -still lives. This retired auto-
motive worker spends most of his days and nights
cheerfully looking after- his invalid wife. The interview-
ers were impressed with his gentle dignified manner
and the fact that he was not embarrassed to bI doing
women's work; they noted as well the emotive interde-
penc*ncy of the couple.

Their home is old, spacious, and reasonahly well, kept
up, on the first floor of a two-family dwelling that they
own. Throughout. the years, the upStairs flat, -with- its
separate entrance in the back; has been occupied suc-
cessively by other,famtlia members : Sra. C's parenthi
an aunt and her husband; a patrolman grandson and'
his wile, and row a newly married granddaughter and
her Irish-descela, automotive-worker husband: The C's
Itier daughter and her husband live next door. where
Srric C's childless_ sister and her husband, both de-

-Ise& had lived. The C's other daughter and her rasa
not far a,,N ay. The neighborhood is largely of Mexi-.

can and other Latino families and appears to be low
income, in a blighted central- city area adjacent 'to
freeway which split up the old neighborhood and the
Catholic parish.
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rs was -corictip dnti fig
_C : and _10-1'6-thee tarry

started walking_ ;14wartit'4. the
at they could ,find Sonie-ikindrof

_y starving going over-the Moan
ajara; Sr. C- finally arri*4--ih,'.

ked for few_years before:ceming:
inzt igan. While in-Texasi- he- was- able to

$i *Oki to his brothers and sisters; some -.Of
b-y the brothers who came to Chi-ca=

St.'let-dfiencalla his brother who is still living in Chica-
go; :they_ rarely_ visit together _anymore beeause of_ the
btother's and Sra. C's. physical -conditions. There is
almost no Contact -with the- brother's children; since
they are young and --busy and "very= proud." The great-

o- -the C Familia finds his:greatest delight
in the grandchildren; the youngest :of_ whom stop- in
nearly every day for treats- and in great-grandchil;
drew, who are often brought by for visits;

'Great-Grandrnpther
Li rt

Like-het husband, Sta. C loved working in the fields
during her childhood: in Mexico. She still remembers
the days there with her parents, -a grandmother; 'and
her brother and four sisters. The family-WAS sufficient-
ly well-to-do that Sra. C -nearly completed :training to
become a teacher and included French and shorthand
in her r_eperpire: In 1920; after her grandmother "died;

C, her p_arentsi three sistetS, and-a- related --cotiple
with=five children joined the_post-Revolution exodus:to
the States -to work--in- the-sugar-beet -industry. Eventu-
ally. they settled in this small western-Michigan city.
Sra. C never completed her teacher training as she had
hoped to do. She and her sisters got maintenance jobs
in hotels in the city and :worked in the fields in: the
summer.. She met Sr. C in- this cites,, and after they
were married they settled in -their present place. For-
tunately,- they remodeled the house -into two indepetid=
ent units - so that *Sra.-__C's patents could live there.
Shortly- afterward. -the-father becathe -a invalid, neve
to- work again; and: had to depend on Sr. C and ha
other- daiighte`ts and their husbands for financial sup-
port 'and on Sra. ,C for help in caring for him.

Ilecaus-e of a loss iof motor control; which has caused
several injuries, Sra. C must use a wheelchair and
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walker; and rectiiikeTei alinoet con t--care,--Uer--life ie
brightened: by the attention of husband: and the
f uent-visits -of- her- dau --Ana_ their husbands
and offspring and the- coo food: :they bring: = The
patrolm-an-granclaim,--wha- venieqtly:wctrks in. their
precinct; -stops in:often; aa_do the guranddaiighteref.arisl
the greatiOatidehildreti,= The Angl-o grandaonetin-law-:
come freqUentlyi=too;'' and each ethe.rn has brought his-1
mother-1d visit, -A great source= iff,pridelsffie fact _that
all of her offspring speak both Spithish and Inglish.
She is proud, too, to show aff the many framed Photo-
graphs of her familia members.

The &COnd neration: The Daughter
Sra.- C related- proudly that-this -daug- hter was- the first
"Latino" to graduate from .. the _. city's Catholic high

A former- Secretit*.--eild presently- office- man-
ager in an airmail:service firm; the daughter= and her
husband -apparently-- make an upper-middle-class
income; Their home is _beautifully furnished;: far better
than the exterior and the neighborhood would suggest_
The couple travel frequently -to =mangy paits --cif-the
world; especially_ to Mexico; and hold the familia
erings at -their-home-several times -a month for first
cousins and her closer relatives ;' The 'entire lineal C
familia:gather-at her home-for- Thanksgiving.and once
at Christmas she held a dance; with a live band; for
them.
Her intensive --interaction--with- her-relatives includes
seeing her_ parents_daily and her sister almost:as :often.
Her younger-daughter, -recently-married- and -living- in
the= apartment - above. the Cs; is h'r mother's: office
assistant. The patrolman son ar e practical -nurse
daughter and their families visit _.a; and the.datliKh-
ter-frequently-takes her adored grandchildren on out-
ings- In addition; she manages toto= keep up;:;with -her
mother's relatives in :this city_;_ her father's "very
proud" nephews ,and nieces.in;,Chicago; and her hus-
band's family in Mexico.

The Daughter's Husband
This i'"clignified and somewhat formal man" met the
Cie-older daughter-When the was on 'a vacation-trip to
Mexico City_ and took her back there after their_ wed-
ding in Michigan. They lived there for 8 ye whe
he had 'a business and where 'their two alder c

4
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were born, and returned to this -city in 1951._ He= is now
sales villager for a large St. Vincent de Paul store.
The husband feels close-te-his in=laws and visit8 often;
both he and the other son-in-law_ hiartily endorse: their
wives' assistance- to -the old touple'during.,Sra. C's ill-
nft-a He is apparently supportive ot_thipartieS WhiCh :

his svife, gives for =her familia- and thoroughly_ enjoys
the visits of his children and grandchildren:INA:ire:his
brother's -death, he visited him,. yearly: in Mexico,;
giving financial supkaort as well. Haseei hill; Wo-SiStei* ,-..

often during their visits to his home; the' tleing for
his daughter's wedding,= or during travels his wife.
A principal concern; he says; has been to -asswre the''
education of his children to =save them' from the hard-
ships he knew as a young man;
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The Third Generation: The Grandson.
The daughter's only son; a veteran, anda pOliceipatrol=
man for the past year% chose, that profession after
getting the impression that -he --vas- being passed over
for promotion in a:previous occupation because he was
Mexican; :so his -Wife eaidIntereatin_gly, he gives him-
self this designation;.rather than Mexican American or
Chicano. Since he-is proficient in Spanish and English;
he- is often called on to :interpret at Work; as is hiS
medical -aide sister, a matter of great pride; not:only to
Sra: C but to :her son-in-law; who insisted thEit
children know -both languages. This young man enjoys
contacts with his 'aunti.sisters; and cousins,,

= likes-to kid-around with;" and wishes the visits were
more frequent. He adds that he wishes theme had -done
more things togetherwhen they were younger; _Now he
seems particularly pleaSed that-hib ion-and the
cousins are developing a strong relationship; visiting
baCk and forth and

developing-
His aim is to

inculcate in his son the same respect for; honesty with;
and politeness to the aunt.% ,uncles, and grandparents
that he himself learned as a child.

The Grandson's _Wife

Thie quiet -25-year-old worn edical technologist
of mixed Italian and Germ 0; and: her hus-
band are-raising-their son middle- middle-
level neighborhood of tree -l: and bribk bun=
galows.- though she is bus with r jo d home-
making responsibilities; she sees her er_parE

several times a week; Sunday

4.
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dinner with them and havin_g her mother-in-law baby-
sit occasionally. She has only -- pleasant memories of
living with her husband family- when sbe ,was first
married and of their stay in the apartment above the

dparents. Now she-corresponds with some of her
erg. relatives and tries to see her brother and his
more often. Meantime, she is concerned that her

get to know both sets of his grandparents and the
C great-grandparents.

Traditions and Changes

Except for their lack of male descent lineal heirs; Familia C
exemplifies many of the attributes:considered typical_ of this
ethnic family group. There are the Phhical propinquity of
three of the households, the interactions both emotional and
dutiful, and the occupational assistance.

An additional evidence -of interdependency is the drawing of
the sons-in-law and sa far; apparently; the grandsons-in-law,
into the intensive; warm-family interaction. This has occurred
even though Sr-a. C -has always believed firrnly, so she indicat7
ed, that a woman's obligation must be first to Ii*r husband and
children.

It remains to be seen whether the ties_that bind, this familia
will hold, after the great7grandparentS die and the more afflu-
ent daughter and son-in-law leave the three-household enclave;
as it is assumed that they will. Perhaps those ties will hold for
a time, at least, because this is the daughter whO after the
parents, appears to be the pivotal force in the lineal familia.

Spanish Language and the Chicane,

This familia differs from the other three in the dy in a
highly §iRificant detail, the transmission and retention-of the
mother tongue even to the fourtgeneration. _Whether due

mibStitritially to the higher educatiOn of this piirticalar_great -
grandmother, the extensive travels and ambitiOn z.bf_the imore
affluent daughter and her husband; or the obvious- advantage`
this ability has brought to the patrolman and his sister; it is
hard to say. Perhaps each of these his been a factor. Certainly;
the remembrance and frequent use of Spanish has facilitated
eoenmunication among the generations, even though both
graet-grandparentS do have some knowledge of English.
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4ffil "Growing Up Chicano," a chapter in one of his volumes of
Children of Crisis (1978, pp. 353-354), Robert Coles describes the
dependence of the Chicane mother on her own language:
"Moreover, they have the Spanish language, a reminder that
one is not hopelessly Anglo, that one- has one's own words,
one's way of putting things And regarding 4} world, and, not
least, one's privacy and independence. No wonder many Chi:
cane mothers, who can speak English easily, if not fluently,
and who know full well that their children will be going to
Anglo-run schools where English is the only or certainly the
preferred language, choose to speak Spanish not just to their
young children, but, it often seems, at themas if the sountrof
the language offers the mother a sense of herself to fall hick
upon, a certain reserve: that causes the child to feel_comfortet
and loved . . . . The Mothers, of cotirse,_ are talking, to them-
selves, reminding themselves that their Children 'may well
suffer_ in the future, but at _the very least will not lose their
language; their sense of a specific heritage: a religion, a nation-
ality."

The Chicithos whom Coles observed and wrote about with
such sympathetic perception live- in Texas and other paits =of
the South and Southwest. Possibly those who migrated to the
Midwest found a somewhat more egalitarian climate in 'Which
to raisetheir children and perceived less need for them to
retain facility their language. Perhaps this latter group envi,
sioned a greater chance of upward mobility_ and thought that
chance would be more possible with greater skill in English.

When 'more research studies of the Mexican in- the United
States are done, as Dr. Sena-Rivera hopes there will be, the itA
of Spanish only, English only, and of the two interchangeably
should be investigated, with regard to region, socioeconomic
class and mobility, and the institution. of familia as a continu-
ing and viable unit. IVATill be interesting to determine whether
the youngergenerations Of this 'ethnic group as a 'Whole will
find, as 0 her groups apparently have, that the bilingual, bicul

, aural m cOnducive to greater socioeconomic and emotional
well-being.
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atIll_persons, 13 households, of urban-industrial; mixed
blue-collo* and selr-employed occupations.

Thi First aeneration: The Great-Grandfather
Sr D; 1890-1968; was horn in Nuevo Leon,Mexico, and

in the small,_mill-dominated;_ northwest Indiana
ity where most of the family-still live and carry on

the "family business," The interviewers pieced ,geth-
er this extraordina man's Story from the glowing
descriptions by his children and included it with the
others to complete the familia picture.
Sr. D's father at the-beginning of the Revolution.
Unfortithately; 41- widow and 13 children did la have
time, tti divide hiaeidensive lands, with their cattle and
waits, orange groves; and sugar cane plantations; to
avoid-the Re' olutionary practice of 'breakinAg. up large
holdings. The lands were expropriated, andrthe family
moved to Monterrey, Mexico, where most of them
remain. The sons found work; bought _a home for their
mother, and cleared their father's debts.
After working at various jobs in an American-owned
rethery fik awhile; -Sr -f) was put to running the corn-
pany'S general stere. When he realized the opportuni-
ties of commercial trade;= he decided to go_ into it on his
own and, what's more, to go to the States to- try_ his
luck :For_ a time he worked in El Paso as a Peddler,
carrying household wares across -the border in a horse-
drawn wagon. It was then that he began to court the
boss's daughter.
His next -venture was to the rapidly growing city: of
San: Antonio, Here he began to learn- English.-In -his
clothing -store job,-he learriedito_meissure for suits and
to alter finished: garment& --Still,- he- wanted-to -he- hi
business for :himself: -News of large: settlements, of
Mexicans in the Chiragoarea'Amtred -Min to o there,
and he moved to the small =town, now a city; w he
family itill-lives.--The-courtship continued, with tars
and short; sporadic visit&
His first business was laahop for tailoring, dry clean-

- and selling- Spanish -key- tyRewriters. There, he-
ry-cleaned clothing; he measured for

tOte, cut- t em out, and completed the final fittings
after the suits were sewn in Chicago.
Theft of his bolts of material and machinery ended the
operation at about the time the Depression hit. Being

V8
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wise enough to_ realize That people might go without
new or -mended clothing- but mit without -fOod, Sr. D
determined next on a Mexican foods distribution busi-
ness.

Then, at age -37, in spite of the Depression and in spite
of being broke, he made a quick- trip to Chihualma,
Mexico, where his former boss' family was then
living, and married his 27-year-old fiancee._ Even this
was difficult. The religious ceremony following the
civil marriage had to be performed in secret because
revolutionaries were still repressing the clergy.

Upon their __return -to the place :Sra: al was later to
describe as "the u_gliest -town -in-the- worl began
their family and the family business; _ w even,
tually- to-iprovide- a subatantial- livin r- them_and
their seven children: The:enterprise sti provides suffi-
cient financial -security for Sra-. D the -she- can--_give
small_ sums from the proceeds to each child every
month.

This business has been a prime focus of family life
throughout the years. The children remember the long
hours their father worked,- late into the knight and
early each morning, to prepare -packages of chocolate
and other products for sale and _delivery during the
day. When the boys were small, they were aid on a
piecework basis to wrap products from the ment
work area, always after, never during, school. In the
summers; before success -led to importing more canned
delicacies from Mexico, the- family would go at -4 each
morning to the Lake Michigan dunes to pick and clean
tender -cactus leaves which their Mexican, customer%
particularly enjoyed.

The oldest son took over when :his-lather became bed-
ridden -4-years before his death At -present-, the two
oldest sons are in the business;: and the _oldest. daugh-
ter's -husband-is-a-Salesman-for- the-fir-m-.: The-Other-two
sons sold -out their equal shares during a slump, One -is
buying,his shares--back; the youngest is in Texas-with
his family and quite successful in his own :business.
The-daughters -never helped much when they were
children, since= their place was: to be in marriage and
homemaking._ The second daughter, now -divorced, ,has
been employed_ in the business rectlyi however.. The
nungest daughter and h have their own
businessi possibly' n ul than that of
the family,

8,9
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Many- of the grandchildren have worked in the busi-
ness from time to time, butii as yet, there iS no si
that they are being groomed to take over: Like t
senior the-parents of these young people-apparent-
ly have not _pushed =their children-in any =occupational
direction. While only 23 of the 33 gandchildren = are
grown, the- trend so -far; both occupationally and educa-
tionally, seelns to be as workers in the industrial lahor
force rather than in entrepreneurial or professional
jobs,,

D's children ,still relish Stories about their _father,
how= he taught them to show \politenes-s and deference
to elders and, at= the same tinie; to be bold and adven-
turous;= he used to tet them find_ their own way 'home
from Chicago, transferring from bus to Loop to bus, all
the :way back to their-own city: Sometimes_ he would
send= =them alone to Chicago,_ or even to Mexico, to
locate relatives and acquaintances:

The Great-Grandmother

Sra: D.= was_ born in =Chihuahua; Mexico;
reasonably good health but with some-memo es-,
she still lives in the- home wheiq she arml her husband
ended-their-days together.-:Alinirig'*irl lives with r
as a compaii#4but: much of her time is spent in the
homes-of Me/Children-, -Her okleat- daughter --arranged
that each child visit _ Sra. D._ or take her :home on a
fixed day and- entertain -t,fanzilia with c4ke andh4-
,coffee if ;this day coincided with her birthday dr Moth-
ers. Days.

This great-grandmother is content with her life and
with the children's ,love- for her -and -for each_ =other
Only -the lack- of -cornm-unication -,betw-een-- herself and
the: third- and fourth-generatfon family members dis-
turba--lieri since-she anderAtands-, English-very -poorly
and many of them:speak:little or no Spanish. _Apptir,
ently,- her- own children have not considered this -an,
essential part of their children's: rearing _as she di1.
She used to return annually to Mexico, taking one ar
more of her -children and later4ome of the -grandchil.;;,
dren; so that they could see: the '"homeland" and _the'
relatives there and learn their parents' native lan-
guage.

Although, as -a bride, she missed the trees and green
landscape of her childhood; Sra..D set about willingly
making a home in the rear rooms of the building



where-the-business waslocated. At first, there was= a
mattress on the floor =and boards on crates for a table.
Her -contribution to. the business- was significant; even
though she never Worked-in thebasement or the -shop.
Her son-said,-"My father- had thiamachismo: Itiworked
in- -funny- little ways. He 'cam'- to- -my mother.-. -He
would take care of bringing tu money;_ she *ould
take care of the family . . . Mese.
everywhere the house and the aka
an -eye -on things-,_ and -she even
in a:serious and suspiciouS error,,'
checka once- .-. Once niy fath
behind on our large; expeniiive 3: 77 7"

chine (chocolate then being the mains
ness).: She _ negotiated _partial payment,
would not take-away the machine, --and un
caught up with the payments. This was
Depression . . . . She did her part in so m
ways .. . ."
Most : Mexican children; when _they_ work in tri: _fields

"

or other -johs, give up all- or part of their: pa*uto help
their families. Sra; D followed this practice wither
sons and, supposedly for =household eipenses; withheld

rt of -their pay from their jobs- wrapping -Chocolate.
en business seemed slow; the withholdings in-

creased.- The sons now--see- this-partially as -a necessity
and partially as a device to- teach them not to spend all
their- -money -as soon as they made it..4As each- -one
married; the_mother returned in a lump Sim whatever
amount had been withheld.
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he Second Generation: The Son
This-unpretentious,- friendly man is second to his older
bi-otker inimanaging_the business and is- active-in corn-
munifY\ affairs.- His home is in a =middle - middle level
housing development, complete with elementary- and
intermediate schools an =near- the new: city library;
The activist civic- &r oup -belongs to fought- -far -10
years for trie project; co atting: city: officials_and the
'economically dominant -steel mill-which-finally found
the land_ for it His modestly furnished home is large
enough for six and has a yard big enough for active
playing;

-Ate'
The son interspersed his _English-language interview
with -Spanish when-quotihg others-in stories about his
famaia-. His stories of coping and succeeding were
funny but pointed, and much of the familia history
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came -from--his -interview. His own-history- is --impreio-
sive. He was married at 19 to _the: girl from down- the
street and, like-his- entire amnia has become-involved
in several 'influential civic-Auld parish: organizations; in
some-Of-which-he is an -officer. -"Until-it got politi-cal;"
he_belonged alsoito: the local Mexican- American self-
betterment -associationof- business- men. AI, a .board
member of this inationaligroup;i he aid his entire casa
were---invited to p White -Hotibe -reception when
Ramona Banuelos was installed =in ai-high Treagury
Department positio&during the-Nixon adWiinistration.
The familia came through handsomely; with an _enve-
lope full of money- for his expenses; a story which the
sqn still relatee'With pride and appreciation:

The son-said that -the- monthly parties -of his genera-
tion; usually 11.4d- in each others homes without the
children-, have- almost been -curtailed- because everyone
is so busy_. The- large; all-familia:parties; where tier
and- younger-members-can -get-- to know -each other, are
scheduled for :a _publici park or a similar place: large
enough to -hold them all, like the party planned for the
week _after the interviews: The son observed that the
familia has always been so close and theii_ inveIve-
ment with- each other so complete that, with the addi-
tion of their-. civic memhership; they have little time
for friendships outside their own group:

The-son is-happy- ahout his own -casa and- their -feling
for each _other: and their familiar There is a busy ex,
change-of hand-me-down -clothea: of babYsitting; and of
children visiting back and forth for an afternoon; a
night,-or-a -week. -This stalwart familia man hopes that
these interactions will increase and fears-only that he
has not taught enough dis-cipline to his children.

The Son's Wife-

Interviewed in English but completely fluent. in Span-
ish; this busy housewife-is contented with her casa and
familia relationships. When first married; she and her
husband:lived in an apartment across the street from
the family business, and the elder Ds' living_ quarters;
so she would finish her housework and go either to heel
own mother's down theatreet or to visi,t, .her mother-in,

relishes her many contacts with he ancF,s y;il
law;:whom she liked and found-"verry14ful." "113g:still

in visits or _"at functions:" At- preterit; _she an& her
daughter-in-law next door exchange babysitting wiry-
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ices, and there are frequent visits from those who have
left home.

She believes that being in a large faniily has taught
her- children love and respect and that growing _up
near their grandparents' house was a positive influ-
ence.- "Every- Sunday everybody was at Grandma's
houseall the brothers and sisters and their wives and
husbands and their children- got to see each other."
This :experience _and the fun of holidays as familia
occasions formed- their ideas ahout themselves and
their relatives; she says:

The Daughter
The Ds' oldest living child; now 48; liveslxi aneighbor-
ing suburb of the city and works as ill-in = bank
teller. She- was interviewed in English in her home;
which is situated in a development of middle-middle
income level. -Near the garwe and -back patio were two
care,= two motor cycles, = and a motor boat. =Her two
daughters, the older solely a homemaker-and the your=
ger =a telephone representative, come by -with their
Anglo husbands and children at leatt t week,
sometimes together and often for a me:i r ,
sitting and parties with the daughter's

baby -

still living at home as- the daughter
children 'just sort of blend in with
Gatherings _of the familia; especially at trims,
when all of -them celebrate $ ogether and share -costs
and cooking, -mean w lot; to _her; She says she will be
glad wheri she and = siblings can resume their
monthly- get-togethers;.n.w she sees individual families
at birthdays; graduations, or weddings.
Of the third generation, she noted that age pairings
among cousins were frequent and their friendships
have led to subsequent pairings among their offspring.
This goes on among almost all the cousins in the var-
ious households.

The Daughter's Husband
This man chose to be= interviewed in: English and to_
Anglicize the pronunciation of Spanish surnames and
given names although he uses Spanish- as a _wholesale
talesman of Mexican foodi3 for = the = D business. His
diisignations of ethnicity were Mexican for his parents;
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aunts; and uncles; and Mexican American for his own
generation and his children.
The son -in -law- -remembers with special : fondness his
maternal grandparents; who had followed -their d
ter- -here, because- he- -was- -Sent- te- live with
about a year since they all "didn't fit" in his p
small-house. He -liked the- arrangement -bees
grandmother "babied" him; When his grand
overheard him telling,-his----mother that- he- -as- not
eager to return_ to his parents' because he: was_so_com-
fortable where he was, she sent him -back immediately.
She didn't want him to lose his cariFioi or fondness; for
his parents.
The son-in-law has been drawn -more-closel -iiit-O-the--D
kin- network; _although Ilia own family o _8 brothers

/ and a sister,- 29 grandchildren, and 6 great-grandchil=
dren is closeknit and they all care for 'their_ widowed
mother -with visits -and small services. He and his wife
end Christmas Day- with his- family and Christmas

e with here= The two familias i ve been friends
since-the-daughter and son-in-law were children; in
fact- at about 13 years -of age; he became - her first
boyfriend.-- AS she said; "and my last, but with others
in between."
The _daughter's husband follows his own father's role
model-:-and-- thinks -they- -all- -have good relations now
"because .:my Dad brought us up that way :where we
Always get- 4gether and discuss things. He always told
us, that when any of us had a problem- to talk it -over
with ourselves. I -think this is beautiful and I have
taught this to my children."
Now; al-- thorigh the son-in-law: and his brothers and
sisters do not need financial help from-each other, they!.,
often assemble for advice and for weddings; new busit
ness ventures, and -the-like. He indicates that his mar-
fied- daughters -and; eldest son_ are close and that the
daughters and thetr spouses often include this son and
his dates in social activities.

rhe Third Generation The Gr-an-dson,_

This i23-year-old man= and: his casa live-next door= o
Sra.- D's son--and daughter -in- law -in .a well-furnished 1-
year-old house; he is- refinishing the do-it-yourself base-
merit-room when OMduty-- from- -hiS lob as a railroad
switc ; He is happy they chose this property over
sever others drelopment because he enj

gv
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the proximity to his parents and is anxious that his
sons and any future children be close to their familia
andiget to-know them well. The children of both house-
holds delight in visiting back and forth.

AS the oldest-brother, the -grandson is the source of
advice; as he-saysi_just what you'd expect from & y o u n-
ger-broth er or sister.-He-sometimes helps some of them
with -small loans; a favor they occasionally_return with
money from their babysitting-or- odd jobs (if he-is broke
before payday). The: grandson hopes that things will
remain the 'same between- them and is confident that
they will. Since: his work schedule: :precludes : many
visits,- he would like- more familia gatherings ; -like the
one they were all looking forward to the following
week. A special recollection is the generosity of his
aunts and uncles- at the time of his wedding -and at =a
shower for his older son's_ birth. He feels sure that they
would help him financially or in any other,way shotild

rise.

is that he and his siblings were not spoken to
ish and have not learned it well;_so that now

not talk ,with his grandmother, whom he- sees
a..ut once a week. He, would like to converse in Span-
ish but is afraid of- offending his elders by unknowingly
addressing them disrespectfully with the wrong verb
endings; for instance.

'the need
He
in S
he-

:i
; I

The Giondson's Wife

In the interview,- conducted completely in -English,- this
third-generation Mexiawdescent-Woman -furnished- the -.p*

account of a . family 'tree; even_ larger -than her hus-
band's-108 consangtiineal relatives -and- 3-5 -nonconsan-
.guineal: One of her most thrilling memories is -of her

4reddirig;-- When so ma ny familza- --members of -her -ow,a....Ltt
and her husband attended that only .a few. lion:fam itia-
friends-- could-be- to the . reception,- a situation
everyone understood. That night; there was a dance' for

;Zriends and both familias. And all tree events were
-eked.

he= granddaughter -in -law: visits -her _parents_ once
week, sometimes for breakTh.st after- Mass,when her

'-."''-'itioither serves Oetraditional Sunday _morning soup;
The 4:7-fear-old son -loves theke 'visits, especial-

Isai: aunt just his age. .pxcept for one
this wife sees her other relatives2.-

: To ostly on holidays or ak weddings or birthday
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parties. She sees- the parents-in-law every day, occa-
sionally sharing= babysitting and excursions with the
children. Like friendly neighbors everywhere; they
often borrow from each other.

The Gitiihddaughter

Th-4,,daughter_ of S D's oldest daughter was inter-
viewed entirely, in h,. since she cannot- Carirrse
in _Spanish; even tho used to go to co =every
3 years th her --went twice with -Sta, D
on her ual he says: !_!My Mom's
unfortunately we d her as oftermas we probably
hould. For one there a s h problem=be-

een us beca she speaks = Spanish and I speak Eng- .
fish. -I -can understand EL little bit but that's the main
reason_ we 'don't see:_her much. My husband _knows
nothing-of Spanish.- We-do see her though, on the big
family get-togethers; maybe_ on the' average of once a
Month, which -I -know---isn'ttoo much . . . ." When-her
husband is coaching :the iLitt14 League team; :of which
one of her younger-brothers-is- a-merrib..she---toilieS
more often than usual because _the. _practice field-_ is
bind her parents' house. - Besides -the large
gatherings, she sees some of her cousins ,..

ticularly if the husbands are frien.._.;
band. -There- are the usual -favor Yom<the - family truck and giving -brig.
ently, no other requests for help

The Gran-ckhlwghter's Husband

He- WAS -born . 24 years -a46 in -Chicago '-and-raised- there
of the fourth generation of Gerritani:Scotch and other
European- ancestry, -frOm- an immdiate--kinally back=
ground =which: appears to be =mixed' white:;_and.blue-

. Collar.. Genuine enjoyment of his relationShip
owtt family and his! in-laWs is =evident in this young

's = account. He is happy about his twice weekly
vita to to his, parents' home; where he sees his siblings
as well; and he believesthat marriage -and maturity
have brought him-closer parents. He said; "What
seemed _duinb_ about the way they treated; me when_ I
was single,' I see now wasn't -so- dumb. "' besides spend-
ing_ Christmas Day with his father's sidevof the family
and- summer weekends- at hisiparents! beach = cottage,
he and his wife and son see his paternal grandparents

.::,,ance a month.. They feel ,respOillibilit1444Ward these

I
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grandparents, who live alone in Chicago; particularly
because their son is the only great-grand-child.
The :grandson-in-law is familiar with his wife's side of
the family and is happily getting to know them better,
through visits to the parents and; on birthdays and
holidays, to the grandmothers. He enjoys these con-
tacts;_ such as seeing one -of his uncles-in-law twice
month at Lion's=Club meetingS and another occasional-
ly in his work. There are also social 'contacts with her
same -age married cousins and mutual assistance on
repair_ jobs. Things have been this way since his mar:
riage_and he does not foresee any change: As he said;
"It will go on like this forever and ever.'

Predictions

"Forever and ever?" On the basis of a four-familia Study, Dr.
&ha:EiVerii =is hardly, willing or able to make sucli_a strong
SpeCtilation. For one thing, there. are other relevant factors to
be tested, especially that of socioeconomic class. Familia D
makes this circumstance evident since, although it is the most

`afflitent and highest in status of the familias studied, it cannot
LW considered upper stratum.

does) predict;;howeyer; that familia, as described
in hiS study, will continue for at least one more full generation.
Each generation, he says, tends to repeat_ with their children
the patterns of _socialization received in their own childhood.
This = cycle should carry, _then,_ among the great-grandchildren
as adults with their own households, into the 21st century-100
years of la familia chicana.

Changes Corning?

Familta D is typical in its intensity of familia involvement
It appears atypical; howeVer; in the- decline in_ ambition and
economic achievement evident in the adult_ fourth-generation

-members:- This apparent decline is reminiscent of- the Anglo
expression; "from shirtsleeves to shirtsleeves in three genera-
tions;" _riot__an unusual phenomenon. Perhaps the younger
family members have the perception that Sena-Rivera articu-
lated; that their group is "locked hi" in the lower and middle
class. Possibly, withtheir familia as buffer and refUge from the
alienation and boredom endemic in many industrial jobs, plus
the added cushion of their parents' relative prosperity, they see

302-750,0 79 - 7
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little need to put forth the effort necessary for advancement.
Into other occupational fields. It is possible, of course, that they
need only greater maturity.

Judging from the individual interviews, this family _can be
seen as happy; well-integrated; and_ more involved outside their
own group than other famifias in this study; who reported
little activity outside of home; family; church; and work: The
individuals who told about their community activity are proud
of their engagement in the broader spectrum; but regret that it
cuts into their time with the family, their first social group,
Undoubtedly, this interaction with people of other cultures will
make subtle changes in the Chicanos' perceptions of themselves
and their okvn acculturation. Conversely, the perceptions -which
these "others" hold of persons of Mexican heritage will be
altered as each becomes better azcquainted with the. other.

SUMMARY

In presenting the sociohistorical studies of four extended
families of Mexican descent in the Michigan-Indiana-Illinois
region, the researcher has investigated the contribution of the
extended family, structure and system to the individual's sense
of well -being and to the familia as a social organization. He, has
explored this contribution, both subjective and material, within
three lineal generations of each familia with objecti%;e and
open-ended questions and limited direct observation. The find-
ings,.have been charted on individual family trees, with each
individual placed as a second-generation member and with each
household, or casa, delineated within each familia. .

Conclusions

This qualitative sample has revealed a few characteristics
which appear to be constant for -these families in this region:

Migration from Mexico; largely to Texas, followed economic
and political turmoil, repression of the Catholic Church,
division of large landholdings, or fear for their lives or of
induction into the armed forces.
The immigrants arrived with some intention of returning to
their homeland eventually, as; indeed, many of their rela-
tives did: ,
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Migration from Texas occurred with news of better OCtintith7

ic and working conditions in other parts of the United
States and with the_ hope of finding greater equality and
opportunity for themselves and their families.
Catholicism is taken for granted its a part of the daily lives
of _these_ people. (Only one set of great-grandparents and,
apparently; one in-law in the sample are non- Qitholic:)
Families are larger in the Second generation than in the
first because of better and more extensive health' care: The
norm appears to be holding for the third generation so far.
The tendency toward Out-Marriages _increases markedly
with the generations, and some Correlation between out-
marriages and_ Upward mobility_ has been noted. In thiS
group, almost half of the marriages are with non-Mexican-
descent spouses.
The centripetal force of familia is notable even iii_theiCaSe
of out-marriages since; almost universally, the non-Mexican-
descent spouses have been drawn into the Meitican-descent
familias.
Upward mobility in both status and socioeconomic class has
generally occurred unevenly within generatidna, depending
somewhat on the urban or semirural locale of the familias.
Socioeconomic class appears to work against familia inte-
gration only for the poorest.
Dispersal to the suburbs or other more economically and
socially favorable areas may, in time; lead to less intensive
familia integration.
The value of familta to the persons interviewed or to Otheit
indirectly observed cannot be_overestimated, nor does it
tend to diminish with the third generation:, Different ways
'of interacting - do occur with the passage of time and' the
involvement of individual members in work and community
life, or with the use of the telephone rather than personal
contact; but the intensive interaction goes Oh.
Familia norms, learned from earliest childhood and prac-
ticed throughout life, are emphasized by the value of volun-
teerism supported by duty, blending desire for interdepen-
dence with love and a sense of disinterest.
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Individual /an:ilia members internalize t heir own self-ful-
fillment and self-worth as bound with those of t heir own
(-as(' and with the casas that have the same internalization
of norms and values.
Foniitio socialization:is implanted mainly through example
rather than instruction,__ through p-ositive reinforcement
rather than negative reinforcement or pumsihment.
Age groups across generation lines in childhood and across
status and class lines in adulthood appear to be the primary ,

basis for peer associations in the formation of friendships.
Obedience and respect for one's elders; _regardless of sex or
remoteness of kinship, are integral in fizmilia socialization,
with the younger protected by theolder._AdulLs are viewed
according to their talents and learned_ skills; economic
status and possessions, or masculine and feminine role qua-
lities:
In general; those of the firstgeneration think.of themselves
as Mexican; often literally in- terms -of citizenship as com-
pared to cultural practices and affinity to the homeland;
those of the second more often _consider- themselves Mexi-
Can-American,_ denoting a bicultural _identity; the third gen-

haS adopted the unhyphenated Mexican American,
indicating Cultural rather, than nationalistic _ ties to the
home Counti-y._ Among younger members; the label Chicano
indieateS a rebirth of identification with Mexican cultural
values Which are considered less materialistic and individ-
UaliStic than American values.
Each generation _tends to repeat with its own children thet familia socialization it received in childhood:

La Familia and Mental Health

Internalization of self-worth within the primary social group
is seen as basic to the mental health of the Chicano in child:.
hood and, it, follows, to_ the adult, a buttress against feeling
poor or differ nt, even alienated, from the larger societ Famir
lie is fiercely as a place .cor probleinsOlVing because there is
someone to talk o, someone with the same frame of reference.

As Padilla and Ruiz (1973) point out,_Spanish-speaking, Span-
ish-surnamed (SSSS) people will probably not refer themselyes
to Anglo institutions perceived as alien. It is difficult to talk
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with someone who does not see as normal such prevailing
customs as male dominance and female submission, or frequent
visits by a son to his mother, for instance. And hospitalization
is seen as a removal from the source of comfort, tile home and
often extended family members.

These things are changing. Cultural _isolation is ending. The
women's movement; out-marriages; _politiCal movimientos, and
more varied occupations all play their part. Dispersal of the
traditional extended family; inevitable in socioeconomic mobil-
ity; will have an enormous effect. What will happen then to the
traditional supports, a father'S advice, a mother's solace, a
brother's loan until payday?_ wxr..

_More health and mental health facilities geared to people of
Spanish language and cultural backgrounds are being estab-
lished; and more individuals of those ethnic backgrounds are
entering the health fielda. It can be hoped that these resources
and those.of the familia Can be Melded effectively.

Plans for the Future
De. &ena-RiVera hopes that other professionals concerned

With family will view)his investigation of /a familia chicana as
pilot,_ since he is aware -that there are other items of typica-

lity and regionality to study-. He says there are larger factors to
be considered and quantitative analyses of specific items that
need doing.

He would like to'do_ more of these studies himself; in the
tiarriaa of Los Angeles and- in the fields and cities of Texas and
other Southwestern States: Did families of Mexican descent
bring; and cling to;_the familia norms there ? -To what extent?
Have theyounger generations discovered a bilingual, bicultural
middle way for integration into the mainstream? And what
about "illegal.;' or "undocumented,''_ entrants,_ a whqle new
group_whose_traditional suppkirta_are in question?

_Mexico City; recently: clasSified as the world's largest \city, is
an__ area ripe for study. There are street-wise, family-poor
- 'street kids" and whole villages of dislocated, poverty-stricken
farnilieg there, hoping for jobS and security. Are the old; institu-
tional supports of familia life holding up? Jaime Sena-Rivera

'hopes to find out
As a beginning, he haS put together a master questionnaire

which includes suggestions made at a conference which he
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called_inokinuary 1978 on finnan'. "Most of the people who_ ire
WOricing on family fshe niitneiia among Mexican-descent people
were there. The survey questionnaire is made up of testable

heses iwn 'To () I s d am that of psychologists;ypot . . dri m w . tu y
.sociologists, aneft social welfare people who attended the confer-
ence. This questionnaire, SonaTitivera believes, will provide

data and the external validity iuit found in smaller; indi-
Studies. At present; it is being pretested in Detroit by

-the I riStit ute for Social_Researchat the University of Michigan.
After the results are in;_the test will be part of a larger sues-

-tionnaire for national study
-4 "

Not Just-for Chicati-0
_ .

Dr. Setiii:Rniera sees his work _with Chicanos in a larger"
frame,interei-iting ini view of the proposed head count Of His-
panic Atnericiiiiiin the 19S0 census : -He- perceives this; farm is
perspective as part of a larger class - picture, too. During ttie
19608 he was very nationalistic. Perhaps_working for 2 years in
a city in the Southeastern United StateS_iwhere people were
fighting over bones,j just absolute dregs;lor _living for a year in
Spain and 2 years in Mexico helpedta broaden his view. Now
he sees a greater identification of Chicanos with all working:
Class people and a greater overlap class and culture
problems. Family, in all its various forms; may be the greatest
single denominator.
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TheJast 15 years in the United- States have evidenced the
most sustained increase in divorbe ever experienced in this
country. In 1973; we reached an alkitiie high in divorce rates:
By 1978; the divorce rate had reached 5.0 per year for each
1;000 individuals in the population. The rate has more than
doubledisince the iiiid=1960S so that now in the United States;
over a= third of thoSe marrying are likely to experience at_ least
cme_divorce.' Half of all marriages of young Americans are
predicted to end in divorce.

Uespite the ViSibiIity and portent of this social_phenomenon;
few social scientists to date have taken much interest in inves-
tigating its implications, nor have many en_led to study the
social and WythOiogical adjustments of the growing number of
people who have experienced the trauma and readjustment
associated with divorce: To _helP_fill this void has been the

"Objective of Dr. Graham B Spanier; a sociologist on the factilty
of The Pennsylvania State University at UniVerSity Park.

Dr. Spanier and his- associates have been engaged in a two-
part study of_ adjustment-to separation and divorce. The first
part was designed to gather data by means_Of some 50 indepth,
unstructured interviews :with recently diVoiCed individuals.
From these data and from other literatiire on the subject, an
interview schedule intended, eo assess the social, psychological,

205
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and_economic dimensions Of separation and divorce was level-
oped for_ use in the second part of t he study. For this second
parf;_more_than 20() recently separated people were interviewed
about their marriage; its termination; and its aftermath. They
answered _the interview developed from phase arfp._Most of the
findings_ of _phase one were confirmed by the flinch larger groUp
of 200 in phase two:

MARRIAGE STABILITY AND QUALITYTHE BACKGROUND
VARIABLES

In a companion work that reviews the extensive literature on
marriage quality and stability, Spanier andAhis :cone,. ue,
Robert A. Lewis, provide a theoretical context for the sepa a-
tion and divorce studies. Their general theory integrates many
variables that a body_ 1. research indicates affect marriage,
quality and stability. The object of this int ration is to under-
stoiond more precisely why some marriages fail and others not
nlyi endure but flourish. Reviewing these variable' is a re-

minder of how.: manyzifaeeted and intricate the marriage rela-
tionship is, and thus how tangled and bewildering

V
its dissolu-

tion may be.
Spanier_ and Lewis distinguish two primary dimensions that

can be used to describe a mat age its quality and its stability,, -
The quality of a marriage may be influenced first by premari-
tal variables that each couple brings to the marriage: Among
these ar_e_premarital homogarriy, that is, sharing similar ages,
race; social-class; religion; intelligence, valusiprernarital re-
sources; such as degree of educ4ion; matity,.social class,
length of acquaintance;_interpessohal skills; _emotional h'ealth;
self- esteem; physical health; _exposure to adequate' role' models;
and support from significant others. Each spouse brings such
social and personal resources.to the marriage; and these whin,in
part determine marital quality.

1 :
-In- addition, the satisfaction each derives from theiNifestyle

together_will influence marital quality. These variables.' hide
social-economic adequacy (income level and stability ;'> pa-
tional status; whether the Askfe works with mutual app *I);
household_ compcsition_(number of adults; control orfert ty);^
and community_ embeddedness (appiaval front a netiwo of

-relatives and friends): And; lastly; quality is also Bete in d W---
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the deep tiiitiAtiktiOthi StiOU:4VS can give_ each other directly. This
factor_ includes variables such as the degree of mutual positive
regard, the amount of emotional gratification; effectiVeness of
communication, eir,cl degree_ of role-fit. A host of costs Lind re-
wards operat4ng on these variables will move ii couple along a
continuum from high to low marital quality. _.

But given any level of marital quality; some couples will
divorce, and others will note Although marital quality and sta-
bility are highly correlated; for different reasons some mar
riages of high quality end in divorcy; and some iiiiirri$ges of
low quality remain intact; despite what may be an intolerable
situatjon.

Why is this? Two controlling_ variables influencing_ the rail:
tibii.hip of maritaliquikity to marital stability are alternative
attractions to the plumage (pulling toward its termination) and
external pressures to remain married tshOring Examples
Of external; pressures associated with high.iiiiiriVStability are
strict divorce laws, strong social stigma toward divorce, or
strict adherence to restrictive religious doctrine. Examples of
social and psychological forces reinfbiting high marital stabil-
ity include a low evaluation of nonmarital alternatives, a high
degree of commitment to marriage, and a high tolerance for
marital_ conflict and tension. The converse of each of these
tends to decrease marital stability.

While Spanier and Lewis proPose a full-fledged general
theory; this brief summary of some dfitheir variables influenc-
ing marital_ quality and stability is a backdrop that gives on-
text and perspective to the divbree Study.

In 1978; the -H.& Bureau of the Census estimated that for
persons born bet,en 1940 and 1949 more than one in three
are likely to expezience at leaSt Ofie'llivorce during_ their life-
time:_ In addition; betiveen 34 and 45- percent of those _who
obtain one divorce and then remarry obtain a second divorce If
we add to this the significant number of married couples who
separate but never divorce, it is not unreasonable to estiMate
that perhaps half of all marriages amongyoung American
couples will be dishipted by divorce or separation: _

_ Despite recognitiOn that Separation and divorce can -be dis-
ruptive and traumatic, there have been few systematic at "-AO

tempts to -find out precisely what processes are involv and
what problemS Often encountered in adjustin to sepa-.

0,
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ration and fitkorce.: Most of the available relevant data are'',
from clinical caSis studies and research on persons \vim attend
discussion or __counseling progrz1111ti. SlICJI studies are valuable
for leads vild insights, but they are basiil on selected and
therefore pos.sibly_bi4ised populations, not a gemraLpopulation.
Dr. Graham Spalner undertook an. indept h study of- t his
social-psychological adjustment processes of divi4a..-csil persons,
using ales specialized sample of people.

RESEARCH APPROACH

the study was divided into two_;separate .PartS: The first
phase, conducted during the fall of .1976; consistcsd of 50 in-
deiitii, unstructured_ interviews _with_ individuals- who had filed
foL divorce within the 2-year period preceding the interview:
The interviews were structured only to the extent that the
research team tried to get a _general idea of the couples' pre-,
marital and 'marital history, a detaile&Picture of the proli1V-fht
and events that led 'to the separation; as much information as'
possible about the profess of _separation and divorce; an
overview of the diffiCtilties that accompany this process; From'
these__cas_e studies;-as well as from the literature on marriage .

and divorce, an interview _schedule was constructed-for use in
dessecond _phase of the study; des.- tied to assess social, lsycho-

logic4 and economic dimerisio akociated_ wit b sep4ration
and divorce: Th_e schedule was. divided i 176 sections: (31/-7-
background -information about the marriage and the individ-
uals in _the_family;_,(2) maritq quality and marital interaction;
(3) relationship_ with spouse sine separation; (4) social network;
(5) legal matters; _("6) mental- and physical health; (7) children;
(8) sexual_ relations; (9) economics; and (10) conclusions and
follo_wup_infortnatiori,_This schedule was then. used to interview
210 recently separated individuals,

Respondents for both phases of the research Wete obtain'ed.
through public_ records available in Centre County, Pa. _Three
types of records were used as a basis for sampling: divorde
decrees 9-anted, divorce, petitions filed, and:child and 'Spousal
support agreements filed in conjunction with separation. In
Pennsylvania, such records reveal al separated and divorced
respondents except those who have i formally separated, but
who have not filed for divorce or requ std support.

,/
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Potential -rtsspondents were sent pc rsomil letters informing
them of the sleuth'. This Wati prtsceded by lengthy .feziture anti-
cles in the loczil newspapers discussing divorce iat generzli;

. _flouncing theirtsezirch, and explaining the purposes -and goals
of the study. This istnttegy,, used to help establish credibility for
the study; was judgethby the project staff to be Very important
for elicliprig cooperation. Phone calls followed _the_'_ letters; and
appointments were nizide for interviews in respondents' honies
or project 'offices, depending on respondent prefere_nces. Follow-
up IQtters mud Citlis were sent, as necessziry; for _difficult-to-

, reach respondents, those with unlisted numbers, and those who
had recently moved. Babysitters were offered so_that respond-
ents with young children could be encouraged to A° the lengthy
interviews without interruption. Letters werel.sent'to all attor-.

the county informing them of the study; so that they
could answer questions directed to them by potential res-pond-

ents.
The reseeirchers eventually contacted, irk person or by phone,

37 percent of the persons whose mimes they had obtained from
the county records. The remainder were primarily people who
were no longer residents of the county, although- there were
also a number of people with no phone listings whom they were
unable to contact. Of the 37 percent contacted personally, 61
percent aigeed_toparticipate and were interviewed. The other
:39 percent refused to participate in the study. Scientists often
need to know how far they can generalize findings. In a survey
it depends in part on how reRresentative the sample is from
which they -draw- their data The 37 percent contacted of all
those on county public records are not likely as representative
as random sampling of the. total; had they all still been availa-
ble. But the number is still much better than anecdotal and
clinical data_The 39 percent of those who were contacted but
refused to participate also limit generalizability, since it is not
known whether findings would have been different had they
consented. For such reasons, ingenuity, patience, and caution
a16' as much a .part of successful surveys as research design:

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE RESPONDENTS

The respondents for phase one of the Study were 28 females
and 22 males, all Caucasian. They ranged in age from 21 to 65
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years old, with an average age of 36. The average length of
marriage was 12 years, with a range of 1 to 38 years. Thirty-
two of the- respondents were divorced at the time they were
interviewed, while the remaining 18 were separated but not yet
divorced.

The time since the couple last 'separated ranged from less
than 1 month to 12 years, With an average of 21 months and a
median of 12 months. Only six respondents had been separated
for more than 3 years.

Twenty-nine of the respondents were the plaintiffs in their
divOrce, actions, while 21 were the defendents. Sixteen of the
respondents Were childless, while 34 cases involved a total of 82
Children, including the adult chil4en of older respondents. The
respondents were fairly evenly distyibuted across the working,
middle; and upper-middle classes: :

The sample for phase two of ithe 'research consisted of 50 (24
percent) separated persons and 155 (76 percent) divorced per-
sons. Forty-four percent' of the_ sample were _male and _56 per-
cent were female: The ages of the respondents ranged from 20
to 67. with a mean of_n For both_ the respondent and his or her
spouse; the mean level of education was 14 years:

The sample was 12 percent Roman Catholic and 60 percent
Protestant: Nine percent stated -other religious preferences; and
19 _percent :w_ere atheiSts;_agnogtics; or_ hard _no religious prefer-
ence: The__ total -yearly_ income was _less: than 1_5_;1301) _for_ 28_ _per-
zent of the sample: Thirty-one percent of the respondents had _a
total yearly income between $5,000 and $9,999, while 23 per-
cent had 'an income range of $10,000 to $14,999. The remaining
18 percent of the respondents had incomes greater than_
$15;000.

In,70 percent of the cases in which a divorce had been filed;
the 'plaintiff was the wife. Ninety-six percent of the divorces
granted had not been contested. Almost 50 :percent of the re-
spondents stated that the respondent :and his :or her spouse
jointly were:responsible for the breakup of their marriage.

The mean length of marriage was_9:years; with a range:of 4
months -to 45 years. Eight percent of the respondents had been
divorced more than once. There was a total of 279 .children in
the 128 cases involving children (including the adult children of
older respondents), while 38 percent of the respondents_ were
childless. Of the 128 respondents with children, the wife had

I 9
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been awarded custody of the children in 73 percent of the_cases.
According to 68 percent of the respondent reports, custody was
decided by mutual agreement between the spouses. The_ court
decided the custody arrangements-far 22 percent of the re:
spondents, and in 7 percent of the cases the children primarily
determined their own custody arrangement. Seventy-four per:
cent of the respondents expressed some degree of satisfaction
With the custody arrangement_ Twehty-seven_ percent Of the
respondents were receiving child support, while 19 percent
were paying child support. Fifty-six percent expressed Satisfac-
tion with this amount of support.

DATA COLLECTION

Interviews for the first phaSe of the study- ranged from 1 112

to 31/2 hours, with a mean length of 2 1/2 hours. The inter-
views_'were conducted by four graduate students trained in
open-ended, unstructured interviewing techniques. The inter-
viewers prepared field notes, as nearly verbatim as pasible,
following each interview. The project director and the inter-
viewers read each other'S notes and met weekly to share ideas
and to suggest topics or questions to be:included in future
interviews. Approximately 1,000 pages of field notes provided
the basis for _the findings of the first phase: Interviews during
the second phaSe ranged from 1 1/2 to 3 hours, with a mean
kngth of 2 hours and 15 minutes. The interview schedule con:
tined approximately 550 questions.

OVERVIEW OF FINDINGS

In analyzing the field notes, Dr. Spanier, and his colleague
Robert Casto concluded that people who separate and:divorce
have _to make two separate- but overlapping adjustments: First
is the adjustment to the diSSOlution of the marriage. This in-
cludes dealing with the legal process, working -out a property
settlement, and working out custody arrangements if children
are involved. It alSb includes informing and otherwise dealing
with persons in one's social network; -such as family, _friendS,
and business acquaintances. 'It involves coping with the emo:
tional effects of the dissolution; including feelings about .the
(former) spouse, such as love; hate; bitterness, guilt, anger,
envy, concern, and attachment; feelings about the marriage,
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such_as regret, disappointment, bitterness; sadness, and failiire;
and more general feelings, such, as failure, depression, eupho-ria; =relief; guilt, lowered self-esteem, and lowered self-confi-dence:

The second adjustment is to the pi-nceSS of setting up a newlifestyle. This can include finding a new residence; living onless(or oeCasionally more) money, getting a job; or applying for
welfare. If children are involved, it includes adjustments toSingle parenthood if one has custody; or adjusting to occasionalandilimited visits with Pie children if one does not have custoldy. It also usually includes finding new friends and establishingnew heterosexpal relationships. Finally; it includes an emotion-al adjustment to feelings such_ as fear, frustration, loneliness; orinadequacy; as well as possible feelings of freed-om, happiness;and heightened self-esteem, if this adjustment is Successful.

ADJUSTMENT TO DISSOLUTION OF MARRIAGE

Legal System

PennSylvania was one of only three States without any no-fault divorce provisions whatsoever. Sikty-eight percent of thoseinterviewed in the first phase' of the study expressed strongdislike toward the legal system. For most the problems wererelatively minor; -often being primarily a resentment at whatone was forced to say about the partner under an adversaryarrangement. For 20 percent of the respondents, however, thesystem presented major problemS. Usually they occurred when--)there were property or child-custody disagreements. Of the 16

The [legal] system often encourages cou-
ples to become adversaiies to a greater
degree than they already are.

respondents who did not specifically complain about thesystem; 12 had only minimal contact with it, either as thedefendant in an uncontested divorce, or as someone who hadbarelY begun the divorce process. Three of the remaining four
cases were handled by Legal Aid.
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of these findings; Dr: Spanier -and associate Elaine
Anderson looked at the effects of the legal system in more
detail in phase 2 of the study: In that sample; 55 percent of the
respondents indicated that they were_ dissatisfied with the
entire legal process of divorce (including the laws; judges,
master, domestic relations office; and lawyers). Seventy percent
strongly disagreed and L4 percent_ mildly disagreed with the
statement that "divorce laws should require that one spouse be
held responsible for the failure of the marriage." A striking 84
percent 'agreed that Pennsylvania laws should make it legal fOr
persons who are incompatible to dissolve a_ marriage, while 60
percent _disagreed that strict divorce laws lower divorce rates.
Twenty-six percent of the respondents agreed that PennsylVa:
nia laws prevented them from obtaining a divorce as Soon as
they wanted to.

In terms of personal experience_in the legal sphere; 84 per-
cent of the respondents had hired or consulted an attorney; and
38 percent consulted- more than one. Seventy -four percent indi7
cated satisfaction with the job their lawyer did concerning legal
matters: Ratings _of lawyer helpfulness with nonlegal: matters
were somewhat_ less favorable. While 30 percent regarded their
lawyers as _extremely helpful and 38 percent_ regarded their
lawyers as somewhat helpful; 32 percent regarded theM as _hot
at _all helpful. Moreover, 16 percent believed their legal fees
were outrageous for the amount of work done,-and an additioh-
al 36 percent believed the fees were too high. Nearly 73 percent
of the respondents reported that they had been informed of the
legal fees after the first appointment with their lawyer. Final-
ly, 6 percent reported that their attorneys used delaying tactics
to increase their feeS, and 27 percent believed their spouses.'
attorneys had used delaying tactics to slow down the divorce
process.

Advice to exaggerate marital problems during the process of
divorce was not an uncommon occurrence. More specifically, 20
percent of the respondents maintained that their lawyers en-
couraged_ them to make a bigger issue of the separation or
divorce than they wanted to. Thirty-seven percentclaimed_it
was neceSSary to exaggerate problems in the marriage to-obtain
a separation agreement or divorce. In addition; 26 percent ad-
mitted that they or their spouse had_lied_orrrumped-up state-
ments in the hearing to help insure the desired outcome.
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The system Often encourages couples to become adversariesto greater degree than they already are The researchers
found _a range of feelings about lawyers The reported effect ofdealings with lawyers on the marital :relationship seems tohaVe been adverse in some cases. Twenty-six percent of the
sample reported that involvement with attorneys worsened therelationship with their spouse; only 6 percent cited impreve-ment, while 69 percent believed there was no effect whatsoeVer.
Tvventy-one percent of the respondents had consulted a lawyerjointly with their spouse. Specific advice from attorneys fordealing with estranged spouses inclUded not paying bills (13percent), not talking to the other person (20 Percent); taking
money out of the savings account ilo percent), and moving outOf the house (13 percent).

People who have experienced a _marital separation may _en-counter the legal system at a number of different points. Most
persons retain an attorney to help them with legal matters
pertaining to the separation and divorce. In Pennsylvania, indi:
viduals who are separated and wish a court-ordered custody or
support agreement_ must see a domestic relations _officer intheir county. In addition, most Pennsylvania divorce hearings
are conducted by a master, an experienced attorney in the
county who makes a recommendation to the judge following.
the hearing. The judge _having jurisdiction may Aso become
involved in Matters pertaining to separation, divorce, custody;
visitation, support, and property settlements.

The data indicate that the legal system is burdensome forindividuals in many ways. Over half of the respondents reper-
. ed dissatisfaction with the legal process, and the overwhelming

majority felt that the divorce laws of PennSylVania should be
changed. The data suggest that divorce statutes based on an
adversary model encourage collusion and dishonesty;- many in-dicated that their attorneys suggested to them that they act in
these ways.

The role of the attorney is that of advocate for his or herclient. But an adversary divorce statute may fOrCe an attorneyto put his or her client in an adversary role Which is wholly
consistent with the client's best interest. Anecdotal evidence
suggests that even judges bend the law when necessary to
expedite a divorce decree which is assumed to benefit all par-
ties involved. Defenses against divorce such as collusion, Condo-

..

1
i 3
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nation, or tecrinlinatiou are sometimes overlooked, for exam-
Ole, if not formally contested :: Attorneys,- Masters, and judges
often attempt to facilitate aApitorce wanted by both spouses;
even when a juseiPiable;:defete.i6 clivorce_ exists. In any case;
there is a great Oaf of-fru4tion which the system. produces
forthose Who musrt:negotiatit, a4 hence it is legitimate to
look for the source this diffiViti--If we _kiok at why attor-
neys and other fabtors in the legal sy%tern_contribute to inter-
personal discord` ar- dishonesty among separated or divorced_

persons, we are litUthe adversary divorce..statutes:
__Such statutes ticinbt reflect the reatitj, of the marriage and

divorce experience' nor are they sensitive to social and psycha-
lOgieal needs. C%lliision, condonation, and recrimination are
widespread: Marriage rarely' fail as:a result of wrongdoings
committed by only one spouse (LeWisi& Spanier 1978)._ Further-
More, there is serious doubt about _whether the 'adversary
system encourages reconciliation: Respondents often reported
b6rig given advice and canducting themselves in ways that
decrease the likelihood of reconciliation.

However,-the data lead to more favorable conclusions-about
the impact of the legal system on the social-psychological ad-
ju§tmentS which follow marital separation. Analyses indicate
that the problems encountered in the legal arena do not signifi-
cantly influence postseparation adjustment It had been expect-
ed that persons who encountered -problems with the legal
system might report poorer adjustment It was found, however,
that those least satisfied with the legal process were neither
more nor less likely to have:adjusted. Thus, while the legal
system can be trying for individuals experiencing a marital
dissolution the social-psychological adjustments are not ad:
versely affected by such difficulties. Research baSed on this
study found that factors such as economic status, dating rela-
tionships, and health status were considerably more important
in predicting a person's overall adjugtment

There is a need, then. to examine adversary divorCe statutes
in relation to how well they fit the reality of marital and
postmarital interaction, how well they meet the need§ of the
citizenry, and to what degree they facilitate the possibility,of
reconciliation among Pei-Sons who may be so inclined. Fortu-
nately; the study suggests that those who do experience dissat-ii
isfaction with the legal system are not likely to find subse-I4
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quently that this made their person'al adjustment more diffi-
cult.

Children
:

In every marriage with dependent children, the children
were the catalysts for some of the major adjustment problens.
These problems included worrying about the effects Of the Sepa- :
ration on the children, deciding who should have custody; and;
for those without custody, feelings of loneliness or guilt: Most
of the parents interviewed in phase one seemed to be trying to
work together to minimize the effects of the_separation and to
do what was best for the children in' settling custody: Most of
the respondents said -they were making an effort not to let
their marital_ difficulties affect their child's relationship with
the other parent:

The researchers did find three notable cases, however, where
it seemed that c ildren were used either to punish the other
spouse or to get a better settlement. Not surprisingly, when
they were told about the children being used in this way; these
behaviors were attributed to the spouse ncit being interviewed:

N-..

Social Network

Eighty-four percent of, the interviewees in phase one stated
that their friends, relatives, and other acquaintances were gen-
erally supportive during the separation process. In the few
instances where friends or family were not supportive; howev-
er, this lack of support seemed to increase the overall difficul-
ties in adjusting to the separation; especially the emotional
adjustments:

In most of the cases where there was little or no support
from family members, they had strong feelings against divorce
in general. Several respondents said that it was difficult for
their parents to understand or accept the fact that they_were
divorcing. One woman_had not told lier mother she was getting
a divorce; even though she saw her several times a week;
because "it mould hurt her too niuch ;" and she couldn't help
anyway because "she wouldn't understand how I could do it,"

Only a few respondents had friends who were actively hostile
after the separation. In these cases,. the respondents reported
feeling very hurt by their friends' attitudes. They felt that this

1
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lack of support from friends made the overall adjustment to the
separation much more difficult.

Some respondents; on _ the other hand; isolated themselves.
Some did This, they said; because they didn't: feel like being
social: ifl'hose that are happy, I don't want to: go: near. They
make me feel terrible." Others felt like a third wheel or that,
their couple friends might consider them a "threat"' now that
they were single. Whatever = the reason for isolation from
friends or family, it was found that those persons who did not
make new friends had a very difficult time adjusting.

Kinship Interaction'

Kinship interaction was another- factor looked at yin more
detail i ase two of the study_ A review of previous literature
on separat n and divorce by Dr. Spanier and colleague Sandra

. . : by virtue of their special status
and the emotional investment they may
have in the marriage, may react go the
separation or divorce situation in a way
which would hinder, rather than help,
adjustment.

Hanson indicates that kin also play a vital role in the process
of adjustment to separation. One of the variables, the receipt of
support, has been singled out by several authors as being valu-
able for the separated person's adjustment. Kin often prove
helpful by making their homes available, offering services such
as child care, providing companionship, and lending money.
Separated individuals end up receiving economic and_emotional
support from extended kin, even though there are no institu-
tionalized norms delineating the direction and degree of obliga-
tion. This support _might allow the individual to continue to
play necessary roles and fulfill ordinary obligations at work
and in the community. Support; then, satisfies certain needs in
the_ new role situation and as a result; is important for a good--
adjustment. One can predict that support typically Will come
from kin during the adjustnient process, and that thlk source of
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support will lead to better adustment because of the intimate
and customarily supportive nature of the interaction. In addi-
tion; it is likely that support from extended kin does not in
volve_sonv of the_burdensome obligations of support from other
sources. For example, interest may not be charged for mone-
tary loans. Further, kin support may be peeferable to support

, from friends, coworkers, or commercial establishments because
there is less feeling of obligation to keturn the favor.

Evidence sugOstS that sociability varies in quality andconse-
quentOy Varies in its ability to fulfill needs for all jrsons
(Weiss 19754wPre-vious research suggests that the social rela,-
tionships with extended in will have a more positive effect on
satisfaction with life thari other social relationships. The typi-
cally comfortable and intimate social settings surrounding kin-
'ship relations presumably are likely to produce interaction con-
ducive to more positive social-psychological adustment. Sparner
and Hanson were thus able to formulate and test, -using data
from Phase two of he study, two current hypotheses:
1. The greater the 'amount of support received from ex-

tended kin following marital separation, the better the ad-
,justment to separation.

2. The more_.social interaction, with extended kin following
marital separation, the better the adjustment to separation.

A positive adjtistment to separation includes regaining indi-
vidual autonomy following a marital separation. Broadly, re-
gaining individual autonomy can LtF, conceived of as a process of
achieving a_pattern_of_life wherecthe primary point of reference
is no longer the separation & divorce. "Social interaction"
denotes any sort of_direct contact with an individual or group.
The concept of "support" given_ to the separated person ,in-
cludes lending or giving money, offeringiservices such as baby-
sitting or home repair, and giving moral supRort.

In the first place, kin may not have the opportunity to pro-
vide support or interaction. In many nuclear families there is a
desire to be close, but not too close, to extended km. Many

; marital problems, then, may never be reported to relatiygis
(Weiss 1975). It is possible that kin are unaware of marital
problems at the critical time when separation is being dis-
cussed,' seriously considered, and carried out Thus, relatives
may be unable to give support at a critical time and conse-
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quently may ha e little influence in an adjustment process
which is already u derway. -N,f-

But even when interaction and support are available from
kin, they may not help the separated or divorced person's

II
adjustment. Previous theory and research on extended kin rela-
tions and"-IiTarital dissolution led to the 'hypothesis that kin
interaction and support are variables which contribute to better
adjustment to marital separation. Findings from this present
research do not support the hypothesis `The sample studied had
a high incidence of interaction with and support from kin, yet
their adjustment was not contingent on these variables. Several
critical factors pertaining to kin interaction may help explain
the finding.

Presence or absence of familial approval or disapproval of a
separation was found by Goode (1956) to relate to adjustment.
In his sample; 60-ieIcent of the respondents' families approyed,
and 20 percent disapproved; of the separation. Respondents in
Good's sample were less likely than those in this survey t say
that friends had approved _or disapproved. According to Go e,
when_ there is high approval or disapproval, the (involvement of,"
kin in the conflict is likely to be great.Jhe most favorable
situation for lo_w trauma;_ he states, is _one in which major
reference groups are viewed by the individual as being relative-
ly indifferent to the divorce. The highest proportion of high-
trauma cases were found by Goode when various groups active-

_

ly disapproved of the divorce or separation.
Relatives, especially parents, may sometimes feel that their

commitment (or bond) to the separated person obligates them
to evaluate the decision to separate. Parents especially may
feel they are free to comment on the separation, to criticize it,
and to disapprOve or approve of it (Weiss 1975). Parents may
,feel that a- marriage has been ended frivolously and may urge
reconciliation. They may find it hard to understand the concept

'.. of "incompatibility" and may argue for "trying harder." Pat-
ents and siblings may somehow feel they are to blame for the
breakup. A recurrent complaint in Weiss's (1975) sample of
divorced personswas that separated individuals wanted to be
treated with acceptance, but they do not want intrusion. On
the other hand, parents wariQo, know and understand all that
has gone wrong.
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Kin; them by virtue of their special status and the emotional
investment they may have in the marriage; may react to the
separation or divorce situation in _a way which would hinder,
rather than help, adjustment. The support and interaction

_.--Ns!hiCh kin offer may be temper6d by eValuation, approval, criti-
cism, and other intrusions which they feel free to voice.

Althciugh separation, and subsequently divorce, is a common
phenomenon in American society, it is possible- that thereon-
tinues to be a lack of accepted norms for dealing wit t it.
Because of the resulting inability_ of kin to provide unambi-
guous support and interaction; and because of the lack of pre-
scriptions for reaction to marital separgtion, an ambiguous sit-
uation_ may be created making adjuStment to separation diffi=
cult. The ambiguities may center around when and how to give
financial, moral, and service support or the redefinition of indi-
viduals within the- kinship structure. Goode (1956) points out
that our- society is typified_ by an emphasis on the single family
unit. This situation may leave some separated persons virtually
on their Own.

A majority of the parents of the respondents in this study
were born in the early 1900s. Many in this generational cohort
do not favor divorce. A diNiorce in the family may be traumat-
ic, even disgracing, event. While support mag be forthcoming,
it may be difficult to offer; and negative judgments can come
easily.

Support from and interaction with extended kin Were not
found in this research_ to be related to postseparation adjust-
ment. A ,great majority, of the Sample received significant
amounts- of support and interaction from kin, but these varia-
bles are not predictive of adjustment. While kin may offer a
variety of unwanted evaluations and thus create additional
stress, the support and interaction they offer are not matched
by any other group of people. Those without kin support may
go supportlesS Nevertheless; - the data indicated- that kinship
relationships -do- not help the recently, separated person with
important social-psychological adjustments. Support is forth-
coming but seems to do little to enhance adjustment. As new
cohorts of parents and relatives emerge, and = as divorce be-
comes a more institutionalized and accepted phenomenon, fa-
milial reaction to divorce may become less burdensome for the
separated person, and future researchers may find kin support
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and interaction more helpful in adjusting to separation and
divorce.-

otiOal Factors

The degree of initial emotional difficulties appeared to be
related to how unexpected the separation was for the person
interviewed and whether the respo_ndent 'favored or opPosed the
sefiaration. _It was hypothesized that the degree to, which the
separation is sudden and unexpected is positively related to the,
degree of initial emotional problems. In phase one of the re-
search, respondents' initial emotional reactions to the separa-
tion were rated as mild (38 percent), moderate (36 percent), or
severe (26 percent). RespOndenta were also classified according
to whether: (1) they initiated or expected the separation (78
percent), or (2) they had found it sudden and unexpected (22
percent). Of those whose initial reaction was rated as severe, 62
percent stated that their separation was sudden and unexpect-
ed. Only 17 percent of those whose initial emotional reaction
was mOderate and none of those with a mild reaction stated
that their separation was unexpected. Thui; this hypothesis
was confirmed.

While_ a sudden and unexpected separation produces strong
initial distress (Weiss 1975), the long-term effects are quite
variable. Some of the respondents with unexpected separations
took _a long time to recover, while for others the recovery was'
rapid. In the long run, the degree to which problems persist
seems to be primarily a function of how well the individual is
making the adjustment to a new lifestyle.

Attachments

'An important area of concern in discussing the emotional
a ustment to the dissolution of the marriage is the individual's
feeling toward the (former) spouse. Weiss (1976) suggestS that
continued = feelings of attachment for 'the (former) spouse are
nearly universal after marital dissolution and are a major
cause of emotional problemsvhich follow separation. There-
fore, Spanier and Casto examined fn" more detail whether or
ribt, following the dissolution of tile marriage, individuals re-
ported continuing attachment and what effect this attachment
had on the adjustment to the separation.
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As evidence of attachment they looked for such thingsas: (1)
specific expressions of feelings of love, affection, or _stated _at-
-tachment for the (former) spOuse; (2) continuing thoughts about
the (former) spouse, including negative thoughts., (3) efforts or
desires to contact the (former) spouse; and (4) efforts to learn
about the (former) spouse and what he or she is doing. They .
exclukd activities pertaining to the divorce proceedings, chil-.
dren, or `_support payments pn the basis of these criteria, they
dis#ed the respondents into three categories: (1) those still
with_ strong attachment (36 percent), (2) those with mild attach:
ment (36 percent), and (3) those who showed no evidence of
attachment (28 j3ercent).

While Weiss (1976) found-feelings of attachment and. distress
to be nearly universal among Lhis:respondents;_ he points out
that Goode (1956) found evidence of separation. diaress .in. only
two-thirds of his-:cases Weiss attributes this disctepancy; at
least partially,._ to theme length of time between the separation
and the interview in _Goode's survey. The findings of Spanier
and _Cas' to WO* closer to Goode's (28 percent with no attach=
ment)._ But all findings suggest that -feelings of _attachment
remain for at least one spouse, which may intensify emotional
problems.

An equally important issue is_ the effect that feelings of at-
tachment have on _the overall adjustment to the separation.'
The researchers hypothesized that the greater the attachment to
the (former) spouse; the more difficult will be the adjustment to
the separation. To rate the overall adjustment of the respond-
ents in each of these groups; the respondents were divided into
two categories: those (22 percent) :who were judged by the re-
searchers to have adjustment problems sufficiently serious that
there was some impairment in the majority of the areas, we

mexained44,e.g., legal, emotional, social, heterosexual, and eco-
nomic), and those who were having only mild or no problems in

oi these areas (78 percent).
Twenty-eight_ percent of those who still had strong attach-

ment were having serious problems adjuSting, while 22 percent
of those with mild attachment and only 14 percent of those
with no ,attachment were in this category. These percentages
were in the direction hypothesized but were not statistically
significant. Both the extent of our respondents' reported.gttach-
ment and its apparent impact on their adjustment were consid-

4
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erably less than'that reported by participants in Weiss's studies
(1975, 19761, . -

There are at least two_poSsible explanations for the discrepT
ancy between Weiss's findings and Spanier's One is _that
Weiss's respondents were all people who had sought-profession-
al help in adjusting to their separation. Thus, they may be a
self:selected group who Sought help because they are still at-
tached:. Spanier'S method, of sampling; on the other hand, pro-

"^cluced respondentS -.906 tange'cl .froni those with little adjust-,
meat difficulty to those with' severe adjustment' difficUlty.

attachment May' not be as important, a factor for all
separated persons as Weiss suggests. A second possibility, how
even is that because his interviews took place over several
sessions; Weiss may have elicited inuch deeper, feelings from
his respondents than Spanier and his colleagues were able to
elicit from their respondent

ADJUSTMENT TO 'ANEVV LIFESTYLE

Econ9rnic Adjustrnen.ts

Econotnic adjustment was the:Only area of adjUstinent
'wh,ich SignifiC4nt seX differenCes' were .found. Only one man
reported majoi-,'econornic problems, caused by the divorce -: -Most
men held a full=tiine, jbb before the separation_and either con:
tallied in that. job or,oiltfiined a different job_ as good or better.
Twenty -three potent of Thetne,n reported that They were.'s8Ine-

134t significaritly; worse off_ economically since the
separatiOn_ However, the large majority reported, that they
were as well or better off than ,before.

For women the opposite -was -true. Thirty:nine Percent; pri-
marily Xounger women and married for a_short
reported`that they were 'about as well,or better off economical=
ly than before the separation, but most said that they were
significantly worse off. Many of those not Working befOre the
separation or only working part time Were having real difficul-
ty_ in getting a good job. For many women, economic problems
affected their Whole adjustment. Some women had been out of
the labor market for a long time or had neverlpeen in it Many
of them had Few Marketable Skills. The presence of young
Children made it even ;harder to find work; and babysitters'
wages 'often cut deeply into.their earnings.

. '
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Discrimination

Several women reported discrimination against separated
and divorced women in addition = to a general discrimination
against women in terms of both hiring practices and pay rates.
Some also imported discrimination in housing and credit be
cause of being :separated or divorced. Quite a few women (and
some men also) objected to indicating "divorced" or "separated"
on job applications.

One common:area of concern reported by older women who
had been married, for many years was being cut out of their
husband's social security and insurance programs, even though
most of the accumulation in these programs had occurred
during the periOd of their marriage. Even among the older
women who had good jobs, thbre was much concern about what
they would do after retirement.

Children

Whether or not they had child custody, all parents reported
the necessity of major adjustments. Parents with principal cus-
tody as well as those without custody experienced adjustment
problems related to the children.-=Tathers and mothers with
custody reported the same problems; and fathers and -mothers
without custody had similar problems. The only: sex difference
found was that mothers who did not get custOdy reported more
public censure than did fathers who did not get custody.

2

Parents With Custody

The parent who receives principal custody is faced with the
difficulty of fulfilling alone some of the roles previously per-
formed jointly by two parents. It is hard to get time away from
the children, and this creates problems with work, dating and
social life in general. Parent§ with custody report feeling a lot
more responsibility, more pressure in parenting, and a greater
sense of being trapped by the children.

One complaint manyicustodial parents have is that the other
parent, who only sees the children occasionally, does not have
to deal with all the problems of discipline and may therefore,
be more dttractive to the child: While there are hardships
involved in having principal custody of the children, most of
those who have custody are glad they do. Many of them cited
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their children as a major source of support during their separa-
tion or divorce.

Parents Without Custody

Those parents who do not have custody have to adjust to
being with the children less often, which most of them see as a
serious depriVation. They miss their children a great deal and
have real regrets about their lack of interaction with them.
Several _parents stated that the main thing, or in some cases
the only thing, they regretted was losing the children.

More parents report feeling guilty about ';deserting" their
children. They also are dissatisfied with the limitations and
artificiality of their relationship with the children. Many of the
parents without custody also found their children to be sources
of support through the divorce process.

Social Adjustmenis

Although most of those interviewed reported that their
friends- were supportive, half also reported growing away from
many of their close friends after the separation. This was espe-
cially true if the friends were .ones they had shared with their
spouse, particularly_ if the friends were also couples.

For the most part, when there was _a_ growing apart from old
friends, the separated individual was just as responsible, per-
haps even more so,_as were the friends. Typically, the individ7
uals felt that- they didn't really fit in the group any more now
that they were single. Occasionally they also reported feeling
that as a single they were a threat to married couples, either
because they represented the possibility of failure in marriage,
Or' more directly because they might be considered a sexual
threat.

Many of the_peopleinterviewed_were quite successful at find-
ing new_friends or had already developed their own circle of
friends even before the separation. When they did have an
intact network of friends, their adjustment was made much
easier_ For those who were losing their old friends but were
unable to find new ones (8 percent), and those with no real
friends during or after the marriage (34 percent), the process of
adjustment to separation and divorce seemed much more diffi-
cult.
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Because of the impression that social support and activity

together constitute an important factor in helping a person
adjust to a separation, the researchers looked 'more closely at a
hypothesis similar to one tested by Raschke (1974): The more
social interaction the separated individual has (with relatives,
friends; and the community), the fewer will be the adjustment
problems. To test this hypothesis, Spanier and Casto related the
overall degree of adjustment (using the same two categories as
previously) to the degree of social in eraction. Respondents
were classified as having either moderate- high social activity
(52 percent)- or low social activity (46 percent). Only 8 percent of
those _with_nioderate-to-high social activity reported serious ad-
j_ustment problems, while 39 percent of those with Low social
activity_ reported serious problems._Thus,__this- _hypothesis was
supported: The analysis was unable-to- assess the direction of
causation, but it is reasonable to suggest both social_ interaction
may positively contribute to adjustment and that good adjust-
ment is conducive to social interaction: Bidirectional influences
may also exist in the next hypothesis:

Heterosexual Relationships

A related hypothesis was: Separated individuals who partici-
pate in heterosexual dating or cohabitation relationships will
have fewer adjustment problems than those who do not. The
researchers found that of the 60 percent of the respondents
who were dating regularly, living with someone of the opposite
sex, or remarried, only 7 percent were having serious adjust-
ment problems. However, 45 percent of those with little or no
heterosexual activity (40 percent of the whole sample) were
having major problems in their adjustment, confirming the
hypothesis.' Dating a variety of people with no close or steady
relationship seemed to be about as helpful as one very close
relationship.

Many of _those not dating also coriohorated the hypothesis by
discussing how much they wanted to form new relationships. A
common set_ of problems with these people was where to_meet
others: and how to start dating again after not dating for so
long. Several women also said it was difficult to establish new
relationships, because the only thing men want from a divorcee
is sex.
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Emotional Factors

Individuals having problems adjusting to a new lifestyle
report much depression, loneliness, frustration; law self-esteem;
and low self-confidence; as well as heightened negative feelings
toward, and regrets about; their (former) spouse, marriage; and
the separation: Conversely; to the extent that the individuals
are successful_ in establishing a new lifestyle, they are more
likely -to feel they did the right thing in divorcing, to be more
tolerant of their (former) spouse, and to report positive feelings
such as freedom, relief, happiness, heightened self-esteem, and
heightened self-confidence.

Factors Influencing Adjustment to Marital Separation

In an analysis which attempted to examine the relative influ-
ences of several factors on the adjustment to marital separa-
tion, Professor Spanier and his associate, Margie Lachman,
used multivariate statistical techniques to study the separate
and combined influences of dating relations, economic stability;
health, and social interaction.

As expected, economic status and gckid health consistently
were associated with better adjustment. An unexpected finding
was that frequency of social interaction with relatives and
friends was not related to adjustment. Further research is
needed to examine this relationship more closely.

The hypothesis that dating would be positively related to
adjustment to separation was also supported. Those who were
dating most frequently were better adjusted than those who
were not.

DISCUSSION

The findings from this study suggest that in the transition to
separation, establishing a new lifestyle is more difficult than
adjusting to the dissolution of the marriage. Reschke (1974) also
looked at factors reported to affect postdivorce stress and found
that variables Spanier described as part of the adjustment to a
new lifestylehigh social interaction; economic success, and
sexual involvementare important to postseparation adjust-
ment:

While creating a new lifestyle appears tabe more important
to overall adjustment than dealing with the dissolution of the
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marriage, more research is needed to fully understand the
interrelationship between these two processes. Preliminary
findings from this study suggest that those who successfully
launch a new_lifestyle have less difficulty dealing with prob:
lems related to dissolution of the marriage than do those Who
have problems adopting_a new lifestyle. Other problems with
the= marital dissolution, such_as feelings of regret, attachment,
and bitterness toward the spouse; actually may increase over
time if failures in creating a new lifestyle become apparent.
Some of _the_ respondents who reported the -least initial prob-
lems and who,_ in some cases; reported that separation had
made them feel free; excited; or eager about life for the first
time in years were at the time of the interview very despon-
dent and showing signs of separation anxiety. In all cases;
these were respondents who were having major economic or
social problems.

While,successfully establishing a new lifestyle seems to aid in
the adjustment to the marital dissolution, _it should not be
assumed that the relationship between these two variables is in
one direction. It is much, more likely that the association is in
both directionS. As examples of adjustment affecting lifestyles;
some reSpondents vvha were having legal difficulties had little
energy left to deal with the demands of a new lifestyle. Others
said they would not feel right dating until the divorce was
final. Also, where the dissolution was particularly sudden; some
respondents needed a recovery period before they wanted inter-
action with others. For others, the severity of the initial shock
seemed to act as an impetus for establishing new relationghips.

Theualitative analysis from phase one of_the study demon-
strated that the adjustment to separation and divorce can be a
challenging task. It was found that the difficulties which people
encounter vary greatly, depending on the circumstances sur-
rounding the dissolution of their marriage, the support they
receive as.they make the- transition from marriage to separa-
tion, and the nature of the postmarriage lifestyle. Children,
parents; friends, the former_ spouse, individuals in the legal
system; acrd dating partners play important roles in the life of
a recently separated individual.

While one's ability to negotiate the transition adequately will
depend on economic stability; custody arrangements, social and
sexual involvements; and other factors, it is,unlikely that one

1 .?
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could easily predict the nature of postseparation _adjustment.
Nevertheless; this is a worthwhile goal, since knowledge gained
about aztjustment to marital_ separation would be extremely
helpful not only to social scientists but also to those eicperieht=
ing the pain of marital dissolution.

Currently the work is at_the descriptive level in the study of
adjustment to separation and divorce. Many more questions,
some of which have followed logically from the findings of this
study;remain to be answered. Eventually it_may be possible to
integrate data at this descriptive level by discovering explana-:
tory_principles. Some of the suggestions generated in this re-)
search are aimed in this direction. Such understanding would
enable scholars to develop strategies for intervention. Certainly
application of these_ findings {e.g., to counseling settings) does
not have to be completely delayed. The results may be t. ely .

and useful but should be applied with\caution and tern)Ser d by
professional experience and good judgment.
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WORKING COUPLES
PARENTS

Principal investigator:Lfura Lein; f?h.D.

Authek Mary C. Blehat; Ph.D., 1V1MH

Parenthood is almost_ never an uncomplicated undertaking
even in those increasingly rare traditional families where hag=
band and Wife have agreed to devote themselves single-ininde&
ly to the respective roles of breadwinner and emotional nurtur.
et of children. The emergent phenomenon =of the Working
mother compounds the raising young childien by placing

_

demands on p nts assume new - responsibilities and new
roles for whic o well fined models exist. Popular literature
suggests tha = a mother's resumption of outside work can be
fraught with peril for the family; but her working and the
resulting pressures toward change in family structure and
ftinctiening may also lead to creative and adaptive innovations.
Stich is the finding of a- Boston -based group of young_social
&dentists who title themselves collectively the Working Family
Project. Headed by NTMH grantee and social anthropologist,
Dr. Laura Lein; af Wellesley College, the full Project group
(including Kevin Dougherty; Maureen Durham, Gail HoWtigan,
Laura Ikin; Michael Pratt, Michael Schudebn, Ronald Thoinas,
and Heather Weiss)- -has been studying intensively a small
group of 25 middle-income families in which both the husband
and wife are employed oqt.side the home and responsible for
the care of children, typically of preschool age.

Miring a preliminary review of field research on familieS, the
Pr-eject discoyered that the group "in the middle" economically

299.
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had been neglected, perhaps because the problems they faced 4
were relatively less urgent than those of poverty7stricken farni-
lles:or relatively less glamorous than those of higher income
families where both spouses pursued exciting and personally
gratifying careers: The middling status of the families obscured
the difficulties they had to contend with.

For, example, because of their middle-income status, they
were usually not eligible for subsidies available to poorer fami-
lies for such services as formal child care. Nonetheless, most
did not_ have ,so much money as to be able to pay for the
convenience of live-in housekeepers, regular babysitters, or dity7
care centers affordable by higher income groups. They faced
the pressures of having to arrange, within these income limita-
tions; for responsible substitute care of one or more pre-,
schoolers.

Second; in the absence of many social supports reinforcing
their efforts, even in the face of frank social disapproval,
spouses in- middle-income, dual-worker families had to try to
assume new roles and to share tasks around the home. Little
money was available to spend on hired help or lahor-saving
devices tiat could alleviate some of the strain on working
parents. Few realistic models were available of housecleaning
husbands and working wives: As it turned out, in the &gbh
study; although men_in _some of_the families pitched in, and a
few consciously tried to assume new domestic roles, women
usually bore the major burden of_househokl work. Standards of
perforrnance concerning the care _of children and home were
little lowered by working mothers; however, ,Rather; most
evolved ever more complex schedules to accommodate in-
creased demandS in decreased time.

A third problem; although not tied to families' middle- income
status, was nonetheless foremost in Their minds. Parents saw as
their primary responsibility the_ successful rearing of children;
and _inariY perceived the larger social _environment to be a
hostile; threatening influence that could ruin _their offspring
despite the parents' best efforts. For some parents; skepticism
Of formal child care emerged from a fear that outsiders would
influence their children in undesirable directions.

The Working Family Project described the families they stud-
ied as dual - worker families. The term was meant not to mini-
mize the labor contribution of full-time housewives but to dis-

1 32
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tiriguish the kind of families they studied from more tradition-
. ally structured, two-parent, one-worker families as well as from

duatcareer_ families in which the wife'S position and advance-
ment in her occupation were closely tied to cumulative training
and work experience._ Only some of the women in the Working
Family Project's sample had intended to hold paying jobs while

. raising preschool Cliildren, and relatively few thought of their
jobs in terms of a career.

In _further contrast to dual-career families; the-dual- worker
families were of relatively modest means, with family incomes
ranging frOm $6,500 to $20,000 in 1994: The criterion used to
include a family in the sample was strictly income rather than
occupation or some combination of occupation and income so
that a range of professions and potential professions was repre-
sented among both husbands and wives. For instance; a few of
the men were students at the time but were engaged in train-
ing for lucrative careers that promised to lift their families out
of their current tight financial straits into. more. affluent life-
styles. The majority of men, howeveer, worked in occupations
that did not lead -to -high paid positions and that Offered little
prospect for change from middle-income status and related dif-
ficulties in making -ends- meet Although virtually all the fami-
lies reported themselves as aspiring to own their own homes,
only about half actually did so. Of the remainder, few could
predict when they might he_in a position to achieve this prOtb=
typitil American goal-. The physical environmei,i in which the
families livedtheir houses;- apartments, and neighhorhoodS-=
tVould be judged by most observers as pleasant, but their finan-
cial situation left them with little money 'to pare for unfore-
seen contingencies. In many of the families, th financial con-
tribution of t1 working wife. enabled them to maintain a
middle-income position.
__The attitudes of the dual- worker couples toward the mother's
employment _outside the home were often complex and contra,
'dictory. Husbands' appreciation of their wives' contributions
was often in conflict with the men's perceived diminution of
their masculine role of breadwinner. Perhaps defensively; some

' men tended to minimize the importance of their wives' jobs to
family well-being, even when itvs,.vas cleir to the researchers
that the extra money was needed badly.
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Both husbands and wives tended to espouse traditional atti-
tudes about the proper roles of men and women in family life.
Even though a wife was working full time, she was usually still -

seen -as- !'helping out" her husband in his primary role as
breadwinner. In most instances, a woman's primary role was
considered to be that of wife and mother, and the major respon-
sibility for arranging child care and housework still fell to her.

Despite the apparent traditionalism of the families; moref,
subtle secondary motives for a woman's employment emerged:
Initially most wives were reluctant to admit to working outside
the horne for pleasure or personal advancement, especially
when their jobs took them away from young children. But such
motives existed;= and while -they may not have been primary
when employment began they came to assume importance
through a_ natural evolutionary process. Reasons behind "a
woman's employment; while most frequently given' in terms of
economics; were often more complex: \

The Working Family Project started the dual-worker study
without many preconceived notions of what was to be examined
about the families and without specific hypotheses to be tested.
The_study_was viewed as a hypothesis-generating one meant to
yield leads that could--he followed up more intensively if they
seemed worthwhile.; It was through initial conversations with
the participating famil'es that areas- of interest and concern
came to be more clearl defined: What emerged as most impor-
tant to the families re _problems in and solutions to such
matters as child care, 'vision of housework between spouses,
coordination of work with home life_ ; and supports for parent-
hocid in mOdern urban society.

In the past; it would not have been at all unusual to find a
research team composed exclusively of individuals trained in
one discipline. The resultant_ research effort, while it might
reflect =in depth a psychological or anthropological perspective,
would be one-sided. The Working Family Project took another
a_pproach to social-science research: a multidisciplinary one
Each team member had a different training orientation and
different interests in _family life. For instance; Lein; a social
anthropologist, tended to view the family as a social-system
enmeshed in a social network. Other members were traipedin
developmental psychology, clinical psychology, and--a&iology,
Each saw the families from a slightly different perspective; and
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each brought this perspective to bear on analyses of problems
in adapting to demands of home and outside-work. Each team
member also exerted a corrective influence on the others so as
to ensure thatno one aspect of the lives of dual-worker families
was emphasized at the expense of others. The research product
of the team-is-.one wider in scope than would have emerged
from a unidisciplinary effort. -

The way information was gathered by the Working Family
Project can be distinguished from other methods. The 25
Boston families were studied intensively over a relatively short
Period of _time; some of them were also studied longitudinally.
Such an approach to gaining information about attitudes and
problems can be contrasted to large-scale survey techniques. In
the latter, a substantial number of respondents are polled on
attitudes or behaviors usually only once. The generality of
findings and their accuracy_ in reflecting attitudes is thought to
be ensured- by careful sampling and item selection,

By comparison, the small-Scale-intensive _method does not
yield_a basis for ready geneialiZation. Findings must be characz
terized carefully, particularly in terms of -the speCific group
studied. But the small-Seale technique, especially if it is intenz
sive;_can surpass the survey technique in the credibility one
can place_in findings.

Respondents to questionnaires may or may not be_

accurately on their circumstances. Arobivalent_feelings may be
suppressed in faVor of More one-sided and uncomPlicated atti-
tudes In matters requiring verbal reports; different parties in
an emotionally keYed interaction- have different impress
sions of the same "objective" situation.

In this vein, the Working Family Project noted that initial
interviews with family members often led to -an impression that
was modified after greater rapport had been established and
after initially hidden conflicts and disagreements had emerged.
For instance, huSbanda reported somewhat differently on their
contribution to the running of the household than _did_ their
wives. Both spouses underestimated the other's_contribution in
what was for .many an issue of overt conflict. This diserepancy
was often discovered only after a series of intez-vi s had taken
place.

In general, the tendency to put on a good face' 113. well noted

in social-Science research: Even on questionnaires that are
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anonymous, the social desirability of answers to questions can`
bias respOnses. Even in face-to-face, interviews, threads of con-
sistency in personal reports of attitudes and behavior on emo,
tionally charged topics can usually be established only after
rapport haS. grown between the observer and the observed:

BeCause the sort of information that emerges from them has
great validity,_intensive studies can be viewed as complemeti=
tary. to large-scale survey techniques. Intensive studies cari"
yield hunches that can be subject to further _verification in
studies. that employ larger samples. In the specific case of the
dual-worker study, the ability to generalize about a large group
of urban families was subordinated to a search for Uniqueness.
The yesearch group was seeking out the creative; innovative
waysin which people dealt with the pressures of family _life.
The 25 families seen were alike in _three ways:_ all had children
(usually preschoolers), all the wives worked,_ and all were

Atiiddle income. In other ways they were different The staff
deliberately _Ought to include examples of. people who had
confronted unusual situations and had evolved unusual solu- .

tidiia to them. In many ways however; -the Working Family
Project does not think that the_25 families they saw are much
different from most urban middle-income; dual-worker groups,
either in the difficulties_they .encountered or in the range of
Solutions they formulated, But it is possible that only certain
kinds of families will permit. researchers to study them. It is
clear that findings from such a.study should be tested On a
broader basis. -

The families were both interviewed_ and obSerVed as they
went about their daily lives. Husband and wife were inter-
viewedtwice apart and once together. Family life was observed
at least three times: once when the Wife Was alone with her
children, once when the husband was alone with them, and
once when both parents and the children were together.
Spouses were asked to describe their childhood backgrounds;
aspirations in work and family life, the stresses they-were
experiencing, and their attitudes toward their lives:_ ometimes
the method of. questioning was structured, other_ times pit was
open-ended. The resulting data, while impressionistic and not
amenable to most 'statistical testa, are extremely credible be-
cause Of the repeated verification to which they were subject.
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Lein notes some difficulties in conducting intensive research
By its very nature; it is intrusive. The people agreeing to
cooperate have essentially opened their personal lives to out-
side scrutiny for a_considerable period of time. Working fami-
lies in particular_ are under a kind of added stress in that they
must give of a very limited resourcehours of leisure timein
order to fulfill research goals. Of families approached; 40 per-
cent agreed to _participate; 60 percent refused. Such a high
refitsal rate'-is the rule in intensive research in urban areas of
the United States. Lein surspects that refusals in the study may
have come disproportionately from families in which conflict
over -the wife's working was most marked and in which the
husband; particularly, OWcted strongly to the airing of these
difficulties to outsiderS. The sample was gathered in two waves.
The first 14 familieS were contacted in 1973 under the grant
auspices of the Natibnal Institute of Education_ (ME). This

'group served as a type of pilot for further_wcirk. Areas of
concentration were narrowed dawn, given money and time
limitations, and the focus was sharpened. _The additional 11
families were gathered under NIMH grant auspices to make a
total sample of= 25: Papers were written by staff members at
regular intervals in the course of data collection and were
subject to revision or expansion in light of further investiga-
tion. For,inStance, a paper based an the first 14 families dealt
With the division of household labor between husband and Wife,
and the findings held for the 25. Further analyses of the 25,
however, also yielded: new aspects of labor splits that were
reported on in other contexts. Rich in anecdotes which portray
the families vividly _and_ enable the reader to empathize with
them readily; each paper can stand alone, yet every aspect of
family life is in reality integrated with every other one.

In partial return for their participation, the Working Family
Project shared their findings with the families. Both spouses
were given papers to read and react to In many instances, they
improved the quality of research by providing alternative inter-
pretations or even by- pointing out methodological weaknesses.
Hence, their perupl of preliminary manuscripts exerted a very
useful corrective influence on the product.

To provide the reader with a more personalized view of the
families, table 1 presents some characteristics of the original
14'. It can be seen that; with the exception of Mr. Parka and
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Mr. Sandie, who were full-time students, all the husbands were
working full time. The number of hours wives worked varied
from 15 to 40 a week. Most of the men had been at their
present jobs for some time. The couples ranged in age from
their 20s to their 40s, and all but 3 in the sample of 25 had at
least 1 preschool child.

Table 1Sbme Characteristics Of-The First 14 Families
Husband's

Families Occupation.
Wiles

Hrs Wk Occupation Hrs Wk
No of

Children

Deneux Business
manager 40 Typist 35

Farlane Salesman 35 NUrse' 24 5

Henry Maintenance 40 Factory 35 2

Hunt Business
manager 40 Keypunch 25

Jackson Factory 40 Nurse 24

Long F-actory 40 Keypunch 15 2

, Nelson Teacher/
salesman 65 Nurse 15

Parks Student 30 Administration 15

Raymond Business
manager 55 Saleswoman 20 4

Samuels Armed forces. 40 Day care 25

Sandie Student 40 Nurse 40
.

Sedman Maintenance
work 40 Keypunch 25

Tilman Draftsman ''40 Administration, 40 1

Wyatt Policeman/
construction 55 Secretary 40

Arranging for Child Care

Once the decision had been made for a mother to work, the
first and most pressing practical problem facing couples was
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the _management of satisfactory child care during perioda in
which the parents were outside the home. Parents resorted to a
variety of_care arrangements, partly because day care -of good
quality wasicostly (around $40 a week in 1974) and difficult to
find and partly because the parents- differed in what they con,
sidered desirable fortheir children. In each family, the decision
to have an outsider take care of a child was an important issue.

Parents were willing to make tremen-
dous sacrifices in order to ensure that
their chitdren enjoyed the best possible
care that they could provide.

Vatioua alternatives were represented _amcing the families:
care of children by each spouse in turn while the other was at
work, care by hired babysitters, informal Child=bare arrange-
ments With neighbors, assistance: fro is relatives if they were
nearby, and formal day care or nurseprograxiii. Often, more
than one type of care was asad. The complexity to be _encoun-
tered in scheduling child care was frequently remarkable.

In the face of severe limitations on amount of moneyavaila-
ble, the solutions some families arrived at were ingeniou& AL
though monetaryconsiderations were important in the minds
of the couples, their -solutions also reflected a deep concern for
the quality of the children's family life and their life away
from home. Parents were willing to make tremendous sacrifices
in order to ensure that their children enjoyed the best possible
care that they_teuld provide, _

An adage of sociologists is that "attitudes _follow behavior,"
or that people first of all act and then rationalize actions
verbally. To a great extent, this situation held in the Boston
sample. The demands of the parents' jobs-determined and limit-
ed child-care options,_ but the converse was also true. That, is,
concern for children determined the parents' work schedules as
well. The fears that some _parents voiced about _their inability
to retain sufficient control over their children's environment
influenced the type of care that they considered acceptable.

39
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Ankieties became especially obvious when parents were queried
abbut outside-the-home child care.

When the Working FeMily_Project was first starting out in
their efforts to collect a Sample, they went to Boston-area day-
care centers on the assumption that working parents would be
most likely to use thiS type of care as a solution of choice. To
their surprise, they found relatively few middle-income Chil-
dren enrolled in _daY care. Instead; the typical paying day-care
user was more_ likely to be a child of a professional couple orthe child of a singleparent

When the full range of child-care options used by study farni-
Bei; was finally- understood, the project found that many ar-
rangements tended to be informal and either free_or relatively
inexpensive in terms Of financial cost. For instance; several
parents had worked out a type of child scare labeled the "split;
shift." In the -split -shift arrangement, the father was availableto take care of the children during time off from outside work
while the mother went out of the home to work. Since all butthree fathers in the sample held jobs during the core hours of 7
a.m. to_6 p.m.; the majority of split shifts involved the mother'S
vvorking jobs at night or on Weekends. Split-shift arrangements
imposed severe limitations on the kinds of jobs that women
could take. The project theMbei;s noted the relatively high pro=
portion of women in the dual - worker - sample who were nurses
or_ nursing studentaSeVen to be _preciseprobably because
such a career could be left_ and re-entered with less loSs of
tenure and because it offered flexibility in arrangements of Work
schedules.

One apparent advantage of split:shift arrangements was that
they obviated the need for outside paid assistance. Child-devel-
opment advantages were also apparent. The consensus of the
Working Family Project is that split Shiftalead to good care for
young children who can remain in their homes with familiar
ctiregriveis and familiar play objects. However, the arrange-
rnenta 'exact costs from the parents. In addition to placing real
limitations on a woman's advancement in work, the split shiftdratnatically decreases the amount of time a couple has to
spend together. During the work week, couples often saw each
other primarily going in and out of the front door of the family
home. However, most had decided that the split-shift arrange-.
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ment was worth the personal sacrifices invOlved if the child's
comfort and happiness were correspondingly enhanced.

_ A typical example of the schedules split-shift families fol-
lowed_ was seen in the case of the Longs. Mr: Long was em-
ployed on a shift at a warehouse from 5 p.m: until I a.m. He
got home around 24a.ni. and slept until 9 or 10. Mrs. Long had
a part-tinie job where she was allowed to vary her hours within
certain limits. She usually worked as a typist from 10__a.m.
until 2 p.m._but occasionally went to work later if her husband
was sleeping _in. Each was reSPonSible for the children while
the other was away. One result of the arrangement, MrLong
explained, is that he now under-Stan& why his wife likes to get
away from the house. After caring for the children alone while
she worked; he was really glad When She returned and took
over and he could go to work for soiree Peace and quiet.

The split-shift arrangement could_ create frictions between
husband and Wife. For instance; a father wha participated in
the arrangement might think that he was fulfilling hiS obliga-
tion to help hiS Wife by giving the children dinner and putting
them to bed while she Was at work. The wife who came home
at midnight to a kitchen sink full of dirty dinner dishes left
over from a meal She had prepared before going off to work
might believe other*iSe.

A few families in the sample managed to solve their child-
care problems by having the wife work in the.home or in other
places where she could -be with the children. Three women
provided family day care; and others Worked in day-care cen-
ters where their children were enrolled. Although there were
exceptions, most of them-- viewed day-care provision as a good
way to solve work problems during their children's preschool
fears rather than as a long-term career.

A few of- the families evolved an informal give-and-take child;
care arrangement With like-minded- families _m their neighbor-
hoods. The three families with this _arrangement had mothers
who worked only part time. The Henrys were a family _using
this type_ of care. As Mrs. Henry explained about her relation-
ship with her neighbor "Leila takes_ the Marshs' k-ids and
mine. Now I'll watch hers and the Maishs' little boy. It's done
for nothing . . . it does get tiring sometimes. I had five the
other day, and I was glad to see them go."
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Despitse the large proportion of families with relatives in the
Boston area only_one family reported using a grandparent for
child care during the working day. In explaining why she
turned to her mother; Mrs Raymond said This isn't a year-in,
Year-out thing, this is something that happens maybe 2 months
out of 6 or 7 years." Relatives were relied on more often to
provide occasional care of children while the parents were en-
gaged in leisure-time pursuits.

A total of 11 families in the sample managed to meet their
child-care needs without actually paying for them. Families
Who used out-of home paid day care usually discussed its bn&
fits to the child in terms of increasing his or her exposure to_a
variety of experiences and people: The decision to use a paid
care arrangement frequently went along with a mother's em=
ployment in so-called prime-time working jobs. In addition,
these families were more likely to perceive the mother's work
AS a Stepping stone to a career or to long-term advancement
and were usually willing to make the financial_ investment that
out=ofThorne care reciiiired. They also prized dependable care.

Many of thefemilies had at least tried out paid group care at
one time or another. Most described how they met with some
initial resistance from young children in the form of reluctance
to be Jeftwhich might continue from a few days to a few
Weeks. Whether or not they persisted in using the care in the
face of a child's reluctance depended in part on the family's
dedication to the mother's employment. One difference between
thoSe couPles Who stayed with paid day care and those who did
not seemed to be that in the former the wife saw her job as
more than a respite from housework or a source of a bit of
extra income and was willing to wait out the period of_the

(ie child's discontent with the child-care situation. In the case of
families who gave up after a brief try, the parents often saw in
the child's discontent -confirmation of the mother's primary role
as chief nurturer. While all the families in the study demon-
strated deep concern for their children, those who persisted
with day care despite a child's protest were less focused on the
maternal role as the single most important one in the mother's
life.

As was mentioned earlier, use of multiple child-care strate-
gies often complicated the family's scheduling. One reason for
use of multiple-care strategies was the presence of two or more
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children in the family, especially if one child was in school and
the other a preschooler. The pressures placed on parents (par-
ticularly the mother) in accommodating to the demands of
multiple-care strategies were great. For instance, Mrs. Wyatt
worked full time as a secretary at a nearby real- estate agency,
where she was also studying real-estate sales and management.
Mr. Wyatt was a fireman and worked part time as a carpenter:
Mrs. Wyatt rose at 5:30 each morning of the week to begin
readying the children, Christoper, age 6, and Oliver, age 4, for
school. She found this easier than getting the children up later
and rushing them (in which case they balked andshe was later
than ever for work): Christopher attended first grade at a
neighborhood- school. Oliver was in a local_nursery-school pro-
gram from 9 to. 12, 3 days a week. A neighbor and friend, whose
son atterided_t4e same nursery, drove Oliver to school and then
picked the boys up_at noon. Mrs. Wyatt had to leave by 8 a.m.
for work, so Christopher walked to a friend's house nearby and
waited- there to go to school with him. When Christopher came
home from school at 2:30 p.m., he picked up Oliver and the two
boys_ walked to another neighbor's house; where they were
cared for until 5 p.m., when Mrs. Wyatt got them on Her way
home from work. On the days when Oliver did not have school,
he usually stayed with the woman all day.

During the evenings and on weekends; the Wyatts took turns
watching the boys, since Mr. Wyatt had to work occasionally.
In addition there were often errands that need to be run. The
complicated schedule the Wyatts had worke out could be all
too easily undone, as happened when the a rnoon babysitter's
husband became = seriously ill. Mrs. Wyatt's mother lived in a
nearby town and was able to fill in for a few days until a
temporary substitute could be found. Illness and other emer-
gencies were a constant threat to the precarious stability of
multiple-care arrangements. When asked what she might
change about her own child-care situation, Mrs. Wyatt replied,
somewhat poignantly, "I'd like something a little more perma-
nent. Not so many changes."

Integrating the Worlds of Work: Home and Workplace

Who does what around the house? For most of the couples in
the Boston study, a wife's return to the work force necessitated
at least a few changes in the way that domestic chores were
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performed. Different couples evolved various strategies for
coping with these new demands, and this variety was the sub-
ject of intensive investigation by the Working Family Project.

In writing about their findings on division of labor; 25 Project
members make the point that housework is not trivial; its
performance has a major impact on a family's quality of life.
But = it is time-consuming, and there are a number of ways to
get it done.

In the dual-worker families, reallocation of chores was not
the only important issue that couples had to negotiate. Often,
underlying new= divisions of labor was the need for changes in
attitude toward the work that each partner _performed or
thought most appropria to perform. Demands for changes in
the way housework was c ried out usually came from women
who were dissatisfied with ving to do nearly everything in
the home and work outside as well. Husbands tended to resist
such pressures. The issue was a sensitive one for many couples,
as it involved challenges to long-held and deeply ingrained
notions about the proper roles of men and women.

Some men spoke openly of their discomfort at being com-
pelled or even being asked to do "woman's work." They could
develop rather elaborate rationalizations for their unwilling-
ness to perform around the house, as was the case with Mr.
Sedman, a bricklayer. Both he and his wife worked all day out
of the horbe. At night her discontent was obvious when he
would adjourn after dinner to relax in the living room while
she cleaned dishes from a meal that she had prepared. He
admitted that she never openly confronted him on- the issue;
but_ she made remarks_that he _interpreted as asking him to
help. Mr. Sedman thought that this was unfair. As he pointed
dut, his work was physical and could not be compared in diffi-
culty to the office work that his wife performed during the day.
Therefore, it was all- right for him to sit down and relax at
night.

Women, while demanding more from their husbands in many
instances; also shared some ambivalence about changing the
domestic status quo. The Working Family Project found a ten-
dency among wives to equate cleanliness with =a high level o
performance of their role in the home. Since the home rathe

'V than the workplace was central to the identity of most women,
they were unwilling to part with the homemaker role. Even in

1 4 1
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instances where husbands did perform household chores, wives
tended to be critical of their efforts. One man noted that hiS
wife was much fussier about dirt since he had assumed some
responsibility for dusting, and_ she, on the other hand, noted
how he worked only "around the edges." Even when men to
on a particular taSk, they tended to execute it with less thof
oughness than their wives would have.

Members e,,f the Working_Family a distinction
Sr between role:Sharing and_task,sharing. Role-sharing; they say,

initilves the assumption of responsibility for the execution of
tasks- by both partners. Accordingly, in a role-sharing family,
the _husband considers himself obligated to see that certain
things are done, without advice or reminders from his wife.
Task-sharing is a second mechanism for dividing labor without
actually changing underlying assumptions about proper roles of
the marital partners. The task-sharing husb d "helps out" his
wife as she needs his assistance, a short-ter or-a-'
long-term basis. But the ultimate responsibility_ for seei that
something gets done remains hers._ LikArise, the tgis haring
couple see the woman s outside work as ft way of "helping out
the husband in his _performance of the breadwinner role. He
remains, however, chief performer in this domain. The Work

Family Project notes that most of the couples in'their study
were more comfortable with the concept of task-sharing. View-
ing their spouses' contributions in this way allowed them to
preserve traditional notions of the proper structure of the
family (homemaker-nurturer vs. breadwinner) while at the
same time dividing tasks among themselves. Thwesearthers
also note that women were more willing (and insasome cases
more eager) to assume a breadwinner role than most of the
men were to assume a "househusband" role.

In _their sample, the Working Family Project found only two
couples who had actually negotiated the issue of roles and had
decided upon a split of domestic responsibilities. In each case,
the wife reported pleasure with the new equitable division but
also a residual reluctance to decenter herself from the home.
Each wife also demonstrated a high commitment to her outside
job. In the other families, helping out remained the mechanism
by which a new division of labor was undertaken. Men who
"helped out" might perform a great deal of housework; as in
one family where there were several children present in the

1 5
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home. The mother- had been working for years and the husband
helped out extensively throughout this period. He saw himself
as continuing to do so on a more or less permanent basis, but
he still described his wife as retaining primary responsibility
for the role of homemaker, even though for the forseeable.
future she could not shoulder the er4,ire burden of domestic
work because of the conflicting demAds of her outside job.
-Many of- the -women in the sample accepted this definition of

their responsibilities. Mrs. Henry stayed at home with her
children_Ed1 day and then went to work at night. Despite the
tremendous pressures placed on her, she still expected herself
to_be_a good mother and a meticulous housekeeper. Mrs. Sandie
was pregnant with_ )ter second child at the time of the study
and was workinr<0 hours a week. Nonetheless, she chided
herself for being "lazy" because she rested in the mornings.
Hence; the working women in the sample were more likely to
add new responsibilities to the domestic ones that most saw as
primary rather than to rearrange their households so that
tasks and roles would be more equally shared or simplified.

uples in the sample were asked to complete a checklist on
tion a chores in thd home. Results corroborated the im-

pr ions gained froin interviews. Typically, women reported
themselves as carrying out time-consuming daily chores such as
cooking, cleaning, doing laundry, and making beds. These are
precisely the tasks whose accomplishment is undone daily by
the family. Husbands varied in the amount they helpl out but
men usually performed repairs and outdoor tasks. Most avoided
those activities that the culture at large has defined as
"woman's work."

To the extent that husbands regularly shared= in home-cen-
tered tasks, they were almost invariably more involved with
child care than with housekeeping. Since_husbands were less
preoccupied with the endless demands of managing a , ome
than were their wives, they could play with their chit ren,
giving them their relatively undivided attention. The wi e, in
her role as housekeeper and mother, was usually involved in
several = activities at once. Especially if she worked outside the
home during the day, her children could be particularly in
need of attention and interaction at just that time when de-
mands were heaviest on her for the preparation of dinner.
Perhaps as a result, both husbands and wives tended to see the
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man as the more patient parent. For eXtmple; in the Henry
family, Mrs. Henry cared for the children alt day and then
went to work at night. Before she left she cleaned the house
and prepared a meal for the family. Mr. Henry could not -
understand why she didn't relax more and enjoy the children
as he did. Neither seemed -to recognize how the allocation of
home-centered work affected the time and emotional energy
available to her for enjoyable child care.

The Working- Family Project also notes that for many women
_

a source of resentment was to be found in their perception_ of
the husband as- taking over many of the more pleasurable
aspects of child carefor instance, bed-time storieSWhile
they the women; were left with domestic chores and routine
child_ care_ The husband who helps out may remove from the
wife's domain one of the most rewarding aspects of her role.

While not minimizing the strain on the father in dual-worker
families; the _Working Family Project saw the mother as subject
to more_pressures. The toll women paid in' trying to assume
new _responsibilities along with the old was a sense of being
rushed constantly, under pressure

--never able to relax or con:
sider_a job properly finished. The toll was compounded When a
husband was ainbivalent over a wife's working.

Most of the women interviewed admitted to feeling tired
during the day although several said they were "ashamed"_ to
say so. Others perceived themselves as irritable and edgy with
their spouses and children. Trying_ to live up _to the Super=
mother/superwoman ideal as many did, they took on too many
tasks at once. The Working Family Project believes that most
of the women lacked clear models of working mothers or even a
secure and realiStic sense of their own role responsibilities and
their liinitations and instead strained to combine and reconcile
competing demands on their time and energy.

About half the women in the sample expressed dissatisfac-
tion with their domestic work situation. What they actually did
varied, hciviever. Some tacitly accepted it without engaging
their huSbands in overt argument or discussion, and two negoti-
ated chi4es in roles. For others, the issue of housework re-
mained a constant source of overt tension in the marriage.

On the other hand, change, while slow and difficult, could be
noted in the families. For instance, many of the women at first
emphasized financial reasons for their return to outside em-
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ployment, saying that they were "helping out"_the family. Sub-
sequently, however, several expressed a real determination to
Work and to pursue a career. It does not seem _implausible to
suggest that the tentativeness they felt at the beginning about
Working was gradually overcome by the success of their new
arrangements. Over the course of the experience, many came
to See outside employment as a regular and normal part of
their daily lives. Likewise, many men expressed to the inter-
Viewers how they had to rethink their rolet at husband, father,
and worker. Most began their participation in child care with
an uncertainty which seemed to come_ from inexperience with
infants and toddlers, but as their confidence grew- they began to
see themselves as much 'better parent§ than their own fathers
and they took pride in their roles.. Nonetheless, despite their
apparent willingness to expand their participation in child
care, and despite the fact that they were usually doing more
than before, they were more resistant about doing housework
than were women about doing outside work. This circumstance
suggests something of an as.symmetry in role transitions for
men and women; The Working Family Project hypothesizes
that in some of the families the initial stages of "helping out"
were being transformed _into_ something closer to actual role-
sharing. However, the spouses often had different views of this
transformation, many women, ultimately seeing their participa-
tion in the breadwinner role as more than-just helping out and
Most husbands not sharing this perceptioniEven in4he two
Self-con§ciously egalitarian families in the sample; there were
pressures to, retain a more tradit. nal sex-role organization:
Where in6delt_ of a new social fo are unavailable; the im-
pulse toward older norms remains trong.

,

Choice of Jobs, Career ComMitm t and Family Responsibilities
,

The choice of jobs and the dividual'S attitude toward his or
her employment reflected further aspectt of difference§ in Per-
ceived roles and responsibilities. While the home front re-
mained a major arena of conflict for ma4:couples, and while
some of the women were consciously 'evolving new notions of
their- function in the paid work force, the provider role /ire:
mained the most salient one for men and one which all the
men in the dual- worker- sample took with great seriousness.
The importance with which the earning function was regarded
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by the men was demonstrated by 'their work histories. Several
explained to the interviewers how marriage and children forced
a man to become_ very concerned 4vith job security. Of the _11
men in the sample over 30 years of age, 3 had held their job fOr
10 years ar longer; and 4 had been at'the same job between 5
and years: Time and again, the theme of`Stability and secu-
rity recurred in reflections. Mr. Neal left a job in a white-collar
company when his first child arrived and tOok_a 30 percent cut
in_pay to become a teacher for the greater_job security that
teaching provided. Other men reported that they stayed in jobs
they found difficult or boring in order to satisfy :their family's
needs far security. For men, their main- role definition was
outside home; but they_ considered their outside work to be
a 'family - belated activity. Men were likely to report greater

. .
stregs in the performance of their paid jobs than in their home
work, whereas for women the opposite was the case. One of the
mothers, a.. registered nurse, held a very taxing emergency-
oriented job, but she spoke of it as a respite from the demands
of the home. On the other hand, if men complained of stress;
they were likely to identify outside work as its source.
: Differences in perceived responsibility were also reflected in
the types of jobs chosen. Very few women had jobs that had
benefits or retirement programs. Most of the men held such
jobs. More than The men; women placed importance in jOb
choice on the task -e itrinsic criteria such as hours, convenience
of commuting;_the character of the physical surroundings, and
the friendline§xend helpfulness of coworkers.

The diffences in importance given to criteria probably re,
fleeted real differences in demands placed on men as compared
with those placed on women. Women were expected to put
their home .responsibilities above: those of paid work and to
bear the principal burden of child care and housework. Many
chose jobs Kecause of the need for schedules or locations at
would allow them to meet family obligations.

Women's greater emphasis on pleasant physical surroundi
and friendly coworkers may have reflected the lesser iritrins
rewards of their outside work. If :the work itself is boring, then
it is important that the interpersonal aspects of the job be
pleasant. Mrs. Samuels; a home day-care provider, described an
earlier job she had
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It- VAS fttil time hut a lot of the _time; there wasn't
enough to keep :me_ busy even half the day. -It was
really boring job.- The only =thing that_ made the job
worth while- was_ the people I worked With. They were
just wonderful. But the job was very boring;

For many_ women; work surroundings were important be-
cause outside employment was the means by which they es7
mped from the isolation and tedium of being at home all day.
Some said that work provided a means of preventing personal
stagnation; offered a source of adult companionship, and fur-
nished a way of keeping well- rounded. They thought that an
expansion of their 'personal horizons was of benefit their
families as well.

Being a Good Parent
wing a good parent; in a confusing =and dangerous world and

in the abiiente of clear role guidelines; was perhaps the chief
concern Of the majority of the couples in the sample, This
concern was reflected in choices of substitute child_ care; in the
compromises many of the,wothen had made in their jobsi_ and
in the men's search for job security even- at the expense of
excitement or advancenient Opportunities. It was also reflected
in opinions articalated during the hours of conversation that
the Working Family Project engaged in with them:

Parents of both sexesi_ but 'particularly mOtherS, tended to be
obsessed with the issue of maintenance of high standards in
performance of _childrearing. Some complained that outside
work had- caused them to lower their standar& although the
evidence they could_ marshall in support of theSe claims was
limited. Lein reports a particularly telling iaziecthite about one
mother in- sample;-Upon: arriving at the family home for
observation, Lein was greeted at the door by an upset woman
who proceeded to characterize herself as a "terrible mother."
As it- turned out; the _wornan's__4,year-old daughter had gotten
out of bed at sunrise and had gone intcithe kitchen' Where She
cracked -eggs and mixed them- with detergent. She proceeded to
smear the mixture on the walls of a_hallway. Upon diacoVering
the- deed, the mother lost her composure and screamed
at her. This behavior she defined- in herself as an incident Of
poor mothering.

1 5
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_Virtually all parents _had difficult-to-maintain notions_ of
what a Odd parent ought to be. If they had experienced a
happy childhOod, they measured their performance against that
of their own parents. If they did not hold pleasant memories;
they strove to surpass their parents' performance. However;
despite well-defined_ goals of prdducing a happy, adjusted child;
very few parents had models of the behavioral means for
achieving the desired ends.

For example, most parents were reluctant to accept advice
about childrearing- from their older relatives because they; the
parents, thought times had changed so:dramatically that such
counsel would be obsolete._Others noted that the older genera-
tion had been far from faultless inichildrearing. As Mrs. Henry
remarked, "I don't think the way I raise my_children is any of
my relatives' business. If their kids were perfecti I'd_ go to them
and ask how they did it, but they're far from perfect." Resis-
tance to advice from grandparents was also a way of differenti-
ating the newer family from their families of_origin, particular-

.,ly if the lived in close proximity.
The dual-worker families were likewise ambivalent about

expert opinion. Mrs. LOng said of the ubiquitous book of Dr.
Spock: When they [the children] were sick or something; I'd
look it up . . otherwise, he has a lot of screwy ideas."_ And
Mrs. Hunt remarked, "When I first started out, I lived with Dr.
Spock. Then I decided, I'm not going to bring my children up
out of a book."

On the other hand, what reading the parenti_did in popular
child development led many of them to believe that the person-
ality of a child was strongly molded, if not determined; by
environmental events occurring before the age of 3. Viewing
themselves as responsible for providing an optimal environ-
ment for their children's development and yet lacking clear
guidelines for parental behavior, the couples tended to rely
heavily on their own inner resources or on talking things out
between themselves: This need to define standards, particularly
during the preschool years; added yet another significant stress
td their liv8s.

The theme of parenting in a dangerous world kept recurring
in conversatLms_ Tlie_Source of threats to the child was not
always easily identified; although drug pushers were frequently
mentioned; perhaps because of. media attention to drug prob-

,
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lems in the schootiL COupleS. would discuss their anxiety over
the prospects of rearing a child responsibly only to lose control
later on. One woman noted- that her son was a wonderful
individual, "a great kid," and would continue that_way unless
some force "but there" got to him. Underlying the reluctance of
some parents to allow outsiders to care for their children was
the anticipation that the substitute rearers would hold values
different from those of the parents.

Whatever problems they anticipated in the future _or_had to
deal with in- present, the couples in dual-worker families
were highly focused on the needs of their children. They hoped
to instill in them "good" values and to _promote their healthy
development To that end, the worlds of home and work had to
be coordinated to make the children's lives secure and pleasant.

Summary

The Working Family Project came to establish rapport with
most of the families they studied. Their efforts allow others to
share a candid _picture of how one group of urban 'married
couples managed to coordinate the worlds of work and home.
What emerges is a view of people trying to maintain some
tradition within change. The welfare of children and the value
of having them is held highest by most parents; although as
concessions to economic factors many have limited_ family size
to fewer offspring than they desired in the early years of mar-
riage. In an era reputed to bp egocentric, many of the couples
arranged split shifts so_ that youngsters could remain in the
homethis at he Sacrifice of free time to spend together as a
couple.

Economic actors necessitated wives' return to the paid labor
force and had some influence on the way that_the house was
run. _Perhaps understandably, women tended to be more
stressed by their dual tasks than men, who oftentimes resisted
change. IIut:iboth men and women appeared to be somewhat
reluctant to;tedefine their central roles. Women remained emo-
tionally tied to the-- nurturer- homemaker role and tended to
hold = unrealistic expectations for their performance in the
worlds of home and outside work.

The abandonment of traditional nuclear fa,mily structure
was initially at least, a source of diffidtfity for many. Men were
concerned about threats to their self-image as breadwinner and

1 52
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Women about the effects of their employment on their children.
However, there were indications; _even_among _this apparently
conservative group; that they were_adapting successfully to the
Changes demanded by maternal employment. Women; more
readily than men;_were enjoying new role responsibilities, but
both, spouses showed _some signs of assuming each other's roleg.

It is regrettable_that not_enough time has elapsed fluthat the
could_be viewed longitudinally to see if their appar:

ent ability to cope and adapt despite obvious tensions will be
maintained over the years. In the meantime, the findings of the
Working Family Project can serve to dissipate some of the
more common fears of the deCline of the _American fainily as
more mothers work outside of the home: Tnelindings highlight
positive as well as negative_ SPectS of increasing maternal pat:
ticipation in the paid work force and offer a realistic portrait of
family and work life as they exist in urban America today.
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STEPFATHERS AS PARENTS-4,

Principal investigator. Paul Bohannan,

Author: Herbert Yahraes*

At least since Cinderella_stepparenting has had_a bad name.
Stepfathers have not escaped the onus. This is odd because; as
one authority reminds us, "George Washington was the father
of our country but the stepfather of . . 'Patsy and John
Custis. Other noteworthy children o_ include Henry
Clay, Alice Roosevelt Longworth, Henry Ward Beether, and
Joseph Pulitzer."

This authority, Mona McCormick, teammember on a stepfa-
ther research project at the Western Behavioral Sciences Insti-
tute (WBSI), La Jolla, Calif., adds: "It can happen to anyone."
And these days it is happening to =a lot of people. Every year,
marriages involving a million children end in divorce. Most of
the mothers usually keep their children with them and sooner
or later remarry.

Now, under a grant from the National Institute= of Mental
Health, a WBSI research study goes a way toward clearing_the
stepfather's name. The principal .investigator during the final
year of the research was Paul Bohannan, professor of anthro-
pology at the University of California, Santa Barbara, a re-
search associate at WBSI, and the recently elected president of
the American Anthropological Association.- Bohannan refers to
himself as "stepfather of the stepfather study." He succeeded
sociologist Louis A. Zurcher, who returned to the University of
Texas after 2 years with the project. Sociologist Rosemary J.
Erickson, coordinator of research at WBSI; coordinated the
collection and analysis of data throughout the study.

*See note at end of chapter.
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To begin the work; researchers conducted brief doorstep in-
terviews with 1,764 families, chosen to represent San Diego
County's 424,000 households in three main respects: income,
ethnicity, and neighborhood. (Bohannan and Erickson, both of
whom grew up in other parts of the country, consider San
Diegans to be fairly typical of all Americans, since many of the
San Diegans sampled also grew up elsewhere.)

Then, stepfather families, 9 percent of the total number of
households with children, located during these short interviews
were visited again and invited to participate in the study. If
they accepted, they were asked the name and address of a
family much like their own except that the husband was the
natural _father. Similarly, a natural-father family living nearby
was invited to participate if it could refer the investigators to a
stepfather family much like its own.

The project wound up with 190 families, 84 with natural
parents and 106 with stepfathers. The two types of families
were matched as to race, religion, income, education of father
and mother, and the age and sex of the children being studied
Families whose children were older than 18 were not included:

Each family was administered a survey research question-
naire that was 60 pages long, contained 130 items, and took
approximately 2 hours to answer. The questions were based on
information drawn from 10-hour interviews by psychiatrists
and clinical psychologists with the fathers, mothers, and chil-
dren of 30 families-10 each of three types of homes: those with
stepfathers, those with natural fathers,.and those without fa-
thers. The investigators calkthese;long interviews "case histor-
ies."

A questionnairebased,on what was learned from these his-
tories was administered separately to the persons in_ the_ 190
families chosen for the studyto the father or stepfather; to
the mother, and to the child nearest the age of _14: The adults
were asked about their _background _and' marital history and
about the sutrPq§ of the child at home, in school, and with
peers The stepfather and natural-father families were assessed
on numerous other factors as well and were found not to differ
significantly on a variety of important characteristics such as
cohesiveness; expressiveness, conflict, indePendence, recreation-
al pursuits, moral and religious standardS, and orientation.
toward achievement. They did differ in intellectual and cultur=

tZti 5
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al matters, the natural-father families tending to show more
interest in such activities. They tended also to differ on matters
of control, stepfather families having more rules to follow.

Children were asked about their own success in the family
and the school and with their peers._ Their self-steem and
competence were measured. So were the amount of indepen-
dence- they were allowed and the amount of punishment re-'
ceived:
_ _When the answers were analyzed, four major factbrs associat-
ed -with the emotional health of childrenand, often, of the
adults into whom they develop emerged. These were:
__ Grades; or how well- he child was doing academically; Family,
or how well the childgot along at home; Friends, or how many
friends the child had in relation to other children his age;
and School behavior.
_The investigation's major findings are simply but unexpect-

edly these:
Children living with stepfathers do just as well, or just as

poorly; on all the many behavioral characteristics studied as
children living: with natural fathers. They are atso just as
happy, on the averag or just as unhappy. They do as well in
school and in their social life: in general, they get along with
their stepfathers as well as the other children do with their own
fathers.

Those findings are based on what the children themselves
say; what their parents say; and what ,the measuring instru-
ments used during the interviews show. Says Bohannan:
"There ris discernible difference using these measures be-
tween the children of stepfather families and those of natural -
father families."

Obviously, the children_with stepfathers reach this normal or
average _level li-Sr very different routes from the others. =For one
thing, they have experienced the loss of a father either by

-divorce -or -death.-FOr -another, -they-II-Ave-lived -in a owe= p-a teat
household for a perio-d of time. Moreover, they have experi-
enced the entry of a new man into their lives. But these experi-
ences have not harmed them in any of the ways that were
measured.

Erickshn points out, though, that in stepfather families there
behad been a period before the stepfather came along when the

mother had been alone with the children. So a closer (or else

15
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more embattled) mother-child relationship had developed, and
it usually seemed to persist into the new marriage.

Also, the children of divorce_tended to be more matUre than
the other children; partly because of the troubles the family
had been through- and the increased need to pull together;
partly, too; perhaps,_ because they often had to do more house-
hold work and take more responsibility.

The Women who lived with theimporiginal husbands and those
Who lived with new husbands showed from their responses that
they rated stepfathers equally well; or poorly, as natural fa-
thers.

Further, children with stepfathers rated them as highly as
the other children rated their fathers. And the mothers who
had remarried thought, on the average; that their children got
along Geller with the stepfathers.

EXPLAINING THE RESULTS

The stepchild's _"trajectory," to use Bohannan's term for
growth through_the_life cycle, had necessarily differed in many
respects; and the stepchild had had to face many problems that
the other child had not The investigators do nat know just how
these problems had been facedWhat the child had to do, and
how_the mother and the stepfather helped or hinderedfor the
simple _reason that the research was set up to look at how the
child turned out and not at the course taken. Behannan thinks
that the good outcome can be explained "only by the over-
whelming demands of the cultural pattern, which sets the goals
a child is expected to reach," In other words, societynot just
the family but all the people around a child, and even _televi,
sionexpects youngsters to be obedient, to go to school and do
at least fairly well to get alOrig with people; and to think well
of thernielVeS. Children tend to live up ito these_expectations.
"The culture patterns are so stronCBohannan says; "that
normally kids are going to reach a certain level no matter what
they have to go through to get there:"

Erickson addS: "We think another reason for the good out,
come is that the mothers are pretty well intact_One of the
things that struck us most is the positiveness on the part of the
motherS in Stepfather families. They -feel they're better off
firiariCially than in their previous marriage: They feel they get
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along bette eir new spouse. They think _their children
get along better with the stepfather than with the natural
father. The mother seems to feel positively abotit this marriage
and about this than as the _father_ for her. children. So' She is
actually creating a positive kind of attitude that makes up for
any bad things that might have gone before."

"Moreover," Erickson contintfes, we found that stepfathers
on the whole pay more attention to being fathers. They worry
more about it but they also work harder at it It's a very
conscious step they've takenwhich certainly is by no means
always true With natural fathers.",

The findings of the NIMH-sponsored investigation are backed
in general by two much more broadly gauged studies One was
the General Social Survey conducted by the National Opinion
ReSearch Center (NORC) of the University of Chicago. The
Other WAS the Youth in Transition Survey (YI' conducted by
the Institute_ for Social Research of -the University of Michigan:

The NORC sample comprised 1,500 males and females chosen
in an attempt to represent all persons 18 years or older in the
continental United States, except those in institutions. These
subjects were asked questions 'relating to their experiences
when they were about 16 years old.

The YIT sample comprised 25 male adolescents from each of
87 high schools across the Nation.

Analyiing the data from both studies, investigators associat-
ed with the San Diego project found no substantial differ ces
between the persons raised in families headed by_their natu 1

parents and in those headed by mothers and_ stepfathers. Like
any other child, the researchers reported; one who is part of a
stepfather family "may have a predominantly positive, pre-
dominantly negative; or mixed experience in that family."

Striking differences were noticed; though, in the proportion
of people having stepfather& In the NORC sample, it was
roughly _3 percent; in_the other, 4 percentpr*iportions that
strike Bohannan and Erickson as unrealistically loW, even for
1973, when the studies were conducted.

What about all the research demonstrating harmful effects =

on children when marriages break up? For _instance, many
studies here and abroad show a correlation between broken
homesor the diSSension and strife that precede the breakup
and later delinquency by some of the children involved. Bohan-
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nan points out that a correlation is a statistical mattera
statistically stated association between two everits. But it does
not demonstrate anything about cause. "I'm a seraight4hinking
social scientist who will= not be taken in by the myths of my
profession," he insists. And one of these myths is the almost
universally held conviction that an association between two
events implies that one of them caused, or helped to cause, the
other.

Erickson has a different answer. Today, being a child of
divorced parents and having a stepfather are very different
from what they used to- be, even very recently. For example,
the Western Behavioral Sciences Institute has found that about
40 percent of the prisoners studied in San Diego County had
stepfathers. "But when you look at a prison population;" says
Erickson, "you're looking at people from 20 to 70 years old.
And the ones with stepfathers acquired them when times were
far different. Based on- our interviews in_the stepfather study, it
looks as if having a stepfather today does not create much of a
problem_for a childon the average. Now, of course, bad step-
fathers do occur, but on the average having a stepfather means
that you are going to do as well as a child with a natural
father."

Bohannan believes that, even among the prison population,
the stepfather had little to do with the child's having slipped
into delinquency and_cri_me. The problem," he asserts, "is the
milieu in which the children grew_up; a stepfather may make it
worse, make it better, or leave it the same."

Because of the earlier findings, nonetheless, the investigators
were surprised by the results of the recent study. ErickSon's
succinct explanation: The cultural norm has changed."

THE STEPFATHER'S DILEMMAS

More surprising was this finding:
The- stepfathers thought of themselves as significantly
worse fathers than the natural fathers. Why? Bohan-
nan and Erickson believe it is because the stepfathers
had thought a great deal more about their obligations
as fathershad, in fact, in many cases, worried about
them.

As 1:39nnan explains it, a prospective stepfather knows that
the woman he's marrying has, say, two or three kids from 5 to
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18_years old. He knows these kids and has attitudes about
them. And the kida have attitudes about the:;stepfather. So
stepfathers are inclined to worry more and to be less sure of
thei fathering abilities.

On the, other hand, there are some stepfathers_ who_stride
blit ely into the new situation, 'confident that because they
hay raised kids of their ownas about one-half of the stepfa-
the in this study hadthey can raise this new lot and in
e actly the same way. "And of course," as Bohannan says; "it's
a isaster"for several reasons, he believes. Children differ:
There is no set of rules applicable to all children and on every:
occasion. One _ raises children by interacting with them from
day to day. Moreover, the stepfather usually hasn't quite as
much authority as the_natural father. "If the children are your
own," Bohannan remarks, "all you have to do is pull rank and
say: 'I'm the Daddy around here; shape up.! Stepfathers cannot
do that in quite the same degree, because They risk getting the
child's mother on their* back. And there goes the marriage."

Of course, natural fathers may provoke the child's mother,
too: Everybody knows of families where the parents disagree
about childrearing: "But imagine the difference the_stepfa-
ther and the.child's mother have such a disagreement. Now the
mother has the kids on her side, and they all_ turn against this
outsider: It's.not turning against Dad; its turning against That
Man."

Nohody knows how often such a situation arises. The San
Diego study was not designed to find out. Bohannat's views are
based on years of observations as an anthropologist Working
with scores of families, of all structural types.

Then, too; when the stepfather first joins the family, he has
to do a great deal of adjusting. As Bohannan ,sees it, in
natural-parent situation, more_of the adjusting_has to be done
by the child, because he is told what to do. But if a stepfather
comes in and tells a child what:to do, the child may simplySay,
"You're not my father, and I don't have to listen to you." On
the other hand; many children do not behave that way. Bohan -
nan thinks the secret lies in the mother. Many mothers will
not let their new husbands discipline the children. "The guy
can't do anything about the children without alienatiag , the
wife."

4-
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Basically;- the trouble arises because at first there are,only
two axesthe one between-the husband and wife, and the one
between the mother and_the children. The missing axis; the one
between the stepfather_ and the children; has to be built from
scratch._ The situation may be even worse. Some children told
the investigators that they had made up their minds to get rid
of the stepfather even before he moved in.

Bohannan recalls a case, not part of this study; where _a man
and woman had been divorced. The man had remarried; but
the marriage had soon broken up. A _few years later; the
mother remarried_ Then the children came_to her an con-
fessed: "We got 'together and_ we broke up Dad's new mar iage,
and we think We're going_ to break up yours, too." Why. Be-
cause the children wanted their natural parents to be living
together again. "The parents were miserable together," Bohan-
nan recalls,' "so why try to bring them back again? The kidS
didn't look at it that way; of course; kids =never do look at it
that way." In that case= it was 3 years before the children
settled down and accepted the new man in the house.

Instances- like_ that popped up unbidden in the San Diego
Codnty study, too, altho the survey technique was not de-
srined to elicit case histo es.

/ DIFFERENT STYLES OF FATHERING

In a separate analysis, working with Carlfred Broderick, pro-
fessor of sociology at the University of Southern California,
Erickson found four dimensions or styles of fathering, each of
which had different effects on the child. ,

The four styles and their apparenirelationships with certain
elements in the child's behav'or follow:

Elistrumental fathering, t 'type in which the father shows a
competence in taking care of his family. The principal factors
marking this type are, relatively high degrees of education,
occupational status, income; and interest in intellectual and
cultural concerns. Also contributing to this dimension are
church membership, active family recreation, and relatively .

little family conflict.
This type of fatheringinstrumentalwas positively associ-

ated with the child's academic success. It was negatively associ-
0:.
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ated with punitiveness On the part of the parents and with the
amount of father=child interaction; in other words, when the
father was of :the instrumental type, th punishment and
interaction tended to be lo*._
__Expressive fathering. _Important factors here are the faiiiilY'S
cohesiveness, the members' _ability to express themselves, fre-
quent interaction of father and child; frequent positive experi-
ences in the interaction between husband and wife; and the
man's high self-rating of himself as a father: Otless importance
were low family conflict; interest in intellectual and religious
moral concerns; and the family's interest in active recreational
projects.

Expressive fathering . was positively associated with the
child's success in ichool, his good adjustment at home, and to

/high degree with = interaction between father and child. Also
( associated with this type of fathering were the mother's compe-

tence and the frequency of her good experiences interacting
with her husband. The expressive father was usually the Child'S
natural father.

AataCratie fathering; in which the father's major focus is on
enforcing rules. The family is tightly organized and achieve,
&tit bent. Minor t factors include father's low occupational
status, broken home in his background, and conventional
moral-religious valueS.

Associated with this type of fathering were the number of
friends the child had (many), the father's _punitiveness igh),
and the child's behavior at school (poor). More_ so than Other
types; autocratic fathrds were likely to be stepfathersq

Patriarchal fathering: Here the father has generally_ come
from a large family and is a church member: His present
family is also large and its income low: Its moral,religiOus

ierita Cid is traditional. Less important factors include Ithe
father's ow education, and, for most i1y members; at low

of independence.
This type of fathering was linfEed with good behavior by the

child at home but tended to be associated with poor behavior
by the child at school. Patriarchal fathers, more than the other
types; tended to have the final word about how a child Sgotild
behave.
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OTHER FINDII S ABOUT STEPFATHER FAMILIES

Bohannan and hiS fellow workers, because resources were
limited, could add' little to the scant information about howchildren adapt to Stepfathers; how stepfathers adapt to stepchil-dren, and whether some children turn out well and others
poorly in stepfather households for the same reasons as in
natural-father farnilies.

"Fathering is fathering. In the job de-
sc iption there is simply no difference
Tice stepfathers and the fathers have to
do the same thing."

But findings additional_ to those already reported did emerge;some based on the data analysis and some based on observation
Of the families;

For instace;13ohannan reports that a person becomes a good
stepfather -the- same way he l*comes a good father, "There is
no magic about this," he says. "Fathering is fathering. In the
job description there is simply_ no difference_ The-`stepfathers
and the fathers have to do the same thing: They have tointeract _with the children on a day-to-day basis, They have tobe supportive of ithe thild'S Mother. They have to be a rolemodel to the children."

If the, natural fatbek 'tries to beta real father after hiS formerwife has remarried, the same.investigator reports; a socialquads t developS=fakher, mother; child, stepfathet=and that
niaPEe difficult. "For if-the real father tries to do hiS fathering /1

lly"§ohannan Continues, -`fie becomes a joker in the sense
hairjokers are wild in poker, _His actions cannot be :Predicted:

!Seldom fican he be seen as anything except a troiiblemaker,Even when the father does no more than ma' 1 his visita-
tion rights,,the problem shows _up. e. the clip_ for difficul-
ties are probably greater than if there had been a clean break.But I am not suggesting= for a minute that the natural father
and the child §libiild not keep in_ ouch.People can manage this
problem as well as they do all the Others life provideS."
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In the I3ohannan-Erickson sample, there were children- who
resented the situation and said the real- father could not be
replaced. There were those who did not want to share the
mother. There were also those who welcomed a stepfather be-
cause they wanted a father -in the house and they wanted the
mother to be saved from being alone. On a scale that rated the
degree of acceptance of fathers and stepfathers, the numbers
ran from 0 to 10, with 10 denoting perfect acceptance of the
man: Both the children living with fathers and those living

. with stepfathers gave exactly the same average rating-6.9.
The, mothers rated- the children's acceptance of stepfathers

more highly than the children themselves rated it. As the
mothers recalled; _l month after the marriage they would have
rated the children's feelings as 7better than average on the
10eint scale. The acceptance of the new man by some chil-
dren would have been, rated zero; on the Oher hand, some
children accepted the stepfather at the beginning but grew to
dislike him. At the time of the study the mothers, on the
average, rated the degree of acceptance as 8.

The statistical analysis of the information collected during
the survey of the 190 families is still in progress, but Erickson
otters the following findings:

Better than 40 percent of the new stepfather families lived in
the mother's house. Not quite 40 percent_ moved_to a different
place; and another 18 percent moved to the stepfather's__house.
The investigators have the impression that it's 1:St for the
children to stay on in The mother's home. But there are some
advantages' tck moving to a- different place. One man who had
moved into- his wife's home sadly complained that he did not
have a chair he could call his own. As a matter of fact, that
problem of "territory"-or "turf" or- Orsonal space was found in
most of the stepfather families. Otir common problems _were
styles of discipline, division of labor; and; of all things, food,
because the stepfather's tastes were frequently far different
from his predecessor's:

Not quite 85 percent of the- children *Rh stepfathers Still
have a natural father- living. Less than half of these fathers
pay child support.- Still fewer fathers -(37_ percent): get together
with the child: Sixty percent of the natural fathers have remar-
ried,,29 :percent have not What's happened to the other 20
percent, their former wives do,siot know.
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The mothers of-those children who receive visits were asked
how_ the visits affected the stepfatherAild relationship. The
replies: 58 percent,__no effect; 21 percept, positive effect; 15
percent, negative effect; 6 percent, don't know. In a beer-and-
potato-chips seminar he had with some of the stepfathers, how-
ever, Bohannan got the impression that they were more upset

4E31 the natural fathers' visits than the mothers realized.
Concerning discipline, 37 percent of the stepfathers and the

, same percentage of the natural fathers reported that they were
in charge. In 43 _percent of all the families (the_ proportion was
about the same for each group), both father and mother played
a role. Discipline was the mother's job in 20 percent of each
group.

_. ,

Half of the children said that their mothers spent just as
much time with them after the new marriage as before, and
almost one-fourth said `that their mothers actually spent more
time witlOhembecause, Erickson surmises, dating no longer
demandeethe mother's time and attention. Only 15 percent of

. ,
the 'Children said their mothers were giving theni' less time.

Both Aepfathers and their new wives were more likely than
natural,..fatherS and their wives to have come from broken
homes. A sizable proportion of these hornet*, thdligh,, had been
broken not by divorce but by death. Of the stepfathers, 40
percent had come from broken homes; of the natural fathers,
24 percent. Moreover, 39 percent of the mothers in stepfather
families had come from broken homes, as compared with 24
'percent of the mothers Ornatural families. These statistically
significant findings are Considered to support to some extent
the conclusions of earlier investigators that broken homes in
one generation, tend to lead to broken homes in the next:

Bohannan emphasizes that "We were set up to find out
whether or not a stepfather made any difference in the mental
-t_.alv- of children as displayed- by,their responses to the mess-

L-_rin instrnments_thatV;e used; At that level; stepfathers don't
make much differencein tbe mental health of the child: At the
psychological levelmeaning what gAid is like on the inside;
what he really i I thinkothey make_' differences. The
children with st father5 had to solvelPilldifferent set of psycho-
logical problem, thai thechildren Wiiil ,natural fathers. But
there were no more Mental health probleins in one group than
in the other."
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The study was not design ligleatn the effect of stepfather
loss but did produce a moving anecdote on the subject. It con-
cerns a:little boy whose own father had died before the boy was
born. The mother married again, and the .boy loved his stepfa-
ther. But within a few years the stepfather was killed in a
motorcycle accident. A year or so later; the mother married
again. The boy disliked the new man in the family and ran
away. He.was found sitting ot the corner where his stepfather
had been killed.

Among Bohannan's friends, a man married a woman who
had a 3-year-old son. They were divorced when the child_was
10. The by had had that man as a father for 7-years; but_then
the manhaving no legal rights to the child and no visitation
rightsjust disappeared from the_ boy's life: Bohannan com-
ments: "A wicked thing to do to a kid:"

The investigators offer some advice. Erickson says, Our
basic i.iessage is Take heart, stepfather. If you're trying_to do

-;'a good job, the kids will probTibly_ turn out_ okay:" Bohannan
puts it this way: You can't go very far wrong_ as long as you
observe the kids carefully; do your best, and are decent about

On the basis of this study, would Erickson advise _a normal
woman to remarry? "Yes, sure," she answers; "if she felt like
itparticularly because it seems to me _that having a father is
more important than not having_a _father:" The mother should
see to it though; that the child- knows the potential stepfather
before the marriage._ "The children need not approve," Erick-
son advises; "but they should know." In one case the mother
told the children nothing except that she was going away for
the weekend. When she returned, her new husband was with
her and prkfseeded to move in The mother's two children:girls
of about 10 and 12were shocked. Eighty percent of the chil-
dren in the study were told before, the marriage, and 75 percent
knew the stepfather-to-be, abbut half of them very well
- With so many marriages breaking up, Bohannan_agrees with
another authority, lawyer Diana DuBroff, that the time for
"divorce insurance" has come. He points out that lire insurance
can be written in many ways, to do many things. And there's
no reason why it cannot be written so that if the marriage
_breaks down and a ivorce follows, a certain amount of the
proceeds can be used to support tilt liildren."
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Following -a review of the literature on stepfathers, McCor-
mick of WBSI concludes that "the single most important factor,
aside from general openness to love, appears to be straightfor-
ward recognition that the man is a stepfather, not a father; and
that the child is a stepchild and not a child." Bohannan and
Erickson agree.

DISCIPLINE IN A STEPFATHER FAMILY

In another study; Phyllis Noerager_Stern; asSistant professor
in the schooLof nursing;_University of California, San Francis-
co; too k_stepfather families as -the general subject of a thesis for
her doctoraLdegree (doctor of nursing science). She was particu-
larly_interested in the subject because she herself had brought
a stepfather into her family.

After many hours of interviewing stepfather families-30;
with 132 parents and childrenStern decided that the- salient
problem was conflict over discipline. Given this problem; she
asked, how do stepfather families become integrated? -And she
made this question the specific subject of hqr dissertation:

Stern also concludes: "The advice often given to stepfamilies,
Jo settle differences over discipline prior to marriage, is mis-
guided. Not only is it impossible for the parents to reach such
an agreement . . . but the advice runs exactly counter to
natural process in these families, and as such, it cnn mill/Odd
to the frustration and guilt fc,elings of the parentOnd chilihen
in stepfather families."

Discipline that integrates the faMily, Stern repOrt.S, involves
these major processes: rule-making; rule-enforciagOi=iending,"
or i"the behavior by which the stepfather reduces fear in and
gains the confidence of the stepchild and projeCts himself as a
person of value to the stepchild"; and "integrative undermin-
ing," or " a process whereby the stepfather reduces the moth-,
er's power position by aligning himself with the child in a
dispute over disc ;ne." The wise mother "views this as a
friendly alliance" and "willingly gives up her pdsition of su-
preme power over the child:"

The achievement of integrative discipline, Stern found, re-
quires from ,11/2 to 2 years: `The family members need time to
get acquainted, to learn to trust each other, and to learn the
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needs of ,another. Efforts to force the issue and hurry the
integratiiin are unsuccessful, and result in structural patterns
where one/family member is left out of the action."

Stern also adviSes:
i "The assumption of child management duties by the stepfa-

ther must be.slow, time must be spent to make friends with the
Child, and time is needed to teach the Child how it is the adults
want him to behave: ConverSely, time is nabded for the stepfa-
ther to learn how it is the child wants him to behave. The
mother, too, needs time to learn what behaviors on her part
are conducive to integration. A part of discipline is learning,
and ,integrative Aiscipline is learning for the whole fami y."

fiStern nds; too, twit "an understanding of the child's poi of
view _may stave off the stepfather's resentment of a shy or
acting-out _child7,meaning one who takes out worries and vex-
ations by misbehaving

Other advice from Stern: ,,
The stepfather is more , likely to succeed if he adopts "a
slow, gentle, flexible role-making-and-enforcing approach:"

* The child_ is more willing to comply with family_ norms if he
is allowed to- participate in some of the decisions for the
t: ily:

,rie family is- to move toward integration, the mother
must resist persisting in a go-between rolea natural one
for her to assume at firstin which she explains the behav,
for of the child to the stepfather- and -vice versa, in _favor of
promoting a direct communication _between child and stepfa-
ther. But the mother who _gives complete management to
the stepfather encourages_the use of coercive methods to
control the child's behavior:. The child Heels abandoned by
both the departed father and the nonparticipating mother.
The likely result is that the child becomes either rebellious
or withdrawn.

The stepfather who is bent on controlling the -child rather
than making friends with him blocks the integration .proc-
ess. Since the ghild will be around for a while, it will be less
effort in the long run to make friends with him.

/ 63
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A united and authoritarian front on discipline may_ result in
a Opdition where the child feels he is left out of the family
or serves as the parents' scapegoat. Such children "are de-
scribed: by their parents as 'spacey,"going blank,' or 'absent-
minded'."
Children should have free access to other children so that
they can compare notes and thus- "relieve tensions brought
on_ by -a step-relationship:" Although Stern_ add' that "Chil-
dren of _divorce _and _remarriage _ seek_ support from -their
peers; adults are quite _another matter * many of _the
parents in this study had what they considered serious prob-
lems of adjustment; [yet] almost none of them went to their
friends for advice; and only a few talked with other stepfa-
milies."
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MARRIED WOMEN :4-WORK AND
FAMILY

Principal investigator: Lourse S..Hauenstetia, FAD.

Authbr: Mary C. Btehar, Ph.D., Mit4H

It's a rare month indeed that_magazines don'tp4oduce arti-
cles advising _American married- women on- such subjects as
husbands; children, and_ work. "Experts " fin pages 6f beStaell=
ing books with diScussions of the- problems and rewards of
contemporary marriage. Militant feminist authors may treat
marriage severely; in terms of. AS social and political implica-
tions for women. Militinits of a more conservative ilk may
claim to represent the Silent Majority of American married
women, who- find contentment in performing domestic duties
and who believe that although a wife's working away from
home may be an economic necessity, it usually results in the,
disruption of family life and is, therefore, to be avoided.

Even though various forces have already engaged to do battle
for the psyche of American women and even though there is a
general growing concern over their mental health, opinion sur-
veys asking Mem just, how they feel about their lives are
scarce.

So_it was with aMazement a few years ago, iti _1973, that Dr.
Louise_Hauenstein of _the Department of Psychology at the
Upiversity_ofo Michigan discovered this fact while searching
through scores of journals. and bo-oks on women and family life.
She concluded that- what was needed was a survey, free of
theoretical biases, which would describe the attitudes of women
toward in,gortant aspects of their lives, particularly attitudes
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concerned with husbands, children, working, and economic con-
ditions.

When asked how she became interested in the married
woman's situation, Hauenstein mentioned her own background:
Herself a housewife, as well as a trained _research psychologist;
she had worked professionally on a number of papers relating
women's blood pressure to various life-stress factors. This work,
done at a time when the status of women had just_becorne a
prominent _ issue; led her to wonder how satisfied married
women were with their families and their work. She was par-
ticularly interested in finding out if there were differencesiri
attitudes between housewives and working wives or betWeen
wives of different races:

A quiet apd soft-spoken woman, Hauenstein firmly separates
her_intereSts from those of radical feminists intent on proving
that_marriage detracts from the mental health of women. Her
research, she-said; was done in an academic environment and
developed out of a desire to fill a void in knowledge. She
strongly believed that a good descriptive study would provide a
basis of information: After that basis had been formed; then
researchers could and should begin to test various notions
about marriage and ita.consequences. But without that infor=
matio9, little scientific progress toward understanding the con=
dition of the ordinary married woman could be made.

Hauenstein described herself as fortunate to have had availa-
ble a large pool of information already in existence about mar-
ried women This information had been gathered on _a Uetroit,
Michigan; sample by Dr. Ernest Harburg of the University Of
Michigan as part of a larger study on the role of stress and
heredity in black- white: differences in blood pressure.:From the
Harburg sample; she culled_the responses of 508 married
women, half of them black and half white, half of them house-
wives and half outside workers; to items concerned with their
physical and mental health and ;attitudes toward their work, as
well as toward husbands; child;en; and friends: The women in
the survey Were all living within the Detroit city Limits with
their husbands. On the average, AY were 40 years old and
had 3.02 children. In 1967, their family income was approxi-
mately $13,000, although as we shall see; this varied from one
part of town to another. In addition, the_women in the sample
were broken down according to area of residence. For study
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purses, some were said to reside in 'high-stress" areas,
011iere in "1-ow=streSS" areas. The definition of stress areas, ra-
tionale for their selection, and criteria used are defined in the
next section.

SELECTION OF STRESS AREAS

There Is evidence thai persons residing in "inner-city" areas
exist in an environment sharply different from "outer-city" and
suburban area& The latter areas exhibit.rates in educational,
recreational; sanitary; and_service facilities win& indicate at
tainment of _culturally valued levels of living. Conversely,
inner-city arms exhibit sharply lower attainment levels and, in
addition; repeatedly manifest higher rates of crime, divorce,
unemployment; and population density than outer-city areas
(Bureau of Labor Statistics; No. 832). Detroit is no exception to
these contrast& It was ,assumed. -in Hauenstein's stud :that
such statistically different ratea; at their end points, indicate
environments which vary _objectively in chronic exposure to
stressor events. Such different kinds of environments were
called high- and low-stress areas:

To_ assign labelS, all census tracts in Detroit were rank- or-
dered by their _"StreSS scores." These scores were computed_as
follows: Firat, the rates for sele4ed variables (included in table
1) which represented the concepta of economic deprivation; resi,
dentiEil instability, family instability, crime, and sity were

-computed For each census tract in the city. The s are then
factor analyzed Statiaticatrinethcd for yield g un.rf ying
dimensions among Variables in a correlation in rix); and each
of the tracts was assigned_ a factor score on the two
related factora that emerged: socioeconomic status_and_instabil-
ity. The flittbr scores were separately rank_ordered for all
predominantly black tracts (50 percent black_ or more) and for
all the white tracts. Then, within each ethnic group, census
tracts were selected for having both the upper range (top 25
percent) for the instability score and the lower range (bottom
25 percent) for the socioeconomic status score. These _tracts
were labeled "high stress:" The converse was done to delimit
"low-stress" tracts:

To test the hypothesis that differences in socioecological var-
iables might translate into psychologically meaningful differ-

1 72
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Table 1-Characteristics of the Four Stress Areas

Vanabte
Black White

High 'Stress Low Stress High Stress Low Stress

(Total dwelling units)
A. Socioeconomic Variables

1. n income'
2. education

(4118)

$4,627

(1910)

$8,670

(4410)

$5,417

(1811)

$8,030*

ears)_ 9.6 13.2 9.0 11.7
3. Percentage

unemployed 4:0% 0:0% 0.0% 010%
4. Pefcentage home

olnership 19.0% 92.0% 40.0% 90.0%
5. P 'rcentage professional/

managerial 9.0% 49.0% 7.0% 19.0%

Ei.:Instability,Variables
11. Adult-cane rate

(per 10,000) 89.0 55.9 60.0 9.9
2: Juvenile crime rate

(per _10;000) 17.2 6_.4 13:5 1_:3
3. Marital instability 1;2.9 .00 1:12 .00
4: Percentage in

residence five years
or more 27.0% 51.0% 48.0% 86.0%

The reader will note throughout thepaper reference to mean family income of
respondents that is different from the median income figure reported- for-the four
tracts above. _Median figures were gathered as part of a census and reflett the
earnings of the individual noted as_ head of household. Family income in
HauenstemS study refers to all sources of earnings,- from husband. wife, children
and other members of the household. Hence; family-income figures are likely to
be higher. but also it is-to be noted that money available is distributed among more
persons. It should also be_ noted that median .inco.me. figures present greater
income contrasts among the rareas than do family-income figures. The
discrepancy may be due to the higher percentage of retired. single, divorced. or
separated persons, as well as those receiving welfare or unemployment payments
in high-stress tracts Income for such "heads of household" would be expected to
be lower in general than the income-for most heads in a tract where the majority of
households contained married couples (as would occur in low-stress tracts) arid
hence lower the high- stress tracts average score. Mean family income in a tract
must also be adjusted for number of-persons in the household (there were more -z
persons per family in high-stress than low-stress tracts) and when this factor is
taken into consideration, median household-and-mean -family income figures tend
to approximate each other in the degree of contrast offeredin_ascribing weight to
income in interpreting the stress levels of neighborhoods, it should be noted that
income was only one of nine variables included in the definition and not the sole
determinant of stress score.

*1-,3
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ences; four contrasting riMghborhoods_ were ,chosen in the
HaueriStein Study. There were two high-stress and two IOW-
Stress areas. Within each level of "socioecological" stress, there
was a predominantly black .,and predominantly white area
Table 1 is a summary of _the socioeconomic and instability
efiaracteristicsof these areas,

- Families in high-stress neighborhoods typically-bad incomes
below average and consequently had trouble making ends meet.
Housing_ was often crowd&d, rundown, and inadequate to ac-
commodate the needs of family members. People living there

anck.tended not to be_homeowners moved in and out of the
neighborhoods so frequently that th e was little chance: to get
to know who lived next, door. FamilieS were plagued with such
problems as high-divorce rates and separations from male
heads of household, They lived in fear of being physically as-
saulted on their own streets.

The loW=Stress neighborhoods presented a contrasting picture.
They contained among the best housing etroit had to offer,
the most stable families, the safest stre , and the highest
wage earners. ---..,

Because Hauenstein_thought that one pichire would speak
more eloquently than a thousand words in_deScribing the four
Sections of the city, she included photos of typical housing in
her final report to the National Institute of Mental Health.
IlluStration 1 is a picture of the -black high-stress neighborh'
WindoWS in apartment buildings are boarded up, and chi ren
are throWing stones at them. Junkecars line the alley where
the children "play" amid mounds of trash and garbage.

Of the_ four areas chosen, thlack high-stress section had
the lowest income. Male wage earners held unskilled or_semi-
skilled jobs. Very few families owned their own homes, and
well over two-fifths of them had moved from one house or,--
apartment to _another within the paft 5 years. Coming into
such neighborhood as not a housink improvement, however;

gt _w

most people .' come from comparable sections of the city.
The black hi tress area selected was next to Detroit's 12th

/ Street Tract ii:which riots had erupted in the Summer of 1967.
i

' The black low-stress area shown in illustration 2, presents a
pleasant contrast. Children playing on bicycles are shaded by
big old trees. Recenemodel autos are parked in front of Well-

.
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maintained houses. In 1967thiS area was 99 percent black; five
years prior to that time it had been predominantly white.

The people living in the black 16w-stress area were a little
younger than those fr,411 the other areas.-They were _typically
Protestant (Detroit as a whole is about 35 percent Catholic),
and most had moved into the neighborhood within 5 years. The
black low-stress area was rated by income in the top 1 percent
of black neighborhoods in the larger Marburg survey and in the
to 5 percent of all neighborhoods in Detroit. Family income of
those surveyed was higher than in the other three areas
($15;128 in 1967), and more people had high school diplomas (84
percent). A Significant subgroup had completed at least 4, years
of college (13.3 lieiteht). This sector represented the historically
new black middle class.

The white high- stress area; pictured in_illustration 3, reminds
one of a typical inner-city neighborhoOd. The houses are run-

,

down, and :litter lines the streets. While residents of this area
were a little bit better off financially than those in the_black

'high7Stresa area (mean family income of those surveyed was
$11,675 versus $10,513 for high-stress area blacks), they were
less educated, with only 43 percent having a high school diplo-
ma. One out of four families in the area lived in an apartment
house, and most of the husbands were blue-collar workers. One-
third of the residents- were originally from the South. These
families also had more children than any of the other t
groups, so what money they had had to be divided among more
people.

The designated whitelow-stress area, seen in _illustration 4;
was comparable to the black low-stress neighbOrhOod in terms
of the quality of housing and the desirability of physical Sur-
roundings. Large` trees; children _playing in wide_ streets, and
well=kept houses .attest to the relative material comfort of
people in this tract. White low - stress area residents tended to
be a bit older than others in the sample, and about 70 percent
of husbands had white-collar jobs. Although family income of
those surveyed was good, $12,132 in_ 1967, it was not much
higher than that of people in the high-stress areas (although
high-stress-area residents had more children on the _average).
But the phySical environment of the white low-Stress neighbor-
hood was clearly superior. Most of the people living there had
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beri raised in Detroit and had lived 'in their present homes for t,
alciatit 10 years:

Hauenstein wanted to see -rf- striking differences in environ-
ment could influence the health of the married women residing
in the areas. If socioecology influenced mental or physical well7
being, then its impact _would be most clearly _demonstrated
through contrasting extremes. For example, a high-,noiSe leVel
might lead to more_complaints of a nervous nafure:Fear of
crime- might increase personal anxiety. Poor housing could,
amongiotherthings; reduce a woman's enjoyment of her role -14
a homemaker: Difficulties in making ends meet could lead to
many marital problems, such as money squabbles and qed,,
family breakups. _

The married women were polled in their own_ hOrrieS by
trained nurses who were of the same race. IntervieW questions
covered such _topics as personal medical historieS, financial
status; -and education. But the questions of chief concern to
Hauenstein were the ones about the women's attitudes toward
and perceptions of themselves and their life situation.

PRESENTATION OF FINDINGS

In her study; Hauenstein was primarily interested in finding
out about the attitudes of women in the two defined economic
roles toward their work and families. The purpose of the study
was to investigate two related questions: (1) Do hOUSeWiVeS
differ from working wives in their attitudes toward'' work and
family? (2) Are there social class or racial factors that are
related to these _attitudes?

Three main comparisons among the women were po§Sible: (1)
attitudes-of housewives versus working wives; (2.) attitudes of
wives from high- versus low-stress neighlcidthOtds; and (3) atti-
tudes of black versus white wives. Comparisons between house-
wives and working wives in each of the four neighborhoods
could also he

`The findings for specific:variables can be categorized further
in t.. rns of their (1)_ consistency; (2) the number of variables
th r -ere significantl different between' groups in a compari-
soi rl (3) th, Iiiiniitude of differences between groups for
any given vat table. Consistency, as used by Hauenstein, im-
plied the follbwing: For comparisons of women in the'two eco-
rioniic roles, a difference was said to be consistent if it was
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4.ttnti to hold fOr'4,,pinen in each of-the 6W, neiii,hbOrhoodtflor
=,-olpititxtri.4qns-of WOrtin from the two streSS levels'.antl of th.0 two

4eYatt differences:1110A were said to be consistent if they oc-
.cw'r ousetkriveg and working wives._
ei-ttix-.4irialyik,t0itdicated that housewife_ Versus'WOrking-wife

e Wided not to be consistent. =That is they _were not
ietip-ialtfr...)Yy women in each of the four neighborhoods.4 . _ofiouseuvives versus working wives within each of the

.18iitiborhoods_yielded patterns that were peculiar to each
ark ty,c8ntrast; stress level and racial difference§ did tend to
be consistent between women in the two economic roles. When
the number of differences and their magnitude are considered,
comparisons are least striking betweeni women in the two eco7-
ribinie roles and most striking between -women of the two

The order of findings presented in the next section reflects
theSe distinctions. Housewife_ versus working-wife differences
Will be examined= for each of the four" neighborhoods. Stress

. level and racial difference& will be discussed more generally,
;::,atid_ the reade'r will bear in mind that any differences found

apply equally to women in thetwo_economic roles.
Working women we asked questions about their attitudes

'a..§ wage earners toward their jobs; money; security, and ad-
vancement. Some of these questions could not be applied to the
housewives, who were asked parallel items -about their enjoy-
Inent of hoUsework, and so on For example; one question for
working wives was "How often do you really enjey the work
you do on your job?" The analogous item for housewives, was;
"How often do you really enjoy the work you do in your
home?" Besides separate queStionS for women in one or the
other economic role, there Were more questions to all women
about economic matters; and all the women were asked the
same questions about marriage, children, relaticin§ with family
and friends,,and mental health.

Housftives and Working Wives in tho\Four Neighborhoods
At the time of interview, only about 50 percent of the women

in the sample'cif 508.Were working outside the home; but this
figure varied by neighborhood. For instance, 73 percent_ of
black low-stress-area and 63 percent of black high,stress-area
wives worked. In the white low_and high-stress neighborhoods;
these figures were lower, at 29. and 35 percent respectively.
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Most of the working wives held full-time jObs;_but-the type of
work: they did varied: For instance; over "25.percent iof black -
low-stress-area working wives were classified as occuPying pro-
fessional and_technical positions, such as accountants, iries,
librarians;_sociiil _workers, and teachers. In the other three
neighborhwds; very fete working wives,_:.1lack of White, fit into
this category. On the average, for the whole samplei:29 Percent
of the working wives held clerical or office AS, theiigh this
again differed_ according to neighberho6d. For eicample, 49 per:
cent of white low- stress -area working wives were secretaries or
clerks_ while only 15: percent of _black high-stress-area wives
were.iOther common types_of occupations for the wOmen polled
included Shepworkera,:casiti$rs, hairdressers, waitresses, cooks,
and domestics. The black high:stress neighborhoods had the
higlieSt_ perCentage of women engaged in service work, such as
industrial and private -home cleaning. Few women held nontra-
ditional occupations, such as plumber or baker, and very few
Were managers or proprietors of their own shops.

The earning power of black low-stress-area women was the
highest in the Sample, at around $6,600 a year, while, the black
higb=StreSS=area women made around $4,700. White women of
bbth stress levels didn't tend to make much more than black
high=stress wives, but more of them held part-time jots.

In diSenssing her economic-role findings, Hatienatein _nOted
that even: though'there were some differences between hOnae-
iiviVeS_ and_i*Orking wives in the full sample, the differences
usually_ Mkt to hold up for all the neighborhoods: Few tran-
scended racial or social-class boundaries. r, neighbor-
hoods, housewives and working wives ten s be more similar
than different.

FOr instance, in the black high-stress area, housewives were
different_from working wives only on a few variables. They had
Mere children than working wives andrkore time'to spend with
them. They had less money and less optimism about_ meeting'
next year's bills.. They were more likely_toliave test How-
ever, the black housewives were- like_their woM"...ng counter-
pirts in the assumed high-stress neighborhood on all other
measures.

:sewiVes and working wives in the black low-stre neigh
bo- ,5d were also more alike than different: When dif
emerged, they tended to favor the lot 'of the housewife. House--
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wives in the black low-stress area were likely to have more
childr*i and less likely to hold a college degree than the work-
ing wives. But unlike housewivein the- other neighborhoods,
their family incoine was almost equal to:that of their employed
counterparts: _Housewives were Mare 'satisfied than working
wives with how well they did in havinvenough money and
more satisfied with the job they did in muming_the house: They
thought that they were doing a hater job at meeting the needs
of their families than the working wivegi:Vxo ieriorted them-
selves as having less time to spend with their children and less

Table 2 Significant Housewife-Working Wife differences With^-
the White High-Stress Neighborhood

Variable Housewife-Working Wife Difference

Child arid Family
Good chance to spend time with children .28.3 '_)/9"
Good chance to teach 21.1 %
It is importantio.see to my family's needs 14:7 %.

Economic and Work-Related .

(Mean) yearly family income -41.8 °ie.*
I have done well at my work -22.5 %*
It is important to get out-of-house for relaxation 19.0 °h
Houseworkis seldom a strain on me 20.0ook

Husband-Related
I have-a_ good chance to spend time with my

husband ... ......... ........... 27.3 %*
My husband very often shows appreciation 28.3%**
It -is-important-to spend time with husband 21.1 %
Good chance to have sexual-life-I-would like 23.4 %
Seldom: disagree about sexual relations 24.8 %*
I have done well handling-disagreements 23.7 % !
We seldom disagree_about fa -fm-araces 19.0%*
It is important to help make t decisions 17.8 %*
't is-important that husband s ppreciation 161 cyo
Ve seldom get on each othe es 20.2 °16"
have done well at being a 25.4%**
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opportunity to teach them how to do things or to increase their
children's skills. But on other measures concerned with their
attitudes toward their tharriageand husbands; °the women
were id al.';

It wa.4- the white high-gtress neighborhood that differences
between' tiSeiViVes and working wives were most pronounced.
Eighteen_ attitudinal differences were found, and of these, 11

ere on items having to do with marital satisfaCtiOh. These_ are
resented in table 2._ More than any of the other groups, white

high- stress - area working wives were unhappier ahout some as-
pects of their relationships with their spouses_ than their house-
wife counterparts:

_ .

In the white high:Streas neighborhood working women were
more pleased with the job they did at work than were the
housewives with the job they did running the home. However,
the_ housewives were lea§ likely to report that their domestic
chimes were often a strain on them. Like working women in the
other neighborhoods, white bigh=gtirS8-area wage earners were
discontented with the insufficient time they had to spend with
their children, But the big differenceS emerged iii their self-
reports of _their marriages. Working wives had worse sex lives
than stay-at-home women and _were leSS likely to say that they
had been "good_ wives" to their huSbandS or had been tactful
about settling_ marital disputes. WI:irking wives placed less im-
portance on spending time with their mates and bolloyed them-.
selves to:be relatively unappreciated by theta They had more
disagreements about money and sex and,_ in general,..found it i;
more, difficult to be around their htiSbandS; they reported get-
ting on each other's nerves.

Even,So-White high-stress housewives and working wives did
not differ `p some other marital attitudes such as "would
marry the same man" and "seldom wish had never married."

In the white loW=StreSS _neighborhood; housewives were little
different from their working counterparts; except _that moresbf
them than workihg women were pleased with how well they
had done as wives and Mothers, and they reported less strain
in their housework than the workin0Wives did in their jobs.

Hauenstein notes that the working: wives in all four neigh -
borhoods seemed a bit less pleased With various aspects of their
housework and with their family relationships than house/t
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wives. Surprisingly; their discontent_ had little effect on Theirperceived mental health. For the entire analysis of separateneighborhOOds, there were only two significant health differ-ences. More black high-stress-area housewives had _diabetes;and more black = low - stress -area housewives inhaled when theysmoked. Generally, though, a woman'seconornic role had noimpact either on the number of symptoms or on the personal-happiness level she reported. The strongest differences betWeenhousewives and Workingiwives, regardless of race and hypoth-esized- socioecological stress, were (1) housewives' familyincome was smaller; (2) housewives had bigger families; and (3)housewives had a better Chance to spend time with their chitdren. Other differencesnot so strong but consistently presentin every neighborhOOd were that more honsewives than kirk-ing wives said that they had a good Chance to. teach and controltheir. children; and more housewives said that they wereSeldom bothered by their performance at housekeeping.
Interpretation of Findings

The absence pf differences on many items is a puzzling oneCons(tle4ring that less money was available to them, it is sur-prising that housewives felt as happy as working wives abouttheir economic situation. On the other hand, although theyenjoyed their housework and family life more than workingwomen; houseWiVes did not report fewer stress-related Symp-/toms-.

Hauenstein makes two points about the- - findings:there were many: more consistent similarities than differencesbetween women in the two economic roles. Most differ_encesthat did emerge seemed to -stein simply from the fact. thathousewives had more time at home than working_ wives. ThisWould imply taat there are no -basic differences between work-ing wives and housewives as far as their personalities or theirgeneral
W
outlook on are concerned.On tother nd,'sonie within-neighborhoOd _differencesmay stem from more subtle sources. The fact that housewivesin general,likd more time at home than Working wives does notexplain.. entirely _why black lowstress-area homemakers-more_suscessful at having enough money and at rifeeting thifamille§, needs. _PerhaPS, Hauenstein_ suggeSta,crbousewiyesthat neighborhood were 'able to prat that ma
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fiiinily incom o fartIthr. The two groups did have equivalent
incomes.- That- fact and the possibility-that the nonemployed
status of a wife might permit her to engage in moneysaving
activities, such assewing; _canning; home cooking, and compari-
soci shopOng, could yieldrealidifferences in disposable income.

Hauitikein is even more intrigued by what appears to be
going on in the white, high-stress neighborhood. Then), is an
indication thatiworking_wives there differ more fundamentally
from housewives_than do women in the other gititip. FibuSe:
wives' greater marital satisfaction compared to working wives
was clear; although no400d answers as to why it =exists are
!available rightinow. PeRikips, she speculates, the working wives
must combine' a physically demanding and unrewarding job
with the task of running_ a larger-than 7average household.
-(White high-stress-area working wives had an average of 3.1
children: 2.4 of Whom were living_ at home. Working wives in
other neighborhoods had fewer children.)

Stress-Level CompOsons
The agamptiOff of socioecolcgical_ stress for different neigh-

.

bOrhoods did notcontrary to expectationstranslate itself
into differences in mental health Women from the assumed
high- and low-stress areas experienced the same degree of gen-
eral satisfaction (or dissatisfaction) with their lives. While more
high-stress-area than low-stress-area wives said that they
weren't very happy-, no more of them complained of anxiety,
nervousness; ill health, or a host of other psychosomatic /naiad:
ies:

When women from high-stress neighborhoods_ did report
problems; their woes tended to_ stem _from a lack of enough
money to fulfill all their needs. They didn't find it easy to live
on the fami'y income, and few_AhhUght that they had a good

_chance to meet next year's bills. Women in high-stresk:areas
placed more emphasis on getting in life than their low-
stress counterparts and were unhappier with their occupation;
be it household or outside work: The housewives often reported
feeling that they wiOld rather be doing something else; and the
working wives wanted to find different jobs. The_high-stress-
arep women were Itss satisfied than low-stress-area women
With the job they chid around their homes; and they argued
With their husbands more about excessive drinking.
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Children occupied a more focal position in the lives of women
from the high-stress areas, perhaps because they were a readily
available source of reward and recipients of unfulfilled aspira-
tions_ Wives living there placed more importance on being
appreciated by- -their offspring, and more felt that they were
indeed appreciated by them.

Unlike housewife-working-wife differences, which tended not
to hold up across neighborhood and race, the stress-level differ-
ences were consistently lound for women in both economic
roles.

Differences Between the Black and White Married Women

The comparison between women of the two races yielded
more differences' than any of the other analyses and most of
the really strong (i.e., greater than 15 percentage points) ones.
The race differences were found for women in both economic
roles.

Black women, it seems; enjoyed greater
mentcrl health as measured by a number
of items; than white women.

A cluster of differences that is among the most ~provocative
and_ stimulating in the survey involves. black-white mental
health. Black. _women, it_seems, enjoyed greater mental/health,
as measured by a number of items; than white women. For
example, fewer black thariNvhite wives said that they suffered
from premenstrual tension or insomnia. Fewer had taken medi-
cine or had seen a doctor for nervousness. Black women
smoked less than white women, but they had higher mean
block' pressures. Hauenstein notes that, in study after Study,
blacks trepo fewer symptoms relating to mental illness, but it
is not dear why this is so.

The interpretation of these differences in mental health be-
tween black and white women is complicated by other findings
on economic attitudes a While black women con-
sistentlysistently repo ufferi -ewer difficulties_ in coping
with their lives, more' striving.- More than
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white women they emphasized the importance of pehional and
financial advancement. They routinely= endorsed more strongly
the following statements: very important to get ahead in life;
very iniportaht for husband to get ahead in his work; very
important to 1*. promoted_at_ work; very important to have
enough money; veryiimportant to have a better family income;
Very important to earn_ a _higher wage. More of the black
women had an optimistic view of their future financial situa-
tion (good -chance_ fer 11._ _better family income;_go-od chance to
earn a higher wage; there will be mere_ need for people doing
my kind of work); except that fewer siiid that tilt* had a good
chance to be able to pay next year's bills.

These findings run coanter to some popular notions about
mental health, One school of psychology claims= that high dApi=
rations toward material_success should lead to the development
Of stress- related- _complaints. Striving people are thought to
suffer more heart attacks, ulcers, and nervous symptoms. But
at ,least in the case of black women in the Detroit sample, this
is not so.

SOciOlogista have often_been quicli.-40 point out that the
degree of difference betwee what. :peiSn on aspire§ to and What
he or she actually ,hagachieved is an index of alienation. taw
achievement coupled_with_high expectations can lead to redou-
bled efforts or to- hopelessness. Presumably, small discrepancies
are easier for a_person to handletanil may indeed be pod since
they *Tease triving. Large_discrepancieS tend to frustrate
and lad tt person- to give up. No diserelmney may be personally
comfortable, or it may be a bit boring.

In the Detroit survey; there Were a series- of items asking the
married women what they hoped-46 achieve personally and
financially and how well they were actually doing at meeting

';these aspirations. HaueTtein didn't calculate' difference scores
for each person; however, as _a group, black women of the-trio
stress levels had consistently larger discrepancies between -their
hopes and their present circumstances than white women on
many items concerning economics and.marriage

Differences between aspiration and realization tended -to -be
greatest for black high-streassarea women (as might be expected

_ ,

because of their low-economic level), but the same discrepancy
pattern emerged _on several items for the black_ women in the
much more comfortable financial circumstances. The married

9t)
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women of the two races did- not differ significantly in what they
objectively had achieved, but the black Women placed more
importance on economic goals. For instance, white higlkstress-
area women were not too pleaSed in general with how well
they had done in getting aheiyi In thiS, they Were no different
than black high-stress-area women But the same, percentage of
the former group said that they ha. II 0 * 11 said Oita they
felt_ _it was very:important to &el, 4144. IC -iatirega
borhoods, many 'more blacks tha tia iin
to get ahead. Aspirations and iOYrn,
matched up better for white thane Wag .

Contrary to some expectations,_hoWeV k e4d#
. --I we . , ;

zk:. rial as-
pirations and larger discrepancies betty v 3116y wantedi,and *hat they had did not have a neggive ,.. 4 : t on the
mental = health indices of-black women. If an , `:g, their eco-

t ontentment.nomic dissatisfactions went along with per
Perhaps newly awakened black Cdii§ciousnp$s in 1967 (when

the data were collected) might have =led blackii to endorse more
highly items concerned with social and materiiiit succesa_It
might be argued that it was more socially desirable to express
concerns with getting ahead. =On the other hand, high-aspira-
tions also seem underatandable in view of the historic position
of blacks in the lowest social and economic strata of 'American
society.

In kebping with their ather_aspirations, black women were
also more inteKested either in getting or in changing jobs than
White Women. More placed stress in their marriages on having
a good, sex life; even in a_ pre-Masters and Johnson era; but
marital arguments aboutjnoney were more common. In their
marital relations, black_w orn en seemed more critical and Ind&
Pendent than white women; which may be understandable in
light of their greater sh*t_in_ the family's economic survival.

,Of the ibiir-iieighborhoodrpolkm3;_wives,in the black high-stress
area seemed in some respects the least pleased with their
spouses, but the black women in the low-stress neighborhood
seemed_ to share a slightly less positive view, of %arriage.

On the other hand; the).black women found inoresatisfaction
in the maternal role than white Wdnieii.,7,More of= them said
that it was essential to spend time with their children, and
more thought that they had done very well at b-eing "good

CV;
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mothers" and at haVing their children's respect A number of
factors could accountfor these findings.

For instance; the black women's= emphasis on the maternal
rola may_ reflect their view of their children as recipients of
satisfactions_ that had been denied them, Or it may reflect his-
torical differences in. black family- =life. Some authorities -hold
that black_women have traditionally tended)to be more stable
family_ members_ than men "and_ so_ have had afar greater, re-
sponsibility for_c.hildrearing. indeedi:so important is the role of
*omen_ in black society that SOCiblogists have referred to it, as a
matriarchy._ Among poci blaCk :young women today, mother-
hood stilD_occupies a prime position as a means of achieving
self-esteem.

The black family often described as -retaining the
last vestiges 'of an extended family structure. Relatives: live
close by, often in the same_building or neighborhoed, anikare
rqidily available to assist_ a_family member in time of .need.
BlAck women in Hauenstein's sample tended_to give suppOrt to
the notion that the extended family is still _viable: in :black
American life. More so_ than_ white women, they..said thilt it
was viry important for them to get along well with their
parents, and less often they said that it was important to get
along well with nonfamlly members.

SUMMARY THOUGHTS

_ What emerges from Hauenstein's ,study is the finding that
race yields the largest differences among married _women and
also the strongest differencea6f all the factors considered. The
most outstanding black=White differences had to do with
women's Eittitiideit6Werd personal and financial advancement
and occupational mobility. There were also many _strong differ-
ences in general mental health and some large differences in
attitudes toward_ marriage, and children.- Even so; black and
white women did not differ significantly on many other meas
urea, Stith theit general physical_ health; and attitudea'
toward bouskooping, family, Jieeds; and enjoyment of work

.

There were fewer consistent differences betwii.An women_from

. the assumed high- and low - stress neighborh. ;_ and fely:_fewer

of these were strong . =ones. As with the raarti llompaliArt; the
main stress-level differences concerned eConordic attitildes.

t
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There were few consistent differences between high- and low-
stress-area women in mental or physical health, altitudes
toward housework, enjoyment of work, or attitudes toward rela-
tives and friends.

The housewife-working-wife comparison yielded by far_ the
smallest number of consistent differences, and only one of these
was more than 15 percentage points. There were,two marginal
differences in mental health, one difference about housework,
and three about children.

Many of:the differences thaVdo emerge seem to have plausi-
ble explanations. Black and high-stress-area people may be
more concerned about, material advancementbecause they
have been or still al-e in the lower socioeconomic strata. Work-
ing wives are more bothered by housewark and have less time
to spend with children, probably because they must spend more
time out of the home.

Other aspects/of the study raise, questions that are more
difficult to explain in terms of economics. Why do black
women; given their historically low-status position iYi American
society and given their high striving for success, report the best
mental health? Why do striking c 1 n = socioecological
conditions not yield large differences oT : 1 health? Have
we been led astray in03elieving th socioecological
conditions-_ are directly translated in rates or mental
illness? Other sociological_ studies have 13. -%

r swings in gener-
al economic_ conditions _to increases in mental illness. But- in
Hatienstein's study; there?is relatively -little- suggestion that
large differences onAre socioecological dimensim play such a
role. Residents of th'e high-stress tracts were similar to low-

., stress-tract residents on- measures of mental health.
This rmding_is especially perplexing since Kasl and Harburg

(1975) have reported elsewhere .that- the residents of the high
stress areas studied by. in perceived_significantly_more
stress in their environmen an did residents of low-stress
tracts. Despite this, the researchers found no relationship be-
tween perception of neighborliood and mental health or well-
being. BloOd pressure levels were also unrelated to the environ-
mental perceptions. Kasl and Harburg qualify thck,results by
pointing_ out that: (1) They are confined to married people
rather than all residents of urban environments, and (2) the

z.N.rnental health measures included are relatively limited.

AC'
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However, it is possible that the married women in high-stress
tracts were in some way buffered against the potentially delete-
rious effects of their environment._They were liVing in more or
less stable nuclear family arrangements which may indicate
and/or contribute to greater perceived mental health 'an 90

sonal happiness. Also, the stress_ areas chosen were 11E4
extreme as they' could haVe been because there were ye .1.
married coupleS in the highest stress tracts to be foUn
Detroit: Therefore, while the .comparison in the study was hi-
tween married Women residing in strikingly different physic&
and social surroundings, it may not have been one between

_ people actually experiencing the most extreme contrasts possi-
ble in socioecological conditions.

Women are more similar than dissimilar
regardless of their neighborhoods of resi-
dence, nrice, or economic roles.

is intriguing to speculate why maternal employment ap
parently plays such a small part in wives' attitudes toward
themselves and their lives. Outside: work. for the average
woman emerges _neither as a personal panacea, an automatic
source of self - esteem and personal contentment, nor as a great
strain on personal resources. However, working wives do report
themselves as less_ satisfied with thkquantity and quality_ of
time they spend wish their childiensldfiti_iS finding seems incon-
gruent with the popularly espousedjicition that it is quality of
time alone which willinfluence the nature of themother-child
relationship. Working wives also felt that they had less control
over their children_and 1 es. opportunity to instill in them the
values they consider impkrtant. One wonders whether the

Er working women_ may not be reflecting guilt relayed to them
through the media and other sources Which insinuate that
outside work dilutes the mothering role.-

Hauenstein allows that more economic -role differentes may
actually exist than were discovered in her study. She would
like to compare women who work 40 or more hours a week

-*with women o have nail-time jobs, or who are housewives,

33,377SJ C - 79 - 13
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and also to compare women who have young children with
those whose children are in grade and high school. Finally_she
thinks it would be worthwhile to compare women who work in
personally rewarding jobs with those who work in more mun-dane endeavors.

In spite of the differences that emerged; -the biggest findingin the study is that of no differences on -many measures.Women are more similar than diaSiinilar; regardless, of their
neighborhoods:of residence, race, or economic roles. Moreover,
the importance_ of such differefitiating_factors maybe losing outto the influence of _television, which brings into American
homes nightly images of "typical" Americans which manypeopl strive to odeL The big city Melting pot may havedisa ared ono supplanted_ by the Media. Whatever thereaso American women tram diffeteht SUbcultures have!incorn many fundamental beliefs and 'attitudes. They sharethe e aspirations and_problems. And that finding in a worldwhe e o many peoNe erect barriers between themselves andothers is Worth the pondering:
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MAFtRiED MEN: WORK AND
FAM I CY

Principal investrga

Author: Eunice Coffman, NI4IH

INTRODUCTION

That women have moved massively into work roles is a well-
noted Socie phenomenon of our time The correspondin ques-
tion of what men may be doing in their family r
ceived far less_attention and research. As omen
into the work force, are men expanding t
as husbands and fathers? AS more wo me
ners, are their spouses more threatened relieved?
men turning more from work to family rce of satisfac-
tion? Are there ways to measure degrees and kinds of men's
performance, psychological involvement, and satisfaction
these two roles? What might be the consequences fcir the future
of these large:scale social changes taking place?

These are some of :the :questions that over the last decade
have absorbed Joseph Pleck; now at the , Wellesley College
GentOf for on Women. His work as a pioneerzi male -
role' research has been both unalytic and ernpiricaIi. That is;
some of it has been devoted ,Ao .analyzing__existingfindings;
is-elating and defining_ entities . -to. be investigated; developing
theoretical constructs for -their interpretation and the_ hypoth,

.4set tifiat_pinpoint_what_ needs to be known, and relating all
this -to _a stufbunding body of research. In a contrasting mode;
his empirical -Studies have been devoted to applying this analyt-
ical work to developing research designs aniii:iinstrurnentS;

387
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using national sUrvey, data and the formidable and arcane ste-
tistical techniques now developed for__an'alyzing these huge
amounts _of computer-processed information: Research findings'

. from such studies are likely to be treated with great interest
because of their enormous social _significance and; hence, rel-
evance tusocial policy. For the same reason they should also be
treated with circumspection.

Surprisingly, for most categories of men,
family is a greater source of both in-
volvenzent and satisfaction for many
more of them than is work.

Some. of Fleck's- work investigates the relative .degrees of
psychological involvement and satisfaction men derive from
their two primary roles of work = and_ family and eirplores.-the
nature :of thiS SatiSfaction. Surprisingly, for most categories of
men, family is a greater source of both involvement and satis-
faction for many more of them than is work. This finding does,
not appear to be a recent change or product of either the
coming of the age of aquarius or' women into the work force,
even though it counters the traditional stereotype of men as
work-oriented, women as family-oriented.

If the finding is So, a question provoked is _whir men's per-
formance, the_ actual time they spend in the family role; is so
minimal: Fleck has been one of the researchers contributing, to
the methodology for measuring this performance and in-one of
his most recent empirical studies has found that contrary -to
previous time budget Studies, men with working wives are be-
ginning to show significantly more time spent in thp family
role than men with nonworking wives.

If this finding holds,: it may auger an important redistribu-
.

tion of men's actual performance time between work and
fapiily, matching their longstanding psychological involvement
and satisfaction with it It would be the complement of the
increasing time:- women are now giving to work and in this
respect, might herald a_ fundamental change in our cultural
norms, replacing or adding to the older stereotype of men/ ,

103
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work women/family with one which accords to each person the
two les of work and family, _ _

Ple k speculates about itilly men should feel the family bread-
winn r role so involving and satisfying = Various hypotheses
have been that the _family provides-an arena for men's power
drive nd need to dominate, or that lhe_descending order of
husba d; wife; children satisfies .a Common need for hierarchy
and s cial order; Pleck hypothesizes that-a_ _crucial source:_ for
this feeling; provided by our tradition, sdcial structures; and
expect' is the pride and sense of Identity men derive from
being breadwinner and good provider, over decades of a _life-
time ail(' over sometimes overwhelming odds and disappoint,
ments and dissatisfactions with work, This responsibility and
capacity, and the sense that it is expected of them; gives weight
and dignity to their family role, This speculation would be
consistent with the apparent anomaly of high psychological
involve ent and very low actual time spent with the family;

If thi hypothesis is Valid, then we must wonder' what will
happen e s wives begin to meet or exceed the husbands' capac--
ity to b primary breadwinner in their Work, what the rear=
tions m y be, what modifications may be required of_men in

,their rol ; sense of identity, and feelings of self-worth. We must
wonder
are alre
abrading
categoriz
explore th

To see h
sense of th
tang where
chology of s
and research
his specific st
concerned; at
the research; a
for research, po

A special= and
but misleading
refers to a paid j
while "fainily rol

hether and how they will experience, as many women
y, the sometimes chaotic and bewildbring feelingS,, .

demands, and aggravations that social psychologiStS
as signs of role conflict. Pleck has now turned to
se conflicts in both men and women.
w these 'conclusions have come about and to gain_ a
it validity and significance; let us look at the set-
hey occurred, at recent developments in the,psy,

roles, and at the developMent of Pleck's thought
ver the past 10 years; then from this context, at
dies of men's fathily role; then; for those who-are
ome interesting methodological-issues raised by
d finally; at what the next steps appear to be
cy; and our own liveS:
expreSS' note should be made of a convenient
se of terminology. Throughout, "work role"

or outside employment by man or woman,
' ,.refers to house chores and child care or

19q
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attention by husband; wife; or single parent. That the latter
role is work; too; is apparent and every parent will verify.

THE CONTEXT\
People's behavior and the arguments given to defend or castiz

gate examples of it are often drawn from psychologists' theories
and- assumptions: Thus-, these. theories and assumptions have
often without people's awareness shaped their ideas of defini-
tions and limits of sex roles. In this way, psychologists haVe
sometimes influenced the course of social history. RecaUSe of
this influence, it is important to notice how psychologists' views
of sex roles have changed. In an early paper Pleck mapped a
traditional view of the psychology of sex roles that until recent=
ly dominated American psychology, reviewed some new re-
search that has in his view, established a new psychology of
sex- and traced the implications for change in women's
and men's social roles and relationships (2977).

Here, the term "sex miles" does not refer to the specifically
sexual behavior-of men and women. but to the personality traits
and adult_sociat responsibilities ascribed to them: Thus, for
example_ personality traits of the male role conventionally,
until _recently; prescribed that men be active, aggressive, and
competitive; of the female role that women be nurtaraht,
warm; and altruistic. Adult social responsibilities of the male
role prescribed breadwinning and sexually distinct types Of
home choreS; of the female role, childcare and housework at

,home and low-pay, low-prestige jobs at wk_ or_

Fleck identified five propositions assumed by the traditiOnal
psychology of sex roles:

Women and men differ substantially on a wide variety of
personality traits, attitudes, and interests_:

TheSe differences, to ;a large degree, are biologically based.

A major part of these psychologioal differences between the
sexes- results =from an hypothesized psychological process
called- identity; development," differently defined .13Y
severSkl "competing theories, that goes :beyond the given bio-
balgical base.

1 H
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_

Developing sex identity_ is risky;_particularly for males, and
failure to develop through the appropriate steps of an hy-
pothesized developmental process can result in profound dif-

[.
ficulties in personality and life adjustment, lincluding tiorno=
sexuality.
Psychological differences between the sexeS, and -the -need
lOr a normal sex identity simultaneously account for and
justify the traditional division by sex of work and family re-
SponsibilitieS.

To the traditional psychologist, the premise that sex roles are
partly learned does not mean that society is free to change
'What it- teaches or that = people have latitude in adopting their
sex roles_ That social learning_ is required for full, normal,
sexual identity only puts each Of us at greater nal( for develop-
ing .the right besex-role. traits, cause so much \mbre can go
wrong through mislearning. In this view, changes in sex roles
are undesirable because women and men psychologically need
to be different, and sex-role alterations will not only fail but
lead to social disaster.

According to one analysis of scientific development, a given
field is often dohiinated by a reigning model or \ 'paradigm"
Which can successfully accopnt for and interpret generated re-
Search. Bu5, gradually new research accumulates reS\ults which
the inbdel:cannot account for, and a radically new '\ paradigm
emerges (Kuhn 1962).

Such unassimilable results have begun to accumulate (Pleck
1977). At the same time three bodies of research are forming
the nucleus of a new psychology of sex roles. First, Pleck cites
the extensive .research review of Eleanor Maccoby and Carol'
Jacklin (1974), finding no average differences between the
sexes, despite commonly held beliefs that women are 1ss ana-
lytical, have lower motivation to achieve and lower self-esteem;
and are more suggestible, socially oriented, and nurturant:
Average differences by sex were confirmed by men's greater
physical aggression' and by women's greater verbal ability but
less ability at visual-spatial and mathematical tasks. These
average differences by sex, and the ,larger .context of much
greater psychological similarity, are not sufficient to ac aunt
for the vast difference in sex roles. Second, the research of
John Money (Money and Ehrhardt 1972) on gender identity
indicates that, except for a fractional minority; gender identity
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is irreversibly established very much earlier in:fife, alrouelif the )
age of 3, than the hypothesized ritIty developmental process of
the traditional View allows. Lastly, research of Sandra Bern and
her colleagues (1973, 1975) supports, the view that having only
traits considered _masculine or feminine has more psychologi-
cally negative effects than having an androgynous rn4).. For
example, males and females classified as androgynous did well
at tasks requiring resisting group pressure (masculine) and also
at tasks requiring nurturance and emotional sensitivity (femi-.
nine). Males classified as masculine did well on the first but not
the second tests_ Females classified as feminine did not du well
on the first and with some variation did not do well on the
second either. Perhaps;__Bem_ suggested; these_ results came
about because thetasks_required taking initiative in ambiguous
circurnstffnCes; which "feminine_ dependence does not_encour-
age: Thus; the traditional sex stereotypes may be psychological-
ly handicapping for both sexes:_ Such findings undercut tli
social justification for; and bring into question the profound
differences and inequities in; the social roles that women and
men -Play in paid employment and the family. But these social_
roles are"heldin place by the prescriptive power of the social
structures and expectations that mold us all, by fear of the
unkruiwn or of the stresses and conflicts of social change.

Growing uneasiness with the reigning psychology of sex-role
paradigm, or_atdeast, the diminished power of its sanction; may
have been a_ factor in the Second Coming of the women's move-
ment during the_late sixties and early seventies that triggered
widespread militancy; consciousness raising; and political activ,
ism: One result of this ferment was the_ kindling in .Joseph
Pleckwith a fresh magna cam laude from Harvard in social
relations; earned during those incited years and; subsequently;
doctorate in clinical psychologyof an interest in the nature
and significance of the male sex role: The feminist movement
and speculation about the limits of women's sex -roles opened
theway to ask whether men; too; might not be, imprisoned in
their traditional sex roles. Speculation th ough the late sixties
and early seventies continued until by fall 1974; four major
books had emerged (Farrell 1975; Faste 1974; Kaye 1974;
fleck and Sawyer 1974). The precipitated awing interest;
activism, conferences, research, publications, and, recently;
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journal attention of an entire issue on the topic (Pleck and
Brannon 1978k

Over these years of immersion, Pleck's attention in .male
research became less psychologically _or personality orientedas ,

his sense of the iMportance of social roles in deteritiining be-

haviorhavior increased: The_ main social roles determined by people's
'sex are in work and the family. While "sex roles" can be
conceived in different ways to- refer, for example, to adole§:-
cent dating relationships or otiten;.to_refer to personality traits
more typical of cine sex or the otherfor Pleck the term de:
notes the two social' sets of behaviors; _responsibilities, and ex=
p*ciatibh8 concerning work and family,, for women and men.
These assumed social roles; very much part_df people's psyqhol-
ogy, evidence themselves in social interactions_ of;_for example,
the male's traditional family role, the Breadwinner; who is 4

resridnSible for working at a job, who is expected to use earn,
ings from to support the family, and whose behavior; hence,
involves little time spent at home.

There are -at least three commonly used explanations, not
mutually exclusive; for why men in adult life have the 801
roles that they- do. One of them is that men are "nattirally1
disposed to be the_ones who go out into the wrld to hunt or ,
forage and bring-home the food, either through some. stilL unde-
termined gerteAc endowment or the cumulative:acculturation
of several million years in the primate channel. A §ecorkd ex=
planation; currently receiving emphasis, is that men from early
childhood are socializedito fill these adult roles through rein=
forcement and social learning of those zsonality_trait§ that
enable them as adults= to fulfill their s roles of work and
family. A third explanationaccounts for_ sex roles in terms Of
the structural factors of adult lifestich as _institutidn§ an
embedded social habits_But Pleck no longer believe8Jithe second
explanation adequate to account' for the simple and compare=
tively invariant_ sex roles when contrasted With the
wide variation in rnen's personality traits: He believes the third
explanation accounts much more strongly for our sex-role be=
-havior than the other explanations and that probably the most
significant structural factor is economic. Work forjiay provide§
economic independence; from which other discretional choices
flow; not working for pay prdvides economic dependence.

302-750 0 79 -
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,T, Itiithe sense, tins third explanation zippezirs as a variant df
the Mitlist doctrine tail the manner of economic exchange is
the basic explanatory,principle and that society is the super-
structure derived from this base:_But if so Pleck'S analysis is in ,

another sense post-Marxist pr beyond Marx in two significant
respects. First; it identifies the family anTl not the individual as
the basic economic _unit of analysis and, second, it explains the ,
disproportion ank inequities of male and female social role :as
primarily attributable to men's sex role as economic breadwin-
ner. But the_other side of the same coin is Pleck's proposal that
it is as breadwinner for the family that men have traditionally
fulfilled' _their_ sex role, regardless of whether they enjoyed
either- -work or family. That is, they have accepted as a crite=
mon qf

?their manhood the requirement to support' a family
economically by working. In this view, the male's customary
dominance in the traditional familY is not explained prinwily
by genetic, psychological, or socialization factors, thoupii alt
may contribute, but most centrally by his breadwinning role.
The family is controlled not by the male but by hiS job.pom
the man's view, his obligation is to the family contract, rithat
contract, the husband ,suyiPertS the family through "his paid
work, in return for Which the wife takes care of him and their
children: In so doing, he proves to himself, his family, and the
world that he is a Man. In this analysis, a man is a trai*e
beleaguered fellow than the strutting peacock, restless hunter:

Sochinashop bull, king in his aStle,' insatiable powermonger; or
roving Don Juan projected by they analyses. He may be one or

theof the- hilt is also well aware of what is expected of
him that he ght to be and that is holding up his end of an
economic bat- ain. That- is mainly why most men mostly still
do. Pleck believes we -need to analyze these existing attitudes to
predict what the impact of current changes will-be.

ThiS analysis suggests we look to the consequences of various ,

social changes on this traditional coritaictiFor the basic unit of
economic transaction, !he" family; has been changing. From a
number of data, these are indicative: in families that have_both
is husband and wife-, only 31 percent haVe,only a husband
breadwinner; 47 percent have two breadwinners, both huscband
and wife_(Hagghe 1977). If men's two traditional sex roles of
work and family.i are related in a fundamental way by an
implicit contract of economic exchange of 'work done to show

Q,)
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ability_ to_ support a family; what happens to men if and when
.

performance -rind wages or salary;,in'these role is equalled or
exceeded by their wives and women colleagues at work? We. do
not know' how widespread the condition might become or how',
profound -the consequeaces may be Neither do we know the

.

.conk9uences of tk, newer dictum: Let both sexes fill both roles
in terms of rale coAflict; strain; overload; psychological change,
or cultural dislocati6: We/do know remarkably large changes
are taking place.

The social scientist's task in this welter of change is tease
from it features of social organization there to be -captured. To
do; so requires a process of developing Useful new concepts and e

ways to operationalize or quantify them. These provide a
.handle or way to shape phenomena and trace what effects they
ha've. In the research literature of work_ and family life, as well
as in the growing literature on the' effects of unemployment,
the phenomena of men's family and work sex rOleS, of their -

relation to each other, possible conflict, and relatioh of bbth to
fewale roles, have gone almost unremarked, though change is
under way (Nye 1976). Fleck believes they can be central Con-
cepts for understanding the changes taking plLe. For example,
he has analysed into pants and devised measures for ti4ee
concepts that are aspects of family and work roles. The pi-§ti is
amount of performance, how much time is actually spent. in the
role; the second is level of psychologicczi involvement in the role
the third is the degree of adjustment or satisfaction_ found in
the role. In effect, the idea of sex Ties provides us with a new
cognitive category for understanding a_piece of social_ reality;
the three ,concepts and measures provide- ways to isolate and
test it; to see if it fits the phenomena and helps explain them.
Let us look at Pleck's research on men's sex roles.

THE WORK:FAMILy ROLE SYSTEM

The study of work and the study of family have-until recent-
ly been separate subdisciplines in sociology ;-whereas -they ought
te_lie considered jointly to show how the function of-each role
ffe-cts the other. Similarly, traditional 'sex-role norms pre:.

scribed*ork and family responsibilities by sex; but flaw options
for each Se* to integrate roles in both work and family,.are
emerging. Thus, a simple conceptual rubric lays out the links

r
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between mile work r( :i and female ,cork role in bOth the work
pliice and irt marriage, the links between initle work role ind
male family role, between lemide work role and_feniale flimily
i-ole, and_ the linIts between male family role iindtprinale family
role, arid pus helps organize research about the relationsi1,mong these roles. (4,977) ciills_this rubric the work-fanzila,

sy;tern. The
Nsysteffi-

c in be used at the level pf individual
families or in the aggregate. Let us look at the ink& flintily roll
links in this: system: the female and male family role link and
the male family and work role link. Two interestinfeatures of
the link betyyeen female _and male family roles are first, that.

ty_family tasks ar segreg4t.ed by sex (Blood Aind Wolfe 1960;
Duncan et at 74) and ilia wives' support for the traditional
division of lab r by. sex remains strong (Robinson et al. 1976).
Second, althouhh; as weahall see, j-nethOd differknces introduce
discrepancies in data; -it appears that At leak until recently,
men's family role time was not much indre if their wives
worked than if they didn't. That is huSbaridS contribrited about
the same time to family tasks 4bout 1.6 hburs per day) wheth-
er their wives worked (with, an average 4.8 hours of family
work per day) or vi (with an average 8.0 hours of family work

...per day) accordink to one study (WVker 1970) and ckroborated
by others.(Intpresting features of the link between male family and
work roles are first that althcIngh men's family time goes down

work time goes up and vice versa, men's farhily_ time base-
line (about 1.6 hours -per day) is very_ loW: one -third that of
worl?ing wives. The ceiling is imposed not by Work-role de-
mands;,,since_these demands are roio,h1Y the same for 'working
v;7ives and _for husbands, but by the traditional divisiori of
family labor by sex. Second; if thiS is So, then, as to g aS'Wives:
and husbands' support for this traditional division by, sex re,
mains strong, decreased_wbrk:rolg demands for men .are
likely to increase their family role time so much as increa. ,

6_what they give_ to overtime, two jobs, or leisure: _TiArd, an'
adantage of using the Work=family system is that, It sfibiva -tip
defects of comparability in data due to our own cultur'
ness. For example, Pleck cites economic literature qv,
wives are asked how they allocate- their time amore
market work, housework nd childcare, and leisure; bLit
ban& are asked. only how ey allocate they...time between p
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market work and leisure. So menus actual participation in
'family role is analytically 'invisible. The lesson that can be;
genera'ized from this findk,tig is that men's family -role research
questions are not yet correctly and sharply focused enough tq
provide the answers we need.

a
.

MEN'S FAMILY ROa: PERFORMANCE
/

Plcck analyzes4mn's family role in terms of three concepts:
performance, or actual time spent in the role, level of psylio--
logical involvement; and degree of satisfaction in or adjustment
to the role. These three are not the only concepts to reflect
aspectS of men's family rble, and among other concepts that
have had :research attention are husbands' 'decisionmaking
power, husbands' companiOnship or emotions roles, and fattier-
hood and the .father child relationship. But f sing on the first
of these, performance, is a good way, to beco e aware of the
spadework that goes into breaking new ground, analyzing a
concept and developing measures fog it.

Regarding performance, Pleck_ 1b76) asks three deceptively
simple questions: first, what is the extent of- men's family-role
performance? SeCond, why is it so limited? Third, what are the
consequences of this currently limited rdile? Until recently, the
extent of men's family-role iperformAnce was measured by a
variety of family division -of-labor westions that yielded corn-
parative scores 9f ea h family member's contribution to a task
but which were hard o translate:into units of work that were
additive; easily unders and that had concrete meaning in
absotute terms. "Time budge methodology has made,possibl
a simpler 'approach that asks respondents to record an itemized
titi'y's activity in "diaries", thai are the-n cncied, weight , andweight

in an easily under4tood unit of measurement time.
.From several- large-scale studies of time/ use, Pleck' ocus is
one that draws on a national sample of 1,244 adults in 44
metropolitan area and 788 residents of Jackson, Michigan, in
19666 (Robinson 1977).

In this Study, men's total, family work averages 96 minutes
per day or_ 11.2_ hours per week. fetiir comparison, the total
family work of housewives is 53.2 hours per week, and for (
working women, 28.1 hours per week. liVith the exception of
marketing, men's /rk.tencIS to be concentrated in irregularly
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performed housework and travel relati'd to shoppi6,14 and criddti
care. Men's direct child care, for those who have children; is
small, about 12 minutes a day, and its largest component is;
playing_ with children. Men -Spend more time child-- contact
tany.activity whore their children are present, including watch-
ing TV),..ranging fronc.two to four hours a day. It is not known
how much_ of this time frel_!s the wife to be out of the house.
There is lack of consensus about variations in tmen's family
work by class; race; age,. and _family life-cycle stage, and the
general averages may mask_ differences for each.of these fac-
tors. But for a fifth factor; whether the_ wife works or,not, these
timedmdget data show men spend about. the same amount of
family time; a finding contrary to earlier analyses based. on
-omparative division-of-labor measures indicating. more family
rme spent by men with wives who worked (Blood and -Wolfe
,)60). For those interested; the ,difficulty with these_ measures
discussed later in a section on methodology.. Until recently;

the finding- was also ,corroborated by other large-scale time,
budget studies that did not use comparative or proportional
measures (Walker-and Woods 197(i; Meissner et al. 19754._
-T However, in a recent study of Pleck and Lang's using-1977-

data (1978), there is a small but significant increase in family
,time by men' with workiflg wives,_perhaps signalling the begin-
ning of a change. In this study based on data from the 1977
Quality of Employment Survey,_ husbands of working wives
spend more time in the family role than husbands of nonwork;,--
ing -wives about 1:8 more hours per week in housework and
2.7__yriore/hours per week in child care (Pleck and Lang 1978a).
Though _these_ increments are small, they shbuld not be Jis-
missecLThey may_i_ndicate. that husbands in the' late 1970's are
beginning to compensate. for their wives' outside work by in-
creasing their (thehuSbands') own family work. .

Why is Men's Family Role so Limited?

. Ninety-six minutes a day, or about 11.2 hours per week; is
not a great deal of time for meh to spend in their family role;
along with an assumed 40 hours in their work role, particularly
contrasted with working women's 28.1 hours per week, along
with an assumed 40 hours in the work role, and housewiv4
53.2 hours per Week. Three kinds of explanations that have
been offered are that males' biological heritage or "program--
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cuing.' does not dispose tam to child care; that their (cork roles
interfe_re, or that sex-role ideology limits thein.

Plea( reviews several kinds of data in studies-relevant to the
biologiczil-incipacity hypothesis: evidence_ _off ithering in other
animal species, terole of sex hormones in nurturance towat-ds
the young zind human fathers response to newborns. He con-
cludes that there is considerable diversity within the primates
in the role of males in child-reziring; that parental behavior
does develop: in males sirpply with exposure to newborns, and
that in_ controlled sittuttiOns human- fathers Feel and act to-,
wards their Mfants in ways hard distinguish from the ways
of mothers. Thus; in general; it is more plausible to say that
men's low child &ire occurs despite men's innate capacity to
nurturiniants and not because of some biological incapacity.

A second explanation; that men's work roles limits: men's
family`time; has been tested in several different formulations.
One is that by fulfilling his work role, a husband icielieves his
brezidwinning responsibility is carried out and he is thus re-

_
lieved f-`any other family role. This formulation does not ex-
plain the data showing that the husband with a working wife
does not apiily the same belief_ito her A second formulation is
that the dereands of men's work role limit the family time they
should or would like to:give. The kinds of evidence for these
denninds reviewed by Pleck are varied, and although they do
reduce men'sfamilY work, Pleck then reviews the_studiep that
suggest, reasons why these demands don't adequately account
for men's limited family role. These studies suggest that; when
work demands are reduced, men do -not increase family time
very much, as contrasted with leisure time: Often when oppor
tunities to reduce the work_ role are offered, men do not take

-advantage of them: Working women:do find the time,to spend
with fanky. When men hi_av lower hours Th.'paid work, their
family Oork_ does not increase proportionately.' From thiS
review; _Meek concluides that men's low baseline and low elas-
ticity of family performance time Must be accounted fbr by
other; ideological _factors,

Pleck's review of_recent national and other large-scale survey
data on_ men's family . work provides somewhat surprising and
anomalous conclusions; (e.g._ MasOn and -Burnpass 1975 Yanke,10-
vich L974; Harris 1,971). -Only a minority, 10 to 35 percent,
depending on the exact comparison made; of the population
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believe that, in general, men' should do more housework and
child care than they aro now doing. Only 35 percent of wives
reporting no help from their husbands want more help.: Only
half of a recent male sample supported equal housework and
child- care if the :wife worked. There is no consensus that men
should increase their family work. Second, these attitudes seem
to be changing very slowly. Comparisons between 1965 and
1973 show only marginal change (Robinson 1976). Third, nation-
al survey data suggest women are :either equal to or more
reluctant-than men to have men's :family-role time increase.
Why is not clear and needs research. Perhaps women :have a
psychological investment in a monopoly on the family role.
Perhaps _this parallels an analysis of attitudes that support a
limited breadwinner role for women (Mason and Bumpass
1970): Among aspects that need investigation, Pleck suggests:

For example, many may believe that children -are psy-
chologically harmed if there is not a clear: parental
division of labor, speCifically, if they see their fathers
do housework; that it is psychologically harmful for
children to experience too close a relationship with
their- fathers, becausc it: will compete with their rela!
tionship with their Mothers; that men are more ful-
filled in, or psychologically suited for work than family
roles; that it is demeaning or- psychologically harmful
to men to- expect -them to perform traditionally female
family :work; or- that men's interest in such- work is
indicative -of-psychological maladjustment. There are
many other attitudes:which_ potentially support men's
presently limited family-role which-ca-n-be explored -as
well Future research will have to examine_ this cluster
of attitudes, their interrelationships, and their sources
and consequences. (p.58 Pleck 1976)

Consequences of Men's Limited Family Role

Evidence that men's limited family role has good or ill effects
on children is considerable but unclear. Much of the literature
takes the point of view that fathers' low involvement with their
children may cause them, especially sons, psychological prob-
lems. Pleck suggests that this assumption should not be made,
that more time and higher involvement might increase the
problems --for example, if it led to more traditional sex-typing
in children just as the desirability of this sex-typing is beink
brought into question by recent research such as Bem's, cited

Ad
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-earlier. Further, support for higher involvement is often based
on research into effects of father absence, particularly regard-
ing sex-role identity, school performance, and delinquency-But
ill effects of absence do not- logically entail good effects from
presence; in addition:, well-controlled empirical studies have
had weak results, perhaps_ because even when fathers are tech-
nically present they may be functionally absent in the Ameri-
can family. Pleck suspects that variation in fathers' family
work may have fewer consequences than we might expect; just
as other research suggestS_maternal employment of itself does
not appear to affect children negatively (Hoffman 1974).. In
each case; factors _related _to the quality of parental attention
would inore likely be decisive.

Evidence that _men's limited family rale has good or ill effects
on wives is sparce and still less clear. Pleck cites several recent
studies with anomalous findings. One analysiS _suggests that
contemporary marriage appears to have negative effects on
Women but positive_effects on men (Bernard 1971). Yet Radial
found that although working wives total more work hours
than husbands, they have lower rates of depression than npri-
Working wives (1975); and among employed wives there was no
relationship between depression and housework._ Further re-
search is needed before _anything can be said with confidence
about the effect on wives of men's limited family role. Finally,
yirtually no research exists on the effect of this limited role on
men then-iselves.

We have seen that men's family-role contribution in time is
Small compared both to their work role and to working
Women's. However, Pleck and Lang's recent study of 1977 data
shows what may be a modest increase in time by husbands of
Working wives, compared with those with nonworking wives,
Which may auger a long-term larger increase _(1978a). Still,
men's actual performance time in their family role is only part
of the story and an insufficient measure of the significance of
this role for there:

MEN'S FAMILY ROLE: PSYCHOLOGICAL INVOLVEMENT

A popular and durable belief about men's family role has
been that, while wongen may be devoted to their families, men's
primary psychological involvement is with their work. In the

4

9 In
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recent Study by Pleek and a colleague, Linda Lang,, of the
University of MassachusettS, this hoary belief is challenged
(1978). The einpirical part of their study is based on data from
the 1977 Quality of EmploYment Survey; using a sample of 757
husbands and 270 wives, over 16, currently living with their
spouses and working over 20 hours per week. _It indicates that
men'_s psychological involvement with marriage and family is
greater than with their work. Moreover; an accompanying
review of the literature indicates that not only does this cir-
cumstance prevail in the latter 70s butalSo that it has-been the
ease for as long as statistical surveys have gathered data on the
topic.

Pleck and Larig examine three, aspects of men's family role:
performance; level of psychological involvement; and degree of
adjustment_ Psychological involvement measures how important
or significant_ participation in the family role is for a person.
Adjustment refers to the degree of overall satisfaction and hap-
piness a person_ report5 deriving from the role. In addition,
Pleck and Lang use Campbell's indek of _u?ell-being;_ which
refers to individuals' overall evaluation§ of the quality of their
liVeS (1976). Then -they- measure the relative impact of perform-
ance, involvement; and adjustment on overall Well-being, com-
paring men's family and work roles, and these two to women's
family and work roles. Men' report family experience makes a
greater contribution than work experience to their overall well-
being. Let us now look at this study in more detail.

The study cites a number of investigations and among them
both ROSenberg's (195_7) and Adamek and Gbiidy's (1966) find-
ings froth colVge samples that although less so for males than
females, many more males expected their greatest life satisfac-
tion to come _from family relationships than from work (62
percent vs. 25 percent_ in Rosenberg; 1957; 70 percent vs. 22
percent in Adamek and Goudy, 1966). Campbell, ConverSe, and
Rodgers (1976) report that the proportions rating a happy Mar-
riage good,family life, and an interesting job as "extremely
important" were, respectively, 74, 67, and 38 percent in the
1971 Quality of Life Survey.

In Pleck and Lang's own survey sample, psychological in-
volvement was measured by response to four questions: (1)
How often -they thought about spodse and children while doing
other things: 65 percent said "often," compared with 32 percent
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who said "iiften" of their work. (2) Ninety-four percent said the
most important things_ that happened to them were in their
marriage and farnily life, compared with 55 percent who made
the equivalent statement about their jobs. (3) Fifty-one percent
said that with_fewer work hours, they would spend the extra
time with family or equally between family and leisure: (4) A
near majority would not redistribute work and family time of
those who Would, many more would spend more time with
family than work, even with loss of income.

These- findings collectively indicate that men's family role is
far more _psychologically significant to them than their work
role and by a margin only somewhat less significant than it is
for women. The suggestion that men's family-preference re-
sponse may be merely conventional rhetoric obScuring a limit-
ed involvement shown in small performance time does not
appear warranted. Men's high psychological involvement with
family is_ buttressed not only by a number of _studies dating
from Rosenberg's in 1957 but independently by the last part of
Pleck and - bang's study, which measures _the relative contribu-
tion of these roles to overall well-being. But this conclusion is

_
not well-known or even accepted. The popular Stereotype. Of 'the
work-oriented man is more universally assumed: Some men do
fit this stereotype, but they appear to be only a small minority,
of highly educated, probably professional maleS.

MEN'S FAMILY ROLE: ADJUSTMENT

AdjuStmerit refers to the degree of satisfaction and happiness
indiVidUals report they derive from their family _role. _Unlike
psychological involvement, the adjustment measure reflects
men's feeling about their actual living in the family role. Here
again, the findings reinforce men's high psychological involve-
ment in their family role. Campbell; Converse; and Rodgers
(1976) found that both sexes rated marriage and the family
more satisfying than work. In a sample -of female British.)uni-
versity graduates ten years later; 59 percent of husbands listed
family relationships as giving the most life satisfaction, com-
pared With 28 percent listing career_ or occupati6 (Bailyn
1970). In a follow -up study of gifted students; men rated family
satisfaction higher than five other areas inquired about, job
satisfaction third (Sears 1977):
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These findings were corroborated in the empirical part of .

Pleck and Lang's study. Using three measures for adjustment,
Pleck and Lang asked respondents to report the degree of their
marital happiness, marital satisfaction, and family -life satisfac-
tion,' and the latter two were compared to work satisfaction.
About 3 percent reported marriage less satisfying than work,

'152 percent marriage ,and work equal, and 45 percent marriage
more satisfying than work. About 4 percent reported family,
less satisfying than work, 53 percent family and work equal, _

and 43 percent family more satisfying than work. Thus, again
contrary to popular stereotype, farlmore men find more satis-
faction in marriage and family than in work, though a majority
report equal satisfaction in both roles.

MEN'S FAMILY ROLE: IMPACT ON OVERALL WELLBEING

- Finally, when Pleck and Lang reviewed the literature -on the
relative contribution of marriage* family, and work to an over-
all sense of well-being, family and marriage turned-out to be
highly and nearly equally significant, while work was some -.
what less so (Andrews and Withey 1976; Campbell et al_ 19T6).
But one other _study which contradicts thege results analyzes
the relative contribution of family_ and work to life happiness
(well-being) by life cycle stage (Harry 1976). Id three Of the five
life cycle groups of husbands in this study (preschool children,
school age children, adult; children), work satisfaction had the
stronger association to life happiness.

In the empirical or survey part of the study, Pleck and Lang
used the Campbell well-being index as questionnaire items
about overall life happiness and satisfaction. Controlling for
education,_ family life-cycle stage; and spouse _employment
status, they concludk_ that family _variablea_have stronger
impact than wwk _on _well-being and account for about 23_per-
eent of the variance in well-being for all husbands. In relative
terms, for men the effect for family is about 1.5 times greater
than work.

Cumulatively, the evidence. is quite strong that most men on
all these measures invest far more in their family roleathan has
been _credited This investment appears of long standing and
ribt attributable to; for example; the "new morality" of the 60s
or accounted for as fallout from the women's liberation move-
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merit. On the.contrarY,"evideoce .suggestS that men of the edu-
cated middle income class, Where'the 'activist.Movements of the
60S had their largeSt floWeting,*:,va group likelier tharrothers
to be more Wark:OrieSted. :ftistV0.;'as'Ae,haveseen; family role
involvement aditiStifient;and:44ntribution to wellrbeing is a
deeply embedded male reference ar4;ivSs the range of men.

METHODOLOGY

Research progressiand the quality of findings often Wait'on
the development ofrrit.thods ar instruments-'sufficiently focused
and precise to capture data that are otherL'ise vague or elusive.
Sometimes improyements in method stow that older imethods
structured data in misleading ways, a reminder that methods
inevitably condition findings. Often research desigricallS for
sophistication in selecting among methods for different trade-
offs; depending on the. research purpose. Occasionally the
challenge is to develop froM scratch a methRd to capture a
phenomenon heretofore unnoticed: Pleck's work can be used to
illustrate each of these situations.

One methodology to note is that_ developed by Pleck in re-
sponse to the need for finding ways to measure aspects of men's
family role, itself until. recently-,an undeveloped concept: An
existing body of marriage research had already studied marital .
adjustment, power and decfsionrnaking, and division of labor,
but Pleck has specified three aspects he believes _significantly
define family role: perforrnance;psychologfcal involvement, and
adjustment (or satisfaction)aspects also applicable to .both
MOO and women in -work roles as we . Li4-s-ideveloped oper-
ational ways isolate and test for them. Thus, the three
aspects can be studied across these categories and, though the
aspects -are- themselves invisible, their effects can be measured.
It is not too farfetched to think_of these aspects as analogdus to
bioassays that must be invented in order to locate and measure
within the body levels of a chemical substance hypothesized to
exist there. So do these aspects, made operational, seek to
capturt statistical traces in our social behavior of psychosocial
entities revealed through responses to survey questionnaires.

Deterrnining men's actual performance in the family role
calls for methods that define and quantify that pefformance.
Two generic methods have been used that provide a second

)
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example of Methcidology for determining family performance.
One is proportional or relative and asks the respondent to
record the comparative :division of family 'labor for specified
tasks, thus providing .a basis for comparing subgroups of hus-
bands with each other. But the results Cannot be-translated in
abSolute terms into: units of work to show time spent in each
task and totals, which could then be_ compared_ across studies.
Further, a :seriously misleading defect of this proportional
method is that a spurious _increase_in husbands' family time
will appear as an artifact if wivesLfamily time decreases, as it
does for working wives. Thus, a number of studies based on this
method produced a finding of increased husband family time
when wives went to work, whereas husband's time was actually
staying: the same; their reintive share of family work was
Siiiiply increasing by definition:

To overcome this defect, there have been developed in recent
years "timebudget" methods where respondents record in "dia-
ries" everything they have done through a Particular day. This
approach yields an absolute measure in units of time that can
more easily be aggregated by components, coled, and compared
across studies. It was on several large -scale studies of time use
using this method, that Pleck baSed the conclusion that hus-
bands of working wives did not until recently contribute more
family time than men with iibriWOrRing wives. And it was
using a variant of this method that Pleck and Lang in their
study of 1977 Quality of_Employment data concluded that there
was now at last, a small but significant increase in family time
of husbands with working wives,

Time-budget methods for family -role- research have only re-
cently seen widespread use and development; Stimulated by an
appreciation of their value in economics; Time- and - motion stud-
ies of work during the gave rise briefly to similar studies
in the home, but these _studies were in the research area Of
home economics, a research ghetto of low prestige and interest
peopled mostly by women until recently:

Time-budget studies present their own draWbackS and
choices:: Any meticulous ,cording in minutes of the previous
day's activities inevitably has in it a considerable amount of
"noise," time spent unique to that day and not indicative of
typical or average time in each activity. Diaries that take ac-
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count of this peculiarity and ask for many days' records, which
can th*Tkri be averaged, become prohibitively expensive.

An alternative developed by Pleck is a summary time-esti-
mate measure, quick, eaSy, cheap, *hereby the respondent
simply estimates average time for different activities. Its cheap-
ness and simplicity make it widely usable, but it is vulnerable
to inflated self-estimates. Oh the Other hand, if the research
purpose is not establishing time incidence So much as correla-
tions for example, between Work and family time, men and
women; housewives _and working women, and the liketime
estimates might still be the more accurate method, since self-
estimates will be sithilarlY inflated.

A third methodology_worth niention is the cluster of tech=
niques that has grown_around analyses trf massive amounts of
data derived from national and other large-scale surveys. AVail:
ability of such huge date sets, the computer hardware to record
and manipulate them; and the_ theory and mathematical tech=
niques to design for- such quanlity are changing the nature of
much psychosocial research. The N, -or total Universe of re-
spondents; for a typical study design of two decadeS ago on -this
topic might be 20 college sophomores randomly sampled from
the registrar's list; the N today might_be 2,600 from a national

''survey. However; the tradeoffs_should be examined carefully:
High Ns may make subcategories more usable and conclusions
more generalizable; but 20 college sophomores can_still provide
enlightening; rich; and fertile detail. Often high Ns and high
detail can be complempntary ktrategies.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Most recently Pleck in another empirical study has gone one
step further to investigate the kinds, and degrees of role conflict
or interference between work and family life that occur among
men,_ working wives, and single parents who work (1978b); This
step is into uncharted te itory, so much so that there-does not
yet exist in our langli go a generic term for the fundamental
unit of his analysis: 0 marital or parent-child _units that
include at least one ;paid worker. Pleck calls this unit the
'!Worker family"; within each of these will be at least one
person with the two roles of work and family. It is a self-
sustaining unit. It may be all male; all female; or mixed. It is a

2 1
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unit in terms of which social analysis about work-family relac
tionship may be undertaken and social policy projected, par-
ticulafly as more and more people undertake both roles. For
example; what kinds of role conflict occur excessive work
time incotipatible sCbedtiling, physical or psychological spill-
over from work -- determine- _whether less Overtime, flexitime
or reduced work strain become objeCtives.:

The specific costs and benefits of a delibetate two-role life are
not yet all that clear. Politically, the women's liberation move-
rent has generally regarded work, at equal pay for equal
merit; as a source of independence and selfrealization for
women_ There maybe negative_consequences from double-role
demands tpat would put qualificatiOns to this belief. Increased
stress, already a putative factor in shortening men's lives, may
be a high cost of double-role living, The alleged _alienating and
dehumanizing effect of industrial and post-industrial work may
be another. It may turn out that whereas the old psychology of
sex assumed women for the children's and husband's sake
ShbUld not work, new researchimaysuggest they should not for
their own sakes. On the other hand, both men and women- may
over time find two-role living a way to provide continuity;
balance, and variety in their liveS.

Fleck identifies three issues that social changes taking place
may bring to a head. One finding has been that the attitudes of
both women and men are still traditional in not wanting men
to take a greater family role. If this attitude should _change;
then the crucial constraints on men's increasing their low per-
foiniance in the family role would be demands of the work role.
Expanding the male family. role iAfft bout accomodating changes
in the work role wil lead to role strains similar to those ncrw
faced by working wives. Currently, husbands wanting to share
household and childcare responsibilities face penalities in the
competition for job advancement, and there are few practices
that'legitimize/ such a shift in emphasis.

If women begin to equal or exceed men in income and ad:
vancement in the work role, then major adjustments may be
required in. men's self-conceptions as primary family breadwin-
ners and in the_ norms governing male-female interaction on.,
the job: Conversely for women,- _high-status jobs may require
priotity over family akin to the prioritytrnen_seU On The other
hatd; the change in self-conception may not be traumatic; espe-
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daily_ a w_ife_'s increased income makes goods_. and services_
available; _inakv life less stressful than when the burden of
primary breadwinner is carried by the. man 'alone._
_ Lastly; if the sex segregation of both family_ and work rOleiS
reduced; then a basic change in the work-role model may be
necessary for both'men_and :women. The male work-role model
in our society calls for full-time, continuous, work from gradua-
tion to retirement, subordination of other roles to work, and
actiialiiation: of one's potential thrqugh it. To a large extent;
men could give work this emphasis Vecause women supported
the !Male work role, subordinated their own work role; _and
tarried OA,. most of the family role In the past; with Some
stress, one breadwinner in the fatnily,co_uld .allow -the _male
work model. In the present, -with -more stress; one breadwinner
could emphasize work and another breadwinner play an ancil-

= laty; less-demanding work role:But it is doubtful whether large
numbers of families can function with both partners following
the _male'.work_rnodel_For both spouses to adopt the male work
model; _families would have to stop having children; or elSe
Kruse-hold and childcare services= would have to be provided on
a scale hitherto unprecedented. Without one or the Other, two=
role living by both men and women will_ require a new work=
role model and for men ,n_expanded fariiily bile.
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THE NATIVE. AMERICAN FAMILY.
THE URBAN WAY

Principal investigatorDorothy L. Miller, D:S.W

Author: Charlotte PiCkinOp

Maria quietly left the crowded, one-bedroom apartment with
its dinner smelts. still hovering in the hot; still air. Site crept,
down two narrow- flights of littered stairs; hearing the' :early
evertiagSounds; pans clattering; a baby fretting; a strain of acid
rock Out on:the stoop; she looked up expectantlY._On thereser-
vationi a look at the fonstant stars had marked the predictable
end of a busy day helping her mother, praying with the cohsins.
Or, a Spec0 delight, tending the sheep. Often, evening was the
time for talking-with her_parents or for- hearing stories about
her:people and the great sky abatilthem all:

The sky over Oakland seemed ower than the sky over the
reservation, tower, with a reddish ow and a viness and no
trace of the opalescence eif a count sunset. A penned-up _clog
yipped impatiently ald a siren ,egan its rsistent whine
nearby, the sound :dinishing the ambulance sped away
toward an emergency roo here Maria remembered the
Sirens. She once had go eto a hospitaLemergency room when
her mother had cut h hand badly. The child still recalled
sitting scared and atone 'n a corner and watching other fright-
ened people- waiting, wait: waiting, and staring dully as new
victims offights.or accidents. came through;

Maria:s mother came noiselessly to stand by tier daughter.
She put_ her hand on the child's shoulder and so they stood side
by side for some time, staring upward. Maria wanted. to tell her
mother what she remembered of a Nye sky, with stars and a

441
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-moon. She sensed, though,' that her mother understood. Togeth-
-e-rthy watched her Wei. Pother cthnehome from his clean-ing job in the big office building a few blocks away. He wascarrying a bag which,: Maria knew; held a small'tirat for her '.and the little krother, since it Was payday. Now if only herfather would come, walking straight and proud as he used to

-Often, lately, he carne with his shoulders sagging and his head
.' bowed. Sometimes, more and more .often; his steps were uncer-': rain' and uneveri;fi-OM` too much!drink: On those nights h-e.never spoke the 'tales of his people; Maria's favorite bedtime ..stories, but only of his despair ifhe spoke at all

two6years_eigo, the family ad come to Oaklandfu bus withtwo battered cardboard suite is and a few boxei This was
Panother bad memory for Maria\ Ali-of them had been excited ''

,When her mother and father had finally decided to leave the
dusty reservation and to go Where her

i,father
could have a job

every day.'Maria,hacrixpected to have anew new dresses and agoad pair of shOestawearto a big school where shewould have
tots of new -fnfriends; But ist the bils terminal on the Very firstday in Oakland, with the familysranding around their belong-.
ings;. her -mother -holding theneW! little brother and he'rfagher
undecided what they shoutddO,'Maria had been afraid.

-The _Traveler's AZlady had advised their to call the BureauOf Indian _A_6dirs. er'rnoth had said no because they 'had
come to the city on own ndon -then' MA wouldn't help them. )They had been lucky,440,ugh. nother Indian?vho was ,sweep -ing up cigarettethutts aild cram s.from the floor of the termi-
nal,had spoken to there and- asked the name Of their tribe Hehad meta _man from tkeir reservation at a powwow .the, previr-
Otis Saturday and, offered to find him where he worked in awarehouse a few bjeicks away_Maria 'and her family had satdown grateful I y jo wait, untirtheir new friend had time to
leaye -eid seek, the man out The little still remembered theprickles in her dangling feet, and Wishing sheJuld a quarter to
put in the television box in front of her chdir.

THE INDIAN COMES TO THE CITY: BACKGROUND OF THESTUDIES

-The story of Maria and her family is a composite of thestories of many urban Indian parents and children. As de-
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preSsed peoples have for centuries migrated to urban areas in
search of employment and a better life, Native Americans have
ventured off their reservations and into the cities, often encour-
aged by various governmental agencies. Some have remained,
many have returned, homesick, to the support of their ex-
tended family networks and to -the known, no matter how poor.,

A larger movement of American Indians to the cities accom-
panied the radical social changes of World War II and its
/aftermath. In 1952, to eas"videspread unemployment and for-
midable social problems on the semi-isolated reservations, the

Mos peopk, when they talk about the
Native American in the city, talk about
the atcoholism, the poverty . . . that
doesn't tell the whole story . . .

Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) began a program of vocational
training for young Indian adults, including subsistence for six
months, in cities where jobs appeared to be more abundant. A
number of the families who relocated to benefit from the pro-
gram stayed in the cities; many not in the program joined
them: Now; though the program has been discontinded, nearly
half of all Native Nmepicans live away from their reservations
and Indian communities.

Most Americans are familiar with the bitter history of the
First-Americans. Histories, novels,' and movies have presented
it from many perspectives. Within the last quarter-century,
Indians have joined' other ethnic American groups in-
consciousness and: growing -pride and awareness. Like the re-
cently prideful terms _"Chicano7_ and_ `-`black;" more extensive
use_of "Native American" denotes pride in self and heritage (as
well as an attempt to correct Columbus' "mistake").

Relocation and Sociocultural Dislocation

Anthropology and ethnology are receiving more attention
generally, and more Indians themselves are studying and writ-
ing in those disciplines. Many are entering the helping profes-
sions the better to aid their people. A report on research done
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in the San Francisco Bay area by the Native_American Re-
search Group of the-Institute for Stientific Analysis observed
(Miller; 1975): "We now talk with young Native Americans who
have never seen their reservations; never spoken their native
tongue, nor listened to their 'old ones.' . . . The planned and
massive movement of Native Americans; by the BIA; from, the
reservation to the city is the most significant crisis to face us
since our conquest by _the white man. It presents us with a
terrific problem:_ how can we retain our Indian identity under
the pressures of separation; assimilation, and urbanization?
How can our families socialize young Indians in both the tradi-
tional ways and the non-Indian ways ?: Will the city environ-
ment accomplish what 400 years of:civilizing the savage' failed
to accomplishthe elimination of Native Americans as a dm-
tinct people?" .

Relocation seems to be a concomitant of the mobility endemic
to a highly industrialized-society. -Many accept it as the = price of
upward mobility or often; merely the opportunity to work.
Leaving behind old networks of extended kin; friends, the
neighborhood; the church is hard for any group, in any society.
Weaving _new networks is hard; too; but easier for people who
share the same ways and speak the same tongue as their
neighbors, whether in ghetto or suburb._ The same report refers
to relocation as "a process of struggle, of loss, of hope, of
longing to return and determination to stay."

The sociocultural disorganization which has been seen by
many sociologists as the _natural sequel of movement from
rural to urban area _has occurred to reservation-bred Indians
with even _more_ force than to other groups. For them, the
cultural shock has been on two readily perceived levels, coun-
try-city and Indian-Other. There is yet a third level for these
Native Americans, one of which many other AMericans are
unaware. Indians are not all one, one language, one way of life,
one religion, over three centuries of governmental effort =at
uniformity to the contrary. With 280 tribal groups and with
more different tribal tongues in Oklahoma and California alone
than in all the languages in Europe, how could they be? It is no
wonder that Murray Wax, longtime scholar and observer of the
'Indian way, wrote (1971): "Thus the city becomes not only the
frontier where Indian and white meet, but also where Cherokee
and Sioux, Navajo, Chippewa and many others are meeting; '

0
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adjusting to each other, and helping to shape the identity of
the American Indian."

Biculturation

The Native American Re Search Group hypothesized that a
true biculturation,_ an internEilization of the norms and values
of two worlds, and subsequently a sense of identity with two
cultural modes, might occur in second generation migrants -to
the city. No one else has explored this biculturation process
among urban Indian children, faced with competing -pressures
to conform to city life, white or black; and _to parental and
tribal values which may be vastly different-from those of their
peers. Determined to find out what happens to _those Indian
children whose parents-have moved from reservations to the
city, the Research Group decided to investigate such areas as:

The identity of the Indian family with traditional Indian
modes.
The degree of urbanization undergone by the family.
The socialization process undergone by the child-.
The sense of identity which the child is developing.
The degree of the child's adjustment to the urban setting.
The need for relevant Indian-oriented, Indian-run programs
in health, education, welfare, and economic development;

The Native American Researchers
The principal investigator, Dorothy L. Miller, D.S.W, is part

Indian, a mother, a grandmother, and a_ Phi -Beta Kappa. She
worked in the Midwest in factories for almost za yeara before
going to college, obtained her AA from a community college, a
BA "with honor" from the State University of Iowa in 1955,
and her MA in social -work there two years later. Miller began
doctoral studies in sociology there while working as a psychiat-
ric social worker; but in 1961 went to California and earned the
Doctor of Social Welfare degree at the University of California
in Berkeley.

Many of Dr: Miller's papers reflect her broad research inter-
estsdeinstitutionalization of mental patients and recidivism,
suicidal behavior; and alcoholism in many of its aspects. Her
approach to the study of the American Indians' sociEilization to

2 2 i
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urban life reflects, as well, her preliminary studies in sociology
and a scholar's objectivity blended with concern for her people.
For some time, she has been President of the Institute for
Scientific Analysis; a nonprofit social policy research organiza-
tion in San Francisco: She established within that Institute zi
Native American Research Group to train and employ Native
-American reseachers. The 'study, "Native American Families in
the City," is their product and the Native American Research
Group's work continues under the direction of Jenny Joe,
Ph.D.; a Navajo.

Of her philosophy; this woman with the deep; contagious
laugh says: "My major theoretical interest through the years
has been in the big field of deinstitutionalization. I look on
research as one of the ways of bringing about change for the
betterment of the human condition and I'm very interested in
social- institutions and how they change and what harm or good
they do to people. I'm hoping that I can work myself out of the
Indian research business. That's not a bad thing to say, but a
good thing. The young Indian scholars will address these
issues." Dr. Miller is pleased to have_a hand in seeing_ more and
more young Indians receive scholarships and grants for further
studies and research.

In April_ 1978; the Native American Group went to Merida,
l_ticatan in Mexico; to present a panel at the Annual Meeting
of the SOciety for Applied Anthropology, the first time an
annual meeting of that organization has sponsored an all=
Indian panel. The topic, "When _Indians Serve_ Indians," pre-
sented material on how Indians do research and how they can
use social research as a resource for their own purposes.

Many social science researchers consider studies of_a particu
far- group conducted by individuals connected by blood and
tradition to the g-roup under study to be lacking in objectivity.
Despite this thinking, Miller chose Native Americans as her
researchers. In-cultural methodology, she believes, has provided
more accuracy and more reliable descriptions of urban Indian
family life than could have:been gained otherwise. Through her
own rigorous training and her scholarly interest in other "non-
Indian" _problems, she has learned an_ objectivity in data collec-
tion and survey methodology that she has inculcated in the
staff. These_young people have thereby received a large, addi-
tional benefiteffective on-the-job training.
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There were other considerations:.it the outset. Given the
, distrust of most Indian people for 13IA agentS, anthropologists,
or census _takers (and an inclination to tell the questioners
what the Indians think they want to knov), it was- necessary
0-iat the interviewers he acceptable to the respondents. The
staff was able to work lielpfully and knowledgeably with the
families; findings were constantly fed back to the various pro-
grams and activities of the urban Indian community. Research
and community work beczime almost synonymous to the staff,
one of whom remarked that he felt he had gained many new
friends:

Because of tribal feeling, great care was given to the seleer:
tion and tissigments of the interviewers. A Sioux was selected
to interview the Sioux, a Navajo, the Navajos. For the third
group to be Studied, the collection of "California- tribes, the
person chosen had to belong to one of those tribes and have a
good understanding of most of the others. For this, a Shoshone
Paiute was selected. The fourth group of families, classified as
"Other,- was so random in composition that the only choice
could be an interviewer not bekonging to any of the,.other three.
Therefore,_ the -rest of the staff members were chosen front
tribes in the "Other- category, knowledgeable about the other
tribes, and able to develop good rapport with the families.

As Associate Principal Investigator and Project- Director, An-
thony Garcia was important to all three_ urban Indian studies,
Miller laughed when she related how this compassionate young
man has been kidded by other staff members because_ he is 1a
!'warlike- Apache. Others who contributed during the first; and
largest, of the projects were Beulah Bowman; Walter_ Carlin;
Chris Maybee, and Peggy Sierras, They have since completed
their education or have returned to their reservations to carry
on helping projects among their own tribes; in a place- and
culture where the "caregiver- traditionally receives great
honor.

Present when Miller was interviewed about the studies were
Al Richmond, editor for the Institute for Scientific Analysis,
who contributed helpfully from his perspective as a non-Indian
well-acquainted with the Native American_ researchers, and
Ron Lickers, a likeable, open young Rhode Islander of Narra=
gansett and Seneca parentage who joined the staff in 1977, and

2
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whose enthusiasm for the project and tales o_ families
for the recent, longitudinal work, were lively and infectious.

THE PEOPLE OF THE STUDY

An estimated- 30,000 American Indians; '\representing more
than one hundred tribal groups, live in- the San Francisco Bay
Area of California,_which_includes the city 'itself, Oakland, And
San Jose, a situation- repeated -in the Los_ Aeles area and in
Denver; Chicago; and other cities _across the lands The Bay
Area seemed a natural laboratory for researching answers to
the Native American Research Group's questions about the
problems faced by young Native American families seeking a
living and trying to raise their families in the city; and for
testing the Group's biculturation hypothesis.
_ From_1972,1975, The Native American Resea h Group con-
ducted a &year field study of _120_ families living primarily in
Oakland and the surrounding area. The 120 families were
chosen by _use of a "snowball sample," that is, referral by each
of the families interviewed to other families with children
whom they knew. The Group made use of BIA records of fami-
lies who came to the Bay Area from 1954 to 1971 under either
the Employment Assistance or Adult Vocational Training Pro-
grams and of records available at Indian centers. A survey of
services available to the Indian community and a longitudinal,
followup study came soon after.

Tribal Background and Distribution of the Study

The word Indian means little to an Indian. As Miller ex-
plains, "The first thing_ you ask another _Indian is, 'What tribe
are you?' And you think of.yourself as Blackfeet, or Sioux; and
so on . . . . The continuity of Indian life is largely symbblic, but
very strong. Indian people feel they belong first to their tribe.
Very few' white people have .come to understand what that
means. It's not belonging to a country, or a sorority, or a
church. It's all of that and more, a difficult concept to grasp."

Agreeing, Ron Lickers added, "I think it's nationality_ that
people are tzilking about all of it combined with iititionality."

Author; activist; and attorney; _Standing Rock_ Sioux Vine
Deloria; Jr. wrote of this phenomenon (1971): "Tribal society is
of such a nature that one must experience it frog the inside. It

4
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is holistic; and logical analysis will only 'return you to your
starting premise none the wiser for the trip. Being inside a
tribal universe is so comfortable and reasonable that it acts
like a narcotic. When you are forced outside the tribal context
you become alienated, irritable, and lonely. In desperation you
long to return to the, tribe if only to preserve your sanity.
While a majority of Indian people today live in the cities, a
substantial number make long weekend trips back to their
reservations to spend precious hours in their ,own land with
their people."

The Native American respondents of these studies exemplify
Deloria's claim; _these migrants to the city haves arrived at
different survival techniques for themselves and their families,
according to their different tribal values and customs.

Of the 120 families selected, 30 were Sioux and 30 Navajo,
since these had the largest representations in the area and the
most intact cultures. For the other half of the_sample, there
were 30 California: tribes and 30 from other selected tribe§
three:Chippewa, three Noctaw, two Apache, two Cherokee,
two Hopi, two Laguna,two Papago, and one each of Arapaho,
Blackfeet, Comanche, creek, ESIumo, Kickapoo, Kiowa, Kiowa
Apache, Kiowa Arapaho, Santa Domingo, Stallo, Taos, Thomp-
son (Canada), and Tuscarora. Parenthetically, Miller cautions
that many of these tribal names are "white man's words," and
are used to delineate the' affiliations of the Indians in the study,
"to keep our story clear for the non-Indian."

In the case of the first three sample choices, the selection
provided an extra dimension to the study. Navajos are consid-
ered "matrilocal" and the Sioux "patrilocal" family types. At-
sessment of the potential impact of these culturally determined
patterns of family life was thus built into the research. In
addition, they are mainly "reservation" Indians, unlike the 30
families from the California tribes who are not only closer to
home but, in most cases, have liud previously, in a small town
near a reservation or on a rancheria, much smal r than_ the
typical reservation and not granted -most of t _assistkince
which the BIA gives to recognized tribal resery tions. These
Indian families form -an- important group for comparison with
the_ first two; because their ways of life and work reflect con-
tacts with the white man's jobs and schools and they have easy;''frequent contacts with their own clans and tribes. :
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The ;i(1 families frum_non_-_California tribes provided a balar&
against which_ the Sioux and Navajo influences could be corn-
pared. Further, although many of the tribeg from which these
families_ came had been as decimated as the California tribes;
they furnished_ the diversity reflective of -the aggregate of
Native Americans. -

The Navajos
A .

The largest and most unitary of the teb_es; Navajog ; more:

than most other ,,4- see themselves as a distinct eople; witho_ut ap)
strong self-identification a'Indian." Their umber _has been
estimated to be as high as INO;00.0: Many_ have migrated frown
their reservation to -other areas of the Southwest; but until
recently many have been relatively isolated_ in the deserts and
mountains; largely in Arizona;_with portions_ of the reservation
in Utah and New _Mexico NVax _19_71): Now there is a constant
mwement ; by ydung couples _into _the cities= because_ of the
money to be earned there_but badk to_the reservation when the
routine_ and loneliness_hecorne_ too great. Most of them still
speak- their own language and listen to their own langua
broadcasts in_ Albuquerqut and Gallup, Nev Mexico. Cult e

----txiretention is greater than fJr most es and; with their consoli-
dated land base; supports their de 'gnation of themselves as
"Dine ;" The People. "S ,:

Miller's comment on the Navajo women underscores the ma-
trilocal aspect of their culture. "They are so strong ;" she said;
"and so able, for the most part. They really _dorcarry _them-
selves as though they were the bearers of the tribe: And they
do it all so- well;" she added to Ron's comment that most of the
Navajo women he had known were able to -carry_ tremendous
loadsfamily problems; school and working problems and emo-
tional problems as well:

The Sioux

The mighty Sioux nation of a century ago has been scattered
over nine reservations in the- Dakotas; northern Nebraska;_ and
parts of Minnesota: The language is spoken by only a_part_of
their people small_ _wonder;_divided as they are by time and
space; lack_ of_ transportation; and the severe summers and
driving blizzard in' their at of the country. Now; tlere are
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only about_ 50,000 descendants of this formerly powerful tribe,
'on reservations ranging in size from small town to small city.
There are large numbers, as well, in the cities and towns of the
Northern Plains, m additon to those who have been relocated
in recentrecent years.

Many factors have militated against preservation of Siouan
culture and language. They were not blessed with= the continu-
ous= land base and more salubrious climate of the Navajo reser-
vation, so that social and family structures could be nourished.
More importantly, perhaps, because of their cultural base on
the patrilocal family style and a warrior society, the last bitter
battles of the nineteenth ,Century not only decimated their
warriors but began the disintegration of social and family
structures. The male Sioux, faced with unemployment and in-
ability to provide for himself and his family, may face a more
serious diminution of self-concept than his counterpart from e.
tribe not so bound by a patrilocal culture.

The single-mate family style mandated by the white man's
missionaries and agents to conform to his way .seems unable to
support itself in the miserable cabins of the reservations and
neighboring small communities. Plural marriages were banned .
and consanguine families split to separately allotted land par-
cels so that traditional support systems particularly adapted to
the Siouan way of life were less available. There is an abnor-
mal rate -of divorce and broken homes, with_grandmothers ful-
filling their old role as_. keepers of_ the children. Descendants -of
the Great Plains buffado hunters, as Fuchs and Havighurst
comment; have suffered the effect of cultural disaster suppres-
sion, and forced chai'tge (1972).

Th-e California Tribes
These are the remnants of tribes most decimated y their

conquerors, first by the Spanish, whose missions used Native
Californians as virtual slaves, and then by the-Anglo settlers,
ranchers; and miners. The loss -in population from sickness;
depression; and conquest was_staggering; Miller's report cites a
loss of_some_18,000 California-Great Basin region Indians,an
80 percent declineduring the fifties; sixties, and seventies of
the past century.

These tribes differ from most of the others in both advan-
tages and disadvantages. Their decimation has weakened their
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cultural traditions: They _lack the BIA_schools and hospitals on
which, for-better or worse, many tribes rely. They have howev-
er,_learned_more about getting along in the white m'an's world
and are less dependent on the Federal Government.

Like most Native Americans who have lived_ in ,_or near
"white" towns; they still feel like outsiders. Many have low
expectations of themselves, mirroring the- prevailing opinion of
the neighbors: Most know that education is the path their
children must follow, but they are loathe that these children
forget or forsake their own way. Many lack confidence in a
possible middle way.

The "Other" Tri&e.§

The 21 tribes represented by these families came from_ many
locales, some from_ hunting and some from farming traditions.
The researchers felt that these "Others" furnished an opportu-
nity to study the differences between tribal influences, particu-
larly in child-rearing and cultural adaptation.

Other Research Resources

Researchers went to the Pine Ridge, Fort Belknap, and
Navajo reservations to interview 15 families who had returned
to the reservation after relocation. They also worked during the
three years with groups of Native American children in Oak-
land, both in and out of school, learning about their views of
life in the -city. They held interviews and conversations with
people involved with the Native American community in the
Bay Area: Native American teachers;_BIA, welfare, court; and
other Government officials; and medicine men, singers; and
community workers: They talked with sociologists, anthropolo,
gists, psychologists, educators; and religious persons who had
some knowledge of the Indian in the city.

THE FIRST STUDY: AMERICAN INDIAN SOCIALIZATION TO
URBAN LIFE (1972 - 1975)

The Nativ4 Americans who came to -the city brought with
them the pro ems of their poverty and their- inheritance; -prob -
lems -they sha ''\ with their fellow tribesmen back4tome As-
similation is di icult because of their darker skin; the predomi-
nating society is often ambivalent toward Indian values and
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culture. Further, unlike the languages of other minority groups
-in this country, the Indian languages are considered of little
value_ by non-Indians.

Realization of these_ factors _led the Native American Re-
search Group to- point- outs characteristic of all-peoples whose
way of life is under attack: They:report (Miller 1975): " . .

when one's values hre openly questioned and continuously chat
those values become explicit and cherished; are held

even more tightly and kept preciously from the onslaughts of
Outsiders. That defense of a now-noticed-and-cherished set of
values makes explicit the reasons for the preference and
strengths, and becomes the personal and social underpinning of
our once-taken-for-granted world." For many Native Americans
these values are a bulwark; for others, they are dissonant with
the negative evaluations learned more recently. Then what
about the children, reared away from the land, kin, and tribe,
using English as a first language in schools where their con-
tacts are with city children of other cultures and colors? Can
they find and maintain their sense ofiself asIndiann, as valued
members of a tribal life style? Can accommodation make a
viable life for them as persons and members of a new cultural
style as well?

Areas of Analysis

To focus on family life and childrearing and socialization
practices of urban Indian families; four areas of study were
selected:

The nature of_the family's commitment to trtitional Indian
behavior and attitudes.
The actjustmett of Native American families to the city, and
an examination of the acculturation process as it affects the
familY.
Metho-ds of socialization, as illustrated by the family's child-
rearing practices.

* The, correlation of the degree of Indian- identity of the
mother, the childrearing practices and child experiences in
the city, and the degree of urbanization of these families.

302-750 0 - 79 - 16

2 9 9
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Methodology

This investigation is truly "in-cultural," designed and con-
ducted as it was by _Indians themselves, who worked cloSely
with members of the urban Indian community_ Information,
gathering_ and _presentation, while objective, fulfilled the triPle)
purpose_of collecting data furnishing immediate help and
seling to_ the families; and providing co =tent feed,liack to the
various programs and activities in the India o = unity. The
researchers had been apprehensiveA at the In ans being in-
terviewed might not fully understand e goals of the project
and that the academic community migh feel that objectivity, _
had been lost.

Participation by the Community
There Were diScuSSiona with Indian mothersc, to define and

agree .on the most critical issues for the study. What problems
did their children face in the urban environment? How were
their children faring in the city? What issues were most related
to survival in the city?

After this important first step, many community members
were assembled to talk about the community and its needs. The
mothers' gi-Outi EilSo assisted in developing an interview sched-
ule, considered vital because it was desirable for the families to
underStand what as being ked and to want to participate in
knowledge shang about N tive American urbanization:

iThe Interve ty Schedules
After the first interview vas developed, -the staff memorized

it They had hoped to put their respondents at ease in this way,
knowing the innate distrust most Indians :feel for people who
ask them questions. They -were- asked; though, why they didn't
have a questionnaire; and reEdized that the families to whom
they talked felt that putting the information down on paper
meant that it would not be forgotten. Happily, these respond-
ents had already concluded that their answers would be than
neled into help for their community.

The second interview schedule;_acombination of closed and
open-ended questions; was divided into four parts. There_ was

\the ID sheet; the only personal identifying item, used to keep
track of the family until the interviewer had an appointment
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and removedifoi confidentiality when the interview was over.
The second, /or face sheet, provided a general family history
and _helped' maintain a balanced sample of male and female
focal children. Each family had been asked to select this "focal
child," one under 18. After the selection was made, all ques-
tions were asked in relation to that child's life, unless other-
wise noted, a technique designed to assure that the study fo-
cuaed on childrearing practices by mothers who had moved to
the area on relocation.

;9

The third part contained four sections detailing: more family
history; mobility patterns; family interaction and socialization;
interaction with die community; use of social agencies, and
urban survival; mother/father experience on the reservation or
in an = Indian community prior to relocation; and education and
socialization of the focal child.

The fourth part of the second interview schedule was taken
from material used by aorothy*ller and David Kallen for an
earlier study, "Foster Care in America." It dealt with the moth-
ers' views on discipline and the extent of self--care by the chil-
dren,5uch as the ages when they could dress and perform
other skills independently.

Social and Demographic Features of These Urban Indian Farbilies

In talking with tliose in the 120-family sample, the research-
( ers "made a lot- of friends" and covered many issues. They

ry
wanted to kn w the- difference in coping skills between reloca-
tees who ha come directly from reservation life and those who
had lived the reservation prior to their big city experience.
Tables 1-A through 1-C show where these people lived earlier
arld the circumstances of their coming to the Bay Area.

According\o_Table,i-A, greater prior experience of the Cali-
fornia Indians in town or in other cities has caused them to feel
the stigma of "second class" citizenship, of being outside longer.
Many, therefore, reported that the negative attitudes of rural
Californians, especially as experienced by the children in the
snialltown or rural schools, had prompted them to move to a
larger place. The researchers quote a Porno mother's comment
that many da.-liforma Indians were so ashamed of their heri
tage or afraid of prejudice that they took _Mexican' names or
tried to marry into Mexican families. This mother feels,

23i
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Table- 1Selected Sociodemographic Characteristics -of 120
American Indian Families In the San Francisco Bay Area

Sioux Nava- to 'California Other Total
is

A. 'RESIDENCE PRIOR
TO RELOCATION 30 30 30 30 120 _
Reservation or

Indian Community 77% 77%, 57% 67% 69%
Small Town 3% 0% 12% -10% 7%
Urban 20% 23% 30% 23% 23%

B. RELOCATION BEFORE
AND AFTER 1960 28-29=-- 26 30 113.

Before 1960 14% 31% 23% 17% 21%
After 1960 86% o o % 79%

C. TYPEOF RE.kOCATION
TO BAY-AREA 29 -30 29 29 117

ieSelf-Relocated 48% 20% 28% 41% 34%
13IA-Relocated 52 %. 80% 7-2% 59% 66%

D. FIRST CONTACT
IN BAY ARE -30 30 29 29 118

Relatives- 50% 17% 52% 17°/0 34%
Other Indians 47% 63% 31% 68% 52%,
Non-Indians 3% 200/0i, 17% -13% 13%

E. MOTHER'S MARITAL
STATUS __30-30 30 30 120

-;
Single 47% :13% 4040 33% 33%
Married; Same Tribe 33% 67% 1006 17% 32%
Married, Other Tribe 3% 17% 40 0 43% .26%
Married, Non-Inclian 17% 3% 1),/6 7% 9%

F. LOCATION OF
-H-EALTH SERVICE 29 30 30 30 119

HOSgital/Clinic 610/0 87% 50°/0 80% 69%
Urban Indian Clinic 1 -4% 10% 17% 10% 13%
Private Doctor _25% 3% 33% 10% 18%

G. RESIDENCE
PREFERENCE 30 30 29 28 117

All right here '32% 30% 31% 14% 27%.
Better Area 60% 53% 55% 79% 61%
Back Horne.
(reservation) 8% 17% 14% 7% 12%
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though, that the attitude is changing and that young California
Indians now are "growing up proud."

Tables 1-B and 1-C indicate the length of time since the
families of the study cohort relocated and under what circum-
stances they came looking for jobs, education; adventure; and a
more equal chance; The BIA intensified its relocation programs
after 1960 and helped_ most of the Navajo familes who came:
The Sioux-,_ more scattered and less inr uch with Federally
sponsored programs; depended more on ends and relatives
who had already come to the city:

The Stronghold
_Relatives "help without being asked. It's just our way,_ I

guess," replied one mother to the question- presented to the
sample about each family's first contact upon arrival in the
city. The replies of 118 of the mothers, in Table 1-D, show the
important first contacts in the city. The mothers indicate that
relatives and other Indiansof the same or even different
tribes, once the barriers have been broken in the new setting
are necessary to render city life viable for these newcomers.
Sharing, ones life with extended family members is integral to
an Indian's cultural heritage. in fact, the importance of rela-
tives to urban adjustment, by tribe; is reported in percentages
as: Sioux; 77%; Navajo; 97%; California; 87%; and_Other;_83%:

Thus do tribal groups value the psychological supports of the
family,- with warm conversations about old experiences_ shared
and _remembered and new experiences faced better by sharing
survival skills and financial assistance in emergencies; Statisti-
cally; within the group studied; relatives give assistance in
emergencies; such as illness or financial distress, as follows:
Sioux,. 75%; Navajo; 86%; California, 84%; and Other, 177%.

Such dependence; and such responsiveness to dependence,
are nearly impassable barriers between Indians and whites
unacquainted with each other's "ways." For_instance, the cul-
tural value of sharing makes accumulation of gockla and money
difficult for an individual Indian family. Further, employers
rarely accept an liadian employee's irregular attendance on the
frequent excuse that he has to help relatives in trouble.

Urban Indian families, especially when they are new to, the
city, are torn between their view of "white ways" as cold and
selfish and their cultural norms, considered "dysfunctional" by

r)
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the larger society (or "shiftless," in the parlance of irate ern
ployers). Out of surh a psychologically destructive situation,
many defense mechanisms can _emerge . . . apathy (not doing
anything), getting drunk (not facing problems), flight (leaving
the scene), getting depressed (turning against oneself), going
into a rage (getting angry at the world) doing and undoing
(giving and getting) . . . in short; all- types of tension-release
activity may occur. Children reared in such a conflictual cul-
tural structure form the nucleus for this study:" Thus the
ReSearch Group reported (Miller 1975).

Urban Indian Family Patterns
Even for the tribes who had faced such disruptions before,

adjustment from the complexity and inerdependency of ex-
tended family life on or near the reservation to_the:ConstrictiCin
of an isolated nuclear, or conjugal, family life in a city is
possibly the most:difficult adjustment the recently urbaniied
Native _American must make. As in families of other ctilture§
whose extended family patterns are broken, there is noh6cly
turn to in an emergency or to babysit for a few hours. In
addition, for the Indians especially, there are neighbors whose
customs are unfamiliar and - reactions unpredictable, or there
are faceless agencies; whose questionnaires are frightening and
delays tedious.

In the sample of 120 respondents, Table 1-E shows one-third
of the families to be headed by_single females. The contrast
between the Sioux mothek; 47 'percent single heads-of-house-
hold, aa opposed to 13 percent of Navajo mothers; reflects the
tribes' different cultural values regarding the conjugal family
and the Stronger supports received by Navajo women; who are
nearer their extended families and reservation. These figures;
along With the responses concerning the importance of rela
tiveS to urban adjustment_ and the reliance on family life in
emergencies, suggest the decreased family .dependence of the
Sioux, compared to the other tribal groups studied.

For the Native Americans as a whole; as tribal life has
eroded and husbands and fathers have fallen in battle, or have
died of accidents, suicides, tuberculosis or alcoholism, Indian
mothers and grandmothers have assumed the major family-
care role. For all Plaina Indians, traditional familY_ life was
adversely affected by the destruction of Otrilocalism. Long ago,
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the Sioux family_may_ have contained more than one wife, but
always the father's role was central to both tribal and farbily
life, Conversely; the mafrilocal nature of Navajo culture, with
the mothers the holders of status and wealth;_ has_ left a legacY
of women who are better able to hold their families together.

_ Assimilation; in this case referring to any outmarnage,
tribal or interracial, has occurred less frequently among Navajo
mothers than the others, particularly the Sioux, as shown in
Table 1-E. Outm page is hard on the offspring of these
unions,' since man tribes base tribal membership on the "blood
quantum" level, and BIA registration, or tribal roll number,
c..stingilishes betWeeii_"fUll:blobd," "half:breed," and so on

Fifteen percent of these urban Indian families having a male
head of itiOusehOld, whether married or not, were headed by
stepfathYrs, the largest_ percentage of these being the California
families (22 perciiiitI. Many households have acquired family
extensions," 48"hder one crowded roof, by the formation of

"subfamilies," dekned as a conjugal unit living with a related
head of household or a single parent and children living with
relatives. Fourteen percent of the families in this sample had
relatives living with thorn, with the alifornia groupihaving
more probably because they live nArer to _theiromes of

liOrigin. Six percent of the families had nonrelatives with
them, one -third of whom were employed; and who like the
relatives, were students or johseekers, Mother-headed families,
especially, seem to have welcomed these extensions to their
households as hedges against loneliness.

Other Supports
There_is hardship for : Indian families whether urbanized or

reservation-hotind: For those newly off the reservations there is
the unaccustomed necessity to pay for rent, babysitting are;
and transportation, to say nothing of the doctor and dentist:
The added responsibility, with so few economic_resources; is
hard personally and maritally; and many return to the reserva-
tion for this reason.

Health care on the reservatioais free; it may be inadequate
and hard to get_tor bat many Indians considered it their right
and find that medical care in the city is also hard to get to and
expensive as well. The red tape: of medical insurance or Of
Medi-Cal for those on public welfare is confusing for many.
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Adequate_medical care, then, is too difficult in- the city: 41
percent of the mothers say their money is insufficient; nearly
one-half have no medical or hospital insurance; 28 percent
claim that their medical insurance rates are too high; and 10
percent complain about inadequate transportation. For many,
making arrangements and using the telephone, assuming that
they have one, can be overwhelming.

These families_ were asked _ where_ they _turned for medical
services_when_necessary. Their answers appear in Table 1-F.it
should_be noted that_the Urban Indian Health _Clinic is in San
Francisco, 15 miles from Oakland and 45 from_San_ Jose, the
cities where a large percentage of the respondents live.

Aside from economic and logistic difficulties, there are other
problems, particularly fox these womenwaiting, filling out
forms, being referred here and there, and just being sick and
poor in the city. Also, there is modesty and pride about appear-
ing brave despite fright and pain.

Employment

Not many of the relocatees completed their BIA-sponsored
training or received-job placement because of it. Fourteen per-
cent of the fathers in the families under study were unem-
ployed, and 12 percent were in training of some sort. Of those
in the labor market, almost one-half were in blue-collar, low-
skill jobs, many on a part-time or a temporary basis. The model
of the Indian father, as of the black father in many cases, is
difficult for the children to follow.

Overall, .according to the U.S. Census, Indians have the
lowest rate of male labor force participation of any group in
the country, which could be particularly denigrating for the
patrilocal Sioux. In terms of fathers working, the Navajo
family was more- intact than the Sioux, followed to a lesser
degree by the California Indian families.

Half of all these mothers work full or part-time outside their
bodies to supplement their men's meager earnings or as sole
breadwinners. Two-thirds had not completed job training, 7
percent had been trained as beauticians, 8 percent as medical
assistants, and 18 percent as clerical workers. More California
tribal women were employed or in training, probably because
of their earliOr, more frequent contacts with the white world.
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The statistics about these families are harsh. One-half of the
families interviewed were not earning a living in the lahcir
market. Indeed, one -third reported that there had been no
income from :wages or salaries during the_ year _preceding the
first Research Group study. Others earned minimal amounts;
27 :percent of thos4 interviewed were on some kind Of public
Welfare, and 10 percent were ,:.receiving unemployment insur7
ance. Only 9 percent of these :families were getting financial
assistance froth BIA programs Of any sort, and most of that was
a training Stipend or relocation aid.

There is another aspect in the Indian employment picture,
probably less formidable now than when these people were
newcomers to the urban employment scene, but a problem;
nonetheless. It is Nie attitude described by Dr. Miller: The
Word 'work' is a difficult concept for 4 lot of tribal people: They
are very rural, and the idea of:exchanging_ labor for _rnoney on
a regular basis is not somethingtheY!ve_been brought up to do.
Materialism and jndividualism are not part of_the culture. _It's
very selfish to set yourself up -as better than other people. Yilu
might see women working enough _to Lilly children their schoOl
clothes and then_just_not_going back to work anymore. They
worked to get what tie? needed and they when they didn't
need anymore."

There are some Indianfamiliesin the area; however; who are
becoming upwardly mobile_ Among those families which have
remained intact have regularly employed heads of house-
hold; there are some who have accumulated enough to buy
homes and other signs of affluencea truck or van, or a vaca:
tion back home (without giving up a job), Even theSe
though, live lith the = knowledge= that illness, job layoffs, or
family problencan wipe out their small savings and that the
affluence they dreg 'fled of on the'reservation is Only that so
fara dream.

Residential and Social Patterns and Preferences
The most impoverished_areas are- home to many urban Indi-

ans, one -half of whom still live in apartments. Their prefer-
ences are shown in Table 1-G. Translated, the table means that
if they could afford it, 61 percent would like to live on the edge
of the city, with a view of the hills or the sunrise, or at least on
a "tract with a tree."

9
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Upon relocation; the BIA placed many fhmil es in available
slum housing throughout The inner city of land. Many ex-
tended family units were broken up, a practice which draw Dr.
Miller's comment; "That's part of the folklore in the BIA; _if
you're going to make it; you're going to be mainstream. You
have to tear the people's roots from tribal soil."

Indians-who came "on their own" naturally looked for hous-
ing near other Indians but _found that they had to compete for
the lowest cost housing with -all other_ minority people of the
urban area So, from a quieter;_ less _crowded, more reserved
way of life many of these families were_thrown into ghettos not
their own where they were frightened and repelled_ by loud
music,Iree and colorful language, and open expressions of vio,
lence. For example, some Indians had never seen blacks before
and were afraid. Now some Indian mothers and especially
their children report_strong bonds with their neighbors. Others
hold themselves aloof: Of the 72 percent of mothers who report-
ed knowing their neighbors, about one-half state that they have
no close relationships with them.

According to Miller, housing patterns are coalescing, with
small _groups of _families moving closer to each other. It_is
possible that, within- the lifetime of the children in this study,
there will be an Indian enclave somewhat like Chinatown and
Japantown in San Francisco, with school children attending
regular schools for math and English and other courses neces-
sary in their new world and receiving native language instruc-
tion at their own schools.

When they are new, immigrants of ethnic or racial groups
can find comfort in being with their own kind. This is more
difficult for Indians because of the vast tribal differences in
language and living habits. These differetices are lessening,
though, as Indians find that members of other ethnic or racial
groups regard them as strange and that socializing with other
Indians, no matter how different, is easier and more comfort-
able. The mingling of members of different tribes is happening
more and more often, as Indians seek out and meet other
Indians at Indian centers and churches, Indian bars, and, above
all, at the _powwows:_ This current intermingling occurs at
southern California powwows, _the scene of mostly Plains
Indian dancing; which has caught the imagination of other
Indians' and of whites as well, Dorothy Miller observed:
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She said of the powwow, "It's become our social institution,
in the same way that for blacks, it's the church. It where you
go to find out who's in town, -or where there might be a job, or
who might have a place to stay; or whatever. For distribution
of knowledge or wealth, or exchange of ideas . . . . And the

PPgossip.
The relief from tedipus ghetto life afforded by the powwow

and the psychic security of moving nearer their own kind have
helped these new city dwellers.As noted in table although
dissatisfied with _their present residence, most would = _Prefer to
remain in_ the _urban_ area Nhere jobs are more likely and
schools are better._ Almost one-fifth of the Navajos and Califon=
nia Indians stated, however, that they would like to return
"home" if they could make a living there. Most maintain -dote
ties with their reservations and make frequent and tiring trips
back, even as they try to come to terms with city life,

Ron Lickers, with family ties in both Rhode bland and
Canada, explains the ambivalence poignantly: "Chic home is in
a place _that people who live in urban areas would not remotely
consider. We go =back to a reservation that is really impover-
ished, but we call_it home and we understand it . . . . You-go
away and get a job and you think you're going to make life a
little better for yourself, but you always have it in the back of
your head that you're going home . . . . We belong where our
faMilieS have survived for thousands of years, and many Indi-
ans see urban areas as places where you 'break families up' or
where 'grown children go."'

"The city is the only place for a job, though. You get used to
the money, you want a car, you want a flush toilet,--these are
valuable things," observed Dorothy Miller: "And then you go
home, and you can't hav those things: They want to begin
economic development on th reservation:::."

The Children in the City

In the beginning of th study, each _mother- was asked to
select one of her chil n as the "fbcal child," the child the
mother felt was most representative of her family's experiences
in the city; 56 = percent of these focal children were born in the
city and had_lived there all their lives. They ranged from one
to 17 years of age, the average being 9.2. Some 53 percent were
bdys, about 47 percent girls. As a way of learning more about
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child care, schooling, and adapting to urban life, t research-
ers subdivided these 120 children into four age ,7toups: The
Little _Ones, under school age (22 percent); The Young Ones,
aged 6-11 (44 Rercent); The Little-Big Ones, (1,2 through 14 (21
percent); and The Big Ones,_15-1$ (13 percent). Although the
number in each group is_small, each was felt by the researchers
to be representative of the socialization process faced by newly
urbanizing Indians in any area.

The Little Ones

_According to _the statistics for this sample; one-fourth are
"breeds:' who therefore face- greater identity problems than
their mothers: All of them must learn English soon; to commu-
nicate with their caregivers and the -neighborhood; one-fourth
of the mothers speak their native language at- home a long -,

term good; but hard now for the very)young. Over threfourths
of these live in apartments; with no yards; so they cannot run
about as they should. Twenty-nine percent have only a mother;
one-third of the fathers who are at home are unemployed or
are often absent, drinking, visiting; or looking for work or help;
and one-fourth of the families are on public welfare,
_Over one-half of the mothers of these little ones are em-

ployed, so babysitters or other daycare arrangements must be
found. Among the extended families of the reservations, child
care has always bcen_ taken for granted, a custom which may
make newcomers to the city appearichild-abusive. There have
been occasions in the city when police have been callekl and

I Indian parentS summoned to court 13ccause they have left their
children alone.

In the Indian way," said Miller, The children are really the
property of the tribe and of the clan, so whether the biological
parents were present or absent, neglectful or not, really didn't
matter much, because there were plenty of parenting, experi-
ences for any child.

"The little kids on the reservation don't worry about where
they are going to sleep that night. They just go visiting and
.stay wherever they want to stay, and nobody worries." Lickers
told of going elsewhere on -the reservation for several weeks to
visit when there were_guests and his home seemed crowded.

Ordinarily; Indian families are accustomed to going every-
where together; and separate classes; day care; and so on; are

0 A
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looked upon as practices that divide the family. When they can,
most mothers take their children with them or stay at home.
At powwoWs, children are always present, listening respectfully
and learning from their elders and dancing with them as_if
there were no age separation. Often, parents do not see their
own children from beginning to end of a powwow; so accus-
tomed are they all to sharing.

A group of young Indian mothers reported to Dr: Miller that
9..3 are attempting to create an "extended family" for -their
chillren and forget the old tribal barrien hy living together;
taVng care of each other's children, or taking in another sister
from home. Nnd Ron Lickers -says that many of the Indian
families who are students -at the University of California at

keley live in a housing complex where they depend on each
of er for support Child care_ranges from sharing while parents
are working or in class to having one person or nuclear family
responsible for all of them for a day and night or two.

The Young Ones_
These early-school-age children are trying to make their way

into the multiracial world which began opening up to them in
nursery school, Head Start, or day care. In a few cases, their
socialization has been almost entirely the powwow, their lan-
uage, almost entirely a native Indian tongue: They have

learned to do- many things for themselves at- an- earlier age
than their white or black counterparts. Their training and
discipline, if done in the- old way, has been mostly nonverbal;
scolding has been done by a gtern look and correction often
achieved by "teasing" rather than physical punishment. As the
Final Report (1975)- states; "RelationShips are intense and deep.
When a parent is attending to a little one; that time is one of
complete attention; and of total psychological power. But little
ones soon leaf' that they must share the attention of others,
that they mu not make demands without cause, and that they
are expected to take responsibility for themselves and contrib-
ute to the total ambience of the group."

Often the mothers of these children are confused; when they
teach the "old ways," they are aware that their young ones
may not be prepared to "compete" in scbel. If they were still
living among their tribes, these young on IS would be receiving
their primary training and socialization from grandparents and
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Tatil0 2Mothers' Educational Levels and Attitilde and NativeLanguage Retention in 120 American Indian Families in the SanFrancisco Bay Area.

Sibux Navajo Cattfornta Other ..4T61-51

k EDUCATION 30- 30 30 _30_1 120
Le 8s than 8th Grade 6% 23% 0% 0% 8%8th-12th-Grade 80% 67% 80% 900/6 79%Some College 13% 10% 20% 10% 13%

B___S-ECONDARYSCHOOL- 30 30 30 30 120
BIA Boarding School 40% 67% 3% 37% 36%Public School % 27% 200/a 90% 50% 470/0Rrivate (Mission)
.School 33% 13% 7% 13% 17°/oC. ATTIT-UDE AND KNOWLED-GE OF SCHOOL _

Grades-Important -; 12%
.1Knows Child't 33% 27% 17%

. Subjects 73% 78% 87°/0 83%Attendance
Important 39%. 38%- 57% 27%Child Has Problems 13% 4 %' 70/6 28%

D. WHY-CHILD LIKES SCHOOL
InAerett in Subjects 68% 74% 56% 53%Interest in Peers 23% 26% 22% 32%Interest in Sports 9% 0% 220/6 16%E. SCHOOL BEHAVIOR_L

LikeS School 79% 92% 93 °/a 78°/aDoes HOrnework 40% 57% 63% 50%Comes_ Directly Home 60% 73% 90% 77%
F.. PARENT./ CHILD USE OF

TotalTRIBAL= LANGUAGE 30 30 30 30 120
Both Use and Know 8(27 ° /o) 9(30%) 0 10 6(29%)23(19%)Mother Only USOS 10(33%)12(40%) 6(20%)11(37%)39(33%)Neither Use Nor
Know/Unknown 12(40%)

9(30%)24(80%)13(43%)58(48%)
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other- relatives _They_ would be learning s1L s; crafts; rituals;
dancing -anti- chanting, hdrseback riding; nature lore; and the
history of their people:

The children in this sample attend, many different schools,
with few other Indian children; and obtain thatsocialization at
powwows or the Indian Center. They are learning too early to
be street-wise, have little financial security, and often come
from broken conjugal families. Many will,"make it," some will
not.

Tables 2-A and 2-11 indicatorthe extent of education-of the 120
mothers and where they received their- education- both factors
in their perception:"of their _chiklren'a school experiences: Many
feel that parenthood- is_hard_for them because_they were taken
away_.at an_early_age to mission or BIA boarding schools where
an appearance of apathy might be advantageous; some report
being punished there for using their native tongue.

Most of the mothers feel that attending school in the city;is
important for their children. A few say they; will send the
Children back to the reservation at. high school age. All are
concerned shout the kind of schooling their children are receiv-
ing. Tables 2C, -D, and -E indicate the interest these mothers
show throughout their children's school career.

The Little-Big Ones

These are the children who are beginning -to lose interest in .

school, despite their mothers' urging to get an education;
School- is boring; compared to meeting with other youth-to
drink beer, flirt; fight; and enjoy their maturing bodies and
growi- rode- ndence: They have learned_ to "take" (not
"ste ") some o the things they see that other children have

Almost one-third of these are without a father and miss the
guidance they might receive from that source. In addition,
many are caught in a strange role-reversal, like their siblings
both older and younger. Most of their parents and nearly all of
their grandparents were raised to listen to and accept the
wisdom of th Old Ones, the "bearers of the knowledge." Now;e
as, Miller is it,' "Parents frequently use their children as
arbiters of city lifethey depend on the children to tell them
the right way. The kid says; 'I don't want to come home right
after school_ I want to go play -with so-and-so; everybody else
does it.' The mother says; 'Well; if that's the way it is.'

243
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"And the child knows where things are; have to as the pay
phone. So- they're_ teaching the parents about the ity: The
mother -may- decide to wait until Johnny_ comes hom to go to
the store_ Parents must ask the children; 'Where the bus
depot ?' How do you work the dishwasher?' And the the little
girl has to go to the kitchen to show her mother. Parents are
accepting the norms children are manufacturing for them-
selves."

. ,

Most Indian parents find the school system distant and bu-..
reaucratic and have no idea how to express their concern for
their children's education. Few of them:attend PTA, but over
half of the children interviewed about homework= report that
their mothers w- older siblings help them when they need it.

During the research, an Indian = parent group was formed to
examine the school problems of their children. These parents
helped develop a"Drop-in Center" for their young people who
were dropping out of schooLF rther, they have consulted with
Native Ameriean tea hers and tablished a preschool program
in which the parents re heavily involved. There are burgeon.-
ing ideas for a Native rican alternative school for their
children-based on their own culture and heritage.

The Big nes

_ There were 16 of these l_to la-year-olds; _many with dreams
of what- they would- like- to -do warrior -and adventure roles for
the young men; as in the armed services; police; or airlines; and
caretaking Roartistic roles for the women; as either nurses,
secretaries; or artiSts. The ir-westigators, though, were of the
impression that only two of these appeared fikely to graduate,
despite't he concern and: worry of their mothers. Already one
has borne a child, some have dropped out, and some have been
in jail.

One-third of these families are on public welfare; 38 percent
Of the fathers are employed, 44 ercent of the mothers work
outside -the home. Many of the you in thec.sample have part-
time jobs to make money for cars at *rthes, many to help
their families and care for their younger rothers and sisters.
Their mothers help them in every way t can,: standitlg
behind them in times of trouble and often sen i them back
to the reservation, to their own families; trying to Arengthen
the tribal bonds: Most of these youths realize the psyc logical
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supports availabre in their families and for many their_ homes
become a social center where they bring their Indian friends.
Their- lives are anomalous; a bler0 obi the good and the bad
from both cultures :.

Like their sidings, thes-etpig Ones have been raisedin a style
which other cultures would call "permissive:" From birth, each
child is a separate being, his own self; Discipline; in_style and
degree, depends: on tribal custom and; more and_more, on the
degree of control and the impingement of the larger world on
the individual family. It is these factors, "Old Ways" versus the
new, -and the degree of native language_retention in the home,
which influence the self-concept of these Indiansindividuals
or families.

Indian Identity and Urbanization ho's Going to "Make It"?

Feedback of preliminary study findings resulted _in develop-
ment of a number of programs for Native Americans in the
Bay Area. Further, the researchers developed criteria for
Indian identity, using three empirical measures._ First; the
types of families were categorized based on language retention:
Traditional, with both mother and child speaking the native
tongue; Transitional, in which only the mother retains the
tribal language; and Marginal, in which neither generation
uses the native language.

Table 2-F indicateS the acceleration of loss of tribal lan-
guages under the impact of city life; like some of the other
tables, it suggests tribal differences and reservation ties as
Well. Table 3 shows language retention identity types by tribe
Of 94 of the subjects.

Table 3 Language Retention Identity Types by TRIBE
(Percentage; t1,--94)

150 Traditional. TranSitinnal Marginal

Si-ou-x 34% 44% 22%
Navajo 43% 51% '1%
California 0 Wl% A 79%
Other 27% 50% 23°/0

Total 24% 41 % 34%
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The secoi:d_ °empirical= measure was based on the extent of
home teaching of tribal ways and values, of the cultural norms
of their people. Parents who are proud to Indian, glory in
their tribal customs, and adhere to their people's values give
their children firm roots. The assumption is that they are the
one whose children know who they are.

The third measure was of the mother's stated preference for
her child's marriage partner, the hypothesis being that if her
own identity was important to her, she would want her child to
marry an Indian.

The investigators examined the _degree of traditionalism
versus acculturation' among the urban Indians, using _these e
three indicators of Indian identity, as shown in table 4. Navajo
mothers ranked highest on all Indian-identity indicators, the
mothers of the California tribes the luwest, and the Sioux and
Others somewhere in the middle. This ranking seems to sub=
stantiate other data that Navajos have the greatest degree of
tribal and traditional identity and, possibly, the best chance at
survival in the city.

Table 4Respondents: View Of Three Indicators Of Indian
Identity, by Tribe (Percentage)

Know Language Teeth Indian Ways
Prefer Indian

Marriage for Child

Sioux 47% 73% 42%
Navajo 93% 77% 81%
California 0 47% . 70%
Other 45% 54% 72%
Total 46% 63% 67%

Some of the families had been in the Bay Area for a long
time; some had come and gone and come again_ In the course -of
the study a few had gone to the reservation, some to stay,
others to recoup and try again later. According to the Research
Group's hypothesis, those with strong traditional background,
with ties to family, and friends both in the city and on the
reservation, and =with sturdy belief in their culture would show
the greatest social and psychological adaptability in the city.
The Traditional, the Transitional, those moving away from
Indian ways but still familiar with them, and the Marginal
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families, those at home in neither world, were compared with
each other on a number -of variablesSignificant OtherS, Ad&
quate Income;_High School Education or Higher, Urban Chit=
drearing Practices; and Child's School Adjustment.

The findings are interesting but are not considered conclu-
sive, of course, because the sample was _small. Indication of
validity of the bicultural adaptation model however, formed
one hypothesis on which the subsequent longitudinal study was
based. That is families who maintain a sense of Indian identity
and are able to_ _adopt some strat,egies of urban living seem to
make the best adaptation to life in the City.

And even before completion of the later_studies; many _Native
American Study Groups in various colleges -hart started using
this study as a text; complete with the_ tribal symbols of each
Research Group member on the staff-designed cover.

THE SECOND STUDY: NATIVE AMERICAN CHILDREN: THE
URBAN WAY (1974-76)

Researching and_ interviewing the 120 families of the -first
study had led to other questions. How were public institutions
responding to the needs of Indian families off the reservations?
How much do health and welfare workers and administrators
in public agencies know about urban Indian families and their
needs or for that matter, what to do about those needs? How
much input has the Indian community into the policies and
practices of the agencies mandated to serve them?

The Rationale
After careful preliminary work and pilot studies, Native

American researchers conductedparticipantobservation of
agencies in operation and survey interviews with agency per-
Sbnnel. The 109 agency personnel _interviewed in a _random
sample ranged from top administrators; through public rela-
tions or community affairs workers and middle-range stiPervi:,

fors; to line workers.
It was a new approach to learn about consumer-based evalua-

tion Of educational and social_services matched against agency
Workers' evaluation of their services to those clients. Primarily,
the investigation wasplanned to analyze data systematically
around questions specifically directed at children's prOblerna:
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I: flow are India_ children perceived by various city agencies;
i.e.; social change agencies such_ as public schools and
churches; the social support agencies; those involved in
welfare; housing; employment; and health; and the social
control agencies; among them the courts; law enforcement
agencies, and youth services? An example is the school's
perception of the: urban Indian child as apathetic; psycho-
logically damaged, and in need of psychiatric treatment, ar
stupid and hardly worth the effort of a teacher in an al-
ready crowded classroom..The same child may be viewed by-
welfare workers as needing special schooling because of
frequent changes of residence or the different quality_ of
schools attended. Other agencies may see the child and his
family as a problem for the truant officer. Each perception
may be partially, right for some children some of the time
vet miss the mark. The apathy may stern from a child's
sense of loss and mourning over leaving family members or
the hog-an of the grandmother or.from a failure to under-
stand and appreciate_ a _competitive; self-oriented value
system: The__appearance_of_stupidity_ may indeed be due to
differences in school_systems;Aanguage_, and culture (and
standardized tests): The- resulting- alienation may; eventual-
ly; lead to problems with the juvenile authorities:

2. How are Indian children served by these agencies? There
was concern that no special services had been designed for
this subgroup, chiefly because many Indian children have
been erroneously classified as SpanishAmerican, Asian,
or Samoan:

3. How do the various social institutions (Federal, state, and
local, both public and private, i.e., agencies, foundations,
and churches) set policy and carry out their :work with
Indian children? Since it was known that foundations had
shown concern_ for minority group needs, the question was
whetliep they had any particular policy regarding Indian
chilgreO_The researchers wanted to learn; also whether
publieschools knew of and used_ Johnson-O'Malley _funds.
allotted to meet the special needs of Indian children, In
addition; they wanted to know how the social institutions
could use the completed survey results.

2
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4. What recourse is possible for Indian children who have not
been adequately served? To the uninitiated; the confusion
in policy and responsibility is staggering._ In some cases;
there are special rights and programs; legislatively mandat-
ed, which should be available to Indian children; a study by
the NAACP found, however, that available special school
funds had been denied -to Indian children in many ways.
Further, although Indians are specifically excluded by
Treaty and Federal= laws =from the school "desegregation"
Supreme Court decision in order to carry on the Indian
Warding school system, an Indian cultural -based day care
program was denied funding because it would appear to
discriminate against other racial groups.. The Native
American Research Group investigation hoped to outline
potential reform for such problems.

5. What are the hiring policies regarding Indian staff to serve
Indian children? The Research Group was curious to know
the affirmative action policies of the agencies involved;
Federal, State; and local: They were especially interested in
using Indian workers in organizations with- relatively ,urge
Indian client populations; Such an analysis; they hoped;
could_lead to more _extensive recruitment and trqlning pro-
grams of Native Americans and of in-service training pro-
grams of-non- Indians who serveindian children, '

6. What mental health services are available; how are they
used; and how effective are they for the Indian child in the
urban area? The two-culture tug within an urban Indian
child pulls him in opposite directiOns. He may_ yearn for
the old ways but see advantages_to himself in adopting the
new. The "generation gap" in the white world is dwarfed
by the gap between the reservation-bred parents and tilt
street-wise peers of young urban Indians. Alcohol, drugs,
glue- sniffing= become common crutches for many of these
frightened kids, most of whom are not seen by community
mental health agencies or psychiatriits until they are re-
ferred by a social control agency, usually the juvenile
court.

The interviews: Agency Staff

The researchers presented three vignettes _depicting typical
problems of the young Indian in the city and asked how each

29
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agency individual interviewed would handle them. One vi-

gnette went like this:
A 12- year -old Indian girl is five months pregnant, walks into

your office and tells you she needs your help. She tells you she

hits not had any food in three days._ She hasn't seen her parents

in a long time and is afraid to tell them she is pregnant. She

tells you her parents have disowned her and really_ don't care

what she does. sbe's_been living with her boyfriend, but now

he'sleft her and she doesn't have a place to stay:
What can you do for her?
When presented with this or one Of the other_ hypothetical

cases, about three-fourths of those interviewed wanted to refer

the Indian case elsewhere, almost half to a police or laW en-

forcement agency: Most of them talked about the "Indian prob=

lem" and seemed_convinced that either the_B1A or the police

were the proper referrals. Replies ranging_ from ultra- bureau-

cratic- to warm_and personal were coded_by content analysis.

Results revealed that 40 percent would deliver service of somg

sort and take the basic responsibility:
Title XX of the SoCial &Curity Act mandates that the Public

Welfare Department assume responsiblity for this kind of case.

Yet 78 percent of the respondents from_ a public welfare agency

indicated -that they would refer the - pregnant girl to another
agency_and 44 percent of those said they would call in the
juvenile court authorities. According to/the researchers; this

pattern of responses was typical; Indian client:a were often re-

ferred elsewhere even wlien they came to the proper agency.

About 35_ percent of the personnel in 60i-idea which would

properly deal_With Indian-clients indicated their belief that the

BIA covers All types of social services And benefits -for Ameri7

can Indiana, a serious_ misconception but perhaps_ a partial
explanation for their reluctance to give, and thus "duplicate;"

services.

The Interview: The Urban Indians

_The Native American researchers are_ aware of problems

faced by agency employees and social workers in dealing with

their Indian Clients. Miller's account reveals this aspect that
Could be comic were it-not -for the wasteful, damaging mutual
frtistratidria: "It's just amazing; the kind§ of misunderstanding
thfit arise between social workers And their Indian clients.
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Simple things; like you don't look people in the eye. The social
worker says; 'I can't communicate with that person. Why: he
won't even look at me.' Well; Indians don't look at other
people. It's a different style. If you're with an Indian group, you
don't look people in the eye. We think it's very impoliteit's
almost like an insult, as if to say, 'What's the matter, don't you
trust me? Why are you staring?'"

Ron amplified' this: In a lot- of cases, the, Indians are not
used to the iquestions that are being asked, even though they
are not real personalmaybe Where do you live? Are other
people living in your house?' Sometimes they go to these agen-
cies to be taken care of, then lust sit there without talking
about it.- It takes somebody with expertise to sit down in a quiet
way and say, Is there something we can do for you?' and not
worry if there is no response or if the clients get_ up and walk
away, then come back and wait. I've seen people who aren't
aware of these subtleties start squirming around iknd really
getting nervous while the other person is just sitting there
waiting. The worker will just ask more questions; become more
frantic, if he's not familiar with the culture:"

14o which Dorothy Miller, laughing, added, "Can you imagine
what that does to our interviewing style? One doesn't- walk in
and just say, 'Good morning, would you please answer the
following ten questions?"'

An empathic interview approach; more easily accomplished
by aame-culture interviewers; would- do much _to_ eliminate the
difficultiessome subtle; some- obviousthat prevent effective
service by _agencies mandated_and funded to help. Plainly;
mutual understanding and tolerance are needed by both pro-
vider and consumer.

The Questions
The Family Interview, a form sheet filled out by the re-

searchers for each family, listed tribe and ID number for
matching with previous- interviews. The first question was de-
signed to renew the- interest and confidence built during the
first study: "We talked with yo&inearly _two_years ago, and
since that time a lot has_happened. Whatare some of the good
things that have happened to_you and your family since then ?' -'

' was followed -by "And what sorts of things have happened that
have been trouble for you and your family'?"

251
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Next came inquiries about residence, unemployment, disabil-
ity and Social Security insurance, AFDC, Medi=c4i, and so on.
The Indian_:respondents could indicate problems in getting
public assistanceAransportation, paperwork, refiltial, or Oth

and where and with whom there were special difficulties. In
regard to health treatments, there was a note reminding each
interviewer to add: "Did you know that the Urban Indian
Health Board Clinic in-San Francisco can provide transporta-
tion to and from the clinic; etc." After this came questiOnS .

about legal problems: Interviewers also offered to make job
inquiries on behalf of the respondents.

Questions about the ohildren of these families followed: Who
dO you prefer to take care of your children _now_?" "What kind
Of day_care center do you prefer?" "Looking back, can you see
the difference between the school you attended_and_ the school
your child goes to What are some of those'differences?" "How
is your child doing in school these days?" How_ does he get
there, is it far from home, does he come right home from-
school, and so on the questions continued, into such problem
areas as subjects studied, authority figures; and need for a
tutorial _program.

The researchers found pluses and minuses. As Dr. Miller said
later; Our children are having such a tough time. I think our
longitudthal_ studies are going to be very important for us to
look at what's happening as they enter the school syat-em.
We're having_ a hard time getting the children through: high
schooL_The_drop-out rate is very high. We're having a lot ot
teenage pregnancies and the high cost of deterioration is phe-
nomenal!' (In_ averaging out responses to their hypothetical
cases; it- should be added, the researchers found school person-
nel somewhat more prone to offer direct aid than were person-
nel in other agencies.)

Findings, Feedback, and the Future

The Native American researchers reported finding no Indian
workers in their random sampling of agehcy workers in the
Bay Area cities; although preliminary_ inquirieS, had revealed
that over 200:iagencies in at least 20 different fields of-
service are concerned with Native American poptiliitioq in the
Bay Area
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The Final ROliort suggests that a necessary first -step is to
deVelOp training and _recruitment progtams to bring Native
Americans and social services together. To - -cope with _the
Unique problems of urban Indians; Title XX funds should be
spent for staff training._

COUriteririg the boredom, hostility, or "institutional, racism"
perceived__ iri the reception and replies given by,some agency
people, 60 percent of those interviewed asked _the -Native
American- researchers to advise them in an on-the-site_training
session after the interview. Over one-fourth,of the respondents
asked the Native American researcher to return to speak to
the agency staff about urban Indian -situations. Finally, two-
thirds of the subjects interviewed_ asked the Native American
research staff to provide the names and functions of Indian
organizations which could, be of benefit to the American Indian
client.

As ai result of the "-feedback _loop;" as they called it, the
researchers were able to give immediate assistance and consul-
tation to both "sides;'_' agency and Indian. Some of the neigh-
borhood Indian people are becoming involved in helping to set
up programs or youth- drop -in centers, and a few are seeking
paraprofessional training and status.

During their first study; the team realized that many chil-
dren were being placed `1:)utside'_' in _the _community. Impetus
from this research -led the California Indian Nurses Association
to develop _ini__Indian _social agency in Oakland. =This Child
Resource center;- the -first of its kind, provides child care,_ child
placement; and other support services for Indian familieS to
keep them from being_broken up.

The Native American Research Group has been called in to
help set up_training programs and advise in a variety of Set=
tingsin health clinics in San FrancisCo, in nurses aide pro=
grams; orat the CEO-established FriendShip House in Oakland.
Midway during this second study, the team developtA SubSidi=

surveys as particular aspects of a problem were revealed:
among them, a study of the welfare program's intake procedure

frtielp Indian families through a process they view as cumber-
some-and insensitive; a survey of attendance and school prob-
leniaieiPeriericed by Indian students in the Oakland School
DiStridt; a Study/Of the Indian Drop-In Center, determining
additional prograiri needs which might encourage young Indi-
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ans to remain in or return to school; an evaluation study of the
Indian_ pre-school; and background research on pthjects spon-
aorad by the California Coalition of Indian Controll4d Educa-
tion and the Native American Alcohol and Drug'Abuse Coun-
cil.

They are= pleased to have been asked to =aid in research-
related work for the Tribtil Leaders4_who have called the staff
for help in aetting up evaluation studies._ And as- with -the first
study, young Native American researchers have benefited both
as scholars and as helpers, the highest calling of their people.

THE THIRD STUDY: URBAN INDIAN CHILDRENeIVE YEARS
LATER (1972-1977)

Much of the cultural life is still there,
there in the way that the water is there
for the fish. I.

,The purpoae of this study was to follow the 120 _families;
wherever they might be, using the original baseline data and
obtaining new data on their continuing survival strategies and
mode of adaptation. =The Native American Research Group was
especially interested to find out how well, their bi lturation
adaptation hypothesis was holding up: belieVe t a lOn-
gitudinal_study of this magnitude will= provide useful in rina7
tion_for policymakers and program planners and, even more
important; will add to knowledge about the socialization and
adaptation processes of the Indian families in transition.

The Modes of Adaptation

Walter Carlin; the Sioux member of -the original Native
American research team; drew up a_ model of the kinds of
'individual adaptation to social situations that are - possible for
Nye Americans in the _predominantly white society_ His
model, taken from social theorist Robert Merton's "Modes of
Adaptation Based on _Acceptance or Rejection of a Culture's
Means and Ends," differs from Merton's largely because Carlin
added the bicultural perspective. In both models, "ends" refers

u.t
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to culture's goals -and "means" to the institutionaliied =ways
available -to attain those _goals___Carlin's. "Partial. Bicultural
Model of -Modes of Adaptation_ Possible . for Native Americana"
contains two- conflicting_ sets of .cultural means and ends; the
Indian and the white;-front which to choose in adapting to or
rejecting the dominant-culture.

Many modes of adaptationincluding traditional; _bicultural,
transitional, opportunist, assimilated,- anomic;
sive, _innovative, rebellious, and mentally ill were considered
in relation to each set of means and ends.- The_modes-of adapta,
tion were then classified into four major groups: TraditionaL_in
which the person clings to Indian values and behaviors;__Transi,
tional, where the individual. adapts to white_ means _and_ ends
and leaves _traditional values and behavior behind; Biculttual;
in which the person is able to- hold _onto_Indian__viidues__and
means and, is also able to adapt to -white ands without_consider-
ing them_ the primary value structure; and Marginal, whose
individuals are anomie in both worlds; with ends and means

- neither Indian nor white.

Assignment of the Families

From information gathered in the first study; the research
team = developed an ,empirical classification for each_ of_the 120
families and focal children, scoring each informant as_to the
presence or absence of the adaptation indicators-,-white_ends,
White: means, Indian ends, Indian means. Next; they computer-
ized the scores and formed a total scale score. Each family was
then empirically assigned to one of the major bicultural types:
Bicultural, 28; Traditional, 26; Transitional; 47; and Marginal,
19.

The Bicultural Family
Almost one-fourth of the families in the study can be consid-

eid Bicultural. They have a sense of "harmony" _having re.
tairid the use of their native language and the practice_ of
many of their beliefs while "making it" in the city. 'fbeir
children have been reared to respect Others and-understand the
ways of their people. They value education; _have at least a high
school diploma,..aarn their living; and have a decent standard of
living. The children know something of both their worlds, since

53
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t ey attend public school but are sent back to the reservation
f the summer.

The investigators hypothesiied_ that =over the five-year
petted, this group would make the best social and psychological
adjustment to the city.

The Traditional Family

The Traditional, 22 percent of those in this study, know and
use their- native tongue, practice "Indian ways," and have close
relationships= with other Indian families who also live much as
they did on the reservation. In three-quarters of these families;
the mothers are at home and unemployed, 92 percent are mar-
ried to Indians, over two-thirds were educated in BIA or mis!-'
sion boarding schools, and 20 percent- would prefer to send
their children "back home" to. 'School. Some 40 percent of the
children do not report liking school,i,possibly because education
is important to. oily one-third% of these mothers. Most of the
Children spend their summers on the reservation. Most of the
husbands are in job training or employed in a blue-collar job.
The families appear to share a close,- supportive family life
Although many are impoverished financially..

The hypothesis for this Traditional family group is that they
will _make only a marginal adjustment to the city but that the
psychological damage to the children will be minimal. The
researchers feel, also, that some _of these families will "go
home" if life in the city gets tougher and that some of their
children will soon be making the choice between their families'
value- structure and that of their peer ggoup. Some of the
families will _veer toward the Bicultural and some toward the;
Transitional in the next few years.

The Transitional Family

Forty-seven families, over one-third of the 120, are judged to
be Transitional, to be moving toward the adoption of white
means and ends, letting their Indian language and yalues,
means and ends, slip away. The mothers neither speak their

.native tongue nor try to teach "Indian ways", to their children;
only one-tturd send their children "home in the summer; two-
thirds of the mothers are employed outside their homes as
clerks, domestics, or secretaries. Over half of the homes have
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no father; one-fourth o _fathers_ are non-Indian; all fatherg
are employpd in factories or t or with the school system or
government. About 60 percent- fact, came to the city "on
their own;" with no assistan rom the BIA.

ACC-di-ding toto= the hypoth is, these families are most likely to
become assimilated in the city, to move into the white lower
bleak and to attempt to "become white" The families may earn
adequate livings, but, according to the assumptions of the in-
vestigators, the children will face identity crises and lowered
selesteem and will probply adopt neurotic defenses over
tithe.

The Marginal Family
SiXteen percent of the families are Marginal; they_have lost

their native language and -show no evidence of_ having known
"'Indian ways," or "white- either; seeming to be mala-
dapted in both. Nearly, one - half are on public welfare and one-
third have no father- home._Thisis the highest school drop-
out groupone-foukh of the- children no longer attend school,
only 11 per nt of the mothers having felt that the= Childien'S
education as important Only or*fourth send their children
to the rvations to renew fam0-and tribal ties.

'Far =
is group, the hypothesis is that they will have the

greategt amount of social and psychological difficulty over the
next few years and will suffer most from the impact of urban-
ization.

The Next_ Step_ .--ii

iesThe otigirial assignment as to type of adaptation- becomes the
independent variable for ting_the validity of the
hygotht-s-es. the assumption; is that, any mill phange; veering
either toward or away from their _traivalue orientation. The
intervening variables are_the experiences of these families over
the 5-year period what good things and what bad things baize
happened to them?_ The_ dependent variable; or outcome, is
derived from the use of a series of scales, measurements; and
indicators_of the social and psychological situation Of each child
with relation to those of his familY.

According to their hypotheses; expectations were that Bicul-,
tural families would score high on the Social Adjustment...Scale
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and lbw on Psychiatric and Alcoholism Scales; Trmirtional, lowon both &ales; Transitional, high on Social Adjustment andeven higher on the 'Psychiatricand Alcoholism Scales; andMarginal, low on the first and high on the second.

aSome Interim. Results

By August 1977, the researchers" had located and reinter-Viewed 82 of _the original 120 families in the Bay Area. _TheyfOund_ out that 19 had moved = back to the reset-1,711'6On, 6 hadMoved to another urban area, 2 were unavailable bec ause theirparents were ill; -6 could not be located; and 5 refused to beinterviewed at that time
When the families were asked about the "good things" thathad happened; their answers were not good, 23;_ betterlOcation, 4 social_ activitieS, 9; improved education, 14; im-proved_marital; family ties, 16; and financial improvement, 16.After four years; them, these urban Indian families are stillmaking only marginally successful adaPtation._ _As to the "bad_ things," 16 reported "no particular badthjngs,":and other replies were job disability; 2 divorce, aepa-ration, 9; poor health; 9; death, accident, 10; marital, familyproblein = 12; pnd financial probleins, most of them long-stand;ing, 24 .

Th people are stillinterested, Still_ convinced of -the imptir;is e of what the researchers are finding, and still cleaning upeir homes and their. children and dressing _in-their best as amark of respect_to these Native Americans who are finding outabout them, their needs, and their aspirations. _- _-_By early 1979,_most of the families had been traced. About 40percent of the families have returned to the _reservation._ Ofthese, approximately one -third may be considered Marginal.
bout one-third might be called "Residuals," who went backbeC`ause they just don't like the _cityas DorOthY Mille_ r put -it;"They returned in neither triumpAkr disaster." It is possible,------

that some of their children will go back to the city and adjusthappily_there.
The Study Group is especially proud to report on the lastthird of those who returned. They have _gone bar* better edu-cated, moreeophisticated, and ready to take their place inleadership and _skilled rOleS in the tribal _program. They havekmade such a complete bicultural adaptation that they can,
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move in and out of eitOr setting, either world. One couple, for
instance, is composed of a wife who teaches in the tribal school
and a husband who is using his CPA to aid_the tribe.

From their preliminary findings, = the Native American Re-
search Group is assured of the validity of the Bicultural hy-
pothesis. For one thing; the Transitional and Traditional fami,
lies seem to be merging largely into the Bicultural group. And
those who were deemed Marginal are still transient to both
worlds, the city and the reservation.

There is some thought of changing the unit of analysis from
family and "fo-cal child" to that of the children themselves,
who, incidentally, are doing better in school adjustment, than
they appeared to be several years ago; Both the focal children
and their siblings will be of interest. What choices will they
make? Will their choices differ from their parents'? Miller
thinks generational swings will be visible as some of these
children begin their own families in the near future; just as
major- swings from generation to generation have usually oc-
curred among immirint groups to the United States:

"Tragic in the Abstract, Happy in the Concrete"

When- asked what she meant by referring to the people of the
studies in this 'way, Miller tried to explain: "The whole reloca- ,
tion program, it seems to me, is a powerful social change phe-
nomenon, tragic because -it provides such a cultural gulf be=
tween.the Indian people in the city and on the reservation. I
think we can foresee some -of the consequences of this mass
e

eaten

igration to tl)e city, but kthink we are faced with a lot of
tended consequences that we hadn't expected to that

the tragic es.
et these people are::emotionallysturdy. I'm always

4Le-hefty 'they can survive' all kinds of., things. Most
people they look at the Native American in the city, talk
abou the alcoholism, the poverty, and so _an. That's one per-
spective, but that doesn't tell the story, which is re much
molehow the family maintain themselvfs, keeping psycho-
logical richness that you just feel when you're with the people
M their homes. So much of the cultural life is still there,_ there
in the way that the water is there for the fish. It's part of them
and it is their life."
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